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':'bts Forestry -ëmmiss,ion proposes to undertake forestry operaciol:: 
inc1uing access road construction, harvesting of timber and 
ancgc1ent 1 in Compartm4nts 180, 198 and 200, Chaelundi State 

c.rntions -art,neceaaryin this small key part of the unloq;vl 
t!st in Dorrigo Forest Management Area to provide continued 

of a suitable mix of hardwood -sawlogs to sawmiliincj 
- . :nJutries dependent upon it, until preparation in 1991 of cr: 

• 
 

the .qhole, Area in accordance with the Commission's annour. 

I 	

ntegry for increased public involvement in forest  
I 	. 	' •. 

::t Environm,ental Impact Statement covering these activities 

.I 	

c!n prepared for operations proposed to commence in Decenibtx 
0 

ElS may be inspected during normal office hours in the pc: 
0ctober, 1990 to, November , 1990 at the followinç 

I.
. 	 ¼. 

stry Commission of. NSW,' 	- 	 . 	 Department of Piannit:-;: 
Ct: Floor, 	 Publications Desk, 

I 	
' -99 York Street, 	 Remington Centre, 

2000. 	 175 Liverpool Street, 
Sydney, 2000 

Commission of NSW, 	 N.S.W. Government 
cjiona1 office, 	 Information Centre, 

irorner Hood and High Streets', 	 55 Hunter Street, 

i 
. 	 nLCs Harbour Jetty '2,450: 	 Sydney, 2000. 

:ore3try commission of NSW, 	 N.S.W. Fnv1ranment 
-' 	 I)i;trict Office, 	 , 	 Centre, 

I
;. cudgery Street, 	 19 George Street, 
i)orrigo, 2453 	 . ' 	 Sydney, 2000. 

I
"Forestry CommiSsion of NSW,' - 	 Nymboida Shire Council 
District Office • 	 Through Street, 
NSW Cavernment Offices, 	 South Gratton, 2460. 
49 Victoria Street, 

I Gr- afton, 2460. 

I 
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yic.0 of the Environmental Impact Sta±ement may be purchased 
;c,ni the Forestry Commission Offices listed above, at a èost of 

15. 

ry person or organisation may make written repre5e!tatiOn5 with 
r21pect to the activity described in the Environmental Impact 
tatt?meflt tothe Forestry Commi5siofl of H.S.W., 3ox2667, G.P.O.. 
yciney, 2001. submissions must be received by the Commission at 

Mead Office at 95 York Street, Sydney by 5 p.m. Thursday 

::ovember 1, lSO. 

:ollowing the closing datq for receipt of submissions, a decision 

H1! be made in relation to the proposals. 

.A. KING 
nq Secretary 
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ERRATA_,_ 

(vi) Table 	33. 	"Cpts 	178, 	180, 	181" 	should 	read 	"CpI.s 	FIb. 	179,  

-. 'aUC 	Zb Table 	7. 	Delete note 	number 	5, 	3rd 	column, 	je.206, 	not 	206 3 . 

- 	Eagc 	44 4th paragraph. 	Alter 	as a condition of 	licensees" To read 	
" 

condition of 	licenees". 

I -  ?çc 	69 21 )d paragraph. 	Alter "These 	3 species 	---" 	to read 	"these 	two 

- 

I - 	Pagc 	70 	. Table 	15, 	Alter "Tuygoloo" 	to read 	"Tuggolo". 

Table 16 

- I ioonpar 	SF 	diversity of 	species: 	3 	should 	read 	S 

b) 	Wild 	Cattle 	Creek 	SF Coffs 	District; 	0.06 	should 	read 	0.(. 

3. 	Delete 	"/ha". Diversity, 	column 

71 Table 	JR. 	New 	England Hardwood. 	(Relative density): 	Alter  

-- 269.0, 

73 Section 	4.4.3 	Paragraphs 	1 	and 	2. 	Fiurc: 	13 	should 	read 	Figut 

• ice 	74 "Table Alter 	"Table 	20" 	in 	last 	para 	to 	read 	 21'. 

I ace 	79 Summaryof 	results. 	Alter"Table 	21" 	in 	paragraphs 	1, 	2 	and 

"Table 	20" 

I
79 Section 	4.4.4, 	Fauna of 	Special 	Concern, 	D.Enaculatu$ 

Alter 	Forest 	types 	162/163 	to .142/163. 

I.  80 Last 	paragraph, 	penultimate 	line: 	Add 	"180" 	after 	"Compurtrntnt: 

C. 	93 4.7.2 	Last 	paragraph, 	second 	sentence. 	Alter 	to 	read 	"A 	lurti,'-: 

outside 	the 	region 	also draws 	part 	of 	its 	aJ)oc&ted 	sawlcu 	t;' 

I this 	Area", 

4.7.3 	First 	paragraph, 	first 	cntence; 	Alter 	to 	read 	"Dourigc  

I main centre - of 	popu).ation for 	the Dorrigo district 	part 	of 	the 

Second paragraph: 	Alter 	first sentence 	to read 	"There 	are 	few Cr' 

centres  of 	population in this part of 	the thin?' 

I
- 

'a;e 115 5.2.3 	wildfire. 	In 	the 	last 	sentence 	of 	the 	se-cvtid 	par:iyi-.'jd: - 

"exists". 

I ?age 116 5.3,1 	Alter 	Floyd 	(Ref 	$$$) 	twice 	in 	this 	section, 	to Floyd 

118 Last 	sentence, 	'178, 	180 	and 	181" 	should 	read 	"178, 	179 	an 	F' 

I
Pa-7e 

Pace 	119 -Table 	33. 	Alter 	Cpt 	number 	"120"t0 	"179". 

I Page 135 First 	line. 	Alter 	"Permissive Occupancy lease" 	to 
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CERTifICATE 
(Clause 59, Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation) 

This Environmental Ifflpact Statement has been prepared by and on behalf of We 
Forestry Commission of New South Wales in accordance with Clauses 57 and 5S of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation, 1980. 

J.H. Drielsma 
Commissioner for Forests 
19 September 1990 	1. 
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STUDY TEAM 

This 95 was produced by a study team coordinated by Margules and Partners on heh:W 
of the Forestry Commission of New South Wales (FCNSW). 

4 

Site specific information on flora, fauna and soils used to compile the EIS has been 
provided in part by FCNSW staff together with data from other sources including sworn 
affidavits from researchers who have undertaken studies within the three compartments 

or adjacent areas. Information relating to industry's resource requirements and the 
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. 	implicadons arising from vot  having those requirements met were provided by the 
relevant sawmilling companies. 
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I GLOSSARY 

Crown sawmill: 

I SaIvae sawmill: 

I 
Quota: 

I 

I 
Quota sawlog: 

I 
Veneer log: 

Pole, pile and girder: 

I 

I 
Exquota sawlog: 

I Salvage sawlog: 

0 

I. Minimum rate sawlog: 

I Small sawlog: 

I Sleeper: 

I 

I Post: 

I.. 

A privately owned sawmill licensed under the Forestry Act, which has 
been allocatd an annual quota, or nominated annual supply throiiszli a 
longer term wood supply agreement, for supply of sawlog Umber row 
Crown timber lands, under the provisions of the Act. 

A privately owned sawmill licensed under the Forestry Act for which 
no annual Crown Umber allocation rights exist. Parcel sales of 
Crown land timber may be made on an ad hoc basis to meet some 
forest management, marketing or land diposal requirement. 

An annual allocation of sawlog volume made from a management 
area to a Crown sawmill. Quotas have a continuing basis but are 
subject to annual review or, in the case of a wood supply agreement, 
at the completion of the agreement period. 

A log having equal or greater than specified minimum dimensions iui 
quality, the volume of which forms part of a sawmills annual awlot: 
allocation (quota). 

A solid straight section of harvested tree bole (subject to minicislin 
and maximum specifications for size) of a select number of species 
suitable for peeling or slicing to produce thin sheets of wood siiiiaN" 
for veneer production. 

Straight, sound, bole sections of a tree which are processed in the 
round, generally six metres or more in length. As diameter iIlcrea 
in relation to length, industry terminology prefers the term pile 
then girder for increasingly larger end - section timbers. All such  
timber pieces may subsequently receive further processing altering 
basic form, for example pole dressing or girder squaring. 

A sawlog which when utilised by the sawmill, does not form par 'f 
its quota allocation, for a variety of reasons. This category may 
include both logs that are compulsory, (of good quality but below sL't 
limits subject to a further minimum limit) or optional, for utilisatitiri 
by the sawmiller. 

A log by agreement not required to be utiliscd by a sawmill butt is 
available at its discretion. Generally, such a log is of ex-quota titiatttv 
and consequently either of very small size or is highly defective. 

A sawlog with defect in excess of an agreed maximum or having 
dimensions less than a specified minimum. Royalty is assessed or 
such log material at the current minimum royalty rate for sawlogs in 
the areas. May be equivalent to a salvage log. 

A log less than 40cm centre diameter of specified minimum lencih 
and small end diameter of a minimum of 15cm. By agreement. these 
logs are usually required to be utilised by a sawmill (i.e. are 
'compulsory'), but do not form part of quota allocation. 

Squared sawn timber, either free or inclusive of heart, used in railway 
construction or maintenance or less frequently in landscape retainint: 
walls etc. Larger end dimensions and longer lengths are referrert 
transoms and junk and are used in rail cross over points and where 
large timber sections are required such as bridge and culvert 
construction. 

A timber piece normally less than six metres in length, either spiit, 
sawn or natural round used in fencing, rails either sawn or natural 
round, span between the posts and sawn palings may provide the 
upright barrier between the upper and lower ,rails. 

I 
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.1 GLOSSARY 

I Crown sawmill: A privately owned sawmill licensed under the Forestry Act, which ho.,  
been allocatád an annual quota, or nominated annual supply throtieli a 
longer term wood supply agreement, for supply of sawlog Umber Irruit 
Crown Umber lands, under the provisions of the Act. 

Salvage sawmill: A privately owned sawmill licensed under the Forestry Act for which 
no annual Crown Umber allocation rights exist. Parcel sales of 
Crown land Umber may be made on an ad hoc basis to meet some 

I forest management, marketing or land diposal requirement. 

Quota: An annual allocation of sawlog volume made from a management 
area to a Crown sawmill. Quotas have a continuing basis but are 
subject to annual review or, in the ease of a wood supply agrccnimemtn. 

I at the completion of the agreement period. 

Quota sawlog: A log having equal or greater than specified minimum dimensions tad 
quality, the volume of which forms part ofa 	awmill's annual s:nwlt 

I allocation (quota). 

Veneer log: A solid straight section of harvested tree bole (subject to mininnmmnnmm 
and maximum specifications for size) of a select number of species 

I
.  

suitable for peeling or slicing to produce thin sheets of wood smnm;.ml'h 
for veneer production. 

Pole, pile and girder: Straight, sound, bole sections of a tree which are processed in 

I round,  generally six metres or more in length. As diameter inierc.t' 
in relation to length, industry terminology prefers the term pile a 
then girder for increasingly larger end - section timbers. All 
Umber pieces may subsequently receive further processing alteri:i 

I .  basic form for example pole dressing or girder squaring. 

Ex-quota sawlog: A sawlog which when utilised by the sawmill, does not form 
its quota allocation, for a variety of reasons. This category may 
include both logs that are compulsory, (of good quality but bclir.v s:,t' I limits subject to a further minimum limit) or optional, for uiilis:mmiimn 
by the sawmiller. 

.Salvage savlog: A log by agreement not required to be utilised by a sawmill but 

I available at its discretion. Generally,such a log is of ex-quota 
and consequentiy either of very small size or is highly detective. 

Minnium rate sawlog: A sawlog with defect in excess of an agreed maximum or h:tvinr 

I dimensions less than a specified minimum. Royalty is assessed In 
such log material at the current minimum royally rate for sawlon:s in 
the areas. May be equivalent to a salvage log. 

I Small sawlog: A log less than 40cm centre diameter of specified minimum enn:ih 
and small end diameter of a minimum of 15cm. By agreement. nh-c 
logs are usually required to be utilised by a sawmill (i.e. are 

I Sleeper: 

'compulsory'), but do not form part of quota allocation. 

Squared 	Umber, sawn 	either free or inclusive of heart, used in railway 
construction or maintenance or less frequently in landscape rctainin2 
walls etc. Larger end dimensions and longer lengths are reIermeI in  

I transoms and junk and are used in rail cross over points and where 
- 	large Umber sections are required such as bridge and culvert 

construction. 

I Post: A Umber piece normally less than six metres in length, either spiit, 
sawn or natural round used in fencing, rails either sawn or natural 
round, span between the posts and sawn palings may provide the 
upright barrier between the upper and lower rails. 



I Chaclundi State Forest Compartments 180, 198, 200 Harvesting EIS 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

I 	
This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has been prepared to describe a proposd H: 
the Forestry Commission of New South Wales (FCNSW) to authorise Timber Licensees 
to harvest forest products from, and undertake other associated works within, three 

I 

	

	
compartments in the Chaelundi State Forest in the Dorrigo Management Area on the 
mid north coast of New South Wales. The proposal is an approval referred to in Section 
112 (1) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979: 

I- 	
, The proposal has been put forward to meet commitments by the FCNSW to maintain 

access to sawlogs of appr9priate hardwood species in the short term (12 months). 
Harvesting these areas is required to sustain the regional sawmilling industry pending 

I 

	

	preparation of an EIS covering the forests in Dorrigo Management Area which will be 
released during 1991 (ref. Appendix 1). This document should therefore be viewed in 
the context that it assesses impacts resulting from activities occurring on a speciFic pin 

I 

	

	of Chaelundi State Forest, viz. Compartments 180, 198 and 200, a total area of 561 Ii:' 
(ref. Figure 1). The document does not address the wider regional impacts of 
management except where impacts arising specifically from the proposal could be": 

I 

	

	
regional significance. The wider context will be provided by the subsequent regicm:ii 
ELS which will cover areas of forest shown by Figure 2. 

I 1.1 THE PROPONENT 

The proponent for this proposal is the FCNSW which is charged with the responsihilii 

I for managing the State Forests in question. Whilst the FCNSW has responsibility foi.  
management, planning and of roading; the harvesting work would be undertaker) b ii:r 

I
sawmilling industry or contractors operating under their lieences. 

1.2 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION 

I
This section of the study sets out the reasons why the FCNSW is proposing to li:rve> 

r - sawlogs and other forest produce from these three compartments. The section det.L 
the recent injunction taken out against continuing forest operations within 

I 	proportion of the remaining unharvested areas within State Forests in the 
Management Area, and the effects this has had on the ability of the FCNSW to 
sawlog supply commitments to dependent industries. 

I 
1.2.1 Commitments 

I 	The Dorrigo Management Plan provides for sustaiable forest production. The ()troi: 
Sawlog component of this yield is 40000 m3  nett per annum.through the remainder o 
the first cutting cycle (CC1) to the year 2010 and through the*second cutting cycle 

I
(CC2), years 2010-2040. 	 - 

The realisation of this yield depends upon the harvesting of 'old growth' stands. 

I 

	

	
particularly through the remainder of CC1 where such stands have an assessed yit'ld 0 
983 000 m3, i.e. 40958 m3  net per annum for 24 years from 1985 to 2010. This viel 
has been maintained although the method for assessing the allocation to sawmdk 
changed as detailed below. 

I 	 - 	- 
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'Iltere are three sawmills dependent upon Dorrigo Management Area for supplies of 
hardwood sawlogs. Allen.Taylor & Co. Ltd has entered into a 20 year timber supply 

I 

	

	ae;eernent from 1.1.88 for its nominated allocation. The other two mills have their 
allocation renewed annually. 

Annual allocation 
Sawmill Location 	 (m3  gross) 

Allen Taylor & Co. Ltd Bostobrick 	 22 780 

CL. Briggs and Sons Ny Ltd Briggsvale 	 18 180 

Duncan's Holdings Ltd Grafton 	 17 160 

. 	
58120 

lhe total allocation of 5820m3 grossisequivaientt.o40 000 rn3  net as spelt out in the 
Management Plan. 	This reflects changes that have occurred following adoption of 
et)ml)tllsory 	utilisation 	standards, 	including 	additions 	of 	some 	ex-uota 	logs 	and 
:ltl( 	1tioq of a flat rate gross log sales syss.em. 	qm1.1.90. 	Harvesting operations to 
fleet these commitments are currently underway in the following compartments of 
(laclundi State Forest: 

Duncan's Holdings Compartments 265, 177 and 194 
Allen Taylor & Co. Ltd Compartments 170, 171, 234 and 206 
G.L. Briggs and Sons Ny Ltd Compartment 190 

Forest products from these compartments are expected to sustain industry until towards 
the end of the year. 

[lie District Forester allocates compartments for each sawmill. At any one time the 
sawmills will have two or more harvesting operations taking place. Compartments are 
allocated in both the high quality moist hardwood forest and the lower quality dry 
hardwood forest.. 

r 

the percentages of quota drawn from each broad forest type have been held at roughl 
same levels over time. The objective has been to balance the rate of harvesting 

wttliin each of the two broad forest types. Table I shows the estimated volumes 
reiii:tining in the Chaelundi North and East, and Chaelundi South and West zones which 
broadly correspond to the dry hardwood supply area and moist hardwood supply area 
respectively. Table 2 indicates the species/size class distribution as percentages of the 
total yield for the respective supply zones based on records of previous yields. 

Table 1. Estimated nominal volume remaining in dry and moist hardwood types in 
Chaelundi group 

Volume estimate as at 30.6.89 
Supply zone 	 (m3  nominal) 

I 

Chaelundi North and East 
(predominandy dry hardwood types) 

Chaelundi South and West 
(predom inantiy moist hardwood types) 

260000 

330000 

I 

I 
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Table 2. l-listorical yield (in percentages) by species and log size from Chaelundi supply zones 

Supply zone Log size class 
Species (see key below) 

A 	Bi- 	B 	C I) 

Chaclundi North and East Large (80cm cdub) 	 . - -. 2.7 - 0.2 
(predominantly dry Medium (60-79cm cdub) 0.9 -' 22.7' 2.3 0.7 
hardwood types) Intermediate (40-59cm cdub) 5.9 53.9 9.7 1.0 

Chaeluidi South and West Large (80cm cdub) 16.4 5.5 6.6 0.2 1.6 
(predominantly moist Medium (60-79cmcdub) 15.7 7.3 12.4 1.4 2.9 
hardwood types) Intermediate (40-59cm cdub) 6,2 5.5 13.3 2.9 2.1 

cdub = 	centre diameter under bark 

I Species Groups 
A = 	Tallowwood, Ironbark, Boxes 

= 	Blackbutt 
B = 	New England BBT, Blue Gum, Red Mahogany, various Stringybarks-Spotted Guru 

I C = 	Grey Gum, White Mahogany, Round-leaved Gum, Ribbon Gum, Diehard Stringyh:trh 
D = 	Brush Box 

I 	Table 2 clearly shows the fundamental differences between the type of log from 01c.1%,  

supply zones both in terms of the species being cut and in the size and quality 
being processed. The higher quality forest yields a bigger proportion of large (averayc' 
3.2-4.0 rn3  gross), high quality logs including Tallowwood. The dryer, low qti:ihv 

I

forest yields, generally smaller (average 1.8-2.2 rn3  gross), lower quality logs of e: 

- . 	 desirable species. 

1 	1.2.2 Compliance with EPA Act 1979 

As discussed in Section 1, the FCNSW has undertaken to prepare EISs covering :i 

I 	number of old growth forests on the North Coast. The following excerpt from the 
FCNSW's document meeting the Environmental Challenge - A Forestry Strategy (Rh 
Appendix I) sets out the context within which these EISs are being prepared. 

I 

	

	
"The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, enacted in 1979, requires an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) for any activity likely to significantly affect the environment. It does 
not require an EIS for logging per se. It was not envisaged at the time, nor did the ilie:t 
N'linister or the Department of Planning suggest, that an EIS would be required for all loggini 

I 

	

	
aclivities. 'In fact consultations with the Department lcd to the development of a systeimi ml 
internal environmental review designed to meet the requirements of the Act and idcntily thus': 
cases where EIS preparation might be required. 
Since the Act came into force in 1980, the Forestry Commission has completed five LISs 

I 

	

	
operations within areas seen to have particular sensitivity. However, interpretation of a Land 
and Environment Court ruling in 1989 suggests that EISs could be required for a considerably 
broader range of logging operations than previously thought, and particularly in respect of 'old 
growth' forest. In fact there is considerable doubt as to when an EIS might be held not to I,,-
required. 

e
required. This ruling, which has been successfully er4)loited by and-logging groups, is the 
cause of the current crisis facing the Forestry Commission and the timber industry, particularly 
on the Notth Coast, 
This, situation, coupled with perceived community concerns,, gives additional impetus to the 

I
need to implement ástfaégy'for themanagement of old &owthforest." 

As a result of an application for an interlocutory injunction by the Land Int 
Environment Court, the Commission has undertaken not to proceed with harvesting 

I 	operations over 6957 ha of Chaeluncli State Forest pending completion of the [IS 
process. The undertaking covers the majority of old growth forests that contain high 
proportions of Tallowwood, the preferred species (ref. Section 1.2.4) remaining 

I 	available to indusy. 

This EIS is being prepared as an alternative to seeking the Land and Environment Coun 
to exercise its discretionary powers to permit harvesting to maintain supplies of :'o:eS: 

I
products pending preparation of the regional EIS. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
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I.  
..3 Areas available for harvesting to meet commitments 

I 	
.Vidds to meet the commitments in the Dorrigo Management Plan for the present 

:ti'ting cycle (CCI to yr 2010) are sourced in old growth forests. 

I 	
. : t is predicted that old growthIorest not reserved for conservation in the general 

rking circle (ref. Secnoh 2 1 2) in the Management Plan Area, will be harvested by 
.e.tr 20.10. The second cutting cycle will commence in the oldest cutover areas 

I

:omrnencing in year 2011 or 2012, and the calculation of $pstainably4jQLthis cycle 
IS based on harvesting overstorey trees left during the l siit, plus regrowth trees 
\vI.lcI1 have grownto their maxiniüñfzè sinci the st cut, plus some plantation and 

I 	
. e:rowth thinning timber. This calculation embraces a volume increment over time for 
the yields to be realised and consequently the resource sustainability is predicated upon 

second cut not commencing before year 2011. 

I
A previously discussed, current harvesting operations will meet industry commitments 
uriil the end of this year. At this time the Timber Licensees will be authorised to 
tu.denakc harvesting and ancillary works in new compartments within areas of old 

I 	
2!r.vth forest capable of.meeting industry requirements. These new compartments will 
a; k be available if there is access of a standard capable of handling log traffic loads 

itrated by harvesting operations is constructed. 

:\ccSS is an important criterion as it takes an average 8-12 months to survey, design 
:nci construct a road (of 4-5 km length). Therefore it will not be possible to initiate a 
totall),  new road project in the time remaining before harvesting in the current 
compartments is completed. 	- 

'lhcre are areas which do have suitable access available. This is shown by Figure 3. 
],vo groups of unharvested compartments with suitable access are: Compartments 180, 
108 and 200; and Compartments 189, 191 and 259. The latter group of compartments 
s.pport forests with a low proportion of Tallowwood and would therefore not meet the 
cjective of meeting industries requirements over the period. Aside from these areas 

crc are some compartments that require additional roading that could possibly be 
u:tdcrtaken in the time remaining before the current harvesting operations are 

tiipleted. The survey and design work have been completed for the Grasstrees Road 
iLi could be constructed to provide access to compartments 232, 233 and 168 within 
time frame. The extent to which these compartments are able to meet industry 

i quircinents is assessed under Alternatives (ref. Section 6.3). These areas are also 
..own by Figure 3. 

1.2.4 Industry requirements for log site and species mix 

Iwo companies, Allen Taylor & Co. Ltd and G.L. Briggs and Sons Pty Ltd have 
provided evidence concerning their special requirements for their log intake. This is 
appended as Appendices 2A and 2B. These requirements relate to both species mix and 
og size. The relationship between these factors and forest type (thoist and dry) were 

discussed in Section 1.2.1. 

Roth companies indicate the importance of substantial proportion.  (22730%) of good 
quality Tallowwood (Eucalyptus microcorys) in their.log intake. This species is used to 
produce a range of high value products that contribute significantly to the financial 
\'iability of both mills. The proportions of this species in the mill intake for the three 
:iwmills drawing quota logs from Dorrigo Management Area are provided as Table 3. 
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Fable 3. 	Proportion of Tallowwood logs in total log intake for the Allen Taylor & Co. Liii, the 
G.L. Briggs and Sons Pty Ltd Sawmills and Duncan's Holdings Ltd 1986-1989 

YEAR 
SAWtsIILL 1986 1987 1988 1989 Averate 

Allen Taylor & Co. Ltd 31% 35% 38% 42.0% I 

G.L. Briggs and Sons Ply Ltd 42% 4 % 36% 20.0% 35.0% 

Dunêan's Holdings Ltd 35% 7% 11% 21.7% 18.7c 

The significance of the difterence bet'een the 22-30%5of goOd Tallowwood required 
and the . 5-34% of Tallowwood log intake-is tháia percentage of the intake is not good, 
i.e. will not cut large sound'lengths of sawn product. Also as the mills draw from both 
the moist hardwood resource and the dry hardwood resource some of the Tallowv.'ood 
log intake is from the dry resource areas and is of inferior quality. 

The importance of Tallowwood to these sawmills is evidenced by data providY( 
Appendix 2. G.L. Briggs and Sons Pty Ltd annual turnover for Tallowwood produ 	i' 
about $757,000 which covers approximately, 63%.of the fixed costs of operating ti 
sawmill. Allen Taylor & Co. Ltd has budgeted for Tallowwood to contribute 50C' 
the profit from its Bostobrick sawmill. 

The range of products and price paid for sawn timber is linked to a number of 1:iett's. 
The key factors are: the size of individual pieces; species - based on inherent 
such as durability, strength, colour, etc; and quality of the individual pieces of 
i.e. presence or absence of visual or strength defects. The sawmills drawing 
from Dorrigo Management Area have had condnuing access for rbany years to a st'u:e 
of large logs of a durable species (Tallowwood) and have developed markets 
exploit the inherent qualities of these logs by producing products such as 
dimensioned girders, wharf decking and electricity, transmission line crossanns. 13 
maintaining a consistent supply of these products, the sawmills have developed regtd:t; 
customers seeking these products. For example, G.L. Briggs and Sons P;y lid mv' 

supplied some customers for up to 40 years with these products. 

As discussed, log size is another important element affecting the sawmill's a I,hh ;  
produce marketable products. Quota logs harvested from these mature forests vat', I: 

size from a minimum small end diameter of 30cm up to >l50 c m, with a bias n',v::d 

the larger diameter logs. The sawmills can be ud to process smaller diameter logs. 

however, this involves higher processing costs as the sawmills are not geared ioxa:tl 
these smaller size classes. Under ñdthrnl èircuthsi'ances the bias towards larger logs i'. 
the mill input allow the sawmills to cover the higher processing costs of the sni:iiie: 
logs through the efficient sawing of larger logs. This enables them to pflXitiC" 
competitively priced products. 

The importance of species and log size is illustrated by reference to comparative price 
for the same product, unjeasoned, sawn framing and engineering timber, in di':c::: 
size classes and for different species. This is given in Table 4. 
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able 4. Price differential based on species and size gradient 

Product size (mm) 
width and thickness] 

Comparative price 
(SmP above base value) 

Northern structural hardwood Select Tallowwood 

itolSOx25to5O Base 321 
to25Ox25to5Q 23 390 

cio300x2Sto5O 87 461 
ho200xl2StoI5O 135 524 

.itircc: Dcrived from Duncan's Sydney Mercbant  Price List, August 1989. 

.1 the average log diameter were to suddenly shift towards the smaller log size class 
i a sawmill equipped to handle large size logs would be disadvantaged particularly 

2:.ring periods when markets for timber products are depressed and prices are 
COtIfltCd. 

is apparent that the sawmills would be significantly disadvantaged if their acccs to 
larger size logs of the preferred speciei were to be cut off. This would move them 

liwn towards the commodity end of the product spectrum where the margins between 
st and price are much smaller. 

I ic key elements in the relationship between the sawmills and their customers are: 

consistent supply 

products that meet specified requirements (size, durability and strength) 

competitive price 

lie sawmills therefore argue that if their supply of large, high quality Tallowwood logs 
interrupted, they will be unable to maintain the supply of products to their regular 

customers. If supplies of alternative species and or log qualities cannot be processed to 
meet their customers' product specifications, then the sawmills would lose these 
customers. 

Given time, these sawmills could re-equip to handle smaller logs and/or other species 

U 	:1ad could develop markets for the products produced. G.L. Briggs and Sons Pry Ltd 
have estimated it wouldtake approximately six-months to te-eq4ip.the. mill ata cost of 
between $150,000 and $250,000 (ref. Append4x.2A). A more significant cost and time 

I 	delay would be incurred by the company in its efforts to develop new markets for the 
new range of products being produced. The company has estimated these costs at 
5300,000. 

I Clearly, these two mills are not in a position to quicUy adapt to significant changes to 
cither the species mix or average size of log to be processed. Such changes, if required, 
can be phased in over time to allow the companies to cope with changed circumstances. 

Duncan's Holding Ltd is the third company that has a Crown quota allocation from the 

I l)orrigo Management Area. The company's position differs from the other two 
;awmills with respect to its specific requirements for Tallowwood over the next IS 
months. Duncan's Holdings Ltd has a number of hardwood sawmills drawing on 

I 	. 	. 
I 
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ki 

Crown forests in other forestry regions. some of the company's other sawmills have 
access to high quality Tallowwood resources which are able to meet current and 
expectedcommitments during the period between now and the completion ni thi 
Regional EIS. 

In addition, Tallowwood has not represented such a significant proportion of the 
throughput of the Duncan's mill. When compared with the other quota sawmills, the 
Duncan's Sawmill. has typically been allocated, a higher proportion of the 'dry 

I hardwood' forest types than the other two mills. When averaged out these forests yield 
approximately half the proportion of Tallowwood (ref. Table 3). This factor, combined 

I 

	

	
with availability of Tallowwood from other sources has meant that the .company as a 
whole wouldnot be seriously disadvantaged by not having access to Tallo'wwood to 
supply its Grafton mill dunng the penod between now and the completion of tIn. 

I
. 

	

	ègional ElS"iid&ë'r this mill wbüld b disadvantaged' if áccss to Tallowwood logs 
was denied beyond the period envisaged for completion of the Regional EIS or ii aees 
to larger diameter logs was denied. 

For the reasbns set out above, the FCNSW have accepted the indusuy's position that the 
- 

	

	 logs supplied, pending uinalisation of the regional EIS process, should not cli:rrit:t' 
Tallowvood of the size and quality required by these mills is only available from 
hardwood forests (ref. Section 1.2.1). Therefore the Commission sought to identify 

- three compartments within the moist hardwood forest that could sustain indnsr:. 
pending preparation of the aforementioned Regional £15. Based on this decision. h: 

I three compartments, 180, 198 and 200 Chaelundi State Forest were chosen. 

I
-These compartments were selected from those potentially available immediately. '[he:. 

is good road access reflecting the fact that compartments 189 and 200 had 
scheduled for harvesting under the proposed order of working (FCNSW pers. coriliri. 

I 
.The FCNSW had intended to put a case to the Land and Environment Court to cxerci. 

its discretionary powers in respect of harvesting in these three compartments. lh 
' 

	

	FCNSW considered the Court may have felt less consntined in exercising these po'. er 
in view of the fact that the compartments could be hai-vested without requiring 
roadworks. Compartment 198 was included in this proposal in lieu of cornpartrne:u 

- 	which had also been scheduled for harvesting at this time because this consolidated 
area being excluded from the harvesting suspension (ref. Appendix I). 

'I-- 

Ii 

I 

I 	 . 	 . 
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1 	2.0 OVERVIEW DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 
AND POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES 

I, 	 This section of the document briefly describes the main elements of the propn':ii. 
Because the proposal constitutes a comparatively small part of a wider operation, it i' 

1 	 appropriate that this be preceded by a description of the FCNSW's state and regional 
forest policy: and planning processes. This will provide the context within which the 
proposal can be considered. As discussed, readers of this document should note that an 
ES exanining these wider issues has been foreshadowed by the FCNSW and is 

I 	 expected for release in 1991. 

I

. 	The planning and policy documents set out the objectives for management of these 

	

4 	 forests. This permits the proposal to be tested against these objectives to determine the 

4. 

	extent to which it meets them. 

This section also provides an overview of possible alternatives to the proposal. 
are assessed as to their potential to meet the stated objectives and also to deter: 

- 	they are both prudent and feasible. 

2.1 	
RELATIONSHIP TO FOREST POLICY AND PLANNING ISSUES 

The Forestry Act of 1916 defines the power, duties and objectives of the R':e 
Commission.Forest policies and Forestry Commission planning processes havr 
developed to meet these statutory obligations through appropriate management or 

Forests nd Timber Reserves. 

The levels of planning used by the FCNSW are illustrated by Figure 4. The follo\ei;:.: 
section decribes the levels of planning that are of relevance to the proposal. 

2.1.,I FCNSW indigenous forest policy 

The indigenous forest policy defines the objectives of forest management 
wide basis. The basic policy statements that guide forest management are: 

Indigenous forests have a continuing role in the production of forest products, 
principally sawlogs. 

Indigenous forests have continuing and expanding roles in the fields of recreation and 
education, wildlife conservation, catchment proteqion and scientific research. 

Development of these roles should be constrained so that future forest managers are not 

	

- 	 . 	denied the opportunity to select from the widest possible range of forest uses. 

The 'thany and varied uses of the forest are inter.related, and each contributes to a 
socially desirable, economic and practical pattern of forest management." 

Source: FCNSW 1976 

Other policy documents have been prepared that relate to speéific aspects of fores 

	

L 	management such as wildlife and fire fuel management. 

C 
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Table 5. 	Regulated maximum yield by product for Dorrigd Management Area 

Product Maximum annual yield 	iii 

Quota sawlogs 40 000 (net) 

In addition, the following volumes of other 
products may be harvested: 

Poles, piles and girders 2 500 

.

Hardwood veneer logs 10000 
Small hardwood logs 	. 19500- 30 000 (gross) 
Ex-quota sawlogs, salvage hardwood sawlogs, Variable, dependent on 
sleepers, posts and oUter timber and products demand and availability 

The yield of quota sawlogs is now calculated on the basis of gross volumes as set out in Section 1.2.1. 

The Plan describes the level of infrastructure development and management input thai 

will be applied to particular areas within the Management Area. Road construction 

maintenance standards will be limited to those required for effective harvestin, 
l)0tCct10n and public usage. Intensive management and protection will be cor%ceu::.::t 

I 	on forests in the south east of the Management Area with low intensity long terti 

management in the more remote forests. The three compartments in question ate H 
latter area. 

I Ecological objectives 

The Plan sets out the snategy being adopted to maintain an adequate natural ire' 

I 	vegetation cover and ecological viability and related objectives. Aspects of relc\ :::: 
the proposal are reproduced below. 

"Maintenance of an adequate natural forest vegetation cover and ecological viability 

I 	and related objectives will be met essentially by: 

Retention of adequate stockings of unmerchantable trees and vigorous advance growth. 

Natural regeneration following logging, supplemented by planting as otitlincti in i!::: 
Umber production strategy. 

I 	• 	Protection from wildfire damage. 
Other measures will include: 

The.application of Standard Erosion Mitigation Conditions in harvesting, road design. 

I. 
	road construction and maintenance 

Exclusion from or modification of logging in specific areas of particular visual 
sensitivity. 

I
.  f• Retention of selected mature and overmature trees potentially suitable for wildlife 

habitat. 

Distinctive values will be maintained by continuation of existing reservations free from 
disturbance; investigation and appropriate designations under the PM? classification and, 

I 	
where appropriate, dedication as flora Reserves, anl exclusion from or modification of 
forest operations to protect such values. 

Provision for public recreation will be met by: 

Maintenance of existing facilities. 

I , 	Monitoring of usage and provision of facilities as justified by anticipated future usage. 

Maintenance of aesthetic values of existing and potential recreation areas. 

Maximisation of net financial benefits will be achieved by continuing review of 

I 	construction and maintenance programs, marketing strategies and operational procedures. 

Other objectives will be met incidentally to the above. 

Crown timber Lands other than State Forests will be managed according to expected future 
tenure.' 

I Source: FCNS\V 19X5 

I 	 14 

I 
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Iae Management Plan specifies a range of prescriptions covering many of the activities 
.i:d works that take place in the forest. prescriptions define how the forest is to be 

I 	.urvesied, roaded and regenerated. Other prescriptions define measures to protect 
. ildlife and visual values. Prescriptions to prevent or minimise erosion during and after 
rtrvesting are also defined. Individual prescription's have either been developed 

I 	
specifically for the Management Area or have state-wide application. The prescriptions 
rdevant to this proposal are set out in Section 3.2. Prescriptions vary between parts of 
the forest reflecting differing management priorities. 

I 
2.1.3 Prelerred Management Priorit$' (PMP) classification system 

!hc Prelerred Management Priority (PMP) classification process operates in tandem 
with the Management Plan in defining the management su-ategy for the Management 

I
Area and is more responsive to change than the Management Plan. 

\IP is a map-based system used to identify and define priority uses or special 

I
: .aiaennt emphasis for all forests unde.r FCNSW management. Under the system 

:\':ts of forest are assessed and grouped into broad classifications which denote the 
iCNSW's long term management objecfives. PMP classification is an important tool 

I
t, at assists in achieving many of the objectives of management set out in the 
:'lanagcrnent Plan. Non-timber production objectives are met in part or in whole by 
l\ I P classification. 

F'.\IP classification employs a three stage classification which progressively classifies 
the Forest estate into one of thirteen categories. The hierarchy of PMP classification and 

I 
:t description of the management objectives for each of the thirteen categories is set out 

Appendix 3. A description of PMP classifications for the three compartments is 
:nvidcd in Section 3:2.2. 

I' 
2.1.4 Environmental review process 

I An environmental review (ER) is prepared by FCNSW officers prior to uhdertaking 
'.'ors that have the potential for significant impacts. This is an internaJ FCNSW 
t!UctJrflcnt used to identify impacts and to plan appropriate measures to mitigate 

1 
An ER has been prepared to cover "the cons -uction of Bioadmeadows Road and 

,I 	::ssociatccl subsidiary roads, and the harvesting, and protection of that part of Chaclundi 
St::te Forest served by those roads". The three compartments were included in the area 
studied;. The ER included specific prescriptions aimed at ameliorating impacts that 

I were anticipated could occur. Te included a range of measures to protect wildlife, 
both flora and fauna, including: use of wildlife movement corridors; reservation of 
rainforest; identification of rare and endangered species and their habitat preferences: 

I and a reiteration of the minimum habitat tree retention prescriptions. Specific reference 
was made to design principles to be employed in the siting and constn,ction of 
Uroadmeadows Road with the aim of protecting visual and water quality values within 

I the adjacent Guy Fawkes River National Park. 

I 

I 
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I The ER also highlighted the importance of the resources within the study area io 
maintaining regional forest-based industries. 

I Relevant prescriptions identified in the ER have been picked up in the harvesting plan:. 
- 	 for the three compartments as instructions to both the harvesting contractor and 

FCNSW field supervisors. 

I 2.1.5 Harvesting plans 

Harvesting plans are the culmination of the forward planning process used by the 

I 	
FCNSW. The objective is to ensure that all the information necessary to mark out md 
conduct the harvesting operation are available. Plans are produced for each lougin.: 
compartment. 

I The harvesting plan is in two sections: 

The first consists of a report which summarises the prescriptions to apply, touehc 

I with an overview of the type of forest and anticipated yields. 

A map makes up the second part of the plan. This shows: the location of 
roads and log dumps, including wet and dry weather dumps; PMP special etupliasE 

I
areas; filter strips protection strips; and other areas where harvesting is 
modified or not permitted. 

Harvesting plans represent the final and in many ways most important link in ih.  
execution of the FCNSW's policies and objectives. The proposal, as represented v 
three appended harvesting plans, is therefore linked through the various leveLc 
planning to the current policies and objectives of the FCNSW. 

I 2.2 THE PROPOSAL 

The proposal involves the FCNSW authorising Timber Licensees and their coritr:i: 

I 	to undertake harvesting operations and ancillary works in areas of State lorest 
Dorrigo Management Area which will yield sufficient quantities of sawlogs and 

I 	
forest products from suitable species so as to meet, in the short term (until the erE 
1991), commitments to local industries dependent on continuing supplies of the::. 
products. . 

2.2.1 Location of the works 

I 	In order to meet these commitments, areas of State Forest have been identified tlu: 
contain sufficient supplies of appropriate species to supply industries for 12 months. 

I . 	These areas, Compartments 180, 198 and 200 Chaelundi State Forest, are located abou: 
50km north west of Dorrigo township. The Chaelundi State Forest No. 996 is \¼'ithh: 
the Dorrigo District of the Coffs Harbour Forestry Region. This area is within ih 

I Nymboida Shire Local Government boundary and is zoned 1) in the Nymboicla Inc:' 
Environment Plan. The location of the compartments is shown in Figure IA. 

I 
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2.2.2 Works required 

Tue FCNSW proposes to permit authorised Timber Licensees, through their nominated 
:antractors, to harvest all available merchantable timber from these compartments in 
a:cordance with the harvesting plans and other relevant prescriptions and instructions 
:ssticd by the FCNSW. 

'nor to harvesting, plans have been developed to enable harvesting operations to 
proceed in accordance with FCNSW policy and to meet specified standatd. This has 
been completed. The major access road has also been built. Minor access roads will be 
marked out and constructed prior to the commencement of harvesting operations with 
.hcse activities confined to within the compartment boundaries. 

I Hrvcsung operations, as proposed, will affect approximately438 ha of the ..In 
; thin the compartmcnt.boundaries. Areas will be reserved from harvesting to meet 

CNS\\' objectives concerning protection of visual, fauna, flora and water quality 
tlues it is expected that timber production objective from these three compartnents 
ifl be approximately 23 000m3  (gross) of quota sawlogs; 2600 m3  (gross) of lion-

c;ttni:i sawlogs and 300 m3  (gross) of poles. This represents approximately 40% of the 
.uicitial allocation for the three quota sawmills thawing from the Dorrigo District. 
I larvesting will be undertaken by three harvesting crews. 

l.ogs and other forest products will go to seven local industries dependent on forest 
products from the Dorrijo Management Area. These include: 

Quota sawlogs 	• G.L. Briggs and Sons Pty Ltd 
AUen Taylor & Co. Ltd 
Duncan's Holdings Ltd 

Poles and girders 	• L.J. Williams 

Other logs 	 • A. and F. Sawmill 

p 	 • F.M. Neaves Sawmilling 
Mitchells Mill 

#c completion of harvesting, soil conservation works and, if required, lire fuel 
ha,ard reduction, typically by burning, will take place in accordance with routine 
'rescniptions. 	Logs will be transported by truck to the processing mills using 

,..onvcntional timber jinkers. Roads under various ownership categories will be used. 
No new haulage routes will be required. 	 - 

2.2.3 Staging of works 

The proposal is required to enable a continuation of log supplies in the short term 
pending preparation of the Regional EIS foreshadowed in Section 1.2. Harvesting of 
Compartments 180, 198 and 200 would be expected to commence as the harvesting 
operaflons in current areas are completed. This is expected to take place towards the 

nd of 1990. Harvesting in Compartments 180, 198 and 200 would then continue 
pending completion of the EIS process. The timing of this process is shown by 
Figure 5. 

Vq 
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2.3 ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTIVITY 

The prudent and feasible alternatives are considered in the context of the perceivL.  
critical needs of two sawmills (as discussed previously in Section 1.2.4), for a 2-I0 
log intake in high quality, large Tallowwood logs and then for the overall (ll1013  s:twh 
allocations to be maintained. 

Table 6 sets out this context for the next 12 months. 

Table 6. Sawmills' annual requirement for Tallowwood logs 

Average % of 
Annual mill log intake Log supply required (rrl3 J 
sawlog in Tallowwood 

Sawmill quota (m3G) over past 3 years Tallowwood 	OtliersiliL 

Bostobrick 22780 36 8200 14 50 

Briggsvale 18180 35 	• 6 363 II Si? 

The alternatives then are: 

Harvest Compartments 180, 198, 200 at reduced intensity; or 

Harvest Compartments 180, 198, 200 for Tallowwood species only; or 

Harvest elsewhere in similar high quality forest type; or 

Harvest elsewhere in a similar but low quality forest type; or 

Harvest elsewhere in dissimilar forest type; or 

- Do nothing pending the outcome of the Regional ETS. 

The resource options are set out in Table 7 
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lahle 7. Alternative resource areas— Cliaclundi State Forest 

Loggable area Estimated vol. 	l'rog. cut to l'r,r.!. 	Ivd cut Ilatance 

Status 	 Area 	 Compartments by typt(ha) (oik) 	31.7.90(m3(;) to .31.7.90 (inG) Twd (mU) 

I. Moist hardwood -. New England Hardwood 

Current 	 G.L.B. 	190 169 6000 	 3080 1240 40.21.. 2920 

Current 	 A.T.D. 	171 113 5000 	 3624 	. 1737 47,91. 1376 

Current 	 A.T.D: 	170 	 . 165 7000 	 2 127 356 16.71 4000 

Current 	 A.T.D. 	234 138 4000 	 825 . 228 27.6 1175 

9656 3560 36.9 

Roaded 	 Stopabit 	189.191,259 423 13000 	 - 10.15' 
c10- BBT 

Proposedroading 	Grasstrees 	168,231,232.233 741 45000 	 . 
10.15 BI3T 

Unroaded 	Grasstrees EXL 	166, 167, 169,228,230,235 1 278 64000 	 . 

2. 	Dry hardwood - Spotted Gum 

Current 	 A.T.D. 	206* 200 6000 	 4060 809 19.71  2000 

13016 1 780 13.7 

Roaded 	 Various 	208,301.257,258,260-263 
<5 269-272, 286, 287, 290-293 2 992 58 000 	 - 

Unroaded 	Stopabit 	236,237 236 4 000 	 - <5 

Notes 
L 	Preference shown in logging Twd areas fI}st distorts these yields - the final yield for Compartments 190, 171, 170 will be less % Twd. 

Twd in alternative moist hardwood areas 189, 191,259 and Grasstrees areas will be less than 15%. 

Twd proportion from Compartment 206 is higher than can be expected for balance of dry hardwood areas - it is a borderline case and contains some moist hardwood 

stands. See also note "above. - 
Grasstrces Road surveyed, construction expected to commence September, 10 weeks construction following approval. 

A 
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2.3.1 Harvest Compartments 180, 198, 200 at reduced intensity 

This implies: 

Prejudicing the sustained yield basis of the Dorrigo Management Plan. 
Less timber yield per unit area leading to less revenue for other forest management 
activities. 

Revision of silvicultural management to ensure satisfactory restocking follo'viti 
h arvesi. 

Less disturbance so less impact on the natural environment. 
Increase in marketing costs leading to a reduction in net financial return. 

This is a feasible alternative provided that a reduction in overall yield is accepted. 

2.3.2 Harvest Compartments 180, 198, 200 for Tallowwood only 

'I 	This implies: 

Prejudicing the sustained yield basis of the Dorrigo Management Plan. 

I ....  Less timber yield per unit area leading to less revenue for other forest Inali;tecii a'. 
activities. 

Revision of silvicultural management to ensure adequate'restocking of Tallowwi,,i 

I
. 	Increase in marketing costs leading to a reduction in net financial return. 

Less disturbance so less impact on the natural environment. 

This is a feasible alternative provided a reduction in overall yield is accepted but i: in: . 

I 	disrupt the regrowth species mix and therefore impact adversely on future specie 
diversity. 	 . 

2.3.3 Harvest elsewhere in a similar high quality forest type 
yielding large diameter Tallowwood logs 

This implies: 

r 	That there is more high quality forest type siithin the region however most is within the 
largely unroaded northern and western areas of Chaelundi State Forest. The otiL. 
available (i.e. roaded) alternative areas of high quality type are limited to parts c' 
Compartments 189, 191 and 259. The areas currently being harvested in Compartmen: 
170, 171 and 190 will supply sufficient high quality Tallowwood resource for- On: 
months (i.e. from July/August to October/November 1990). Compartments lN iii. 
191 may then supply one mill for 4-6 weeks with Tallowwood of medium to lo': 
quality. Thus the available resource elsewhere will provide about 40 mill weeks supply 
out of the 104 weeks supply required (i.e. about 40%). The impact on the natu:'a 
environment would be the same but in a different location. This is not a feasil.' 
alternative as'this wdüld not.maintain supplies of suitable logs to industry for the titm 
needed to prepare the Regional EIS. 

2.3.4 Harvest elsewhere in a similar but low quality forest type 

An area in Chaelundi State Forest, comprising Compartments 166, 167, 168, 22S, 

I and 230, is.unharvested and unroaded and contains forest types expected to yield 1(1 
5% Tallowwood in the log mix. 

I 
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l:erc is a current proposal to construct about 5 km of feeder road (Grasstrees Road) to 
access these compartments in Chaelundi State Forest. Road construction will take 
..htID weeks following approval. (The road survey and design process has been 

mplctcd.) 

flecause this type contains less than half the proportion of Tallowwood as a proportion 
of standing volume, it will require 2-3 times the harvested area to yield the volumes of 
Tailowwood needed, perhaps more depending on how it cuts. 

There are also areas which have either been lightly harvested or unharvested in Wild 
C.tttle Creek State Forest (Cascade) of moist hardwood types. The Tallowwood is of 

I ..vcr quality and called ringy', i.e. the wood tends to open and split along the annual 
rings. This makes it difficult to cut large sized clear timber which is an essential 
Hterion for producing the range of products needed to meet existing customers' 

I 
1 h s alternative implies: 

I Prejudicing the sustained yield basis of the Dorrigo Management Plan. 

Disruption to planned harvesting operation. 

I . .\ variation in species mix in mill log intake 

A likely reduction in the quality and range of products produced. 

I
. 	The impact on the nawral environment would be similar, spread over a larger area. 

1 his is a marginally feasible alternative for a short period of time. The area can be 

I 	
f.ailed in time and there is sufficient area from which to obtain Tallowwood provided 
the forest yields sufficient logs of the standard needed to meet the critical product 
enieria without prejudicing future quota sawlog allocation. 

:... Harvest elsewhere in dissimilar forest type 

I I a 	are areas of dissimilar forest type in Chaelundi State Forest roaded and available 
,,v.%ver none contain Tallowwood. 

I .1 he dominant species in these areas is Spotted Gum which is often substituted for 
Tallowwood, but not in all the market areas into which these mills are selling. The use 
nt Spotted Gum in most other markets requires the product,to be treated to prevent 

I 	I•vctus attack. Neither mill has this equipment and in the short term could not be 
expected to install such equipment. 

The impact on thè naturâFenvironment would be similar, spread over a larger area, but 

I 	not such a diverse area as in the other forest types. 

There lore, this is not considered a feasible alternative. 

I 
2.3.6 Do nothing pending the outcome of the Regional EIS 

I The mills concerned are currently harvesting Compartments 170, 171, 177, 190, 194. 
206 md 265. When these compartments cut out they will move to Compartments 189 

I
:ual 191. 
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The available (i.e. roaded and outside the injunction area) Tallow,00d resource is thea 
finished. This is expected to occur some time during December/January asstnnin: 
normal harvesting operations. 

This would: 

Disrupt mill log supplies, harvesting operations and sawmill operations. 

Disrupt mill marketing strategies v'hich may lead to retrenchment of mill and Field 
staff. 

Create local unemployment leading to hardship socially and economically. 

Reduce the extent of env4ronmental disturbance within the Chaelundi State Forest. 

This is not aprudent and feasible alternative. 
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3.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED WORKS 

This section of the report describes the individual elements of the proposal. The seetitin 
is subdivided into five subsections with each describing a different element. 

The first subsection describes the harvesting operation includingthe equipment and 
techniques used for roading, harvesting and transporting of logs. 

The second section describes the prescriptions used to govern the way harvesting 
operations are conducted. This includes identification and demarcation of areas where 
harvesting is excluded or modified. 

The third section details controls over the harvesting operation with particular reference 
to the role of the harvesting plan and field supervision as a means of contrnlliny 
operations in the field. 

The fourth subsection provides an assessment of the likely extent of the oper:tln.m 
terms of net area harvested and in terms of proportion of standing trees removed. 

The fifth subsection details future fire management. 

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS 

This subsection details the works required to harvest the •  timber from the iirc 
compartments The FCNSW proposes to permit three harvesting bontractors to operate. 
one per compartment. 

3.1.1 Volumes to be harvested 

U 	The FCNSW has assessed the volumes of products available from these line 
compartments as outlined in the. Dorrigo Management Plan. These data have 'cc 

updated periodically based on actual volumes cut from similar forest types. 

I The projecttd yield by product by compartment is set out as Table 8. 

Table 8. Projected yield by product by compartment 

Produci 	Speclflcstlon 
COMPARTMENT ISO 
En. volume 	Licensee 

COMPARTMENT 198 
FiL volume 	LIcensee 

COMPARnI I 
Eat, volume 

Poles& 	Conlonning with AS 2209 for poles lOOm' Li. lOOm' Li 
Girders 	and suitable for current orders. William, Williams 

ICOnT
- II,ain 

Quota 	Minimum length 3Dm, Minimum 10 00Dm' Allen 6 DOOm' Duncan, - 7 DO lTIn 
Logs 	SmallEnddiameterof30cm. Taylor Holdings d Stir 

Maximum defect levels specified Co. Ltd Ltd 
in Schedule of Compulsory 
uduhsadon Umiu for Dorrigo 
Nstrict. 

Other 	Logs not meeting specifications 10100,113  Mitchell, 60Dm' A & F I WOrn' F 	.i Xc: 
above. Mill 5awmill 

F M Neaves 
Sawmuliing 

Note: 	All figures gross 

Based on the projected yields, these compartments are expected to maintah. 
Tallowwood supplies to industry for a period of approximately 12 months. 
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OWL 

1.2 Roading works 

Te three Compartments 180, 198 and 200 can be harvested without any further 
e>wnsion to Broadmeadows Road which has been constructed to the northern boundary 

Compartment 200. Some gravelling would be required• to provide a suitable 
):vement for heavy haulage. Gravel would be imported from an existing quarry 12 
Lometres south of the area. A urn trail (Pine CreeLTrthl) runs ong the ridge 

Sc urating Companments 200 and 180 a'Ef"forming the western boundary of 
Cmpartment 198. This fife u-all, approximatjy 2.5 km in length, &iid itquire 
cc'nsn-uction of two short deviations i6Tèmove sections that dontrneet grade criteria. 

dditton, minor widenfnj md suyightening_pf the existing trail will be required 
Construction of approximately ....kiornetres of short term logging tracks is also 
required. These will be sited and constructed in accordance with the standard erosion 
iitigation conditions (ref. Section 3.2.3). Logging tracks are generally located near 
r: Jte tops, thereby minimising earthworks and drainage requirements. One track in 
Compartment 200 crosses a creek and constructio.of a bridge will be necessary. These 
ticks would be closed and cross-drained at the completion of, harvesting. Road 
It cations are shown in Appendices 4A, B, and C. 

3.1.31' ree marking 

recs are marked by FCNSW marketing foremen under supervision from a professional 
Fires;er as an explicit instruction to either take or retain the marked tree and to mark 
L'iurid:tries or alignments. Trees for retention are marked with yellow paint. \Vhere an 

has had individual trees marked for retention the faller is reqdfrd to cut all the 
-m:nnina trees that meet utilisation criteria. Trees to ..c.r 2ycd.ae.mprKcdwit pink 

;'.nnt and/or an axe blaze. 	 are not marked as they 
v:niotisly comply with utilisafion standards. 

he tollowing categories of trees are marked for retention: 

wildlife habitat trees 

identified feeding trees for Yellow-bellied Gliders and nearby refuge trees 

tites which have the potential for "significant net merchantable timber value 
increment for economic harvesting in subsequent cutting cycles". In other words, 
trees that are growing vigorously with good form with the potential to yield premium 
sawlogs are retained. 

Other broad zones are identified (but.noj necessariy marked) for retention, for example 
wildlife movement corridors. Within certain..of these zones, individual trees can be 
removed subject to .cornpliance..with prescriptions. Where this occurs, individual trees 
to be removed are marked with the remainder to be retained. 

The boundaries and alignments that are marked where necessary include: the 
compartment boundary; road and track alignments; and dump sites. 

floundaries are not fully marked, but only sufficient to identify geographic f&ature 
torming the boundary, e.g. gully etc. Tree marking is undertaken as a two stage 
process. The initial marking seeks to define the broad framework of roading, dun)!) 
)cation, compartment boundaries and the initial tree retention marking. As harvesting 
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I proceeds and access into the compartment improves, tree marking is extended. In 
addition, the FçNSW supervisor can mark trees for removal that have been passed over 
by the faller. 

I 3.1.4 Tree felling and snigging of tree logs 

Felling 

I 	
Tree felling is undertaken by 'fallers' using large capacity chainsaws. Fallers nuisi 
demonstrate competence in chainsaw operation prior to being issued with a certificate 
of chainsaw proficiency which is a prerequisite for working as a faller in Státe..Foresis. 

I The faller makes the decision to cut or not cut those trees not marked specifically fur 
retention RSr removal outside of reserved areas This decision is made on the b i',i' oi 

I 	
udlisation standards, i.e. whethé- or not the tree will yield a log that meets the miiiirnur:. 
standards. FCNSW supervisors monitor the level of utilisation and can instruct ñWL. 
to cut trees that have been passed over by the faller. 

I I-hiving cut the tree, the faller is responsible for trimming branches and cutting the Io'. 
length ready for snigging to the log dump. The tree crown and unsuitable paris of thu 

I
trunk are left on the forest floor. 

The faller has the responsibility to both select trees for harvesting and to maxirnise the 

I 	
yield of merchantable logs from those trees. The faller has some control over the 
direction the tree will faU which is of benefit in reducing damage to retained stettis. 
There are specific prescriptions that preclude harvesting trees- that if felled \voffl 

I
damage retained areas of rainforest. 

Snigging 

I
A crawler tractor of D6-D7 size fitted with a blade and winch is used to transHr: 
'snij' logs from the forest to the log dump. The tractor is used to create an access roe: 
from the log dump to the area where falling is occurring. This is termed a snip 

I 	
Logs are normally snigged uphill reflecting the predominantly ridge top roading pnt:cn: 
Ty&ahy' s6ig tracks follow the fall line with little or no side cutting. The 
pattern is for snig tracks to radiate from the log dump. 

I Logs are attached to the rear of the tractor using a wire rope fitted to a drum wi::c: 
Larger logs are transported singly, smaller logs can be bunched and Iracispoite - 

I 	
together. Logs are dragged behindthe. cray.'ler 'up to the log dump where the art' 
processed prior to loading. 

I 	Sn.ig çlçs.typicallycany fromfew to manypasses ofatrctpr. - As such they represe 
some of the most intensively disturbed areas of the cQmpanment. There are restrictit 
placed on the movement of equipment within the compartment. These are set out 

I 	the: Standard Erosion Mitigation Conditions; and Code of Logging Practices - Coit- 
Harbour Region (ECNSW1988a). These cover a range of practices that seek to reduce 
or eliminate impacts. These are discussed in Section 3.2. Key elements of relevance to 

I 	snigging operations include: procedures to minimise damage to retained trees; avoiclin 
snigging through drainage lines and other wet areas which is likely to impact adverse l :  
on water quality; procedures to minimise the number of snig tracks open at any o;e 

I 
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.me, thereby reducing the risk of erosion; use of 'walk over' techniques where.debris is 
et:iined on the snig tracks to spread the weight of the tractor. 

1.5 Log dumps and loading 

.2 dumps are located in comparatively flat sites along the ridges that are specified in 
harvcstirfj'plà'ni Lbj düni'ii61i'h'ththt involves: clearing vegetation from an 

ra of approximately-l200 m2; stripping and stockpiling of tooi1; and construction of 
earth and log loading ramp. 

igs are processed; branded and measured and recorded; and stockpiled prior to 
oading and dispatch. Logs are loaded by using the tractor to push the logs up the ramp 

and 01110 the truck. 

l.ou dumps are typically highly compacted following completion of harvesting, and 
ctjliiiL rehabilitation works including removal of the loading ramp (levelling), draining 

respreading topsoil. 

\'. here logs are debarked (this applies only to Allen Taylor & Co. Ltd operations), or a 

:ilil-tip of debris occurs on the dump the crawler tractor is used to redistribute the bark 
md debris back through the area. 

3. 1.6 Transport of logs 

are transported on heavy timber jinkers which typically carry a,net load of 22 
'tines. Each truckload of logs is tallied and entered on a delivery docket that is carried 

h the truck driver. 

.iorc leaving the log dump truck drivers are required to ensure their load is properly 
.ctire4 to comply with provisions of the Code of Logging Practice and the Timbr 
Industry (Health and Safety) Regulation 1982. 

H.iuIge routes from the three compartments to the respective sawmills are: 

L'uncan's Holdings Ltd: 	 Broadmeadows Forest Road, thence northward on 
Chaelundi Forest Road to Dalmorton and then Old 
Glen Innes Road (Shire) to Gwydir Highway (RTA) 
and then to Grafton. 

Allen Taylor & Co. Ltd: 	 Broadmeadows Forest Road, thence southward on 
- 	Chaelundi Forest Road, Sheep Station Creek Road 

via Chaelundi Road (Shire), Grafton-Armidale Road 

(RTA) and Tyringham-Dorrigo Road (RTA) to 
Bostobrick. 

G.L. l3riggs and Sons Pty Ltd: 	As for Allen Taylor except that the route continues 

to Dorrigo, then Dorrigo-Coramba Road (RTA) and 
then a small section of shire road and forestry roads 
to Briggsvale. 
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The length of the haul on roads under various ownership categories are set out in 

I. 	
Table9. 

Table 9. Length (km) of haul by road ownership category 

I
Forestry Commission 	RTA 	 Shire 

L ncan'sHoldings Ltd 	 36 	 10 	 58 
enTaylor & Co. Ltd 	 38 	 15 ... 6 
. Brigs and Sons Ply Ltd 	 42 	 44 	 7 

I 

3.1.7 Post harvesting debris disposal 

Following completion of harvesting operations fire may be used to reduce the amount 

.I 	
of debris such as tree heads and flattened understorey that remain on the harvested area. 
Fires are lit during mild conditions resulting in the occurrence of some running fite. 
Generally 70% of the area harveste.is  'burnt' with the actualarea burnt closer to 5(Y 

I
.  leac'yn âthaic of burnt and unburnt patches, (FCNSW pers. comm). The Dorrie 
ManagemetiiPlan jresèribs that burning can be undertaken subject to provision beir 
made for the protection of existing regeneration, advance growth and trees retained to: 

I 	
further growth. In practice, this involves ensuring that debris does not accunitrl:rtc it: 

close proximity to areas of retained vegetation. 

I 3.1.8 Silvicultural/regeneration requirements 

Silvicultural/regeneration needs for the various forest types are &scribed in the Dor:H' 

I Management Plan (pages 22-23). The following sets out the. requirements  
relevant forest types. 

I No specific silvicultural treatment, other than top disposal burning, has been undert:rk':: 
in the Chaelundi group forests. This is because post harvesting regeneration Ira 

I
generally been adequate. 

New England hardwood 

The unharvested stands of this type are generally composed of mature or Dye U::!.: ..... 

I trees with little regeneration or advance growth. This is particularly so in the 
poorer sites which have been subject to frequent occprrence of fires perpetu:tI:: 

I
.  understorey of xerophytic shrubs and grasses. 

Considerable site variation occurs in this type depending mainly on soil depth :tn. 

I
fertility and on rainfall. 

Prolific regeneration develops as a result of significant disturbance and exIensiv 

I. 
	 openings of the overstorey canopy by harvesting or natural disturbance. Burning 

logging slash may aid regeneration establishment but exclusion of fire thereafter for 
period of three to five years is necessary to ensure successful development 

I
regeneration. 

After harvesting to maximum utilisation standards.oitrees not marked for retention ia 
this type, trees, scattered or in clumps, may occupy about 50% of the 4ea on poorer 

I 	 . 
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I sites. On more productive sites, such trees may occupy only about 20-30% of the 
han'estèd area. The occurrence and development of regeneration is usually adequate 

I or future timber production. 

Dr' hardwood 

I 	
In the main these types an relatively shade tolerant and slow growing. They regenerate 
vell from seedlings, lignotubers and coppice following harvesting or other significant 

dkturbance. Unharvested stands usually have an uneven-aged structure and carry a 
hgh proponion'of pole size trees: The generally uneven-aged condition is typical of the 

I 	type and readily perpetuated by selective harvesting. 

These types typically have an open grassy or xeric understorey and despite frequent 
burning (particularly on the areas dominated by spotted gum) adequate regeneration is 
obtained by lignotubers or seedlings. 

I 	Nxtensive areas of unharvested stands of this type occur in the northern and eastern 
sections of the Chaelundi Group. 

I list hardwood 
t harvested stands, mainly in the north west section of the Chaelundi Group, are 
InL)stiy mature or overmatur; with little orno sclerophyllous regrowth present, except in 

I
. t'e:isional large gaps created by major natural disturbance. 

(hi the Chaelundi Group where the type is generally drier than other parts of Dorrigo Ni 
A. 111C understorey development following disturbance is not heavy and regeneration of 

I 	desirable species is readily achieved following harvesting and top disposal burning. 

I 3.2 PRESCRIPTIONS COVERING FOREST OPERATIONS 

I 	
.The FCNSW has developed general and special harvesting prescriptions that apply to 

areas to be harvested. The prescriptions that are to apply to the proposed operations iii 
the three compartments are set out below. 

3.2.1 Harvesting prescriptions for Dorrigo Management Area 

I 	These prescriptions are set out in the DMA Plan of Management under Section 2.2.3 on 
pages 56-60 of that document. The following prescriptions are of relevance to this 

I 	
proposal. 

'Special prescription areas 
Harvesting operations shall be excluded from or modified in specific areas designated as 
PM? Special Emphasis as necessaq to protect the values designated and in other such 

I 	areas as considered desirable by the District Forester to maintain specific aesthetic values 
or to protect any distinctive values as they are identified, either in or adjacent to the 
harvesting area. These areas shall include those in the visual vicinity of: 

Existing or potential recreation sites (PM? 1.1.2). 

I . 	Selected parts of major roads regularlyi used by the public (PMP 1.1.6) 
Vithin known habitat of the Hastings River Mouse, designated as PM]' 1.1.7 Special 

Emphasis Flora and Fauna ?rotcction... 

I 	Harvesting operations in hardwood areas adjoining rainforest stands on State Forests shall 
be modified as far as practicable to minimise avoidable damage to rainforest structure. 

I 	 .. 

I 
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General prescriptions 
Erosion control prescriptions, as defined in the Standard Erosion Mitigation Conditions 
for Logging and Clearing in NSW, shall be applied. 

Tree marking for removal or retention shall be carried out as necessary to ensure the 
proper implementation of the harvesting prescriptions of this Plan. 

Supervision should ensure that all trees removed are harvested for the most economic 
end use for which markets are economically and practically available, and should aim at 
maximum economic utilisation of all trees designated for Qemoval. 

Tree marking and supervision of felling and extraction operations shall aim at 
minimising damage to retained trees and soil disturbance in excess of that required for 
adequate regeneration. 

Trees judged capable of significant net merchantable timber-value increment for 
economic harvesting in subsequent cutting cycles shall be retained except where their 
removal would result iii a more valuable increase in the increment on preferred retained 
trees. 

Where not already retained in harvesting, including incorporated unlogged areas, 
additional mature and overmature trees of value for wildlife habitat, shall be, retained to 
provide an average frequency of one per hectare. Tjiese should be preferably in clumps 
of up to five trees scattered throughout the harvesting aref Additional trees of potenu il 

- 	habitat value should be retained as necessary for future recruitment and continuity. 

Trees identified as being used for feeding by yellow-bellied gliders, and one or two ncarhv 
refuge trees, shall be retained. 

Inthoselirnited areas of the Moist Hardwood stands where regeneration at sawlog stocking 
(125 stems/ha) isnd1 dipected following logging, and regeneration treatments are not 
proposed, sufficient spaced mature trees shall be retained to provide an average resitltual 
basal area of at least 5m2/ha 

Consistent with the previous prescriptions harvesting should thus aim towards: 

Maximum economic quota yield from trees not required for retention. 

Production of increment on retained trees, or development of regeneration. 

Maximum economic utilisation inovermature stands on sites of motler-ate topograph%. 
favourable site quality and economic location 

Harvesting of ex-quota logs other than thinnings should be uidertaken where practicable 
and economic in conjunction with or closely following Crown quota operations to the 
extent required to achieve these aims. 

All practical steps should be taken to avoid damaging trees in rainforest stands by road 
construction, and hardwood logging in adjoining areas. Any damaged trees should 
salvaged by harvesting. 

P 	
Harvesting of timber and forest products other than sawlogs, veneer logs, or poles; shall be 
restricted to trees or parts of trees which are neither suitable nor potentially suitable for 
higher value products, and are not trees required for retention under the provisions of he 
plan. 

The order of working for sawlog and pole operations shall be determined by the Distrit 
Forester and approved by the Regional Forester each year for the following two years. 

As far as practicable, pole operations shall precede sawlog operations, but follow acec,:. 
road construction. 

In general, harvesting areas should be allocated o as to avoid relative economic 
disadvantage to any licensee and to give a reasonable mix of log quality, size and species in 
relton to the overall avallability of timber product yield. 

Where practicable, areas suitable for wet weather logging should be set aside for that 

Logging shall proceed in an orderly fashion and, as far as practicable, each logging area 
shall be completed to the satisfaction of the supervising forester before operations 
commence on a new area. 

The area shall be logged in an order that as far as practicable maximises the net retun on 
roading expenditure. 

Th-order of working for other timber and products shall be determined by the District 
- Forester on the basis of demand and availability under the harvesting prescriptions of this 

pIan.' 
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Table 10. Erosion protection measures 

Forest 
operation 	Prescription 	 Environment protection benefit 

Roading Road network kept to ridges Keeps road away fom streams except at 
where practicable. crossing points. Less interteption of 

groundwater henee less overland flow. 

Properly formed and Maintains control over water. 
drained. Maximum road Allows dissipation of collected water. 
grade below 10 degrees. Minimises erosion. 

Minor 
Roads 

Minimum nvmbr in use Reduces potential sites for erosion caused - remainder decommissioned by major storm events. Greatly 
by crossbanks. reduces maintenance requirements. 
Crossfall drainage Maintains control over water. 

Allows dissipation of collected water. 
Minimises erosion. 

Structures to be constructed Minimise damage to stream bed. 
for stream crossings - to be - 
removed when road 
decommissioned. 

Use minimised in wet weather. Reduced risk of physical damage to soils. 

Stream 
Protection 

Filter strips are strips of retained Buffer to protect water quality (also wildli:,- 
vegetation of 20m width each side landscape amenity etc.) Traps sediment 
of streams with catchment 30 ha moving off harvested area. 
or more. 

Protection strips, width 10 in each 
side, may be specified for streams 
with catchments less than 30 ha. 

No niachine within 10 metres Protects potentially unstable and boggy 
of protection strips, areas. Disturbance of such sites could 

initiate erosion. 

Drainage tine or gully crossing Ensures crossings are made at sites that '.vi!I 
points must be approved by the minimise impacts and that these are 
supervising officer. 	. constructed to an approved standard. 

Failing No falling into streams. Minimises disturbance to stream Flow, bed 
and banks. 

Snigging Snig uphill as far as practicable. Snig tracks radiating from ridgetop duittps 
spread water rather than concentrate it 
(as with downhill snigging). 

Draining snig tracks as soon as Diverts water off compacted soil ott stti' 
works completed. Spacing in tMck to stable vegetation where it is 
accordance with slope and erosion dissipated. 
hazard rating. 

No snig tracks over 25 degrees Minimise risk of erosion on steep areas. 
unless specifically authorised. 

Log dumps Located as far from drainage line Log dumps are heavily compacted hence 
as possible. Minimum distance are a source of overland flow and erosirm 
lOm from filter strip or drainage By keeping the maximum distance away 
line, the possibility of sediment from these 

sources entering the stream is minitnise,. 

I 
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1 	3.3 CONTROL OVER HARVESTING OPERATIONS 

[he 

FCNSW ensures that harvesting operations are conducted in accordance with the 
plans and prescriptions as set out previously. This is achieved through a system of 
licences and operational plans with penalties specified for non-compliance. Operations 
are supervised and monitored for compliance. 

Controls are also maintained over the utilisation of logs for particular purposes and to 
ensure accurate kcords are kept of where logs are being sent for accoundng purpdses. 

I. 	 3.3.1 Licences 
U 	

C'ntro3 of harvesting operations is maintained through provisions of the Forestry Act 
l')lô and Forestry Regulations 1983. Harvesting operations are authorised by the 

I. 	. 	1''mrnission through the issue of a three-tiered structure of licences. 

1 lie primary licence is the Timber Licence which is issued to the sawmills. This licence 
ives authority to the wood using industryto harvest timber. The licence sets out the 

i'riod of the licence, the volume of wood, the area it is to be harvested.from and the 

I
ovalties payable. 

he second level of licensing is the Contractor's Licence. This is issued to contractors 
- 	nominated by the holder of the Timber Licence as being contracted to remove timber 

rum the forest. 

I 	

The third level of licensing is the Operator's Licence. This is issued to employees of 
either the contractor or the licensee, who are engaged in obtaining and removal of 
timber from forests. In the Dorrigo Management Area, fallers are required to have a 

I current Certificate of Proficiency for Chainsaw Usage. 

Licences specify the basic requirements for conducting a harvesting operation and 

I 

	

	

invoke the general harvesting prescriptions set out above as well as other FCNSW 
documents including the Code of Logging pracdces for Coffs Harbour Region and 

\;trvesting plans. In addition the provisions of other relevant legislation such as the 

I 	

Occupational Health and Safety Act 1983; the Timber Industry (Health and Safety) 
Regulation 1982; the Motor Traffic Act 1909; the State Roads Act 1986; and the Local 
Government Act 1919 are also invoked. 

I The licence specifies requirements for branding of timbe; to be taken. It also specifics 
provision of.guarantees for payment of royalty and for the FCNSW to be-indemnified 

I agains(any l6ss"& dâthage or injury arising from the activity being undertaken. 

The Act provides the FCNSW with powers to suspend or penalise licensees. The level 

I
which the suspension or penalty is issued depends on who is held to be responsible 

for 4 	the breach of the Act, regulations or forester's instructions. 

I 

I 

I 
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3.3 CONTROL OVER HARVESTING OPERATIONS 

The FCNSW ensures that harvesting operations are conducted in accordance with the 
plans and prescriptions as set out previously. This is ichieved through a system of 
licences and operational plans with penalties specified for non-compliance. Operations 
ate supervised and monitored for compliance. 

Controls are also maintained over the utilisation of logs for particular purposes and to 
ensure accurate Mcords are kept of where logs are being sent for accounting purpdses. 

I 

3.3.1 Licences 

Control of harvesting operations is maintained through provisions of the Forestry Act 
1916 and Forestry Regulations 1983. Harvesting operations are authorised by the 
C 'Ilitnission through the issue of a three-tiered structure of licences. 

ic primary licence is the Timber Licence which is issued to the sawmills. This licence 
gives authority to the wood using industryto harvest timber. The licence sets out the 
period of the licence, the volume of wood, the area it is to be harvested.from and the 
wvalqcs payable. 

ftc gccond level of licensing is the Contractor's Licence. This is issued to Contractors 
nominated by the holder of the Timber Licence as being contracted to :remove timber 
rum the forest. 

The third level of licensing is the Operator's Licence. This is issued to employees of 
either the contractor or the licensee, who are engaged in obtaining and removal of 
timber from forests. In the Dorrigo Management Area, fallers are required to have a 
current Certificate of Proficiency for Chainsaw,  Usage. 

Licences specify the basic requirements for conducting a harvesting operation and 
invoke the general harvesting prescriptions set out above as well as other FCNSW 
documents including the Code of Logging practices for Coffs Harbour Region and 
harvesting plans. In addition the provisions of other relevant legislation such as the 
Occupational Health and Safety Act 1983; the Timber Industry (Health and Safety) 
Regulation 1982; the Motor Traffic Act 1909; the State Roads Act 1986; and the Local 
Government Act 1919 are also invoked. 

The licence specifies requirements for branding of timber to be taken. It also specifics 
provision ofguaxantees for payment of royalty and for the FCNSW to be•indemnified 
against any loss or' damage or injury arising from the activity being undertaken. 

The Act provides the FCNSW with powers to suspend or penalise licensees. The level 

I 

	

	at which the suspension or penalty is issued depends on who is held to be responsible 
for the breach of the Act, regulations or forester's instructions. 

I 
I 
I 
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Cm 

I Depending on the seriousness of the breach one of the following courses of action is 
taken. 

1. Warning letter. This details the nature of the breach and the possible penalties Co! 
committing further breaches. 

I 	2. For more serious breaches the licensee can be suspended immediately or issued 
with apenaltynotibe(nder the Forestry Act) which gives 21 days to pay.  

I 	In the cas'e of a suspension, the licensee is prevented from oerating and the District 
Forester is notified. The licensee is given 24 hours to put his/her case which is then 
forwarded together with the statement from the FCNSW officer who witnessed the 

I 	breach to the FCNSW head office. The decision to suspend or cancel the licence or 
impose a penalty is made at this level. 

I flie implications of a suspension or cancellation of licences depend on the level of 
licence affected. Operators who have their licence suspended or cancelled are h:irrd 
from working in State Forests in NSW for the period nominated. If a contractor's 

U 	hièence is suspended all operators working for the contractor are suspended for thiai 
period. If the Timber Licence is suspended all contractors and all operators workin: 
under the licensee are suspended for the period nominated. 

I 
3.3.2 Harvesting plan 

I The format and objectives of a harvesting plan were discussed previously in Scctioi 
2.1.5 in the context of the FCNSW planning hierarchy. 

I As the last level of planning, the harvesting plan is used to plan and prescribe how the 

Chaelundi State Forest Compartments 180, 198, 200 Harvesting EIS 

I 
Table 10. Erosion protection measures 

Forest 
operation 	Prescription 

Roading 	Road network kept to ridges 
where practicable. 

Properly formed and 
drained. Maximum road 
grade below 10 degrees. 

Minor 	 Minimum number in use 
Roads 	 - remainder decommissioned 

by crossbanks. 

Crossfall drainage 

Structures to be constructed 
for stream crossings - to be 
removed when road 
decommissioned. 

Use minimised in wet weather. 

'fl..,. .......................... 

Environment protection bencflt 

Keeps road away from streams except it 
crossing points. Less intcrccption of 
groundwater hence less overland flow. 

Maintains control over water. 
Allows dissipation of collected water. 
Minimises erosion. 

Reduces potential sites for erosion cai:ei 
by major storm events. Greatly 
reduces maintenaoce requirements. 

Maintains control over water. 
Allows dissipation of collected water. 
Minimises erosion. 

Minimise damagd to stream bed. 

Reduced risk of physical damage to sHis. 

1., 
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I. 	 Other aspects included are 

An assessment of the product specification and estimated yields from the 

I 
.\ description of the forest types and stand condition. 

I :A schedule of areas with modified prescriptions and special emphasis requirements 
such as wildlife habitat tree retention, and controls over harvesting in and adjacent to 

I

reserved areas. 

Finally, the plan thaws attention t9 the provisions of the Code of Logging Practices and 

I. 	

Conditions of the Timber/Contractors/Operators Licences. 

Ilarvesting plans are provided to all parties involved in the harvesting operation - the 
umber licensee, contractor and FCNSW supervisory staff. 

I. 	 limber licensees, contractors and operators are all required, as a condition of licenes, 

I
carry out all operations in accordance with the harvesting plan. 	 A 

l'lw harvesting plans for the three compartments are included as Appendices 4A,B,C. 

3.3.3 Field supervision 

I 	
l:ic lu supervision of harvesting operations by the FCNSW is undertaken by marketing 
uremen who are in turn supervised by a professional forester in charge of marketing. 

I 	
1jft foreman maintains day-to7day control over the harvesting operation. The actual 

[retjuen'dy 6f visits can vary. Under most circumstances, there is a maximum interval 
of one working day between inspections foi*.à.ny operation. The foreman completes a 

I

fortnightly logging 1-eport which provides a checklist for all aspects of field supervision. 

lit addition to the duties of tree marking set out in Section 3.1.3, the FCNSW marketing 

I supervisors also have responsibilities to ensure the relevant prescriptions and 
regulations are implemented. 

I

. the supervisor is responsible for the following: 

I. l3reachesof logging discipline such as .any unapproved deviation from the 
harvesting plan, including trespass into reserved area&, falling of habitat trees etc. 

Ensures that specifications covering erosion control and water quality protection are 
adheredo. 

Advises on wet weather operations and enforces closure of the roads during wet 
weather. 

I 	4. Looks for unsafe acts in the forest, for example, felling technique, speeding trucks, 

non-compliance with FCNSW directives and signs on forestry roads. 

5. 	Makes log sorting decisions on the log dump 

I 6. 	Any breach of the Forestry Act 1916 and associated regulations or of a forester's 
instructions. 

I 
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U 	3.3.4 Log measurement 

Logs are measured and - marked by logging contractor, with all dimensions marked tw 

I 	butts of logs. Removals of all logs from bush are covered by approved delivery dockets 
completed by the truck driver. Forestry personnel check dimensions on 2% of Iois at 

I 	
dump or millyard, and 5% delivery doekets are checked for correctness. 

Delivery dockets are used as the basis of account with respect of logs supplied to Allen 
Taylor 

I 	
&Co. Ltd and Duncan's Holdings Ltd. Logs are tallied by FCNSW foremen at 

millyard for G.L. Briggs and Sons Pty Ltd. Poles and girders are usually harvested as 
an advance operation with poles tallied on dump by FCNSW. Logs not meéiing quota 
sawlog specifications which are sold to alternative buyers are tallied by FCNSW 

I
foremen. 

I
3.4 FIRE CONTROL MEASURES 	 - - 

I

Fire control measures apply during and after harvesting operations. 

- 	Measures that apply during harvesting operations are designed to reduce the risk of ire 

I

caused by the actions of the harvesting crew and operation of their equipment. 

Contractors and operators are bound by provisions of the Forestry Regulation 	- 3 4 
 states that fires may not be lit in State Forests and timber reserves without the 

I approval of a forestry officer. In addition, other more specific controls over the use of 
fire and equipment with the potential to start fires are set out. This includes storage of 

I

flammable liquids and maintenance of appropriate spark arresters on equipment. 

The FCNSW is also empowered to suspend harvesting operations when the fire 

I

is high to extreme. 

- Licensees are required to assist with fire sujpression if required. Crews are reqw:-cU iO 

I

maintain minimum fire fighting equipment on site. 

Measures that are to apply post harvesting are aimed at protecting the regenu -t 

I

forest and to reduce the regional fire hazard. 

Measures typically include the post harvesting debris removal bum described in 
3.1.7. Following these burns it is normally areqtiirernent to exclude fire from the 

I for a mini nupin6dof 3-5 years to ensure successful establishment of regener ttion 

I 
I 

I 
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I 	- 4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

I '>"  4.1 PHYSICAL 

4.1.1 Topography 
. The three compartments comprise moderate to steep hill slopes at an elevation rising 
from 710 m to 1080 m. They form a small part of the Chaelundi plateau (ref. Figure 7). 
Slope classes for the study area are shown Figure 8. 

I The aspect is mostly easterly swinging from northeast through east to southeast. 

1 	4.1.2 Geology 

The most recent geological mapping covering Chaelundi State Forest and the three 

I 	
compartments was done by Landenberger (1988). This mapping updates that :tv:tiHh!e 
in the Grafton 1:250 000 Shea (SH56 65täiVdenberger (1988) was mainly coneerrid 
with the gra'nitoid intrusions associated with Chaelundi Mountain to the south oh the 
study area and so the coverage of the study area would be of less intensity and .limi:ed 

I 	by access from' Liberation Fire Trai1','' 

Landenberger (1988) mapped the study area as being situated on two components 	he 
sedimentary Coffs, karbour Block; the Moombil and Brooklaria Beds. The. C''k 
Harbour Block is a thick se4uence of turbidite sediments of Carboniferous age (Korsch 
1978) which covers some 5000 km2  of northern coastal NSW. The hitho!o:ie:, 

I 	differences between the two component beds are minimal. 

1. 	Moombil Beds - massive argillite with rare sandstones and siliceous siltstoncs. 

I 2. 	Brooklana Beds - asequence of interbedded greywacke, siltscones, mudsiotie'. 
siliceous rocks. 

As Korsch (1978) states: "The important feature of the greywackes is the abundan.'y 
volcanic-lithic fragments and plagioclase. The rocks are predominantly quartz-pour. 

I A detail from the map of Landenberger (1988) is given in Figure 9. It is iInjn'u.r: 
note three geological features pertinent to the study area: 

I. Adamelliteof the Chaelundi Complex is inferred to be directly west of Elie.:::,ii 
(ci km) and it is the differential 'erdsion of this gránitoid body together with ilte 
presence of the Demon Fault that has produced,the Guy Fawkes Valley system. 

I 2. 	Adjacent.to  the adamellite intrusion isa contact aureole of metamorphosed cottturv 
s9ck(rn!jiy hornfels) and it is the indurated ngwreof this contact aureole th:'; 
prodpcedthe ridgeiine:escarpment,.with the .Guy Fawke.River (Liberation [ftc 

I iLn!..r.odrn.eadows Road run,.alonjthis 

3. The boundary betwben the older Moombil and the overlying Brooklana Bed. 

I 	been inferred to run northwest-southeast through the southwest corner nt 
Compartment 180 and the individual strata within the Brooklana Beds. 
northwest-southeast with a near vertical dip. Some of these strata, are ':ort 

I. 

	indurated than others and have therefore produced characteristic 'hard', rocky. 
nohhwest-southeast ridgelines through the study area and to the north. Moc'iihii 

. 
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I 
	

Urookiana Beds boundary has been mapped as being coincident with a series of 
felsic dyke rocks'. 

IlL' consu'uction of Broadmeadows Road and the boundary fire trail between 
compartments 180, 200 and 198 has alloweçl gieater access to the area than was 
av:ii!able to Landenberger (1988). Extra detail and modifications can now be made to 
the geological map (Figure 9). The main modifications relate to the location of the 
felsic dyke rocks' and the OCCUrrçnce ..a small intrusion of granitoid rock east of the 

main Chaelundi'Cornplex. 	
- ........................... 

There are outcroppings of an acid intermediate rock intruding the greywacke along 
Uruadmeadows Road, on the western boundary of compartment 180 and into the 
southwestern corner of compartment 200. There is another small outcrop along the 
boundary trail between compartments 200 and 198. South of compartment 180 there 
arc two main outcrops along Broadmeadows Road, both occurring as rocky ridges. The 
rock consists of quartz, and occasionally feldspar, phenocrysts in a fine feispathic 
trottndrnass and is probably rhyolitic or dacitic in composition. The outcrops could 
e tlier be a swarm of dykes or a single dyke, associated with western rideline boundary 
of compartment 180, radiating out from the Chaelundi Complex adamellite further to 
ile west. The location of: the dykes do not support an association with the Moombil-
flr'ooklana Beds b&Gndary as proposed byLandenberger (1988). 

.'\ the junction of the three compartments there is a small intrusion of adamellite. It is 
uncertain whether this body is related to the dykes or represents an outlier of the main 
Chaelundi Complex. Both the dykes and the granitoid outcrop are characteriscd by 
pI.riuful large surface boulders., 

4.1.3 Soils 

'[lie soils derived from the Coffs Harbour Block sediments east of the study area have 
been described by Atkinson and Veness (1981) and Ryan and McGarity (1983) while 
\lcArthur.  (1964) described soils formed from sedimentary rocks south of Chaelundi 
State Forest (Moombil and Brooklana Beds) as the Gangara Association (red and 
yellow podzolics). 

I Soils within the study area formed from greywacke parent materials have morpI1O l oL . 
in common with that described in the above studies. The,g1eywacke is fine-grained, 
iron-rich, and easily weatherable (at least where it hasn't been indurated or 
metamorphosed to hornfels) due to its vIc,atic origin (Korsch 1978). These features of 
the parent material produce acid, silty clay.lo.am  to silty clay soils with orange-red to 
red pedal subsoils The organic-rich surface soils have high soil faunal activities which 

I produce  t o strongly structured .oizons with poorly defined boundaries. On 
the indurated ridgelines and within the contact aureol6giave1 content increases and soil 

I 	
depth decreases, the soils here vary from lithosols to minimal yellow or red podzolics. 
Away from these: latter areas the soils are deeper and vary from red podzolics to 
e uchrozems. 

I 
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- 	 Associated with the acid volcanic dykes are shallow lithosols or yellow earths with dark 
organic A horizons. The pale subsoils have poor structure and can be dispersie 
Gravel content in these soils is very high. 

The small oitcrop of adamellite is very gravelly and produces soils varying from sandy 

1 	lithosols to deeper, sandy clay loam textured, yellow earths. 

Soil profiie descriptions of one profile on the greywacke and one on the acid volcanic 

dyke a±e presented in Appendix 5. Location of the profiles described plus other auger 
sites are shown on Figure 9d 

I
4,1.4 Climate 

- I 	. 	There is n site specific climatic data however the compartments are within a 'x:trm 
temperate region hafrtg maximum rainfall during summer and autumn. 

the following weather summary is for Clouds Creek State Forest 1-lcadquarters. . 

- 	. 	southeast of the site and is taken from the ER prepared by FCNSW referenced in 
- 	in Section 2.1.4. 

Mondi 	 Temperature ('C) 	 . Rainfall (nun) 
-. 	 . Max. 	 Mm. 

- 	 January 	 26.9 	 14.8 	 228 

I
. 	 February 	 26.4 -. 	 15.2 	 168 

March 	 25.4 	 . 11.8 . 	 172 
ApI 	 23.6 . 	8.7 . 	 83 
May 	 19.8 	' 	5.0 	 . 	62 

I. 	
June 	 17.5 	 . 2.3 	 89 
July 	 16.4 	. 	-0.3 	 62 
August 	 17.3 	. 	. . 2.7 	 68 
September 	 20.5 	 4.8 	 49 

I 	
October 	 23.8 	.. . 	 9.0 	 109 
November 	 26.2 	 11.0 	 122 
December 	 26.7 	 . 12.9 	 165 

U. 
	Mean 22.5 	 - 8.2 	 Total 1397 

a' 

Frosts occur on an average of 62 days peryear at Clouds Creek. The lowest rcc 

U
.  temperature at Clouds Creek is minus 9.4'C. 

Spring weather is characterised by strong westerly winds which are often accoinpnie 

I 	by increasing temperatures and generally dry conaitions. These conditions give hi! 
fire danger ratings. 

I 4.1.5 Hydrology 

The area proposed for harvesting is located in the headwáters of Pine Creek and Nec!c 

I Creek. Both are perennial streams that are tributaries of the Boyd River which joins the 
Nymboida River at Buccarumbi some 20 kilometres downstream from Dalmorion. 

U 	
Nymboida River flows northwards for 35 kilometres before joining the Mann 
The Mann in turn also flows northward for 40 kilomerres before joining the Clare:e: 
River. There are no significant developments of the water resources dowIls:e 

I 

I 
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\\aler  usage is limited to private domestic farm and irrigation purposes and supplies to 
tuinber of small villages. 

Oyster farming, professional and recreational fishing occurs towards. and within the 
estuary, while recreational pursuits such as freshwatef angling and canoeing occur in 

I 	- 
 

the extensive middle and upper reaches of the river system. 

lice catchments of Pine Creek and Needle Creek are shown by- Figure 10. The 
e :itchmeñts of both creeks are entirely forested within the Chaelundi State Forest. 

IcI,lc 11. Proportion ofcatchments harvested and unharvested 

I Catchment 	 Harvested 	Unharvested 	Total 

I. 	
Needle Creek 	 - 	 2252 	 2252 

Pine Creek 	 2847 	 4608 	 7455 

I In view of the area's remote location and the fact that these creeks are not utilised for 
wv fornrnhised water supplies, there are no data available onstreamflow. or, water 

I 

	

	
.qCtlity (Water Resources Commission pers. comm.). Vater quality çpuld be expected 

to be high in view of the largely undisturbed status of the creeks, the moderate slopes 
trid low erodibility of the soil types. 

I 
4.1.6 Visual 

I Seen area 
l:& ,rcst  cover over a hill and valley topography exists for over 20 km in all directions so 
it is not possible to see the site from any remote surface pojt. 

the area is not see,n from any road except Broadmeadows Road which runs through the 

I
western edge of the area exposing the vegetation edge to the observer. 

'l'Iie area is not seen from Guy Fawkes River National ?.rk as -it is screened by  

I Liberation Spur and Broadmeadows road has been located on the eastern fall of the 
ridge to avoid any visual impact of road clearing on the path (Figure 11). 

I I..andscape features 	 -, 
The area does not contain any landscape features. It is part of a regional landscape of 

I 

	

	
timbered hills whiêFt present a continuity of uniform landscape when viewed from a 
lookout site (viz. Vista Point Lookout). 

I 

I 

I 	. 	- 

II 
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4.2 FIRE 

I Fire has been a component of the environment of the region over time, firstly, bl1116112 

burns by Aborigines and, more recently, broadscale burning by graziers and loresir. 

Wildflres have burnt over the region in the past but the fire history appears to be inure 

I
series of repeated regular fires than severe wildfire occurrence (FCNSW 19StTh. 

Graziers seek to burn in the spring to ensure maintenance of winter fodder for the 
following winter. . Forest 	jgment prefers autumn burns so strategic burning pians 

I
are d!iQpsd in concert which permits some spring burning by graziers. The use of 
fire in resource management is now coordinatF6jThe District Forester. ,The aim is to 

I
maintain the fire regime wSich has beenapplied to the area in the past. 

Fu-el.  management practices will be carried out,,from time to time as a means 

protecting the forest and neighbours from wildfires, and promoting growth of p:i!:tt:'c 

I
grasses for the significant livestock industry which leases most of the area. 

I
. 	 Fuel reduction burning is the major component of fuel management and consists of; 

Strategic burning - Strips of forest adjacent to roads and boundaries are burnt 
reduce the amount of fire fuels. The strategic burns serve as low fuel zones rcducia 

I
the potential damage from wildfire and providing areas where the control of 
may be more readily achieved. 

I
i'op disposal burning - This type of burning involves the lighting of loEgirlu dH'r 
tinder mild conditions. Some running fire occurs but generally only about 70' of 
logging are a.js burnt. 

U 	
Broad area hazard reduction burning —Broad area burning is undenaken whe;i 

I 	
about 50010 of the area proposed for burning will burn with 'a lw intensity of firu I 
operation produces a mosaic of burnt and unburnt areas. Thisjpe of burning is tis.i 
the dry hardwood forests. It is rar1y possible to p,i,p such.a fire in the moist hard'.oi.k 

I There is visual evidence in these three compartments of fires having burnt over tb: :rc 
in the past. 

I The moist hardwood type is not a high fire danger fuel type, but can be burnt frnn 
to time, mildly, for hazard reduction burns, and is occasionally burnt by fierce wILH: 
under extreme fire danger conditions. 

I
4.3 "FLORA 

4.3.1 Forest types 

I The vegetation was mapped by the FCNSW into 'forest types' in 1963. The 1963 

typing boundaries were transferred to the 1:25 000 map base. :me 1963 types were 
converted to types, as described in FCNSW Research Note 17,.with the notation sIn 

I 

	

	thej,çy be,anornalies and sundryjQr,$,within the converted types. This mapping is 
the basis for this vegetation assessment. 

I 
I 
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iwo site surveys have been carried out: one by a joint FCNSW-Earthwatch Flora and 
:ttttta Study Group; and the other by Gilmqur, submitted in his affidavit, in June 1990. 

I 	l;,nii surveys can be related to the forest typing. Details of Gilmour's survey is 
tnr:tined in Appendix 6 and the FCNSW-Earthwatch survey is contained in 

Appendix 7. 

.•\ lorest type is a stand of vegetation (usually trees) which possess a general similarity 
in composition and character. Similar types are &peeted to occur under the influence 
ol relatively uniform environmental conditions of climate, soil and past history. 

I the types are named from the occurrence of one or more indicator species which 
achieve a degree of predominance in the relevant stands. In rainforest stands species 

I 	I0mmznce may not exist, so distinctive and characteristic species are used to narne  
the type. 

tire type mapping for these three compartments; shows a type '142/163c', i.e. a stand 

I V. pe including New England Peppermint (Eucalyptus nova-anglica) 

1 his species is in the Snow Gum league, i.e. cold exposed sites — has not been recorded 
:a or near the area and is very unlikely to occur in this vicinity. 	(See also Gilmour.s 

I notes, Appendix 6, pan. 36, 37, 38). 	This type has been amended to type '163c' 	or 
this assessment. 

I turest types on Compartments 180, 198,200— a brief description 
The distribution of these types is shown on Figure 12. 

I 
Rainforest types 

1-orest type 	Characteristic species 
2/3 	 Sloanea woollsii Yellow Carabeen 

Schizomeria ovata Crab Apple 

U Doryphora sassafras Sassafras 
Ceratopetalum apetalum 	. Coachwood 

I 3'l1 	Doryphora sassafras Sassafras 
Caldcluvia paniculosa 	. Corkwood 
Cryptocarya glaucescens Silver Sycamore 
Ceratopetalum apetalwn Coachwood 

U Schizomeria ovata Crab Apple 

6/23 	 Picu,swatkinsiana Strangler Fig 

I Dendrocnide excelsa Giant Stinger 
Doryphora sassafras Sassafras 
Myrtaceae spp. Myrtle 

s1oist hardwood types 

Forest type 	Predominant species 
47 	 Eucalyptus microcorys Tallowwood 

I Eucalyptus saligna Sydney Blue Gum 

I 
53 	 Lophosremon confertus Inland Brush Box 

168 	 Eucalyptus laevopinea Silvertop Stringybark 
Eucalyptus saligna Sydney Blue Gum 

New England Hardwood types 

Forest type 	Predominant species 
163 	 Eucalyptus andrewsii ssp. carnpanulata New England BlaMbutt 

I 
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A full description of the typing and these forest types is given .in FCNS\V Research 
17. 

I

Note 

'a', 	'b' 	'c' The suffix 	or 	following the numerals identifying the type indic;uc site tuaUtv 
height. 

I

by 

a 	= 	high site quality usually > 45m 

I
c 
b 	= 	medium site quality usually 30-45m 

= 	low site quality usually c30m 

r 	Each type has a number of associated species which occur within the stand, which 

I sometimes may become so abundant as to justify a sub-type status. 	Briefly these 

L_.. associated species are: 

I
Forest type 	Associated species 

47 	 Lopliosternon confertus Inland Brush Box 
Eucalyptus laevopinea Silvertop Stringyhail. 

I
Eucalyptus andrewsii ssp. carnpanulata 	New England l3laekhntt 

53 	 Eucalyptus microcorys Tallowwood 

I 

Eucalyptus saligna Sydney Blue Gum 

168 	. 	Eucalyptus microcorys Tallowwood 
Eucalyptus andrewsii ssp. campanulata 	New England Blachlutii 

I 163 Eucalyptus microcorys Tallowwood 
Eucalyptus saligna Sydney Blue Gum 
Eucalyptus laevopinea Silvertop Sti-ingybark 

I 
Eucalyptus deaneii Round-leaved Gurñ 
Eucalyptus ca,neronii Diehard Sthngybark 

The relationship between the forest type, the Dorrigo Management Plan groupiin; and 
the Gilmour survey is as follows: 

I
-.-.  Dorrigo Management - 

Forest type 	Plan groups Gilmour's survey grouping 
2/3 	Rainforest Rainforest 

I 

3/I1 	Rainforest 
6/23 	Rainforest 

Rainforest 
Rainforest/Swamp forest 

47a 	Moist hardwoods Tall,open Tallowwood/Blue Gum forest 

I 
, 	53a 	Moist hardwoods Tall open Tallowwood/Blue Gum lorest 

168 	Moist hardwoods Tall open Silvertop Siringybarkl 
Tallowwood 	- 

I
163 New England Hardwoods Open Forest New England Black- hiitt/ 

Diehard Stringybark forest 

The area of each forest type within the three compartments is given in Table 12. 

I 
I 
I 
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'I ;ihlc 12. 	Area of forest types in Compartments 180, 198 and 200 

Forest type Total area (ha) 

2/3 
3/4 59 
6/23 

47a 73 

53a 8 

168 36 

163a 205 
163b 159 
163c 21 

Total 561 

'I 	forest type description does not detail the understorey or ground vegetation. A 
iUt)rding of these species on the area surveyed by Gilmour (Appendix 5) is listed in 

able 14. 

The vegetation survey carried out during the "Earthwatch Flora and Fauna Study. 
Citaclundi S.F." July 1990 (Appendix 7) was aimed at describing the characteristic plain 
conhinunities and determining their distribution in the study area; compiling a font 
itventory; and identifying any sites of botanical significance. 

1 'able13 shows the species diversity, the most diverse types are the subtropical 
:1lnforest 6/23, and type 47, the Tallowwood/Blue Gum types. The ecotone betweca 

types 6/23and47forms the most diverse habitat in the study area. 

I':ible 13. Species diversity 

I 
H 
I 
I 
I 
Li 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Plot Type No. of species 

74 35 
2 163 54 
3 47 64 
4 163c" 47 
5 168 43 
6 6/23 64 

It' 
I 

See comments 4.3.1 abovere 142/163c Type. 

A total of 1-63 plant species was recorded comprising: one moss species, one conifer, 
IS pteridophytes, 25 monocotyledons and 121 dicoryledons. One species of introduced 
plant was oberved and one species in type 47 Hibbertia sp. A (villosa) is listed in 
NPWS Rare Plant Database 1984. The composite plant species list appended shows 
habit, relative density and in which forest type the plant occurs. 

.\ comprehensive list of plants recorded growing in Chaelundi State Forest is part of 
Appendix 6to the Management Plan for Dothgo Management Area (FCNS\V 1985). 

I 
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4.3.2 Rare and endangered species 

Two plant species recorded growing on the area have a classification 3.R.C.a as defined 
in Rare or Threatened Australian Plants (ANPWS Special Publication No. 14). This 
means: 

I 	3 	= A range over 100 km but occurs only in small populations mainly restricted to 
highly specific habitat. 

R 	= 	Rare, but not considered currently endangered or viilnefable. 

I C 	= Known to be represented within a national park or other proclaimed reserve. 

I
. 	a = Considered adequately conserved. 

The species are: 

I Austrobuxus swainii 	 Pink Cherry 	 . 
Dodonaea rnegazyga 	Winged Hop Bush 

I These jbee species have been recorded growing elsewhere either in Chaclundi Siac 
Forest anJor Don-igo Management Plan Area. They are represented in Flora Reserve. 

I 	Pink Cherry in Norman Jolly and Black Bull Flora Reserves, and Winged liop l3tislt i. 
Middle Creek Flora Reserve. 

I Hibbertia sp. A (villosa) is listed in ANPWS Special Publication No. 14 as  
species 2. It has a conservation classification of 2RC at. This classification sliottiti 
amended to 2RCa because the AT classification was given as a result of the anti:': 

I being unaware of additional sites of occurrence for the species (D. Binns pers. comm. 
It is locally common along the escarpment from Gibraltar Range to WerrikiniL 

I
National Park and is adequately reserved. 

There are no other recorded Rare or endangered species. Gilmour (Appendix 6) 
attention to the occurrence of Black Booyong (Argyrodendron actinop/zyllunn 

I 	elevations over 1000 m as a significant feature. 
'I 

I 
4.4.1 General comments 	 • 

I The ralnforest, moist hardwood and New England hardwood f&est types which cove 
these compaçtments, are known to be rich in fauna. These types combined with 

I 	moderate to steep sloping topography and having a south to south east aspect presetu 
good site factors for rich animal diversity and abundance. 

I 	Research and faunal survey work associated with this and nearby areas confirms this 
richness. Recently, June 1990, affidavits by experts, lodged with the Land md 
Environment Court all draw attention to the high conservation values of these md.. 

I 
I 
I 
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I ll.csc experts were: 

I 	
Assoc. Professor H. Recher, University of New England 
Dr Tony Norton, Australian National University 
Mr 1-1. Hines, Department of Conservation and Environment, Victoria (Appendix 10) 

I
Dr L. W. Braithwaite, CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Ecology (Appendix II) 

'Ihese reports plus a joint survey by FCNSW-Earthwatch Fauna and Flora Study Group 
(Appendix 7) supply the site specific data on faunal diversity and abundanc'e on these 
;:;ce compartments. 

a 

I 	
Loitiprehensive lists of native fauna positively identified within the Dorrigo 
\larl:igenlent Area appear in Appendix 7 of the Management Plan for the Dorrigo 
\l.m:igeincnt Area. These identifications have been made as a result of sightings by 

I 	
IYNSW staff, small mammal trapping, night transects identification of road kills and 
..jrk by research workers associated with FCNSW; CSIRO; and Universities. These 
lists record the habitat at the place of the sighting. 

\a examination of the sighdngs in various habitats also supports the relative faunal 
Lluiess of the moist hardwood and New England hardwood forest types. The rich 
k'ersitv and abundance of native fauna in these forests is not under dispute - it is 
..pportcd by all concerned. The relative diversity and abundance of native fauna in a 

ioral context may be gauged from a summary of internal FCNSW reports (ref. 
\pcndices 8 and 9). Relevant data from these are presented below. 

hle 15. 	Comparisons of relative abundance and diversity or arboreal mammals in other areas 
of State Forest throughout NSW 

Faunal Species 
State Forest Location Diversity Abundance 

(no. of species) (no. individuals/km2) 

Coolangubra Bombala 8 84 
lItjccicikh Albury - 40-86 I ivlanci Dorrigo 4 345 Marengo Dorrigo 4 132 

Dorrigo 3 227 l'uggok9 . 	Tamworth - 303 

The full summary is appended - Appendix 9. 

able 16. 	Regional comparison of relative abundance and diversity of arboreal mammals 

Arboreal faunal species 

State Forest 
.., 

Forest district 
Diversity 

(no. otspecfes) 
Abundance 

(man no. of IndlvlduaR'km) 

Chaclundi Dorrigo 3 4.72 
Ilyland Dorrigo 4 10.41 
Cascade Dorrigo 6 1.28 
Nlarcngo Dorrigo 4 4.01 
Moonpar Dorrigo 8 0.93 Wild Cattle Ck Dorrigo 2 0.8 
Wild CattleCk Coffs Harbour 7 0.060 
Wachpool Grafton 5 7.64 

ftc lull summary is appended - Appendix 9. 
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4.4.2 Arboreal mammals 

A summary of FCNSW Arboreal Mammal Surveys in the Chaelundi Group ot Fore 
provides the following data. See also Appendix 8. 

Table 17. Summary of arboreal mammal survey in Chaelundi Group of:Forests 

Fauna species 
Species abundance (number of individuals/ki'n2) 

Hyland S.F. 	Marengo S.F. 	Chaelundi S.F. 

Greater Glider 345 132 227 
Yellow-bellied Glider . . 10 
Koala . 2 - 
Mountain Brushtail Possum 8 2 - 
Ring-tailed Possum io  
Sugar Glider - . 2.5 

LCommon Brushtail Possum . 2 - 

This summary also provides the relative densities of arboreal mammals by forc't Yr' 
(Table 18). 

Table 18. Relative density of arboreal mammals in forest types 

Relative density (no. of individuats/kml) of arboreal 
Forest Type 	 mammals by forest types in Cliaelundi Group of Fort'.'.ts 

Rainforest 	. 	 58.3 
Moist Hardwood 	 192M, 
New England Hardwood 	 .29617 269.0 
Dry Hardwood 	 71.0 

It 
I 
P 
L 

I 
I 
I 
I 

The same summary recommends that ten habitat trees/ha (i.e. trees with hollows) 
red by Greater Gliders, i.e. Nev EriglaidglanHardwooci types on c: 

t07SKth east aspects w[th moderat&'TO-15° slopes and, in addition, mature and ove 
mature trees of value for wildlife hi&iiát sifould be retained to provide in 

/ frequency of one, per hectare, preferably, irLgr.oups of up to five trees sc:iicre. 
throughout the harvesting area. 

The Environmental Review (ref. Section 2.1.4) reports on the CSIRO survey do:' 
Liberation fire trail past the western boundaries of these compartments as follows: 

"CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Rangelands Rese&ch have undertaken sampling on four 
nights in July 1987 and October 1987 within the southern part of this area along Liberation 
trail for arboreal mammals. Sightings of Greater Glider, Sugar Glider, Yellow-bellied 
Glider, Ring-tailed Possum and Koala have been made. Mean density (all species) recorded 

this represents a 'density of about 40 times the density that 
-. this research unit has recorded in south coastal forests (LW. Braithwaite pers. Comm.). 

in general, moister forest types in and near gullies and watercourses tend to support a much 
richer and more diverse fauna than nearby drier ridges. There are two main conu-ibming 
factors: 

Higher nutrient levels of gully soils, often enriched by alluvium and leaching fror:i 
higher ground, which leads to higher foliar nutrient levels in vegetation in 
supporting a higher population of herbivores and hence animals of other trophic levei.< 
(carnivores, parasites etc). 	- 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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I Tendency for greater structural and floristie diversity of vegetation in gullies (probably 
due to more favourable nutrient and moisture status) which results in greater fauna 
species diversity. 

I 	Forests on richer soils, or in higher rainfall areas, tend to have similar characteristics to 
moist gully forests, in terms of wildlife populations," 	 ................... ............ . 

I 
Data collected on the.Earthwatch Flora and Fauna Study —Chaelundi State Forest July 

1990, has been collated and analysed by the FCNSW and provides details on: 

I

. 
 

The stand condition of the harvested forest sampled (ref. Section 5.3.2) 

The vegetation communities on the study area (ref. Section 4.3.1). 

I

.  The abundance and diversity of 

- Arboreal mammals 

- Small mammals 

mammals 

I

—Other 

—Birds 

I
'This information is summarised below: 

'Ic arboreal mammal assessment'consists of a number of drive and walk transect 

I
through both hanested and unharvested forest. 

The location of these surveys in shown in Figure 13 and the key to the transects given in 

I
l:thlc 19. 

able 19. 	Key to arboreal transects in Figure 13 

I 
'Iransect 	 Walking/ 	Logged/ 

NI). Location 	 driving 	unlogged Forest types 

I

I Liberation Trail 2km-3.5krn drive unlogged New England hardwood 

Un-Named Spur Road walk unlogged New England hardwood r 

I 

3 	Liberation Trail Okm-2km 

- e 	Un-named 

walk unlogged New England hardwood 

Spur Road walk unlogged New England hardwood 
and rainforest 

I 
5 	Broadmeadows Road drive ,<C5IggeT\ New England hardwood 

and rainforest 

( (R) logged and 

I 
unlogged 

6 	Pine Ck Trail (ElS Area) drive unlogged New England hardwood - 
and moist hardwood 

I 
7 	Pine Cit Trail drive unlogged New England hardwood 

- and moist hardwood 

I Fellabindi 

S 	Cpts 170 and 179 drive recently logged New England hardwood 

Rd drive 	. recently logged New England hardwood 
and moist hardwood 

I 

0 	Stopabit Road drive older logging New England hardwood 
and moist hardwood 

14 
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Survey details are appended (Appendix 7). Survey results indicate the iol!owiny 
(G. Watts FCNSW pers. comm.). 

Note: Estimates of rlative faunal density, especially o(bbièil marsupials, should he 
regarded as an approximate guide only and are not suitable for detailed com1. parison. 

;i;; forests 	T;;:;:;and  
The mean number of arboreal mammals overall observed in unlogged forests was: 

Drive transects 211.3/km2  

Walk transects 525/km 

Note: Driving transects in unloggedforest underestimate populations by 40%. 'Ihe 
animals are hàrdèr to see in unlogged areas. 

The unlogged surveys show that: 

I. 	Relative density of arboreal mammals in the EIS compartment.is  432/km2  (lOAn' 
of transect). Howeve...re1v. 	in adjiEint unlogged .s .kn vicinity of 
study area are lower, ranging from:117  km2  (2-6/km of transect). 

Populations of arboreal mammals are dominated by Greater Gliders. 

Arboreal mammals predonandy occur in New England Blackbutt types, wiL 
dbh range 35:iQ2.cm... 

Mean relative density unlogged 
- 	211.3 + 40% (see walk vs drive results) 
- 295/km2  

Logged forests (transects 8,9 and 10)— in vicinity of Compartments 180, 198 arid 21 '1 

These surveys show that: 

Arboreal mammal relative density in logged areas in the vicinity of the EIS re.: 
range from 180-318 mammals/km2  over 5-18/km of transect. 

In logged areas arboreal mammals predominantly occur in New England l3l:u:kuy 
with adbh range of 20-150 cm. 

3. 	Arboreal mammal populations are dominated by Greater Gliders. 

Mean relative density logged 234/1cm2. ) 	• . 	... 

4.4.3 Small mammals 

The Earthwatch flora and Fauna Study July 1990, provides the following data on 
diversity and abundance of small mammal fauna in relation to plant communities. 
trap sites are shown on Figure it. 

The location of the trap sites is shown in Figure i4 These sites were selecc  
Hastings River Mouse Pseudomys oralis habitat specification. Trapped mammals 
identified, sexed, weighed and had general body condition recorded at each capture. 
ihitial capture they were ear-marked for recapture identification. 

. 
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Results 

Five species of small mammal were trapped: - 

.%,:rcclunus stuartij Brown Antechinus (AS) 
A:rcc/iinusJ1avipes Yellow-footed Antechinus (AF) 
Rat tusfuscipes Bush Rat (RF) 
AIcln,nvs cervinipes Fawn-footed Melomys (MC) 
/'c'iuIonys oralis Hastings River Mouse (P0) 

The distribution and abundance of the animals trapped is given in Table 20. 

I
Fa11e211. Distribution and abundance or small mammals trapped 

Numbers trapped per 100 trapnights 
Sitv.s Forest type 	AS 	AF 	P0 	MC 	RF 

I : A 	74 	1.5 	0.02 	- 	 - 	 - 

	

163 	1.3 	- 	
- 	 1.5 	 - 

C 	163 	7.9 	- 	 ....- 	 1.4 	2.8 I) 	74 	4.7 	
- 	 (0.1 1 	1.7 	1.0 

U 	Ft 	 74 	11.8 	
- 	 0.11 	1.4 	0.8 

	

163 	6.8 	- 	 0.26 	1.5 

I Spotted Gum - Ironbark/Grey Gum 

Sites BC only, have some relevance to the stqdyeA,..eFigure .4. 

I tastings River Mouse Pseudomys oralis was trapped at three new locations. The site D 
occurrence is significant because of the altitude of 410 m ASL 

- the lowest yet 
:orded. This brings thep.Lnprnksx.pLk.nqwa.pecimens gfthiss eciest 85fl it was 

tr;'ppcd\i%or near the~e three compartments which are the subject of this EIS. 

U her mammals trappea are common and widespread in the region. Table 20 2( 
'L.incI)arises captures by site and species. Small mammal populations were dominated 
by A .stuartii (5.9/100 trapnight). Site E supponed the highest relative density of small 
mammals (14.2/100 trapnight). Sites D & E were the most species diverse. 

l:thlel. Trap record by species and site 

Spvcics A B C 
Site 

D E F Total 
No. of individuals 

trapped /100 
I ________________ trapnights 

AS II 10 79 45 104 51 3d0 5.9 AF 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.02 Mc 
I RF 

0 11 14 16 12 11 64 1.30 ....... .0 28 10 7 0 45 0.90 PO 0 0 0 1 I 2 4 0.08 

Total 12 21 121 72 124 64 414 8.15 

Per IOU trapnights 1.6 2.8 12.1 7.6 14.2 8.5 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

II 

.1 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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Summary of results 

Anteclilnus stuartii (Brown Antechinus) 

A. stuartii was the most abundant small mammal trapped at a relative density of  
5.9/100 trapnights. Distlibution by forest type. is shown in Table 20 It occurred at 
sites sampled, but was most commonly trapped at Sites E, C, and F. These sites were 
characterised by dense ground cover, and frequent fallen logs. 	A. stuanii is a 

widespread and commpn small mammal species found in ,.forest and woodland 
throughout much of south eastern Australia. 

Melomys cervinipes (Fawntfooted Melomys) 

M. cervinipes was trapped at a relative density of.1.3/l00 trapnights in the survey area. 
Distribution by forest type is shown in Table 20 It occurred at all sites, except Site A - 
a dry northerly facing ridge with open forest structure and recent fire history. 
Distribution over the sites was relatively even. Several of the females trapped ".tren 
breeding condition. 

Comparative mean captures/lOO trapnights at Chaelundi (1.3/100 trapnights) with other 
sites sampled in the Region (0.1-4.4/100 trapnights) indicate the occurrence of Al. 
cernivipes at Chaelundi is not significant. The species has a common and WiClCsfl!e:R 
distribution in northeast NSW 

Rattusfuscipes (Bush Rat) 

R.fuscipes was trapped at a relative density of 0.9/100 trapnights. in the survevan;!, 
Distribution by forest type is shown in Table 20 It occurred on Sites C, D, and F univ. 
Comparative mean captures/100 trapnights. 10.9/100 trapnights) with other site 

sampled in the Region (0.1 - 21.7/100 trapnights) indicate the occurrence of R.friscipe 
at Chaelundi is not significant. 

4.4.4 Other mammals 

A list of mammals observed during the course of the Earthwatch expediri'n 
appended, together with data on habitat, occurrence and status (Appendix 7). lliv 
summarised below. 

A total of 16 species of mammal were observed. Two (2) of these species are ii: ed 
Schedule 12 of the NPWS Act, as follows: 

Species 	 Forest types 

P. oralis 	 74, 92, 163 

D. maculatus 	163, L6Qft63 142-/' 

Neither of these species was trapped in or near these compartment. I line> 
(Appendix 10) refers to detecting Dasyurus maculatu.s (Tiger Cat) in the area hill I 
could reasonably be expected to occur. Its conservation status is common t rare 
depending on.locality (dgar 1983) and its habitat has  been depleted by land clearance 
throughout the north coast. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Iii 
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Status 

FauM iñ"imxmlient danger 
of extinction 

Fauna of special concern 

I 



St:rtiis 	 Species 
	

Forest types 

::ittii of special concern 
	

Grey-crowned Babbler 
	 741 

White's Thrush 
	

741 
Glossy Black Cockatoo 

	
47, 142/1632  

Vtrinerable and rare 	 Powerful Owl 
Sooty Owl 

This forest type does not occur in Cpts 180, 198 and 200 
2. Recorded as 163C (ref. Section 4.3.1. above) 

I 

1 
I 
I 
I 
.1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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lals 

were not utpped during the Earthwatch program. There are no data on the species 
;'renr on th site.Tidemann (1982) undertook a survey in the Washpool State Forest 

to the north of the study area. He recorded thirteen species of bats including one flying 

tox, one rhinolophid, one molossid and ten vespertilionids. Of these species, only one 
.1yot:s adversus) is not dependent on forest for food, on roosting sites or both. All the 

bat species recorded are widely disthbuted elsewhere, and none is considered rare or 
endangered. 

4.4.5 Birds 

\ list of birds observed during the course of the Earthwatch expedition is appended, 
.'\pperidix 7) together with data on habitat, occurrence and status. Several of the 
Narrhwaich volunteers were keen amateur bird watchers. The list is reasonably 
.et1;1itive for the survey area at the time of the survey. 

Rt'srilLs 

\ total o147 bird species were observed. Five (5) of those species are listed in schedule 
12 of the NPWS Act, as follows: 

.1.1.6 lptiles, amphibians and invertebrates 

Sonic data have'been collected for areas to the north. A report to the NPWS describing 
11:e reptiles and amphibians of Gibraltar Range identified 15 species of reptiles and one 

'ucies of frog from the wet sclerophyll forest habitat types. 

lines (e\ppendix 10) detected two species of amphibians and ten species of reptiles in 
iiC survey referred to in .his affidavit. H.equalifles this as a p?elirninary survey only, 

and no details of species is provided. - 

4.4.7 Invertebrates 

There have been no specific studies pndertaken to asçjh.j 	pbrae fauna of the 

I 	sttrdy area. There isà tick of knowledge of the Ausn'alian invertebrate fauna in general. 
As at 1975 less than half of Ausnlian insect species had been named and little is 

known of the ecology of most species, named or unnamed (Taylor 1979) 

I 	Consequently, there is also little data that details the effects of foresnyprabtices on 
inc rtehratcs. 

I 
	 i;i 
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The types of insects expected to occur in the eucalypt forests can be classified by their 
feeding habits or exploitative behaviour. The following list is reproduced from 
Richards et al. (1990) 

Gall formers, e.g. Diptera (Cecidomyidae) 

Leaf miners, e.g. some Lepidoptera, (Yponomeutidae, Oecophoridae),Thysanopter:t  
Sap-suckers, e.g. some Hemiptera (Aphidoidea, Psylloidea, Cicadellidae) 

Leaf chewers, e.g. some Phasmida, Coleoptera (Chrysomelidae, Scarabacidac). 
Hymdnoptera (Perga sawflies), Lepidoptera (Notodontidae, Eupterdtidae, Pyraliclac. 
Oecophoridae) 

Nectar and pollen feders, e.g. some 
(Apoidea), Diptera (Calliphoridae) 

Seed and fruit eaters, e.g. some 
Cèrambycidae), Hemiptera (Lygaeidae), 
Lepidoptera (Lycaenidae) 

Coleoptera (Buprestidae), Hymenoptera 

Coleoptera (Bruchidae, Curculionidac. 
Hymenoptera (Formicidae, Toryrnidac? 

Wood borers, e.g. some Coleoptera (Cerambycidae, Buprestidae, Scolctidac. 
Platypbdidae, Curculionidae, Lyctidae, Anobiidae), Lepidoptera (Cos;idac. 
Hepialidae, Xyloryctidae), Hymenoptera (Siricidae), Isoptera 

Root feeders, e.g. some Coleoptera (Cerambycidae), Lepidoptera (Hepialidae. 
Hemiptera (Cicadoidea, Coccoidea, Aphidoidea, Fulgoroidea, Pseudoccidae) 

• 	Predators and parasitoids, e.g. some Coleoptera (Trogositidae, Clex-idae, Cucuji(ac. 
Passandridae, 	Rhizophagidae, . Colydiidae) 	Hymenoptera 	(Ichneumonidac. 
Braconidae, Megalyridae) 

4.4.8 Aquatic ecosystems 

The streams draining the study area arc...Jitly_!o support complex biologicai 
communities. 

0 	The upper reaches of forest streams are heavily shaded and therefore plant ftc 
restricted. In these sections of the stream algae which are attached rather than frec 
floating, are the main plants. Most frshwater algae in Australia appear in K-
cosmopolitan species (Bayly and Williams 1975; Williams 1983). 

As a consequence of the lack of primary production due to shading the major source ii! 
energy comes from outside sources, primarily litter fall from the surroundiin 'nics' 
(Bayly and Williams 1975; Lake 1982). EucalypCforests provide a year-round 'rH:-
of litter to the streams. Blackburn and Petr (1979) found that in a Victorian toitsi, 
stream leaf litter was decomposed relatively rapidly. Bark and branch litter provided 

'aEeFg'yTatwa stream in a more slowly available form. 

In the upper reaches, forest litter is broken down in the stream by leaching and 
microbial and invertebrate action (Peterson and Cummins 1974). Animals appear u 
colonise the litter primarily as a food source rather than as a refuge (Pidgeon and Cai!'n 
1981). 

Invertebrate species can be grouped according to their method of feeding. A propc)ni(m 
of. the organic matter (leaves etc.) that fall into the stream is broken down by 
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'shredders'. The faecal pellets from this group together with small uneaten leaf 
!:';teillents are utilised by the 'filter feeders' and 'collectors'. 

Dissolved organic material enters the stream via groundwater. It becomes available to 
titer feeders where it flocculates or is taken up by microbes on solid surfaces. Solid 
t:rf:tccs are the feeding areas utilised by 'browsers' or 'scrajers'. 

I i 	to 80% of the invertebrate..fauna may qccur at depth greateLthan5qm wjth in the 
treani bed. This deeper substrate is termed the 'hyporheos'. The deeper layers of the 
w NLstrate may be iniportant for different stages in the life cycles of invertebrates and as 

a place of refuge in times of environmental stress. 'The laye also spportmay 
pecies that compjc e.theirtii .life..cycle.there_(Williams and Hynes 1974). 

\'crtehrate aquatic fauna 
Hsh recorded in the Washpool study include Long-finned Eel Aguilla reinharthii. a 
pecics of Galavias and a Gudgeon (Osborne 1982). 

Rare and endangered species 
Tlic'Management Plan identifies two rare and endangered species known to occur in the 
Clarence River catchment: 

the Eastern Murray. Cod 
large 

Th 	
freshwa ftr crayfish genus Evasticus 

th are likely to occur in major streams in the lower elevation forests and would 
hereforc be remote from the proposed operations. 

4.4.9 Rare or endangered fauna 

loilowing is a listing of animal species observed in or nearby Compartments 180, 198 
md 200 which require special conservation considerations. 

.S\'rnhol I. indicates recording by the Earthwatch survey and 2. indicates recorded by 
lines (;cf. Appendix 10), 

Narne Recorded by Conservation status 
i\TamniaIs 
I'lastings River Mouse  Imminent danger of extinction 
Tiger Cat 1.2. Special concern 
Long-nosed Potoroo  Threatened 
Fawn-foo(ed Melomys 2. Special concern 

2. 	Reptiles and amphibians 
Fletcher's Frog 2. Protected 
Beech S kink 	, 2. Vulnerable and rare 
Ca±pei'i5STtlVdTi'  2. Special concern 
Birds 
Glossy Black Cockatoo 1.2. Special concern 
Powerful Owl 1 Vulnerable and rare 
Sooty Owl 1 Vulnerable and rare 
Vhite's Thrush 2. Special concern 

Cicada bird 2. Special concern 
Crested Shrike-tit 2. Special Concern 
Rufous Fantail 2. Special Concern 
\Vhite-throated Needletail 2. Special Concern 

p. 
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I 45 CULTURAL 

I 4.5.1 Aboriginal sites 

A limited number of systematic archaeologièal studies have been undertaken in the 

U 	North Coast Forests of NSW. There have been no studies undertaken_within the three 
nominated compartments. 

I Bowkiler (1983), in her review of Aboriginal sites on Crown forest lands, has indicated 
- 	 that existing records of sites reveal a disproportionately low number of sites within a 

large area of Crown fOrest on the North Coast. The North Coast region was known to 
have supported a large Aboriginal population at the time of European settlement. She 
tthbut the  low number pjeqore .sfls_t jack of survey odc coupled jh 

It is likely that a similar situation to that which occurred in the South Coast Forests will 
-occur in the North Coast Forests. That is, additional sites within forested areas will be 
found when and if studies are 	 - 

'Bowdler recomtnends a systematic research program to determine the general patterns 
of Aboriginal occupation of and exploitation of the region's environments (in particular 
rainforest). This would lead to development of a suitable predictive model to indicate 

lossib1e site locations. 

Those sites that have been found are predominantly in rainforest communities with 
comparatively fewer sites from hardwood forest as shown by Table 22. 

Table 22. Aboriginal archaeological site categories by forest type 

Site 
Category 

Rainforest 
type l-iardwobd 

Hinterland Coast 
Occupation sites 8 3? 
Scarred tree sites 2 
Stone arrangement sites 1 6 
Earth rings 3 
Carved trees 5 
Paintings in caves 1? I 
Rock engraving 

This table lists the categories of sites that have been found in the region's forests. Of 
these, .one ... a: stone arrangement has.  been identified at Chaelundi Mountain. The site is a ....... 	.-- 
stone arrangement and due to its location relative to the three compartments will not be 
affected by the proposal. 

Byrne (1987) has proposed an Aboriginal landuse model for the New South Wales 
rainforests and adjacent areas. The study area falls within the 'upland rainforest' type. 
The Dorrigo plateau would have been accessible to both the coastal tribes and also the 
tablelands tribes. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Byrne indicates that use is likely to have been "small scale and intermittent; small 
highly mobile groups travelling between overnight camps and operating from base 
c:unpsin the river valleys or on the coast". The larger areas of rainforest on the Dorrigo 
plateau may have been exploited by the tableland tribes in a manner similar to the way 
coastal tribes utilised the large areas of rainforest in the lowland areas. However, 
because of the limited areas of rainforest in the study area, rn9vement was more likely 
along ridges... The areas .2.k9rforct 	!4..spjpi.d. from thesçddges. 
Campsites are likely to have been in the open or in rock shelters. 	- 

• 
4.6 LANDUSE 

4.6.1 SYilderness 

In assessing wilderness values of the study area and adjacent regions, it is important to 
have some means by which such values can be recognised and if possible quantified. 
Whilst there are no universally accepted definitions of wilderness there are two.key 
elements that are stated or implied in most definitions. They are a lack of ,'substantial' 
human modification or 'primitiveness' and distance from human modified areas or 
'remoteness'. 

I 	The NSW Wilderness Act (1987) provides for the Director of the NPWS to declare an 
area as a wilderness. No explicit parameters are identified such as minimum 
dimensions, however, the Act does specify that three criteria must be met. These are: 

I 	" 	(1) An area of land shall not be identified as wilderness by the Director unless the 
Director is of the opinion that— 

the area is, together with its plant and animal communities, in a state that has not 

I
! 	been substantially modified by humans and their works or is capable of being 

- 	restored to such a state; 
the area is of a sufficient size to make its maintenance in such a state feasible; 

& ...._ and 

I 	
(c) the area is capable of providing opportunities for solitude and appropriate self- 

reliant recreation." 

Tlie''4S\V Act broadly defines the 'primitiveness' criterion in 6.(1)(a) above, but does 

I 	not define the 'remoteness' criterion except in the broadest sense. This follows from 
th work of the Wilderness Working Group (1986) which avoided adopting more 
explicit definitions as this was seen as being too restrictive and would result in 

I 	
exclusion of some areas which 'closely approach a wilderness condition and which 
could revert to that condition with appropriate management'. 

Other authors have defined appropriate physical parameters that enable an objective 

I assessment of wilderness. 

Helman et al, (1976) provided explicit criteria in their assessment of wilderness along 

I the east coast of Australia. 

These were: 

I i. 	a minimum core of 25 000 ha; 

ii. 	a core free from major indentations 

a core area of afleast 10km in width; and 

I iv 	a management (buffer) zone surrounding the core area of about 25 000 ha or 
. . 	... .- 	.-.. .. ..... 

I 

U 
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'remoteness' Other authors have provided methods for assessing 	 which is a product of 
distance from the nearest human intrusion and size. 	Three recognised methods are 
described below. 

Access remoteness is a measure of the time needed to travel to the boundary of a 
wilderness area by non-mechanised means. 	The commencement point is the 

I closest 	human 	engineers' 	intrusion 	such 	as 	a 	road, 	a 	waterway 	used 	by 
motorboats, an airstrip or a helipad. 	Hawes and Heatley (1985) put down the 

I .  necessary access remoteness in Tasmania as being the distance covered in half a 
day's walking from the nearest major intrusion; 

Direct remoteness is a measure of the map-distance between a point on the 

I
boundary of the wilderness core and the nearest major intrusion. For Tasmanian 
conditions, Hawes and Heatley (1985) ascribed a minimum direct remoting 
distance of 8 km. 

.1 Apparent remoteness is the lack of any sensory awareness of adjacent human- 
modified areas be it visual, e.g. roads or powerlines, or auditory (e.g. logging 
roads). 	The Wilderness Society believes that the vie.w from a wilderness should 

Hawes and Heatley (1985) in their Remote Primitive Land (RPL) method technique 
.I used 	a 	combination 	of 	direct 	remoteness 	and 	access 	remoteness 	along 	with 

primitiveness to define wilderness areas in Tasmania. 

I Kirkpatrick "Quantification and Haney (1980) in the 	 of Developmental Wilderness 
Eôs" assu'méd zero wilderness value at an access remoteness under four hours and 

I 	
.direct remoteness of5jcm. 	They also took into account an arc of visibility of 

disturbance as a measure of apparent remoteness. 

I 
All of these definitions of remoteness imply that a buffer or remoting zone is present 
around the wilderness core. The buffer zone has the same criterion of primitiveness as 
the core. 	 - 

The study area forms part of past and current wilderness proposals. 	The original 
proposal was contained in the Helman Report 1976 as an area warranting further 

I 
investigation for wilderness values. 	An interdepartmental committee investigated the 
wilderness values of the area in 1984 and the implications for management arising from 
thi.s. The committee made nine recommendations. The following are of relevance to 

I the proposed works: 

"Further consideration of the Guy Fawkes Wilderness Area should be limited to the 

I ar6astfjnterest to the National Parks and Wildlife Service." 

In the vicinity of the three compartments, this area is defined by the boundary 
between the Guy Fawkes. River National Park and Chaelundi State Forest. 

I •  "The Forestry Commission should be requested to refrain from undertaking or 
authorising any operations not compatible with wilderness values on those areas of 
interest to NPWS (in both core and management zones), without prior consultation 

I
with the National Parks and Wildlife Service." 

This was directed towards management of the Pillar Creek catchment north of the 

I
study area.. 

I 
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"Normal Forestry Commission operations should be permitted on existing State 
Forests and other Crown-timber lands which are not of interest to the National Parks 
and Wildlife Service." 

This meant that normal forestry operations could continue in the areas of Chaelundi 
State Forest not within the Pillar Creek catchment. 

"The Department of Environment and Planning should be requested to take account 

U 

	

	of wilderness values within the area of interest to National Parks and Wildlife 
Service when assessing any development proposal, or in related planning activities." 

Forestmanagement in the Chaelundi State Forest to date has been consistent with the 
recommendations of the interdepartmental committee. None of the 'area of interest' to 
the NPWS has been affected by harvesting or associated works. The FCNSW has 
recognisedthe need to avoid impacts affecting this area and has implemented measures 
to protect values within the adjacent Guy Fawkes River National Park. The alignment, 
of Broadmeadows Road has been moved east off the ridge leaving an 80 m buffer 
betweenthe park and the road. In addition, the road has been designed to drain away 
from the National Park. These measures will protect visual and catchment values. 

I 	More recently (16 March 1990) the Wilderness Society (Axmidale) proposed that the 
land in and around Guy Fawkes River be identified and declared as wilderness. This 
proposal includes all the area west of Pine Creek including the tbree compartments and 

I 

	

	also Comparmients 177, 178 and 179 which were harvested 1989 and 1990. Both 
groups of compartments form part of the eastern boundary of the nominated area as 

I

shown by Figure 15. 

The proposal states that logging and roacling activities are inappropriate for a wilderness 
area and requests that the Director (NPWS) "... take steps to have all logging and 

I
associated roadworks within the proposed wilderness area, stopped pending the 
outcome of this proposal". The proponents also indicated that some parts of the area 

I

verE disturbed but that they could be restored with 'careful management applied'. 

T 	total area proposed is 113 000 ha with no discrimination between 'core' and 
'buffer' zones. The proposal acknowledges the close proximity of harvesting activities 

I
and the presence of fire trails. A number of existing land uses and activities within and 
around the proposed area were identified as seriously jeopardising its wilderness 
qualities. These included logging, cattle grazing, mining, use of recreational vehicles 

I and horse riding. The Director of the NPWS is currently considering this proposal. 

Existing activities.and;human engineered structures within the study area likely to affect 

I wilderness values include: the newly cons;legthof rQadmeadowsRoád 
separates the three comR1ments_from the remainder of the nominated_area; an existing 
formed fii&iiiiEiEeparates_Compmenifl98 and 2dijaiiij bylesi4Wb 
-... 	 1 	 --. driving; and the fire fuel hazard reduction burning. 

P 
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Using the assessment criteria defined previously, the wilderness values of the three 

I 	
compartments are: 

Primitivenes 
The study area is ,punded by obvious human development. This includes the 

I 	Broadmeadows Road, fire trails and harvested areas in the adjacent compartments. 
Within the threecompartments., some primitiveness values are present because of 
their unlogged..status. These values are limited to comparatively small areasduc to 

I the presence of the aforementioned developments. 

Remoteness 

I 

	

	
The three compartments have no 'remoteness' values again due to the presence of 
the existing developments. This area would not form part of anj' buffer or tpntjjjg 
zone for the main •  bo4y of the nominated area due to the presence of Broadmeaclows 

I 	
Road along the western boundary. 

Grazing leases 
The rights of existing lessees to graze cattle in the areas east of the park will continue 

I to affect the wilderness values of the leased areas including the three compartments. 
The proponents of the wilderness nomination identify grazing as jeopardising the 
area's wilderness values. Grazing will continue unless the lesseü can be persuaded 

I to relinquish the leases. 

On the basis of the above analysis the three compartments have no 'remoteness' values 

I and have limited 'pnmitiveness' val rTFe—yarEurrently unlised for pqrposes which 
are incompatible with. w4dness.va1ues. 	 .. - 

I 4.6.2 Recreation 

I 	Compartments 180, 198 and 200 are remote and do not off 	ny..in eJ.c.t!ption 
opportunities not already 	 qs.er_.to._pppulation centres. 

,. Exiting use which is not monitored is largely confined to four-wheel drive enthisiasts. 

Inaddition, Broadmeadows_Roadwi1.p 	e access to locations along the eastern 
boundary of Guy Fawkes River National park. This may generate some use b)ithose 
seé[iFig access to the Park. 

I 4.6.3 Grazing 

There is a long history of extensive grazing in the region and compartments 180 and 

I
198 form.panof crown Lease 40/18 shown on Figure 16. 

This lease was taken up in.20 and has a 'perpetual term. Chaelundi State Forest was 
dedicated over the lease in 1972 at which time the Forestry Commission took over the 

I administration of the lease from the Lands Department. State Forest dedication did not, 
in effect, alter the terms or conditions of the lease. Shire rates are paid by the lessee. 

I The lessee is Doris Eileen Tibbett. The lease covers an area of 2.86 ha and is not 
fenced along the boundary between compartments 180, 198 and 200. 

I 
I 
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The lessee. is currently paid one third of net royalties received for timber harvested from 
the lease area and owns the grazing rights. The lessee grazes large stock (cattle) which 
being unfenced, are free to range over the three compartments. 

'Graziqgjyill continue, and is continuing through this study period during which timber 
harvesting activities have stopped. It is compatible with the objectives of management 
for the forest., 

I 	The carrying capacity of harvested areas usuay increases followij harvesting. Stock 
Van Loan (1966) records that cattle and 

marsupials are attracted to the lush weejjat emerges post harvesting, particularly 

I on sites where fire has been used to prepare a seed bed for regeneration. In addition, 
grazing is facilitated through improved access fr2w.,,harvest  roaroading. 

4.7 SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

I .For the purposes of this analysis, the main region directly affected by operations based 
on the State Forests of the Dorrigo Management Area has been considered to be that 
covered by the Bellingen Shire area. In addition, the, Nyqb@sM and ,the çity,of 

I 	Grafton will, 	 activity will take p1a.yejfiin the f9pier 
and the Duncan's Holdings sawmill is located the lttéi 

I 	
The Bellingen Shire is centred around the town of Dorrigo. The Shire covers over 
1600 sq. km, and (as at June 1988) was estimated by the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
to have a total resident population of 10 680. Over the inter-censal period from 1981 to 

I 	
1986, the population of the Shire has increased.aunnaverageannualrateof2.5%, which 
can be cokFdio  an average population growth rate of 1.1% per annum for the State 
as a whole. 

The timber industry has a long history in the region, and has formed part of the 
foundation for economic development and the growth of settlement in the area. The 
following section describes the socio-economic environment of the region, and outlines 
(lie role of the sawmilling industry (as currently operating) in this environment. 

4.7.1 Economic characteristics 

The economy of the region is heavily concentrated in the primary sector, with cattle 
grazing (both beef and dairy) and forest-based activities providing the major source of 
economic activity. The region has not shared in the strong growth in tourism that has 
ben, .eperiçnc,d .in adjacent coastal areas (such as Coffs Harbour), but it is reported 
that some sub-division of rural properties has been associated with an influx of 'hobby 
farmers' and retired people. The relative proximity of Dorrigo to the large regional 
commercial centre of Coffs Harbour has also provided some part of the observed total 
population growth, but this increase is not associated with economic activity, and thus 
regional output, for the Shire. 

I 
I 
I 
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A long-established timber industry has been based on the forest resources contained 
within the Dorrigo Management Area. This industry has experienced several phases of 
change, with Cedar, Hoop Pine, and oth&xainforest species being replaced with varioli? 

tEpt species, including Tallowwood. The importance of forest-based activities for 
the economy of the region is demonstraed by the contribution of the 'agriculture' 
sector, which includes sawmilling, to total employment in the Shire. Examination of 
employment data, as illustrated in the statistics from the 1986 national Census that are 
presented in Table 23, indicates that the primary sector provides over 17% of regional 
employment, compared to just 4.8% of State-wide employment. 

Table 23. Structure of regional economy 

Industry Sector 
Employment 	Share of 	State share 

(1986) 	total (%) 	of total (%) 

Agriculture (md. timber) 526 17.1 4.8 
Mining 2 0.1 1.3 
Manufacturing 447 14.5 15.4 
Electricity, gas and water 23 0.7 2.1 
Construction 191 6.2 6.3 
Wholesale and retail trade 495 16.1 18.9 
Transport and storage. 127 4.1 5.7 
Communication 71 2.3 2.2 
Fin/Prop/Bus. Services 192 6.2 11.7 
Public Admin./Defence 146 4.7 5.5 
Community Services 503 16.3 16.4 
Recreation/Pers. Services 237 7.7 6.3 
Non-classifjedjNotstatezj 21 0.7 1.0 

Total 3084 100.0 100.0 

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1986 Census of Population and Dwellings 

These data also suggest that the Shire is under-served (by comparison to State averages) 
with financial and business services, and public administrative services. The region is 
therefore more strongly based in the primary sector of the economy (which includes all 
timber-based activities), and less in the secondary and tertiary sectors, than is the State 
as a whole. 

4.7.2 Timber industry 

I The forest resources of the area were responsible for the early development of the 
regional economy. 	Large areas of native forest were dedicated as State Forest, from 
1914 until 1982. 	The total area of State Forest within the Dorrigo Management Area 

I has also been reduced fFbiiTlV74, as selected areas have been revoked for additiãifio 
National Parks in the region. 	Between 1974 and 1984, ovr 5500 ha of State Forest 
ha e'.been. 'removed from loibg idthiduui?üfidded to rainforest reserves and 

I 
National PI?kC 

There are now two sawmills 	within the area that draw their sawlog resource kocated 

I 
(' 	from the Dorrigo Management Area. A further.e mill$ outside the region also draws 
j 	pan of Ihi? allocated sawlog quota from this Area. For the purposes of this analysis, 
\ 	the timber industry based on the forest resources of the Dorrigo Management Area has I) been considered to comprise three mills, with a total quota allocation of nearly 

U4 000 m3/yr. These are indicated in Table 24. 

I 
I 
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Table 24. Estimated dimensions of regional timber industry 

Quota 	Output 	Employment 
LC0mP'IY Location 	(m'/yr) 	$mlyr) 	(no.) 

1 G.L. Briggs and Sons Pty Ltd Briggsvale 19 180 
t3oral Ltd (Allen Taylor)* Bostobrick 15680 nd. nd. 
Duncan's Holdings Ltd Grafton 39000 

Total Regional Industry . 	. 73 860 12.0 280" 

Source: Consultants' estimated based on industry information 
nd. Not disclosed for reasons ofcommercial confidentiality 

Logs from Dorrigo Management Area may also be sawn at this company's Coffs Harbour mill 
Includes harvesting workiorce, transport etc. 

Around 30% to 35% of the volume of output from the industry conSists of products 
made from Tallowwood with the balance comprising other haidwood species. 
Tallowwood is the preferred species for products requiring the qualities of strength and 
durability that are characteristic of this timber, including decking and flooring, various 
narine.applications, and crossarms for utility poles. The wharves and promenade at 
Darling Harbour in Sydney are made from Tallowwood originating in the Dorrigo 
Management Area, as is the roller coaster at "Australia's Wonderland" outside Sydney. 
The unique qualities of Tallowwood make the contribution of this species to the value 
of industry output, and thus profitability, higher that the volume contribution would 
suggest. The_three mills listed above all depend on the Dn.gn Mngement Area for 
jjir supplies of this important species. The two mills actually lbcated within the region 
represent an investment of around $6 million by the companies concerned, although 
replacement values could now be expected to be considerably higher. 

The operation of the timber industry based on the forest resource of the region is thus 
estimated to contribute around $12 million directly to the value of regional output. 
\Vhile it has been estimated that up to 50% of profits from one of the mills could be 
considered to be derived from Tallowwood, it is not possible to estimate the 
contribution of this singç species to the total val&6iii. Hdwever, the industry 
considers that it is Tallowwood that provides the foundation for overall sawmilhing 
activity in the region, as customers seeking its unique properties will then buy other 
products from the same source 

I 	The total contribution of the timber industry to the regional economy is wider than this 
direct impact via industry output, as a result of the economic links that exist between 
the forest industries and other sectors of the regional economy. The nature of this 

I 	
'flow-on' or multiplier effect, and its possible dimensions, have been described at 
length in other reports on economic aspects of the timber industry (1-IDA 1986; FCNSW 
1988; Margulej990). The similarities existing between the size and structural 
characteristics of the economy of this region, and that of the Eden region on the far 

I south coast of NSW, indicate that the application of multipliers derived for the latter 
area, to the area' examined in this analysis, can be considered realistic. The follong 

I f6TIiimbe -industry of theDgflPa: 

Output 	 1.58 
Employment - 

I mills 	 2.00 
forest 	 2.32 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Applying these multipliers to the direct output (and employment) values presented in 
Table 24 indicates that the total impact of the timber industry on the region could be 
much larger. Table 25 summarises the estimated total impact on the timber industry on 
the regional economy. 

Table 25. Contribution of timber industry to regional economy 

Direct ($m/yr) Total ($miyr) 

Output 
Employment 

12.0 
280 

19.0 
600 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I .  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I.  

The existing timber industry based on the forest resource of the Dorrigo Management 
Area is therefore estimated to contribute a total impact of around $19 million, per year, 
to the value of regional output. In other words, this industry provides the basis for 
around $19 million of annual economic production generated by the region. The 
magnitude of this contribution can be placed in perspective by comparison with an 
estimated gross value of agricultural commodities produced. (1987-88 season) of $15 
million (data from ABS, Catalogue No. 1304.1). In addition, the total impact on 
regional employment of 600 positions is significant when viewed against total 
regional employment (in 1986) of just over 3000 jobs. It can thus be demonstrated that 
the timber industry provides a fundamental component of the economic environment of 
the region. 

4.7.3 Social characteristics 
cILAStYfcZ pact 	'fLa- 

Dorrigo is the main centre of population for theShire, and also provides the required 
commercial and other services for the surrounding district. The smaller villages in other 
areas of the Shire are associated with primary industry activities, such as sawmilling 
and pastoral enterprises, with all services increasingly being concentrated in Dorrigo. 

There are few other centres of population inhe Shire. The villages of Briggsvale and 
Cascade were originally established to provide accommodation for employees of one of 
the sawmills, and the construction of dwellings within the confines of dedicated State 
Forest has been permitted under an occupation permit. Similarly, there is little activity 
in the village of Bostobrick other than the operation of the sawmill. The residenis of 
outlying rural areas are provided with only limited community services, such as retail 
and education facilities, and must rely on travel to Dorrigo for access to these services. 

The sawmills therefore provide an important source of employment for these rural 
areas,'an&there are few, if any, alternative opportunities for employment in these areas. 
Unemployment in the region is high, with the unemployment rate in August 1989 
estimated by the ABS (Catalogue No. 1304.1) at 10.8% for the total of the Statistical 
Region (Richmond-Tweed and Mid-North Coast) which includes this region. This rate 
sãs the hihest of any region of the State, and compares to an equivalent figure for the 
State as a whole of just 6.0%. Equivalent data available from the 1986 Census for the 
Bellinen Shire region alone is presented in Table 26. 
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I
r:!)le 26. Social characteristics of the region 

Indicator Bellingen Shire (%) State Total (To) 

Unemployment rate (86) 20.6 10.1 
Participation rate ('86) 37.9 44.7 
Aged share population ('87) 13.2 11.2 

Note: 
Unemployment rate - the number of unemployed expressed as a percentage of the labour force. 
l'articipatio'n rate - labour force (employed and unemployed) expressed as a percentage of the total 
population. 

U 	b\s indicated in the above data, the region also has a higher proportion of aged (those 
aged 65 years and over) than does the State as a whole. As indicated in data for 1987 
provided by the ABS (Catalogue No. 1304.1), 13.2% of the population of the Bellingen 

I 	Shire area is in this age-group, as compared to an average in the State population of 
11.2% aged. This age-group consists of retirees, who are dependent on other economic 
activity (fathily, or tax-payers elsewhere via pensions) for their support. 

I 
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5.0 INTERACTIONS WITH THE ENVIRONMENT AND 
MEASURES TO BE UNDERTAKEN TO MINIMISE IMPACt' 

This section describes potential impacts on the environment arising from 
implementation of the proposal. The interactions with the environment are twofold, i.e. 
those within the three compartments (internal) and those external to the three 
compartments (external). Impacts can be positive or negative, short or long term. In 
some. circumstances there was insufficient data to determine likely im 	s. These 
areas hib€ëKidiiflified. 

S 

I 	
The main interaction is a transformation, i.e. timber harvesting from old growth moist 
hardwood forests transforms the forest from a stand comprised primarily of mature trees 
with vigorous understorey to a forest of residual large old trees interspersed with 

I 	uneven stands of regeneration. This transformation is not uniform either in terms of the 
degree of change within harvested areas or in the area harvested as substantial areas are 
not affected. Assuming that these forests continue to be managed for wood production 

I 	then they will stabilise as a relatively diverse multi-aged stand as selection harvesting 
takes place over 

These forests, as with all eucalypt forests, are dynamic in that the structure and 
components that make up the forest change over time. In the absence of disturbance 
these changes take place gradually. However periodically these forests have been burnt 

I 	by wildfire which has a dramatic impact on the forest ecosystem resulting in significant 
and rapid changes. These past fire events, tpicajjQQ,.4OO year intervahj, have 
shaped the forest and are an important determining factor responsible for the gross 

I vegetation patterns within the study area (FCNSW 1982). 

Therefore the proposal to harvest these forests must be viewed within the context of an 

I 	ecosystem that has evolved mechanisms and processes to cope with both gradual, subtle 
change and more far-reaching, rapid change. The degree of disturbance that could be 

P 	 exp.ced to occur asaresultof harvesting these areas would reinain within the levels of 

I disturbance-  thát have hpèd tl f&est in the past. The proEeTsès and mechanisms 
referred to eailIëiP5an there(dre 'Be expected to operate to restore the structure and 

- 	components of the forest. Past_experienceiihothjs tQ, occur where appropriate 
èTh silvicultural techniques haveen emp1'ed to regenerate the forest. 

The transformation associated with harvesting shifts the forest from a slowly evolving 

I 	well balanced ecosystem to an active unbalanced system in which the rate of change is 
mcreased, particularly in the period before canopy cover is restored. This is a long term 

to the existing natural environment in that' it replésents an 

I 	interruptioWiö and, iffjhjj ë1I1 setb& of the c&jtauon successional progression 
ocdbnffihè75rjFhFto_lThrvesnfiUThis process may be 	repeated over time 
thrôiIhiThsequent harveiEjbperations. UiTder these circumstances humans, through 

I managemiiiivould be holding the forest in a section of the natural spectrum of 
successional progression that could be expected .cxçur under natural conditions. This 
benefits those animals and pfaiVtiüiat are favoured by the habitat associated with a 

I diverse, multi-aged forest incorporating elements of the mature forest and regrowth 
forest. 

r 

I 
I 
I 

I 
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This provides an alternative means of conserving these species to those preservation 
techniques employed in national parks and could 	be of importance in the 

I cicvclopment of "&6sercanon strategies for particular _pecies in the uture 	Thic. 
interruption to the direction of change id'th& (orest 	ecosystem can be released in part or 

I
completely at any time. 

The art of 'native forest management is to manage this transformation optimising all 

I
':u1s añdwithout peimanent loss of important environmental quality, for example 
populations of rare and endangered organisms. Native forest management is continuing 
to evolve as increasing understanding of the natural environment permits procedures to 

I
be amended to achieve this objective. 

In some instances the changes resulting_from the proposal will be more or less 

I 

	

	
pennanent. Road construction to access the resource is a permanent transformation to 
the environment. The existing Broadmeadows road is part of a road network which will 
remain for future forest management use. Feeder roads proposed for consu-uction as 

I 	
part of çhis proposal would also be retained as part of the transformed landscape. Other 
tracks and roads would be closed down and allowed to regenerate as part of the 
modified forest resource. 

I External impacts are mainly positive and include those associated with maintenance of 
employment opportunities within the timber industry in the region. This industry is an 

I 	important source of employment in a region typified by high levels of unemployment. 
Timber harvested as part of the proposal would contribute to the maintenance of 
employment opportunities. The economic activity generated by processing the logs 

I
sourced from these forests would form a significant part of regional output. 

Impacts have been classified in accordance with the expected duration of effect or 

I
timing of occurrance: 

I, 
	

immediate, i.e. the impact during the proposed activity, e.g. noise, air quality, etc; 

short term, i.e. soil erosion, vegetation structure maintenance of industry and 
employment etc; and 

long term, i.e. changes in vegetation structure, changes in populations of animals etc. 

I
5.1 IMPACTS ON THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

5.1.1 Soils 
............... 

I Forests which have achieved full canopy closure represent the most stable land use in 
terms of the maintenance of soil values. 

Forest management practices, in part icular roading and harvesting have the potential to 
&itise significant impaTh dRf6iest iàili Sod hysiEiiTh-ucture, Tiutrient status and 
st?iSility are the factors most likely to be affected. 

Impacts on soil stability 
The following factors affect the extent and rate of soil erosion. 

I 
I 

L 
I 
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Climate The occurrence of long duration, high intensity rainfall events has been 

I 	
described in Section 4.1.4. High intensity rain increases the risk of erosion occurring 
through increased overland flow of runoff water. The FCNSW has recognised this and 
applies prescriptions to minimise the number of potentially erodible areas. These 

I 	
include: the progressive restoration of snig tracks and access roads to minimise the, 
number undrained at any time; 	 aimed at 
reducing impacts on soil physicaLsuiicnire while wet (ref. Application of Erosion 
CbntEol Measures); design standards for roads and culverts capable of handling storm 

I 	flows. 

I 	
Slope and soil properties Compirunents 180, 198 and 200 for Chaelundi State Forest 
are predominantly on fine-grained, dark sedimentary rocks of the Coffs Harbour Block. 
The soils derived from this parent material are common throughout the Coffs Harbour 

.I 	
region. They,...a.&e relatively stable soils and fit into the low to average erosion class in 
reference to. the Standard Erosion Mjtjgation Corididons of thc.cNSW.  Adherence to 
these conditions especially the relevant slope restrictions on snig tracks and cross-banks 

I 	
will minimise any potential erosion due to harvesting operations planned in these 
compartments. 

.I 	
The limjreas_.oLacid_yplcanic•. dykes and the small adameilite intrusion haye 
produced soils of higher erodib1lityhan the sedimentary soils but the overall erosion 
hazard is only moderate due to: 

I a. 	the limited areal extent of the soils; 

b. 	the high gravel content of these soils; and 

I c. 	their occurrence on ridgelines and hillcrests. 

Extent of area cleared, severity of clearing and rate of revegetation In the 

I 	unharvested and unburnt forest; the soil surface is protected from erosion by: the forest 
canopy and the understorey which reduce the initial momentum of raindrops; the litter 
layer which further dissipates the energy of rain; and by the roots which assist in 

I binding the soil together. 

Forest canopy cover Harvesting partially removes the protective canopy which takes 

I time to re-establish. The moist hardwood forests in the study area have multiple layers 
of vegetationwhich provide more cover. The selective hësiingtchniques proposed 
for useih the three compartments will mean that a significant proportion of the canopy 

I cover within harvested areas will be retained after har'isting (ref. Section 5.3.2). 

PosLharvesdng revegetation restores this protective cover sometimes to leyels above 

I that which existed prior to harvesting. A rapid restoration of protective cover reduces 
the period the soil is exposed to erosive factors. This minimises the extent of erosion 
during the immediate jiost harvesting period when the risk of erosion is greatest. 

I Vegetation cover S protects the soil surface from the effects of sun and wind and 
generally makes the soil a more hospitable environment for soil flora and fauna to 
restore natural processes. 

I 

'Ii 

I 
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l)egree of disturbance The extent and degree of disturbance to harvesting 
compartments has been reviewed by several authors: Cornish (pers. comm.); FCNSW 
(1966); Heyligers (1975). Estimates of disturbance levels are given by Table 27. 

'l:ible 27. Soil disturbance following harvesting and burning 

Disturbance 
categories 

% of soil 
surface exposed 

FCNSW 
1966 

Heyligers 
Cornish 	1975 

Percentage in each category 
(1) (2) 	(3) (4)_S  

Undisturbed • 74.6 67.6 	- 84 
Disturbed 
- vcry light disturbance comparable 

to unharvested 11.4 13.0 	- 
- 	light disturbance less than 25 8.3 7.0  
- snig tracks 25-75 3.3 5.3 	25-30 16 
- log dumps (landings) 

and minor roads 75-100 2.4 7.1 	2.8 

(I) 	Based on assessment of disturbance in the Tallowwood-BIue Gum type. 
Based on assessment of disturbance at the Karuah Hydrology Research catchments, FCNSW. 
Based on Karuah area as for (2) above. 
Statement by Heyligers regarding general levels of disturbance from harvesting operations over 
Australian forests. 

The litter layer in the undisturbed areas is largely intact. Lightly disturbed areas retain 
significant litter cover while snig wacks and log dumps have no litter cover. Post 
harvesting bums will remove additional litter and a proportion of wee crowns. 

Post harvesting bums are typically patchy leaving a mosaic of burnt and unburnt areas. 
Cornish (pers. comm.) reports an assessment of the percentage of the Karuah 
experimental catchments affected by post harvesting bums and the intensity or class of 
burn. Data are provided in Table 28 for two catchments which were subjected to 
comparatively high intensity harvesting including removals of pulpwood as well as 
s:twlogs. 

Table 28. Extent and intensity of post harvesting burns 

Heavily burnt Moderately burnt Lightly burnt 
All material All material Burning patchy, 
<150mm dia. <50mm dia. litter layer 

Catchment burnt burnt hardly consumed 	Unburnt 

Corkwood 23.9 3.8 6.5 65.9 

Jackwood 31.4 262 5.0 37.4 

Source: Cornish (pers. comm.) 

\Vhere burns..have been deliberately_undertaken as 
seecibed between 3%..ai 87 of the net harvested 

'EãiEliment area figures provided in Table 28)is burnt. 
(as distinct from the total 
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Impacts on soil physical structure Repeated passage of machinery and logs has the 
capacity to cause substantial changes to soils within harvested areas. Such changes 
include: soil compaction which can occur over a range of soil moisture contents; rutting 
and scouring caused by wheels passing through wet or soft soil; and puddling where 
machine movement and high soil moisture content can convert soil to a semi-fluid state 
(Cameron et al. 1979). 

The degree and type of change is affected by many variables. They include: 
topography; soil type; soil depth; soil moisture content; amount and distribution of 
forest litter and slash; 1olume of timber extracted; type of harvesting system used, e.g. 
tractor harvesting; and the patfern of extraction, up hill or down. 

Soil compaction on harvested areas is largely confined to the snig tracks, minor roads 
and log dumps. These areas repçsent less than 20f&pf !e .ca4aca. Compacted 
soils have: increased soil strength and reduced total porosity through a reduction in 
large voids; and reduced aeration and water infiltration rates and saturated hydraulic 
cpnductivity. 

Log dumps, minor roads and snig tracks when compacted generate overland flow of 
'aterwhichmayrn turn lead to - increased erosion and transport of stdiment This may 

or may not r&sult in increased erosion as cothpaci&fIoils have increased strength which 
may enable them to sustain higher levels of runoff without erosion occurring (Greacen 
and Sands 1980). 

The total area of compacted and exposed soil and the design and application of 
ameliorative measures will have a major influence on the extent of overland flow and 
subsequent sediment production. Overland flow can be collected and diverted to 
undisturbed vegetation where it will infiltrate reducingsedimentprodç.non (L tngford 
and O'Shaughnessy 1977). 

The consequences of compaction on tree growth were examined by Greacen and Sands 
(1980) in their review of available literature. They found inconsistencies in the results 
from field experiments to test the effects of compaction on plant growth. Some studies 
indicated increased growth, others a reduction in growth, and some no change. 

It appears that the relative availability of nutrients and water to the plant is an important 
factor in detennining if compacijon will affect root (and subse4uently) shoot growth. 
Root growth through compacted soil is likely to be reduced in' areas of significantly 
increased bulk density unless zones of weakness remain within the compacted soil. 
These zones if they exist, are preferentially exploited by plant roots (Sands et al. 1979). 

Greacen and Sands (1980) recbmmended three types of preventative measures to reduce 
soil compaction viz. (a) management of.natural soil factors, (b) traffic control and 
(cjmechariical..loosening of soil. 

a. 	Soils with high levels of organic matter such as those in the study area (ref. 
Section 4.1.3) are less susceptible to compaction and addition of organic matter to 
compacted soils reduced compaction and improved structure. Management of 
natural soil factors in the study area means maintenance of organic matter in soils 
by ensuring that organic matter is not removed by fierce slash bums. _.... .....................--. -- . 	.-_ 	--- 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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b. 	The control of harvesting machinery during harvesting operations is used to 
minimise the extent of compacted and disturbed soil. The risk of compaction 
increases with increasing soil moisture levels. Hence, avoiding harvesting during 
penods of wet weather is of pnme importance in reducing or preventing soil 
càmpaction.The FCNSW ha.s . implemented procedures' fo( the automatic 
çe55ati0 ofaryestjng,.çtivities during wet weather. 

C. 	The FCNSW has had a program of removal and subsequent replacement of 
topsoil on dumps to improve thprospects for revegetanon of these areas 

In summary, the compacted area of a compartment may result in a drop in productivity 
fromtrees located on or adjacent to the compacted area. Snig tracks. and access roads 
are the only areas left compacted following Hppin of log dumps. Snig;wacks would be 
likely to affect only pan of a tree's root system and the impact on ro0t growth would 
diminishas the distance between the track and the u-ee increased. It is not clear the 
exicutto which compaction reduces the potential productivity from indfvidual trees 
located adjacent to compacted areas hence causing a reduction in the total productivity 
fromthe site. As discussed above it is likely to depend on the extent to which soil 
nutrients and moisture levels are limiting growth. The questigp..f possible drops u.1 

productivity, in terms of timber production, from ardà within the coippartipenc shàuld 
beviewed in thea tq_QfJhç guificant increases in.oyerall sitproductiyjty from the 
regrowth and .r!l!a,d_future sawlog wee.sjmpared with the old growt,,for.est. 

Application of erosion control measures The FCNSW in conjunction with the Soil 
('onservation Service of NSW have drawn up comprehensive specifications for erosion 
control during and after harvesting operations in recognition of the erosion hazards 

I associated with harvesting operations. These were discussed in Section 3.2.2 

I 5.1.2 Impacts on site nutrient status 

Nutrients within the forest ecosystem are contained within the living biomass, dead 

I 	
organic matter and soil. Nutrients enter and leave the ecosystem and there are transfers 

	

- 	of nutrients between elements of the system. Nutrients bound in organic matter are 

	

" 	released for subsequent uptake by other plants by the process of decomposition. There 

I 	are three interconnected mineral flow pathways which together make up the overall 
nutrient cycling system in forest ecosystems. These are described in Richards et al. 
(1990). 

I .'.  the geochemical cycle which links the external environment to the ecosystem by 
processes such as precipitation, rock weathering, leaching and groundwater flow 

the biogeochemical cycle which concerns the circulation of nutrients within the soil- 
- 	.'plant subsystem 

I • 	the biochemical cycle involving the redistribution of nutrients within the plant biomass. 

Soil microbes are intimately involved in the second of these, viz, the biogeochemical cycle. 

I 	
The effect of organic matter decomposition processes on the supply of plant nutrients is 
entirely indirect, that is nutrients become available only as byproducts of microbial 
activity." 

I 	Forests in various stages of development differ in their requirements for and sources of 
nutrients. Nutrient cycling studies have identified three stages in a forest development 
viz, 

I 
I 
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Uptake stage - nutrients drawn from the soil reserves - corresponds to regenerating 
forest. All nutrient requirements are met from this soruce. 

Internal cycling stage - physiologically active nutrients are recycled within the tree. 
Much of the trees requirements for P, N and K can be met from this 'source' 
although uptake is still significant. However, other nutrients such as Ca, M, Mn 
and Fe which are not physiologically active must come from the soil. 

I
3. 	Maintenance phase - litter and mortality return nutrients to the soil (Attiwill 1980). 

The old growth moist hardwood forests are in the maintenance phase reflecting the tong 
periods between wildflres. Harvesting, especially of old growth trees, replaces the 

I maintenance or internal cycling phase with the uptake phase. Nutrient removals in 
harvested biomass will have a minimal effect on the uptake phase of the regenerating 

I 	
forest. Nutrients removed from the site in the harvested biomass would not have 
become available for many years until broken down via the biogeochemicat cycle. 
Nutrients contained in large logs are tied up for many decades and only become 
available once the logs have decayed. By the time nutrients from this source become 

I available the regenerating forest will be relying predominantly on cycling within the 
biomass and from nutrients released from the breakdown of litter. For this reason, third 

I 	
and subsequent rotations are more likely to be susceptible coa lowering pf the site 
nutrient status caused by forest operanons (harvesting removals plus post h In'csting 
burn) than the second rotation forest. 

I / 'There are difficulties associated with any attempt to assess the proportion of the total 
I 	store of 'available' nutrients within a site that are removed or lost as a result of 

harvesting. 

I - .. 	 . . 	 .. 	 . 	
. 	 • 1 A major difficulty lies with the definition of the quantity of 'available nutrients'. The 

I 	
soil is the major store of nutrients in the ecosystem. There are two factors that affect 
nutrient availability in the soil. Plant roots utilise only a proportion of the soil profile. 
Nutrients in soil below the depth explored by plant roots cannot be considered available. 

I 	
Some nutrients within the soil profile accessible to plants are in forms that are not 

- 	available for absorption by plant roots. The form in which nutrients are held in the soil 
changes over time (eg for phosphorus see Crane 1978). 

I The quantities of available nutrieijiajiot.been .assessed .forjhe. thre.e compartments. 
The soils are of moderate fertility compared with forest soils in NSW generally (W.M. 

I 	
McArthur csro Soils and Landuse Series No. 46, CSIIRO 1964). In the absence of 
detailed inform2n, ftjs ossible to draw conclusions as to the likely significance of 
2!1k2 nutrients _due to harvesting by reference  to the published literature. 

I Harvesting removes a proportion of the site's store of nutrients. Subsequent burning 
and runoff remove additional amounts. Lambert (1981) assessed the inorganic 

I 	constituents of wood and bark of NSW forest tree species. the bulk of wood harvested 
is low nutrient heartwood (reflecting the eucalypts' capacity for in(ernal cycling of 
nutrients). The amounts removed in wood is low compared with amounts in the 

I 	remaining parts of the ecosystem (e.g. Stewart, Flinn, Hopmans 1985; Attiwill 1980, 
1981; Turner and Lambert 1986). 

I 
1 
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Additional losses occur during the post harvesting top disposal burn and in any 
subsequent hazard reduction bums that may take place. Losses can occur from: 
volarilisation directly from the soil; from harvesting debris, litter and understorey 
components burnt in the fire; and from subsequent removal of nutrient rich ash and soil. 

I
Nutrients most likely to be affected include nitrogen, sulphur and phosphorus. 

'Ihe magnitude and hence significance of nutrient losses from burning associated with 
forest management has been assessed for a number of forest types and types of burns. 

I
At one end of the scale intense bums such as occur during slash burning can result in.  
substantial losses of some nutrients (eg Harwood and Jackson 1975). Whilst  lower 
intensity hazard reduction bjrns have less pronounced effects (O'Connell, Grove and 
Lamb 1981). Data from studies conducted to date are contradictory in their findings 
concerning the significance of losses eg O'connell at al (1981); Raison (1980); Turner 

I
and Lhthbert (1986). 

The combination of comparatively low intensity post harvesting burns and infrequent or 
no hazard reduction burning on the study area blocks indicates that the magnitude of 

I
I 	losses attributable to these causes is likely to be small. 

The long time periods between harvests associated with forestry in general, and native 

I hardwood forests in particular, means that additional nuu-ients entr the ecosystem to 
replace the volumes lost from the system. Inputs occur via the.geochemical cycle 

I 	
discussed earlier. Processes contributing to inputs of nutrients include weathering of 
bedrock and accessions from rainfall (e.g. see Hopmans, Flinn and Farrell 1987). In 
addition, atmospheric nitrogen is fixed to provide additional quantities of this nutrient 

I
(Attiwill, Baker and Adams 1980). 

Based on an assessment of available information Richards et al. (1990) conclude that 

I 	harvesting has its most pronounced effect on the biogeochemical cycle and that losses 
from this cycle incurred by harvesting under a conservative harvesting regime are small 
relative to the geochemical inputs. 

I . 	In conclusion: 

The soils within the study area are of moderate fertility. 

I -7 • A sjpoon of the sites nutrient store will be removed or lost as a result of the 
proposed conservative harvesting operation. 

I 'c" 
. The regenerating forest will be substantially unaffected by these losses. 

Nutrients lost during harvesting will be replaced in the long interval that is planned 
before any subsequent harvest takes place. 

I 	
5.1.3 Hydrology and water quality 

Harvesting has the potential to affect both water yield and quality in streams draining 
the study area. Water yield is likely to increase coupled with the potential for a 

I 	reduction in water quality caused by increased turbidity levels. The level of dissolved 
ions in the stream may also change. The magnitude of changes, if any, to both water 
yield and quality and the persistence of these changes are dependent on a range of 

I 
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factors. This inlcudes: catchment characteristics; rainfall patterns; and the way in which 
the harvesting operation is undertaken. 

Water yield 
Removal of a proportion of the forest canopy during harvesting is likely to cause a rapid 
increase in water yield followed by a gradual return to levels existing pre harvesting. 
These changes result from a reduction in interception of precipitation and 
evapotranspiration which are linked to the level of canopy cover within the catchment. 

The degree to which s;eamfiow characteristics change is dependent on the intensity of 
harvesting and the proportion of the catchment affected by harvesting. Less intensive 
harvesting with a consequently high proportion of canopy retention can be expected to 
reduce both the magnitude of changes and the time taken to recover to pre harvesting 
levels. Studies to determine the effects of alternative silvicultural systems on catchinent 
hydrology in the Ash forests in Victoria concluded that the effects of a partial cut (50% 
canopy removal) were muted compared with a cleafdiitting regime (O'Shaugnessy and 
Jqyasuriya 1987). 

Flood peaks 
Harvesting can lead to increases in flood peaks. The magnitude of changes will van' in 
accordance with the two factors (extent and intensity of harvesting) described above and 
can also vary with changes in the moisture.status of the soils within a catchment (Leitch 
and Flinn 1986). When a catchment's soils have high moisture levels during the wetter 
periods of the year, flood peaks from harvçsted areas will not be substantially different 
from unharvested catchments. Differences can be expected during dryer periods with 
harvested catchments yielding higher flood peaks During these periods, water t tbles 
will be higliëtiiflhe harvested catcheth leading to faster groundwater recharge and 
transmission to the stream. This effect has an important influence in determining the 
volume of stormflow generated. The dryer soil has a higher recharge capacity enabling 
it to retain more water before conthbuting to streamflow during the storm event. Again, 
the proportion of canopy removed would be expected to affect the soil moisture status 
an& therefore the degree to which flood peaks were increased during dryer periods of 
the year. 

Studies of a small forested catchment in Victoria (Bren and Turner 1980) indicate that 
most streamfiow response to rainfall was provided by the groundwater system. This 
response was continuous and slow. Areas of compacted soil generated more overland 
flow creating higher levels ofpeakdischesmaki.g1te...mjpore'f1ashy' This 
éffedt waiThduced with an increase in distance between the site of the activity and the 
stream. The study identified the importaiice of the riparian zone as a buffer. The -...--- 	---..------.----- ........ ...- ......-. 	--- 
authors of ihis study conclude that maintenance of a npanan filter strip of a. minimum 
''idthof,2Oi combined with simple structures to control o!erland  flow and promote 
higher infiltration were effective ways of minimising the impact on catchment 
discharge. 

Where these measures are applied to .electively harvested areas with 50% canopy 
retèntibn; catchment discharge would show almost imperceptible_change. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I .  
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Water quality 
Harvesting can affect water quality in a number of ways. The most obvious impacts are 
onphysical water quality. This is measured through an assessment of suspended solids 
or turbidity. 

I Road construction has been identified as the principal source °LY!P!2.5.  solids. Data 
from MIvIBW studies in Victoria indicated that turbidity in the stream increased 
following road construction and no separate effect on turbidity levels could be 
distinguished following subsequent selective harvesting (MIVIBW 1980). Detailed 
sampling showed that the, increased levels of turbidity could be traced to stream 

I
crossings. 

Similar increases in turbidity caused by machinery crossing the creek bed during 
harvesting of an are,ajn th e north coast of NSW was ieponed by Cornish (1980). This 

I conclusion is supported by studies in the FCNSW Karuah catchment trials. These 
studies indicate that observed increases in turbidity levels were caused more by 
disturbance of major drainage lines that led directly into the mainstream rather than the 

I proportion of the catchment disturbed. One catchment showed a decrease in turbidity 
levels following harvesting compared with its control area. In this catchment, there was 
a complete absence of disturbance of major drainage lines by either fire or machinery 

I during harvesting and the catchment revegetated quickly. 	In contrast, another 
catchment showed significantly increased levels. In this treatment, snig tracks crossed 
numerous major and minor drainage lines that had been burnt severely (Cornish pers. 

I comm.). 

I 	
Over all, the Karuah trials show that turbidity values from a weekly sampling program 
rcsulted in small increases in turbidity for some catchments. The level of increases 
were not important to overall water quality. Similarly, turbidity values obtained from a 

I 	
large number of storms post harvesting in most cases were not significantly different 
from unharvested control catchments. 

/ 

I 	Increases: in erosion and therefore potential increased levels of sedimentation and 
turbidity caused by tT 	g 	of no  significance to downstream 
water users An7IfithO? effeci'which may be apparent at the compartment boundarics 

I 	would have beenieduced to negligible propcidibns by the time the stream exits the State 
Forest boundary.  

I 	
. 	It is difficult to predict the consequences of harvesting on bedload and deposited 

sediment within the  stream 'sv &i'ThipMicflf thG'asflremenrdifficulties and the 
resulting dearth of investigations into this matter. Certainly, the amount and residence 

I tiiuiE' of"edimnt' deposited on the surface and subsurface of stream beds is more 
significant than suspended sediments in modifying the habitats of stream biota such as 
invertebrates and fish and modifying stream channel morphology. 

I It is equally difficult to pedict how long_deposited sediment remains on stream bed and 
banks and in the substratum. From tE___ifff[ë'iiita'IIè, residence times prior to 

I 	scounngby th}bi thijhf1vsranjfrornaf't 	did&' Finer sediment 
which penetrates into stream beds is likely to be extremely_persisiicC 

I 
I 
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I 
Studies (Newbold et al. (1980); Graynoth (1979); Bren and Turner (1980) have 

I 	
identified the value of riparian buffer sthps as a means of reducing, if no( eliminating 
impacts on the stream environment. 	 - 

I 	
Effects on nutrients and dissolved ions 
Nutrients can enter the streamwater either as dissolved ions or adsorbed pnto particles. 
Nutrient levels in Australian streams are typiCally low, reflecting the generally low (by 

I 	
overstas standards) nutrient status of the soils and the capacity for the Australian forest 
ecosystems to efficiently recycle nutrients held in organic forms. Harvesting disturbs 
these processes and, coupled with generation of overland flow, can increase the 

I 	
qintinei&f ütheiiü ffiThg 

Burning after harvesting can mobilise nutrients which can then be transported from the 

I. 	
site through the mechanisms described previously. Additional quantities of organic 
matter entering the stream after harvesting can also 	Eibüfi iGTheightened nutnent 
levels in the-stream. Heightened nut-lent levels can increase the amount of aquatic 

I plant growth leading to changes in aquatic flora and fauna, both at the site and further 
4ownstream, particularly in water storages. The magnitude and hence significance of 

I
hanges to these Waèer.quality parameters depends on the scale of disturbance. 

Major impacts on all water quality parameters have been recorded following accelerated 
soil erosion associated with wildfires that have burnt forests over large catchmeius, e.g. 

I
Atdwell (1984). Whereas harvesting with normal soil conservation measures has been 
reported as causing only minor, if any, changes to sneamwater chemistry, e.g. 

I
Hopmans, Flinn and Farrell (1987); MMBW (1980); and Cornish (pers. comm.). 

A combination of selective harvesting, coupled with appropriate soil conservation 
techniques, including retention of riparian buffer zones, will significantly reduce the 

I
likelihood of any impacts on stream chemistry. 

Other aspects of water quality of significance to aquatic organisms include water 

I 	
- 	 temperature, biochemical oxygen demand and pH. The network of retained veget:ttion 

will ensure that no changes to water temperature occur, by maintaining the pre-existing 

I 	

levels of shading over the stream. Water in the upper catchments of such streams is 
typically highly oxygenated. This would not change, as no significant changes to 
concentrations of nutrients in the streamwater or to amounts of debris in the water are 
envisaged. Both these factors could cause depletion of oxygen through increased 

I 	
biological activity. 

Insummary- 

I The proposal involves harvesting a maximum of 8% of the previously unharvested 
Needle Creek catchment and 5% of the Pine Creek catchment. This  will increase the 
percentage of the Pine Creek catchment that has been harvested from 	gximately 

I 

	

	 3Mb io4%7C r6 ffie 	fSiijsjjjihe aciüil area 
areas described as 'harvested' also include areas of unharvested forest 

I
.  such as filter and protection strips, rainforest and wildlife corridors. 

I
Given the small areas involved and the comparatively low intensity of harvesting, - 	 changes to water yields resulting_from the proposed_  harvesting seratlon will be within 
tilE 	ii 	 wjQ region. 

I 
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Short term, small increasesjD turbidity are likely, however, the magnitude of these 
increases can be controlled through careful siting, construction and maintenance of 
roads, particularly in the vicinity of stream crossing points. 

Impacts on hydrology and water quality can be minimised through a combination of 

I 	preventative and ameliorative measures. The research data presented indicate the 
important principles that, if applied, will minimise impacts on hydrology and water 
quality. These are: 

Maximise the distance between sources of overland now and streams 

Minimise the number of streaiti crossings 

I Maintain effective riparian filter vegetation 

Intercept and divert overland flows to maximise infiltration 

I Promote rapid revegetation of disturbed areas 

Keep machinery and fire out of riparian zones 

I l'lie harvesting plans and prescriptions applying to the three compartments that reflect 
these principles have been set out in Section 3.2.3, Table 10. The ridge top road 

I 	network is of particular value in avoiding impacts on water quality. This has meant that 
roads will cross stearns at only two crossing points. Particular care will be taken at 
these sites to divert sedimenç laden overland flow generated by the road into retained 
vegetation before it enters the stream. 

.....

Application of the measures set out in Table 10 will minimise impacts on catchment 

I 	hydrology and water quality. CIosure,_draining and revegetation of unused roads will 
mean that impacts on water quality will be minor and short term. ...................... 

I 5.1.4 Visual 

I 	
Harvesting operations create a dramatic visual impact during the harvest and shortly 
following particularly when a top disposal burn is carried out. This is illustrated by 

' 	reference to the following photographs. 

I Photograph 1 shows the visual impact in a neighbouring compartment (cpt 179) four 
months after harvesting without a top disposal burn. Photograph 2 shows the visual 

I 	
impact in a neighbouring compartment (cpt 183) nine months after harvesting and after 
a top disposal burn. Both photographs show the scene as seen from within the 
companments. The scene reflects considerable vegetation removal and site disturbance. 

I 	Site distUrbSiê 'iëàovers in time provided soil erosion mitigation procedures are 
implemented and the vegetation also grows back as regrowth or regeneration or planted 
seedlings. 

I The severity of 	impact declines overa two year eHod and diminishes to almost 
lirfii'ôiible over 15 to 20 years. 

I Photograph 3 shows the extent of recovery four and a half years following harvesting 
(Cpt 184). Photograph 4 shows the visual impact in a nearby compartment (cpt 18) 
nineteen years following harvest. 

I 
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The harvest area is not seen from outside the compartments except along 

I 	
Bf5admeadöiU7TT 	 TLfl: rCD7T 

Lagfficb_aiysa.within 
40mof the road edge eastwards into comp.artmentsj$Oand 200 and for no disturbance 

I on the western side of the road upto the border with Guy Fawkes River National Park. 
These provisions together with other unharvested areas within the compartments; i.e. 
123 ha of special ethphasis areas presents a mosaic of disturbed and undisturbed forest 

I 	when seen whilst travelling along this road. This has less impact than a continuity of 
disturbed forest. 

I 5.1.5 Noise 

I 	The harvesting operations will create noise from machinery, tractors, trucks and 
chainsaws. The location is remote, sojy the operators will be aware of the noise. 
The ridge line between the operatinflféi'and the Guy Fawkes River National Park. 

I 	combined with the normal attenuation of noise over distance, prevents_the noise 
carrying to park users. 	 LPN C\ 

'-I 

I 	Noise arising from log haulage will have no nett increases over that which exists at 
present. AU equipment operadon, tractors, trucks and chainsaws are required to 
conform to the Noise Control Act 1975 which requires that a moving log truck tinder 

I 	full throttle is restricted to a maximum noise level reading of 89 dBA at 7.5 in distant 
from the centre line of travel. 

&...* 	"-r'' 	bCe. p_cf 5 F 

I 5.1.6 Air quality 

I 	
Dust will be raised by equipment working within the compartments and trucks hauling 
over unsealed roads, however, as the compartments are remote and the sections of roads 

2 	through settled areas are sealed, the dust-will be 

•• 
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Smoke from top disposal burning, if employed, will also be localised to the remote 

I compartments. his temporary and will be insipificant_in_impact. . 
c-c..t" uas. to oLr peW.'Xc" 

I
tN\ 

5.2 IMPACTS OF FIRE 

I
Fire-  is,  usedas a tool in natural resource management; it is also a threat as wildfire. In 
the context of fire as a tool, two types of forest management burning are used: broad 
area burning; and top disposal burning. 

5.2.1Broad area burning 

I 	Broad area burning is directed towards.reducing the fire fuel accumulation in the forest. 
It may be carried out from the ground or air, generally in unharyested areas or where 
regeneration has developed to a height and bark thickness where-low intensity burning 

I 
I 
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is unlikely to cause damage to the stand. Generally, less than 50% of the area is burnt, 
resulting in a mosaic of burnt and unburnt areas thereby providing refuges for fauna. 

I 	
This type of burning is carried out under conditions where gully lines, filter and 
protection strips remain moist and are unlikely to carry a running fire. 

I 	
.-\s mentioned previoUsly (Section 4.2), the moist hardwood forest type is seldom burnt 
tmcler this regime and then only mildly so the impact of this type of btinjnthe 
study area will either be minor or, if the area is not burnt, no impacts would occur. 

I 	"°
anr  

lithe proposal proceeds then the area would not be considered for the period necessary 
for the regrowth to meet the ctiteria set out above. 

I. 
5.2.2 Top disposal burn 

I The disposal of harvesting debris, i.e. tree tops, branches and unusable log sections, by 
burning may or may not be carried out following harvesting. The decision to burn or 

I
lot is made by the forest manager (District Forester) who is aware of the needs and the 
associated problems. 

'<' 
( The need is to reduce fuel fire hazard to protect the residual stand from wildfire and 

- I 41 Ljrovide a seed bed for natural regeneration if judged to be necessary. 

I 	
The problems which arise are: 

Protection of advanced regeneration - young regeneration if burnt is often killed. 
Advancedregeneration needs to be 10-15 years old to survive. 

I .  banger to habitat trees. Habitat trees have hollows and may easily ignite so they_ 
may be lost and any existijimalrllea 

I . 	Danger to seed trees. If seed trees are killed the future seed source is threatened. 

Protection of rainforest patches. Harvesting up to rainforest margins leaves the 

I 	
fge5:of these areas susceptible to fire during the top disposal burn. If 
t!i!tforest_11_co4pnetcup to a &Täfie in the order of tens of metres into the 
rainforest (D.Binns pers. comm.). - The risk of fire escaping into these areas is 
increased if the rainfores[iiiin is damaged or dries out from increased expoure 

I following harvesting. 

The risk of fire entering rainforest could be reduced by retaining a buffer around the 

I rainforest bothto proièriiiflnnge from exposure and to reduce the likelilió6W'6f 
¶ireenterins the rainforest area. Past eerience has shoiihit the risk of damage 
LQIflorest due to escapes from top disposal fifes is negligible (FCNSW pers. 

I 	comm.). This1veF of risk must be balanced against the considerable loss of timber 
resources within the areas that would be required for buffers because of the hig 
edge to area ratio of the rainforest patches. 

I .  Introduction of heavy fire weed infestations. Wed_cqppetition can be increased 
sigiTntlyTf7Ee is used post harvesting. Fire weeds can bgcompiiti6'for 

I 	
success and subsequent grOwth 

rates. The faster growing Eucalypts can usually keep pace with the weeds. 
However, Tallowwood is disadvantaged by its slower growth rate,, but because it is 

I 
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more tolerant of competition is able to persist albeit with a lower growth rare 

I The impacts of top disposal burning are both positive and negative. . JJe neative 
ipipacts can only be eliminated by not burning. Careful 	m ju4geent to maintain low 

I 

	

	

Thiiensity tires will reduce these negative impacts. ho_wg.to bMrn qrnp.ttoburn 
re mains a value judgement by the forest manager. 

I 5.2.3 Wildfire 

Severe wildfire burning through the moist hardwood forest type would defoliate the 
upper canopy sptum and destroy the shrub and groun&flora. This 	CaUSe  
imediatehange to the micro climate of the remnant stand, in particular a change in 

U
light intensity at the forest floor. 

Impact on rainforest patches 
The pionter species in the ecotone extending out from the rainforest patches into the 

- moist hardwoods will be killed Severe firç 	causeciderabIfli&jet5 th& 
rainforest patches. However the integrity of the rainforest will be retained provided 

I 	

such fires are infrequent enough so as to allow the rainforest succession to proceed 
through to at least an early stage in the climax species. More frequent fires_cou1Qjd 
todevelopment of a dense groundcover of short lived sRecles. 

I Impact on the moist hardwoods 
The impact on the moist hardwoods is similar to the rainforest but less severe. The 

I. . 	

. 	 .... J MghpcQnnE gr9\JJ 
shortly following flr; however such fires will always create some degrade on timber 

flTes. 

I . 	Forest management aims to reduce wildfire risk by following a regime of fuel reduction 
by controlled burning wherever possible whkh presents a mosaic of fuel reduced areas. 

I 	

Thi is usually sufficient to prevent a wildfire 'crowning' (i.e. burning in the crowns of 
the trees some distance ahead of the groundfire) and therefore avoids the severe dariiage 
created by wildfire. 

I 
5.3 IMPACTS ON FLORA 

I Harvesting operations as practiced in these forests result in the removal of a variable 
'proportion of the mature overstorey trees, and damage to a variable proportion of the 

I 	

understorey The degree of change experienced at any point within the harvested area 
varies in accordance with the proportion of overstorey trees that are harvested. 

I 	

Application of the tree marking prescriptions discussed earlier (Section 3.1.3) coupled 
with retention of so called 'unmerchantable' trees means that typically something in the 
range between one and two thirds of theoverstorey is removed with the remainder left 

I tocondnujiing.njUJjion, not all theartment area is harvestdThsiiie 
retained unharvested to achieve a range of management objectives. These factors 
combine to create a mosaic of disturbed, partially disturbed and undisturbed areas 

I 
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la 

within the compartment following harvesting. Disturbance associated with the top 
disposal burn is superimposed over this mosaic. 

In time,the holes created in the overstorey will be filled by regeneration which when 
grovn, will lead to the creation of a multi-aged forest. This forest will bernjtof" 
the residual old trees, yg gx_rQe vigorous retained sawlog trees and young regrowth. 

level of &versity in terms of the proportion 	canopy 
represented by each 'age-class' of trees. 

This section of the document assesses the range of possible impacts that are caused by 
this transformation 

3.3.1 Impacts on rare and endangered or endemic species 

Pink Cherry and Winged Hopbush are noted in Section 4.3.2 as rare or threatened plants 
which occur within these compartments. 

Pink Cherry (Austrobuxus svvainU) grows into a large wee 37 m high and 100 cm 
diameter, in rainforest types from Bellinger River, NSW to Tallebudgera Creek in 
eastern Queensland. Gilmour (Appendix 6) records several trees growing in and on the 
margin of the rainforest type 2/3 pat 	northwest corner of Compartnent 200. It 
is rare but not endangered. floyd (Rd-$S55 lists a range of occurrences including nine 
other State Forests, Dorrigo and Border Ranges National Parks, and Bruxner Park, 
Black Bull, Big Scrub and Boomerang Falls Flora Reserves. 

Winged Hopbush (Dodonaea megazyga) is a shrub foindj the rainforest, grows to a 
height of 4 m with a spread of 2 in. It is rare but not endangered, commonly cultivated 
in ornamental horticulture. It is conserved in Chaelundi State Forest within Middle 
Creek Flora Reserve. Gilmour (Appendix 6) records it growing on the boundary 
between Compartments 180 and 200 and regenerating along Broadmeadows Road. It 

# regenerates freely from seed and is unlikely to be th risk due to this proposed activity. 

Black Boóyong (Argyrodendron actinophyllum) is listed by Gilmour (Apcn 	6) as 
significant due to the elevation of occurrence at over 1000 m. floyd (tà) states 
that it "prefers altitudes above 600 m on the north coast" and although it is common in 
occurrence, it is not common at or above this 1000 m elevation. 

Potentialadverse impact on thee species will be minimised due to their location within 
rãinforest_ iFcEflhirwilr?euiiaihjmlwvejid, 

Ttièrè a £n$kk'&Yn species endemic to this area. 

5.3.2 Impacts on.flora within harvested areas 

The extent of each forest type, the area to be harvested and the area which will remain 
undisturbed is given in Table 29. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
LI 
I 
I 
I 

[ H 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Table 29. Extent of areas by forest type to be harvestS and excluded from harvesting 

Areas subject to harvesting 
If type areas adjusted to gross area of comparlments (561 ha) the area by type and cpt is as lollows 

1 
Forest type 

Compartment R/P 47a 53a 163a 163b 168 142/163 Total 

Compartment 180 32 27 8 130 23 II 231 
Compartment 198 6 5 - 28 75 22 9 145 
Comp,anment200 21 41 - 47 61 3 12 185 

59 73 .8 205 159 36 21 561 

Excluded from harvesting 
Wildlife corridors (inner 201B) 18 5 0.5 5 4 3 - 35.5 
Othei flora and faurir 26 - - - - - 26 
Other rainforest excluded by 

prescription 15 - - - - - IS 
Steep topography - - - 6 - - 6 
Visual . - - 8 6 - I IS 

Niodilied harvesting 
Wildlife corridors (outer 20m) - 2 0.5 5 4 3 . . 	4.5 
Filtersuips - 5 - 2 1 2 - IGi 

59 12 I 27 15 8 I 123 

Balance - 61 7 178 144 28 20 438 

There is no harvesting proposed in the rainforest type. In other types, harvesting will 
remove 40-50% of the existing canopy. The species rved i1FbrThiiiaceiy 

New E 1dTü3flOTallowwood; 12% Blue Gum and 2% Brush Box 

These percentages have been deibjekamining the species mix actually removed 
from neighbouring Compartments 176, 177, 178 and 179 immediately to the south. The 
harvest will remove 35-40 stems per hectare 20, or more, of which will be top stratum 
canopy trees. 

Sterns remaining after harvest vary considerably. An indicative stocking is given from 
anassessment 0LQJ4I.tpjQts associated  withw 	dlifesaas 	Fella.bjndi and 
ifroadmeadows Roads shown in tI5ITG 

Table 30. Residual stocking following harvest by forest types 

Forest 
type 

Stocking 	 Stocking 
dbhob range 	 sterns/0.1 ha plot 	 stems/ha 

1. 	Fellabindi Road 

47.. 12-85 cm 30 300 
168 12-85 cm 18 180 
163 12-85 cm 26 260 

2. 	Broadrneadows 

47 12-135 cm 28 280 
163 12-135 cm 29 290 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
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A range of diameter classes is retained. Table 31 shOws diameter frequency distribution 
for a variety of forest types. Frequency distribution is skewed towards smaller diameter 
classes, as would be expected in a timber production forest, however large diameter 
classes are still well represented. 

I 
I 
I 

Table 31. Stand condition of harvested forest sampled 

Forest characteristics 
Forest type 

74 	 47 	163 	168 

Stems/ha* _445 325 235 260 
i3asal area (in2/ha) 35.9 

. 
34.3 49.Oa 24.9 

i/Species 	- 8 9 5 	. 7 
Mean DBH 28.9 31.0 44.6 30.3 
OWl Range 13.6 99 10.0-111.3 12.0- 1352 11.4 	oJ 
Mean HOT 20.4m 20.4m 25.4 ISV 
Hollowtrees/ba 30 ..... -45  .40 40 
i-IiTiRtrees with animals nil 10 30 nil _ -.-- -- — 
* probably maximum valuesfor the type,i.e.notaverage 	 V 

StiTh: Farthwatch survey refer appendix 7 	 ,,At '  ra-) 

Change in canopy with harvesting is shown in Table 32. The percentage of canopy 
removed varies with forest type. 

I 
I 

I Table 32. Percentage of.canopy by height class in harvested and unharvested forest 
'r1v1AJ 
c.ur-9'Q L4 t. - 

I 

. 
root '19 	lob tOO 

I 
. 

Ate 
En all types the percent cover of tallest trees is 
retained 75% of the tallest trees. 	Muchof the retained 

reduced, excepting type 
standisin the 20-40 

163 which
m height 

class as confirmed by mean height values in Table 31. Canopy cover of small trees 

I 
c4 

o tD' 
(l0-20m) genera y remains about the same, excepting type 74 which had a lirge 
number of small stems removed. 

Species frequency in the harvested forest remains diverse. Type species and non-
merchantable species remain dominant. 

Graphs of diameter and species distribution in the residual stand are included in 
Appendix 7. 

An examination of recent (1990) vertical aerial photography of the adjacent harvested 
area in Compartments 178, 1$9 and 181 reveals the following percentages of crown 
removed in various forest types. 

4i7 

Height Type 74 	1 Type 47 Type 163 Type 168 
class H 	U/H H 	U/H H 	U/H H 	UIH 

[i0.20m 3365 I 4045 41 	53 50 	49 
20.40m 
40+m 

_ 
56 	42 50 —>  46 
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Table 33. Percent crown removal Cpts 178,J1O, 181 by forest type 

Forest type 	 % Crown removed 

mean range 

163a 	New England Blackbutt I 
> 45 m 65 55-80 

163b 	New England Blackbutt - 
3545 m 	 . 22 10-40 

168 	Silveriop Stringybark Diehard Stringybark and Tallowwood 35 30-40 	J - 

53 	BrushBox  

Crown removal averaged 36-41% within harvested areas. Taken over the Iotal 
unharvested reserved areas) 	py removal averaged 27- 

30%. 
1 

Many of the subdominant suppressed trees lefLstanding fouowirig harvest will not grow 
e top canopy, they become incorporated into the new canopy but usually on to provid  

remain suppressed. 

Reconstruction of the canopy will come from: 

I
.  Advanced regrowth, i.e. young actively growing understorey trees; and 

Regeneration from seed germination stimulated by harvest disturbance and cannp 

I
opening. 

Total reconstruction visually to canopy closure takes 15-20 years, and to preharvest 
height and 80-100cm dbhob, much longer, estimated 80-120 years. However the time 

I
uken to canopy closure is variable after harvesting as in nature. 

In acts on canopy structure can be ameliorated byminjngdi*rngeoadvanced 

I 	regiowth stems during both the harvest and post harvest burn should that take place. In 
additior, by ëiiiiHñ'gidéquáid regeneration is obtained throughbUiiffèThiturbed area 

I 	
new trees will be recruited into the stand. 

Understorey species will be damaged in the area harvested, but will remain undamaged 
in undistuthttaeas. Reconstruction on the disturbed area will come from root stocks; 

I 	soil stored seed and seed from seed trees and fallen crowns. S ecies favouring greater 
light intensity will be estabished first followed by shade tolerant species as C&nopy 
closes. ......- 

1 

The impact of harvesting on these forest types has been reviewed by D. B inns a botanist 
with the FCNSW. The following are conclusions he has drawn from his studies of the 

I
-  inipact of harvesting on old growth forest vegetation. 

1. 	Intensive logging results in obvious structural changes, especially to the overstorey. 

I 	
2. A large proportion of the woody species (90%) which occur in unlogged areas also occur 

in logged areas. Herbçeogs_species are more numerous in 10 yr post logging areas, and 
few occur in unlogged and 30yrpj gggs. Vscu1ar epiphyte species are more 
numerousm_uniogged areas, ibry few species occurring in logged areas. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

2 

I 
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I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 

-I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 

The main effect on floristics of woody vegetation (including vines) is the addition in 
logged sites of a number of 'invasive' species, with apparently minor or no loss of ori inal 
species. However, changes in size class distribution and major c anges in relative 
abundance may occur, particularly on a small scale, and heavily disturbed areas my be 
locally 	LensLes.  jQzpjnghflVesreprcsentup 
ja.iQaLoE the strata in which tiTey are most abundant. 13ejr abundance has decreased by 
30 yr post jogging. although still higher than levels inunloüèdIIiands. Some invasions 
such as 	 are totally absent from 
30 yr p1 

[1i 

The density of species typical of unlogged sites is similar in all three categories, or 
in logged areas. Theinyasives represent additi,pa1stems taking advantage of the Ic 

1 yjth 	atalarge number of species typical 

 

of toggçØareasgrgyçgcuitiveiy 
fgi,damaged stems_orJs(djcfevenJo1lowing syc damage Certainly a large 
j,roportion of non-invasive stems were secondary, but it wentas not possible to relate this to 
logging history because a similarly large  proportion occurred in unloggôd areas, probably 
due to periodic fire damage in unlogged stands. Cjiflmonitoring experiments using 
large numbers of individually tagged plants should help resolve this issue. 

. Comparisons_between lOyr and 3QyptJpgging.p]pj,tate..cojppljcated  by the latter 
brIubjcjjp _appejjilyIi&Fe Jntenslve disturbance due to sltvlcuhuraflreaLmcnt 
qcja1LMdthJogging, even though the intensity of logging was similar. The 30 yr plots 
thus do not represent a simple extension in time since logging, relative to the 10 yr plots, 
&i.4esult it is difficult 
[9WPflQa 

Although the intensity of logging was similar in both 10 yr and 30 yr plots [rcrnoving7o. 
L7of the overstorey,), it is expected that the less intense silvicultural treatment of the 
former would resulfin a lower degree of change in vegetation over similar periods of time 
since logging. The implications of the different treatments for eucalypt regeneration and 
growth rates are apparently complicated by other factors not considered in this study. 
Despite these complications, there is a tendency for higher stocking and slightly higher 
basal area increment in the treated and burnt plots, but higher diameter increment in the 
logged only plots, the latter related partly to lower stocking." (D.Binns pers. comm.) 	.._J 

It should be noted that the intensity of harvesting in D. Binns' trial arças exceeds that 
likelyto occur within the study area 

The main impact is the disturbance to the old growth forest, particularly the 
Tallowwood-Blue Gum forest type 47. 

Type 47 does occur north of this area in Chaelundi State Forest, within the area 
l 

currently subject to a Regional EIS study. It also occurs on other State Forests in Coffs 

Harbour, Port Macquarie, Glen Innes and Newcastle forest regions. 

The type is well represented in secure reservation including National Parks on the north 

coast and flora reserves within the Dorrigo Management Area as shown in Table (34). 

There is'a'current proposal to create additional flora reserves in Chaelundi State Forest 
viz. Con-ipanments 169 and 185. The proposed 95 ha reserve in Compartment185 
contains forests typeF2/343, 168, 163. 
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Table 34. Occurrence of forest types in forest reserves 

FLORA RESERVE 
Name 	No. 

Page 
ref.'• 2/3 

FOREST TYPE 
6/23 	47 	53 16$ 163 

MosesRock 17 37 0 I 
Mobong 19 38 I 
Edwards Plain 21 39 
BlackEull 28 43 I 
TeakTree 29 43 I 
N.W. Jolly 37 47 I 
Blicks River 46 51 I I 
RedCedar 47, 51 I 
Middle Creek 65 65 0 S 5 
Dorrigo White Gum 87 74 I I 
Nicholii 137 103 

I  i 	I 

Proposed reserve 
Compartmentl69 I I I 
Compartmentl8s I I I I I 

Note ' Page number in FCNSW Research Note No. 47 

No NPWS data on the extent of reservation in national parks are available, however the 
Washpool EIS provides areas of forest types in the previous Washpool State Forest. 
This indicates that a substantial area of type 47 is reserved in what has now become 
Washpool Natiojiál Park (source: FCNSW'Washpool -EIS). This type also exists 111 

ff66nbilla section of Barrington Tops National Park. 

5.3.3 Impacts on flora within areas to be reserved 

In Section 5.3.2 above Table (29) lists the area by forest types within these three 
compartments which will not be harvested. 

— 	 This area is made up of the following reservations: 

I 

.• Visual resource 
FloraJfauna conservation 
Other rainforest conservation 

I . Steep slopes 
Stream filter strips 

I These areas will remain undisturbed except for one temporary road crossing on an 

------- 

I Timber harvesting on the remainder of the area opens the overstey canopy which can: 

Create exposed edges to the residual stands 	t 
D

Y. 

I • Create large openings which may lead to higher and lower maximum and minimum 
ground temperatures. 

Provide opportunity for exotic weed establishment. 

I 

I 
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[ Roading mechanically destroys vegetation in the road alinment. The road penetration 
required in this proposal involves the clearing of about 500 m2  of forest type 47. Any 
commercial timber will be salvaged from this clearing. 

A top disposal burn,.if employed, should_not penetrate these areas as it 'oulddefeaLQ3e 
objectives of the reservations. Measures to reduce the risk of this occuring include care 
in the monitoring of burning conditions to ensure that the conditions are suitable for top 
cl!sposal burns and not for running fires. 

The reserved areas are not fully exposed due to the level of canopy retention in adjacent 
harvested areas. This would have the effect of mitjgatingossible impacts. The lack of 
disturbance in reserved areas makes it unlikely that weeds could become establisft. 

" 

5.4 IMPACTS ON FAUNA 

Compartments 180, 198 and 200 are high quality moisthardwood forests which have 
high animal conservation values 

	

	 _of aLkQLc.aUnarsupials 
There is an increasing body of knowledge being 

I 
.accumulated relating to the ecology and habitat requirements of these and other species 

potentially vulnerable to impacts from harvesting operations (eg. Braithwaite 1983; 
Reeher, Sheilds, Kavanagh and Webb 1987; Lacey, Davey and Harries 1990). ThetcaJ 
less understanding of the ecology and habitat requirements .of. other  types of forest 

I dweuing fauna (Davey and Norton 1990) 	 - 

An overview of the possible impacts on fauna associated with application of the 
standard FCNSW harvesting prescriptions to the study area was provided by 
Braithwaite (Appendix 11) who after more than thirteen years of carrying out, and 
directing research into the effects of forestry operations on wildlife in forests, states: 

"in Compartments 190, 198 and 200 I think that harvesting according to the current 
5' 	management plans and prescriptions will causea reduction, possibly a permanent 

reductio,in the number of at least severiflpecies of arboreal mammals and in particular 
of 11Th Greater..QJjder the nist abundant species The effect would apply in particular to the 
areas actually harvested, compared to th6se areas reserved as part of routine forest 

"I 	management. PppuJationsof gliders in areas reserved from harvesting may however, also 
not remain unaffeeied.if the genefaleffecrigio change predation pressures from the large 
owfiihat occur there. Possibly arboreal animal species favoured by the regrowth forest five 
or more years after the initial harvesting may be the Koala, Common Ringtail Possum and 
the Sugar Glider. My inference is that the survival of any animal species is janlikel, to be 
affected by harvesting operations in Compartments 190, 198 and 200 in the Chaillindi State 
Forest. Ectpjqspj 	qyçjjcgard .open, questions of the effect(s),of 
baeugon the aumbers jdensity) pjp,ppauons offfid1yj4u aTnrmal 	ies The 
possibility exists that, as lioted above in the circumstance ot the New o and ouse, the 
disturbance effects of harvesting and other forest management practices on many species of 
nati4e foref Wildlife MU not ecienece,Isaii aBbe adverse. To the contrary, the effects may be 
beneficial depending on the sps.' 

This latter point has been illustrated by Davey and Norton (1990) where they estimate 

I
the population densities for a range of arboreal marsupials along a vegetation 
successional progression. Thq uthorsprovidedaa that show that changes in the forest 

I 	
This allows 

managers the option to manipulate the forest stand to provide the conditions to that will 
favour one species (or suite of species) over others. Research to identify the response of 

I 
I 
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animal populations to deliberate manipulation of the forest is being undertaken by the 
FCNSW (Kavanagh pers. comm.). 

I 
5.4.1 Impacts on rare and endangered animals 

Possible impacts on the rare and endangered species identified in section 4.4.9 as either 
existing on the study area or within adjacent areas are discussed below. 

I Tiger Cat 

The Tiger Cat or Spot&d-tailed Quoll is listed by Strahan in the Complete Book of 

I 	Ausn'alian Mammals as "common to sparse" with a distribution up the entire east coast 
and tablelands of NSW. 

I 

	

	.It is likely to occur uncommonly over most of the forest area where suitable habitat 
reqdi?liii3iiicd'a1iaHas been frequently observed by forest staff camping in the 

/ 	area Its wide distribution in State Forests in thi area indicates that loggInjm ty 1101 be 

I 	/ 	a_paructilar threat tothis species4ilthouh there have noLkn  any 	to 
this. Any increase in feral cat and fox ntliibeEs could adverseiffETiffiTpiE 

I Long-nosed Potoroo 

The habitat for this animal is the dense mesophyll shrub sections found in wet 

I
. 	sclerophyll and disturbed rainforest. It is possible that it is favoured by rapid growth of 

shrub and ground cover following ' Ttuna7T?r and as such may not be adversely 
affected by logging operations. The species lives in colonies that are characterised by 

I 	occupation ofspecific home ranges. It appears that the animals need to be familiar with 
. 	 the h.m. r.an.. ... that .s . .f f.od ..n. .h..t.r ..n b. m...m..... ..... wof 

runway systems
. 
 can bea

.
n effective strategy against P&sa•  This behavioral 

I 	adaptation has enabled the species to survive in small areas of retained vegetation, 
however it also makes it susceptible 	disturbance of the structural aspects of its 

P 	suroundin (Schlager l9gT5Th speifli Li aiTto T Za'Tr' 1T1&?5'l;f ...................................... 
feral cats and foxes. 

I 
Fawn-footed Melomys 

I This' species is regularly trapped and within the region is regarded as common. 
Trappings made during the Earthwatch survey indicate that the species has a common 

I 	
and widespread distribution (see Section 4.4.3.). 

Fletcher's Frog 

I Flik'h'ei'E;og is described by Barker and Grigg in A Field Guide to Australian Frogs 
as having a coastal distribution from Gosford north. 

I 	The habitatjjhiflogJhou1dJemain protected by the wildlifecothdostand drainage 
itersthps. Additional breeding sites may be artificially. created unintentially 

during logging operadons when depressions left by machinery' fill temporarily with 

I
water.  

I 
I 
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I fleech Skink 

I
A large population was reported by Hines (1990) (Append x 10). 

The Beech Skink occurs in highland rainforest and ama ctic beech forests along the 

I 	
Great Dividing Range from south eastern Queensland to he Armidale district (Wilson 
and Knowles 1988). Within the proposed logging areas it is likely to have a limited 
distribution and is li7to  also  oErinthe  pre egredmnagmenrpnoritv 

I
eservatlons, i.e. the undisturbed wildlife comdors and filti r strips 

Carpet Python 

I 	Although this animal is listed in NPWS Schedule 12 i has a common distribution 
Uiroughout the North Coast region. 

It is not considered to be threatened by the proposal .nd is regularly observed in 
regrowth forests and forest clearings. 

Glossy Black Cockatoo 

The Glossy Black Cockatoo has a distribution up the east coast and across the northern 

I 	tablelands of NSW. Its abundance is described by Slater in A Field Guide to Australian 
flirds, as "uncommon to rare". It has also been observed on Hyland State Forest by 
}.:5\y Allocasuarina spp. are favoured seed trees for this species (Clout 1989) and 

I 	since C.tolulosa will not be selectivelyjqgged, feedingareas foT Glossy Black 
C2ockatoos should be retained. 

I
Powerful Owl 

An uncommon resident of eucalypt forests, particularly in areas with high populations 

I 	
of its preferred prey, Greater Gliders. Because of its reliance on populations of arboreal 
possums, and its habit of nesting in large tree hollows, it may be desirable to retain 
suitable habitat trees, particularly New England hardwoods, to reduECthe impact of 

P 	. - 

I
boggt 	on this species. 

Sooty Owl 

I 	The Sooty Owl is an uncommon tree hollow dependent bird inhabiting.tall open forest 
and rainforest in eastern Australia. In eucalyp.tjorest it has a prefeitnce for gullies. ................................................- .-.-.'., a. 
The Sooty Owl has a broader range of prey preferences than the Powerful, tziki much 

I 	of its prey from the ground in the form of rodents and bandicoots. It also feeds to a 
lesser extent on arboreal mammals (Blakers et al. 1984). Consideration needs to be 
given to the benefits to be gained from r 	_ • fl• __S...-. 

pr.oxereedang!s1tes for this species. Retention of protected1oftloj.njort . I 	along sneams and wildlife corridors should mingate imoact from nearby logging ---- 
I operations. 

U White's Thrush '  

Commonly occurs - 	 in rainforest patches and should not be at risk as there is no proposed --- 
disuNih ét'r.fffo

- 
rest patches. White's Thrush is a common bird in the forsts of 

eastern Australia. 

I 
I 
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I Cicada Bird 

I 	
The Cicada bird is described by Slater as "a common migrant in northern and eastern 
Australia". It is moderately common in tall open sclerophyll forest where it leeds on 
large insects collected from leaves and bark. It is not dependent on mature trees, and 

I
shdüld not be affected by proposed logging activities. 

Crested Shrike-tit 

I 	The Crested Shrike-th is a relatively uncommon bird found in eucalypt forests 
throughout southern and eastern Australia. Whilst it is not dependent on mature forests, 
its foraging habit of tearing strips of peeling bark from nets (Blakers et al.1984)   means 

I 	Effat it rarely uses very young trees. Rthin'dóii bf substantial numbers of old trees withib' 
harvested areas will provide à'déquate habitat for this species. 

I 	' 	Rufous Fantail 

The Rufous Fantail is described by Slater as "a common migrant or resident in forest of 
eastern and northern mainland". It is migratory and common to the rainforest and moist 
hardwood forest. Its preference for forest thickets means that it is frequently recorded 
in logged forests and gullies and therefore should not be disadvarxtaged by the proposed 
logging. 

White-throated Needletail 

An abundant to moderately common summer migrant which is strictly aerial and is not 
considered to be at risk (NPWS). 

Flastings River Mouse 

This species is in a separate category to those listed above in that it has not been trapped 
in the study area nor has it been trapped in habitat similar to that within the study area. 
It has been trapped in Hyland,Marengo and Chaelundi State Forests. Trappings of this 
species in Compartments 193 and 207 by CSIRO has deferred harvesting pending the 
Regional EIS. Braithwaite (reL Appendix 11) states that 'jgLjdence(avail:rble) 
my view is that such distur,anç,possibly does not adversely affect the species. To the 
contrary,the vegetanon conditions created by the disturban6e iiiáybe"io its favour". 

This species was trapped at three locations 'in the Earthwatch survey but not on sites 
with any relevance to the study area. Evidence to date from observations of habitat on 
all sites on which this animal has bediFtrappéIiicdicate that sil ciiiiuffiTae does not - 	' 	I 	 4' &a  

I 	adversely affect this species.  
- 	L - 	 -. - 

5,4.2 Impacts on mammals 

Arboreal marsupials 
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, evidence from a number of research workers who have 
studied the the animal populations within the three compartments, indicates that these 
forests have very high value as arboreal marsupial habitat. The .a,,,pjupports 
omparatively deri'ie arbbréal mamal populati6ii'iref SSêtion 4.4,1 and Appendics S 

and 9) Hpwec?Tthe sp"ecies dn7eh'u5' 'of the arboreal marsupials is not high with 
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a 

Greater Gliders making up over 90% of animals recorded . Only two other species were 
recorded from the study area viz Yellow-bellied Gliders and Sugar Glide-rs 

The relative abundance of Greater Gliders in the three compartments was assessed by 
the Earthwatch study at 432 animals per square kilometre (krn2). This level is very high 
but not unique. HigheiüThbers have been recorded, for example densities higher than 
700/km2  were fotind in Washpool (G Watts pers comm) and densrnes higher ihin 
500/km2  at Coolah Tops (R Kavanagh pers comm) 

An examination of the data collected in the Earthwatch Survey reveals the following 
ligures on abundance of arboreal marsupial mammals. These data provide an 
approximation of the relative densities of Greater Gliders living in harvested areas and 
unharvested areas. 

I. 	Relative density in Cmpts 180, 198, 200 432/km2  
Relative density in harvested areas nearby 180-318/km2__.,  
Mean Relative density in unharvested areas 295/km2  . 
Mean Relative density - harvested areas 234/km2  

[here is no recorded difference in species diversity between unharvested and harvested 
transects. 

The variation in the range of abundance in unharvested forest within the vicinity of the 
compartments, i.e. from 432/km2  to from 180-318/km2  together with counts of up to 
317/km2  (Transect 8) on harvested areas, makes it difficult to identify absolute 
variations in numbers as a direct measure of the impact of harvesting on populations 
'.viihin harvested areas. However the mean relative densities of unharvested and 
harvested at 295/km2  and 234/km2  do indicate the following: Harvesting is likely to 
esult in a reduction in total numbers of animals, at least in th ihort term after 

harvesting; and that after haryesting the high quality habitat areas can still sustain 
substantial populations. 	- 

The areas,of,high habitat 9lue are centred on ,the New England Hardwood and, to a 
18 Section 4.4.2). These  same 

foresypes also sustain the highest lèijç,is., of qapopy remova! durj,ng harvesting (ref. 
Table 33 Section 5.3.2). These data indicate that for these forest types the level of 
canopy removai resulting from application of routine prescriptions is in the order of 55-
80% for NEH and 10-40 for other lower quality types. 

Within the stand, animals show a preference for certain species over others. These data 
are presented in Table 35. There is a clear indication that the Greater Gliders have a 
strong preference for New England Blackbutt over Tallowwood. These two species 
each accounted for approximately 40% of the stand. However 69% of animals sighted 
were in NEB versus 6% in TWD. The same study assessed feeding preference by tree 
species with simi1th results. The NEB ratedhighly at 13.7 feeding observations per 100 
trees, whilst the TV/Orated 1.3 under the same index (Osborne 1982). 	 -. 
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l'able 35. Number of Greater Gliders recorded feeding on each species of tree 

Tree species July 	October 	January 	Total 	'7o 

New England Blackbutt 96 	69 
E. andrewsii 

Tallowwood - 
E. inicrocorys . 	9 	6 

SydnyBlueGum - — 
E.saligna 23 	16 

Brush Box 
Tristania conferta . . 	5 	4 

Forest Oak 
Casuarina tolulosa 3 	2 

Rainforestsp. p 4 	3 

Source: 'Vertebrate Faunal Studies in the Washpool-Gibraltar Range Region" W.S. Osborne 1982 

csio have collected data from the study area showing similar trends with 
Tallowwood accounting for a proportionally lower level of useage by animals than 
would be indicated by the stand composition.(M. Clayton pers. comm). 

Maintenance of these high populations at preharvesting levels would require suitable 
habitat in the form of trees with hollows for breeding and for shelter; and trees meeting 

I
. 	the seasonal food requirements of these animals. 

Data presented in Osborne (1982) indicates that New England Blackbutt is the preferred 

I 	
tree species used by Greater Gliders for both hollows and feeding. In addition, \Vatts' 
Summary of the Arboreal Mammal Survey of Chaelundi has also identified Silver Top 
Stringybark and Diehard Stringybark as being important species. These two species 

I 	
were also identified as important by the CSIRO study (M. Clayton pers. comm). 
Therefore when considering retention of wildlife habitat trees emphasis should be given 
to retaining a comparatively higher proportion of species other than TWD. A 
p,ropqrtion of the trees harynejq1d 	 )P t.yie salvage logs are potentiallveIy SUitalieIOr 
wildlife habitat trees with many having hollows. 

 

I 	
Research has been undertaken to determine- the minimum numbers of retained mature 
trees with hollows needed to maintain hollow dependent species within harvested areas. 
This research has arrived at figures ranging from around three hollow-bearing trees per 

I 	
h'èctarem Etlu16rfl ej(Mâck6'Yislu 1984) to fivepfl1r(SD9O) 
Elear from the data provided in Table3l thatretiniin of trees with hollows exceeds 
this minimum by a factor of betweeQt 10 time- ir (5 	n 	a 

I 
n t- 	'.1 Ct CLUA. L.. - 

In order for these trees to provide effective habitat, they should also meet the following 
cri&ria: 

I be clumped in groups of five trees or more; and 

preferably be located in or adjacent to corridors with continuity of crown cover 

I- 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I labitat trees should also be conserved in a range of age and size classes. This  ensures 
that there are adequate numbers of trees with suitable habitat values (eg hollows) 
recruited to ensure numbers are maintained over time. 	 I 	 - 

It is generally agreed amongst research workers in this field that retention of a high 
proportion of the canopy during harvesting can further reduce impacts on animal 
tbundance. Research into the effects of harvesting on arboreal mammals in the Eden 
Region of NSW has yielded data that indicates theit was no sinifiëant drop in animal 
populations for two years following harvest where 50% of the originarforest canopy 

iretained (Kavdnagh pers comm) These trials relate to two compartment tfldies 
uricat Dragon Swamp, the other at Nunnock Swamp. Both areas were high quality 
arboreal mammal sites with a densi ofaçleast one anirnal per hcawe. Maintenance 
of these high population 	appeared to be linked to the high quality of the habitat. 

Evidence (Davey pers. comm.) indicates that the weather during the first season 
lullowing harvesting can be important in determining the magnitude of changes to 
populations of arboreal marsupials. If drought occurs following harvesting, populations 
can drop more than if harvesting is followed by good growing seasons. The reliable 
rainfall associated with this area makes this a low risk. 

I Ihe unusually high arboreal mammal populations justifies sensitive forest management 
and specific attention in harvesting operations. This management should include 

I 	
provision for wildj ife movement corridors, retention Ofubstantial numbers of mature 

habitat trees with hollows and should include laige stands of unharvested forest, 
particularly along streams in association with filter strips Effort should be made to 
ensure that corridors and filter strips are linked'.,fth ünharvested forest (see Recher et 
al. 1987). 

The option to vary routine harvesting prescriptions to maintain populations at near 

I 	preharvesting levels is discussed in Section 6.4.2. 

U
Small mammals 
1'rapping program sites B and C in the Earthwatch Study have relevance to 

' 	
Compartments 180, 198 and 200 with respect to location and forest types. These 

I 	
trappings revealed the presence of three small mammals: Brown antechinus; Bush Rat; 
and Fawn-footed Melomys (see above). 
predation caused by loss of understorey vegetation. 

I 	
in a reduction in numbers particularly if a top disposal burn is used. Rezrowth of the 

- 	 -"---•--- - 	 -'t. 

underorey would see these populations restored as the abitat value is restored. 

Mediüilfliieeddñddwelling mammals Animals such as Potoroos and Bandicoots are those most likely to be adversely affected -------------.  
by harvesting.Jhe populations of these"animals coild beexpected'trdecline 
immediately following harvesting. With a restoration of :over their numbers could be I 	expected to increase (Richards et al 1990) 	 - 

I 	Other mammals 

No other mammal was recorded in or near the compartnents. The Earthwatch Study — •_• . __ • 
records other animals

__• 

 in o
__

ther harvested areas such as fltern Grey Kangaroo, Red- 

I

necked Wallaby and Swamp Wallaby which may also be found in this area following 

I 
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harvesting. These species are attracted to the harvested blocks by the regenerating 
plants that estthlish (FCNSW 1966). 

Bats 
Bats' requirements for hollows within the mature forest will be maintained. Therefore, 
species dependent on resources found in mature forest will not be disadvantaged by the 
proposal. No data are available on the changes in population numbers that could be 
expected although intuitively the levels of canopy retention would indicate that 
populations would be reduced not eliminated. 

I 

5.4.3 Impacts on birds 

As discussed previously birds which will be disadvantaged mostby the harvesting 
operations are the hollow dependent birds such as owls, particu[a_rly thöiëhich prey 
on hollow dependent fauna Other species to bedisäd''antaged inc lude species with thi. 
?ollbwing feeding requirements or behavior: those dependent .o 	canopy; ose that 
forage under mature bark; and birds that forage in the moist litter layer (Richards ei al 

99Q) 

I 	
As discussed measures taken to minimise the impact on hollow dependent arboreal 
fauna will also minimise impact on hollow dependent birds. AU species dependent on 
mature foress will benefit from the level of canopy retention which should rnainraii 

I
6pulafibiiaTheit.at reduced levels until the canopy is restored. 

........... 1, 	 , -- ¶ l.' 	,,• 

I

5.4.4 Impacts on reptiles and amphibians 

There is no site data available on these animals. Most have small territories and would 

I

only be affected if the specific territory were
. 
 destroyed. 

Some species may be temporarily advantaged over others due to changes in micro 
habitat associated with the additional insolation caused by opening the canopy. These 

I effects will occur in a mosaic pattern with substantial areas of moist habitat retained in 
the unharvested areas. Increased protection from regrowth can be expected to recreate 
the moist habitat requirements. Therefore, changes in populations, ifthey,_gçcur, would 

I be short term and not significant. 	 - 

5.4.5 Impacts on invertebrates 

Forest invertebrate populations will be affected by the proposed harvesting operations. 

I.. 
. Ih'ieW?fl'roposed level of canopy retention the species occupying soil and litter 

.. .
_'_•]___..  

are the most likely to be affected. 

I 	
Apart from the direct disturbance due to, harvesting and ,jkjemoval of a proportion of 
the canopy will impact on the micro environment of the forest floor cjflQg light, 
temperature and soil moisture. 

--I----- 

I Madden et al...(1976) have proposed a three-stage model for the changes in litter and 
soil invertebrate populations as the forest regenerates. The first stage, 0-13 years, is a 

I 
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5 	period when litter fall greatly exceeds decomposition. There is a general rapid increase 
in invertebrate populations during this period in response to the rapid accumulation of a 

I 	comparatively dry litter. During the second stage, 13-20 years, crown closure results in 
a significant alteration in the litter microclimate. Illumination and evaporation decline 
and temperatures become !ower but more stable. Litter accumulation declines as a 

I 	result of an increase in the rate of decomposition, presumably through enhanced 
microbial activity resulting from the more favourable microclimate. There is a general 
decline in invertebrate populations during this period. During the third stage, from 20 

I 	years on, the rates of litter fall and decomposition stabilie, resulting in a more or less 
- 	constant standing crop of litter.. 

I 	The harvesting regime proposed for the study area is likely to result in less change 
coupled with a quicker progression through the three stages as the canopy closur&'Ean 

I 
.be expected to occur more quickly than hypothesised by Madden et al. 

The gum tree scale, Eriococcus coriaceus has been identified as affecting the growth of 
both Tallowwdod and Blue Gum regeneration. Other species iriOludiii P'syllids Oerp 

I.. 	insects)'  axe commoh, particularly in Blue Gums. These can become a significani pest 
of refowth and mature forest in specific locations where predators are preferentially 
removed by Beilbirds. Leaf miners have also been implicated as the cause of reduced 

1 	grovh rates and sometimes death of trees (FCNSW 1982). 

3.4.6 Effects on aquatic ecosystems 

Increased turbidity and deposition of sedimentin the stream bed are the two factors 
mostlikely to impact on aquatic ecosystems. There'Ii likely to be a short term increase 
in turbidity associated with harvesting, particularly in the vicinity of the twocrossing 
points discussed in Section 5.1.3. 

Species most susceptible include the filter feeders. Other effects include increased 
0 invertebrate drift. These impacts are limited to sections downstream from sediment 

d'scharg,,potntjstream'crossijs More wider ?ingingd p anossibly longer term 
di impacts could occur if sement iisited in the stream bed .IS will reduce the 

available habitat_for species occupying this important par('of the stream 	The 
significance of impacts on the stream biota will be Iii ê'd161fië'Tü6Eessin .appying 
eFdT6iTmitigàtion measurIf1h eFitiü}es are applied'iig6ürously, in particular 
'maintenance of buffer sthps and measures to prevent discharge of turbid water to the 
stream, the impacts will be comparatively minor (Graynoth 1979; Newbold 1977; 
Newbold et al. 1980). 

5.5 CULTURAL IMPACTS 

5.3.1 Aboriginal 

The predominance of moist hardwood forest with a complete litter layer within the area 
proposed for harvesting would make any meaningful survey very expensive, 
particularly in absence of a regional predictive model. idvice  from regional NPWS 
staff indicates that there are no sites of sign ificance to contempd 	Aboffna1pêople 
within the three compartments and that it is highly unlikely that any archaeological sues 
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would be located within the areas proposed for harvesting. If sites did exist in these 
arejs they 	ifd'b riT6Wlik€l' tVc jF'bhthôThaiifride as this would conform with 

.
expecteTthvèirèth ifférI PifiliiãThàhis already 6èdithibed(5aiT5fTh1id 
consuciio 	thitier The remaining ridge top area along Broadmeadows Road will 

be undisturbed under the PMP classification. 

There remains a possibility that sites do exist within the areas proposed for harvesting. 
If ihiy do'exit soh'ie could be damaged in the course of harvesting opèrEitions. 

I 	

HestingThtionsi not f'Eu the tire area of th 	rtnients;ptiüEiil7Ei a 
comparatively low intensity seleátive harvesting operation such as is being proposed 
(ref. Table 27). Most of the compartment will either not be disturbed or will be lightly 

I 	

disturbed. Therefore, the .'sk of damaging a site within the areas nominated for 
harvesting is low Based on this analysis, it is unlikely that any significant imp icI' to 
Aboriginal sites irèli1élS' to océdf. 

-. -... 	...... 

5.6 LANDUSE 

1 	5.6.1 Adjacent landuse 

I:. 	

The western boundary of Compartments 180 and 200 is also part of the eastern 
boundary of Guy Fawkes River National Park. 

.I 	

This boundary follows the ridgeline between Guy Fawkes River and Pine Creek 
catchments for about 3 km. 

I 	

Broadmeadows Road has been located along the eastern fall of the ridge so all road 
clearing, consu-uction and catchment discharge is dissipated into the State Forest area 
and not into the park. The area between the road and the ridgeline is classed 

I

1.1.6 - Visual Resource Protection, in the harvesting plan. 

P 	Broadmeadows Road provides improved actess which facilitates recreation use and fire 

I

control. 

There is no other adjacent landuse, all other adjacent land forms pan of Chaclundi Suite 
Forest. 

I
5.6.2 Wilderness 

Undertaking the proposal could affect the wilderness values of the area nominated by 

I. 

. the-Wilderness Society. Impacts, if they occur, can be assessed by examining impacts 
on the values of the main or 'core' wilderness and impacts on the values of areas 
directly affected. As discussed in Section 4.5.1, the three comparunents have limited 
wilderness values in themséhies. Harvestiiiiüiddesth91}i5iifiuiiiffitif ich a 
time as_ the "f&?é'irgenerated tqJprevious sutcture, and phIcal eidence of - - - ---.. 
disturbance such as road cuttings were broken down and weathered to a more natural 

I 

	

	

appearance. Other evidence of human activity such as stumps and harvesting debris 
will also take a long time to rot and break down. It is not unreasonable to expect these 
processes to take more than 100 years. Loss of te values would not b hes 	 e a significant 

I
impact. 

	

- 	 - . 

I 
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l-larvesng of the three compartments would have minor izppacQfl,flnhjerness 
"flues of the main po7uófftf the nominated area. At 561 ha, the three compartment'. 

I 	comprise Under oi% of the nominated area and there bre will not impact on the 
viability of the wilderness area in terms of its size. The I tck of impacts on the size of 

I 	
the wilderness area is facilitated by the fact that the three compartments are located on 
the eastern boundary of the nominated area and are surrnundedy disturbance to the -- 
west, east and south. If harvesting were to occur, evidenci of human activity would not 
extend further to the west into the main body of the wi derness because the existing 

I intrusion of Broadmeadows Road constitutes the wes:ern most extension of the 
proposed harvesting activity. Therefore harvesting of the ;e three compartments would 
not affect the access remoteness or.  dfrect •rèmotenes of the main .qØy_of the 

I wilderness. 	 . 	 -- 

'ftc apparent remoteness values will diminish during the harvesting activities in areas 

I close to Broadmeadows Road due to noise and dust generated by the harvesting 
operation. Apparent remoteness will not be greatly affecid because of the prescription 

I
to maintain intact a significant proportion, of the fore a canopy; a_pd, lack of, any 
proiriirférit' 'viewirii' points within the nominated area which" o.veriook the three 
compartments. 

l3ased on the above analysis, it is reasonable to conclud: that harvesting of the three 
compartments will not jeopardise the Director's consideration of the wilderness 
nomination. If harvesting were to proceed, it is likely th;.t it would be completed well 
before any possible decision to declare the area a wilderness in view of the processes 
required to effect such a declaration. 

5.6.3 Recreation 

The impact of the proposed activity on recreation is insigtjfcant. These compartments 
f6ThfliiiáU'5EB'f the 5othjo Management Aréj throughout which the road network 
improves access to the remote areas of the forest which leads on to increased recreation 
use and as this roading is already in place for these compartments there is no net 
increase in access. 

5.6.4 Grazing 

. jgrass and 
herbaceous groundcover and access for stock along haul and snig tracks. This leads to a - 
short term increase in carrymg capacity which ditmnishes over time'The potential for 
e*'iic 	ëd'ixffition from stock movement, is increased with increases in aceT'td —r---'  
rflrrvinct rnnc,ritt, 

5.7 SOCIOECONOMIC INTERACTIONS WITH THE ENVIRONMENT 

In socioeconomic terms, a continuation of logging activities in specified areas of the 
Chaelundi State Forest would Iv ng imwact on the curr:nt environment. This is, the 
current nature and scope of the' 'defined soEi`E 	diMiiceiLanment,añ the role of the 
timber industry within that total community environi 'tent, would be maintained. 

[1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
LI 
I 
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However, if such logging is not permitted, then discernible socioeconomic impacts can 
be expected to be observed via effects on the existing timber industry. 

The industry has expressed a strong need for a continuing supply of Tallowwood. in 
particular. Furthermore, the industry understands from discussion with FCNSW that 
immediate requirements for Tallowwood (over the next 12 to 18 months, while an 
overall EIS is prepared for the Dorrigo Manaaement Area) can only be met from a 
resources within defined areas of the Chaelundi State Forest. Without access to these 
'uks b&iüifl 	 ofntenm period, the viability 	the inati5' is considered to be at risk. 
A decision not to allow logging in these nominated compartments could therefore result 
in the closure of the tirfiber industry in this area, with resultant socioeconomic impacts 
as outlined in the following section. 

5.7.1 Industry 

As described in Section 4.7 previously, the timber industry of the region makes a 
significant contribution to the regional economy. Directly, and via estimated multiplier 
effects, the industry supports around $19 million of regional value of output, and a totitl 
of 600 ethiötht positi6isTThës6-1velsT OahTbè seen to be considerable, in a rural 
èomiiiunity wi fliitlè6ihèi eEonomic activity generating either real economic wealth or 
jobs. 

Any contraction, or even total closure, within the timber industry will place this impact 
at risk. The industry, as outlined below, cpnsiders that such risk is a real possibility if 
adequate ongoing supphes of Tallowwooci are not available. The tedhdical details of 
the extent to which the ability exists to substitute other spe6ies in the manufacture of 
timber products made from Tallowwood, and the availability of lower quality 
Tallowwood (if. any) from other potential supply areas, are discussed elsewhere in this 
study. 

Te two mills that are located within the study region are particularly vulnerable, as 
they are both dependent on the timber resources contained within the Dorrigo 
Management Area for their operation. The Briggs and Sons mill at Briggsvale is 
considered likely to close if no such ongoing supplies of Tallowwood are made 
available, as it is estimated that this resource alone covers approximately 63% of the 
fixed costs of running the mill. Without Tallowwood, the operation of the mill would 

cpmeuneQonprnjc,_and as this flT has been designed for Tallowwood it cannot be 
efficiently_used for processing other species of timber. The company also considers that 
potential returns would not justify any coh'ëision of the mill, certainly not for the 
relãiively short penod of time invoëU until the detaile(EIS is preparëTh 

The Boral Limited (Allen Taylor & Co.) mill at Bostobrick currently providej&0% of .................................................. 
Tallowwood cross-arms supplied to the rnarjce by..this Iage timber opeIon, and 
maiijemént has stated that rt500Gin of Tallowwood is required for 1990. This 
mill would become only marginally economic if no Tallowwood resource were made 
available to maintain operations, and the c6mpany would have to consider its closure. 
The financial viability of this company's pro_g]rnatDungog would also be 
adversely affected if there is not flow of timber from the Bostobrick mill, as the 
processing operation is state Q.req4J0Om3/month from the Bostobrick mill, ............... 
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assuming that 25% to 30% of timber processed at this mill consists of good quality 
Tallowwood. 

The industry considers that a temporary closure of the industry now, in the hope of 
recommencement of operations after the EIS is completed and logging approval 
obtained, would not be a financially viable option. It is estimated that such action 
\VOUld incur substantial 're-establishment' costs, of up to $610,000. Additional costs 
could be imposed via market behaviour, with the temporary absence pf Tallowwood 
products (jarticularly cross-arms) leading to a loss of market share' to steel. The 
resultant re-design for use of the steel product is likely to mean that customers would 
not then return to Tallowwobd. Yet more long term costs on the industry would be 
imposed by it permanent (or temporary) closure, as a result of the enforced suspension 
of the current R. & D. effort into seeking alternativesfor'rallowwood cross-arms, with 
not only a wasted investment to date in this effort (and the loss of jobs associated with 
the R. & D. program), but also.a prolonged dependence on Tallowwood. 

Closure of these two mills would therefore result in the direct loss of around 125 .........: 
employment positions...The direct loss in value of output would-  bt somewhat less (han 
thct&rt'oTu?i5ijjj3h made by the industry to regional output (as set out in Section 
4.7.2), as the mill at Grafton would continue to operate, although at reduced levels. The 
direct losses would. be substantial, although, commercial .onFidenkialJty sons4e1ps 
id 1c61 pèimit disclosure bf actual data. Total economic losses would again be greater 

-1 	 ....... . ....... 
than these direct impacts, as a resuli of the multiplier effxt. The total impacts of the 
industry on the socioeconomic environment, as set out in Section 4.7 provide an 
indication of the magnitude of the economic activity that is at risk if adequate supplies 
of Tallowwood timber are not maintained for the industry. The total possible 
socioeconomic impact that could result from the loss of Tallowwood supplies for the 
regional timber industry can therefore be summarised as being somewhat less that the 
total current impact estimated in Section 4.7.2. These data, previously presented in 
Table 25, are presented again in Table 36. 

'l'ablc 36. Potential impact of loss of timber industry 

'I 

I output 

I LPl0ymt 

Direct ($mlyr) 

12.00 
280 

Total (Smlyr) 

19.0 
600. 

5.7.2 Social change 

In addition toth& obvious social consequences of the possible loss of output, and thus 
jobs, outlined above, additional social change would also be likely to result from 
industry contraction or closure. One immediate effect would that if the G.L. Briggs and 
Sons mill closed, it would become uneconomic for this company to maintain the 
improvements established at Briggsvale and Cascade. These improvements represent a 
total of $1.6 million invested by the company, and include some 31 houses which are 
occupied by company employees and retired employess (at nominal rents) and by staff 
wokers and others. In addition, the company maintains municipal services for the 
villages and provides fuel for heating and cooking. More importantly, any forfeiture of 
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I the right to occupy these houses, under the terms of the pe13iss+ve—Ueettpf4c'jse, 
would 	incur substantial capital loss. 

The loss of jobs would ultimately lead to a reduction in the size of village communities. 
These rural villages currently comprise close-knit communities, as the nature of the 
occupancy of company houses (for example) results in very low turnover of residents. 

I Dwellings are also provided for all retired staff, 	for the rest of their life, 	further 
removing incentives to leave the comm unity. The closure of mills, and the cessation of 
maintenance of these improvements, could cause severe dislocation, and even the 
possibility of dispute relating to the right of occupaitcy. There would certainly be 
hardship 	imposed 	on 	those 	losing 	their 	jobs, 	in 	hiving 	to 	find 	alternative 

I
accommodation. 

Any reduction in levels of economic activity in outlying rural areas can be expected to 
result in population decline, in the face of limited alternate employment opportunities. 

I A reduction in population would then be associated with a further decline in the level of 
community services available to the remaining residents. Little alternative employment 

I
opportunities exist, as demonstrated by the high current unemployment rate. 

The possibility of tourism activities proc'iding some additional 	form of economic 

I 
gmwth for the region could also be cuttailed by the cessation of logging in the area. 
Access to State Forest areas is provided by logging roads, and traffic counts reported in 
the Dorrigo Management Plan indicate significant interest in visiting the forests of the 
region. With no logging, there would be no access roads provided into the forests, and 

U "itu-activéiTéIbf thus a potential decline inthe"rekt1 	 the rêüion for day-trippers from 
the major tourism destimations of the coastal areas. 

I. 
5.7.3 Impacts on lessees 

I 	The lessees have an interest in the net Royalty gained from Compartments ISO and 198. 
If the area is not harvested, the lessees would not be able to realise on their 'asset' 
because L!yLeceve payment only if the area is harvested Therefore, any deci',ion to 

I either not harvest or to postpone harvesting would represent a loss to the lessees. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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I 	6.0 IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES 

I 	
It is apparent that there will be costs and benefits associated with either proceeding or 
not proceeding with this proposal. This section seeks to examine possible alternatives 
to the proposal and to compare the costs and benefits of adopting these alternatives. 

I 
6.1 RANGE OF ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

I Industry restructuring 
For their part, the sa'mills have put forward a case that they have developed 

I 

	

	sawmilling operations that depend on a subsantiaproportion of hjgh quality 
Tallowwood as well as lare logs from other species as an essential part of their 
liiisiness (Section 1.2.4). In addition they assert that if these components are removed 

I 

	

	or reduced in their intake of logs that fundamental aspects of their businesses would he 
adversely affected with substantial restructuring of the sawmills the only 
continuing in business. 

The short term nature of the proposal (1 year) means that it must be considered as an 
fiTttrim measure to mamtain resource supplies to industry pending preparation of the 

I
Regional £15. Therefore, this precludes consideration of options that involve possible 
long term industry restructuring_proposals that might allow industry !oenwintained 
bufltiseri—un—atterryayivI resourcëiIUiüEh resources couirEi !dentified as available • wtthout -.------- 

other imposing
. 	

i unacceptable mpacts in other industries. These_alternatives 
would most likely involve moves to smaller and/or poorer quality logs or logs from 

I. 	
. ofl 	ecies.E1iThves are not feasible as an alternative for the short term because 

they would involve significant expense and would be a significant disruption to the 
mills' abilities to service their existing markets. These issues are set out in more detail 
in the submissions made by industry in Appendices 2A and 2B. Such changes may 

I ovenecessary or could be viable alternatives in the context of the ig term i&d 
/ 	supply forecasts consideredJ tE JZjiondl EIS: sc'eic ihi would constitute a very 

I
onerous 

	

caused by a shift in log intake were to 
be incurred and then to have northal supplies of high quality logs reinstated. Therefore 

I  
this genre of option has been left to the Regional £15 for more detafittonsideration. 

I Harvesting other areas 
Section 1.2.3 lists alternative areas that could be harvested and sets out why other areas 

I 	
cannot be considered. This is primarily due to a lack of available access and/or an 
inability to design and constructaccess during the period between now and when the 
sawmills run out of wood. 	. 

.r rI1I n".IMt. 

I Harvesting within the nominated compartments 
The harvesting options considered range from application of routine prescriptions 
through 

I 	
tono harvesting. The option of more intensive harvesting than occurs under 

routine prescriptions is not considered. 

I. 

I 
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6.2 CRITERIA 

Inundertaking any analysis of possible alternatives it is important to have a set of 
criteria developed that can be used to assess and compare the relative merits of each 
alternative. This document is seeking to assess the implications of a proposal to harvest 
one part of a State Forest with the only feasible alternatives being to harvest other pans 
of the forest or to do nothing. Irrespective of which alternative is asessed as being the 
preferred option, the areas will remain under FCNSW management. Therefore, the 
objectives of management for this forest as described by the Dorrigo Management Plan 
and set out in Section 2.1.2 will be used as the criteria against which potentially feasible 
alternatives will be assessed. These objectives have been modified by the addition of a 
primitiveness, naturalness criterion that is not explicitly recognised in the objectives. 

Section 4 described the ehvironment. In effect, this constitutes an inventory of the 
wood and non-wood values within the area. Section 5 assessed how those values might 
be affected by forest management, including harvesting. This allows an assessment of 
the degree to which these values have been affected (enhanced or reduced) by the 
proposal.  

6.3 HARVESTING ALTERNATIVE AREAS 

6.3.1. Harvesting in other high quality forest 

Section 1.2.3 described the areas available for harvesting to meet commitments. Aside 
from the three nominated compartments, there are two alternative areas of high quality - - 
Alternative 1 

Compartments 189, 191 and 259 (ref. Figure 3) support areas of similar, although lower 
i quality, forest types. The volume of resource available from these areas is limited to 

" approximately 4-6 weeks' supply for one sawmill. This is therefore inadequate as a 
supply source for the three mills for one year. 

Alternative 2 

The second alternative area, comprising Compartments 166, 167, 168, 228, 229, and 
230, is unlogged and unroaded and contains forest types expected to yield 10-15% 
Tallowwood in the log mix. 

There is a current proposal to construct about 5 km of feeder road (Grasstrees Road) to 
access these compartments in Chaelundi State Forest. Road construction will take abut 
10 weeks following approval. (The road survey and design process has been 
completed.) 

Because this type contains less than half the yield of Tallowwood as a proportion of 
standing volume, it will require 2-3 times the harvested area to yield the volumes of 
Tallowwood needed, perhaps more depending on how it cuts. 

This alternative is marginally feasible in the sense that Tallowwood supplies could be 
maintained for the required duration. However, as discussed it would necessitate 

U 
U 
U 
L 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
LI 
U 
I 
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harvesting between 2 to 3 times the area and would also require that these forests be 
selectively harvested to remove a larger proportion of Tallowwood thah other species. 

I 	The harvested areas would be left with merchantable trees remaining unharvested that 
would have to be harvested in a second harvesting operation at a later date or these 
resources foregone if they cannot be harvested economically. 

This would represent a transfer of impacts from one place to another with the only 
benefit accruing that of not harvesting the three compartments. 

This option could be pursued but at a considerable cost. The following assesses the 
potential of this alcernaive to meet the objectives of management: 

I L Sustained yield of sawlogs. It would disrupt sustained yield by requiring the 
creaming of prime product, leaving the forest in condition that makes it unattractive 
for subsequent harvesting operations. 

I 	2. This would not constitute effective utilisation of the productive capacity of the site. 
Depending on how soon the second harvest took plaqe after the initial harvest, the 
extent of regrowth and its vigour could be adversely affected. 

3 	Not affected. 

4. 	a. This option would necessitate disturbance over 2-3 times .the area of forest with 

I 	2-3 times the length of roading to obtain the same volume of timber. This 
would increase the likelihood of impacts on soil erosion and water quality, 
particularly if the compartments were to be re-opened for a subsequent 

I
harvesting operation at a later date. 

Not significafitly affected. 

This option would increase both the area and time over which visual impacts 

I occur. 

This would increase both the area and time over which impacts occur. Re- 

I 	opening compartments at some time after the initial harvesting could result in 
increased disruption to the processes of revegetation and restoration of wildlife 
values. 

I 	5. No specific data exist on the distinctive values present on the alternative 
compartments so no assessment of negative impacts arising from adoption of this 
alternative on these values can be assessed. This alternative would mean that high 

I 	wildlife values of the three compartments could be maintained intact pending 
preparation of the Regional ELS. 

Because both areas are comparatively remote there are likely to be negligible 

I benefits or costs in terms of recreational use. 

Ncn significantly affected. 

I . 	8 Th&Tequirernent to construct and maintain additiànal lengths of road over a longer 
period of time coupled with high supervision costs means this alternative does not 
meet this objective. 

I 	9. Primitiveness/naturalness. The alternative compartments have equivalent values to 
those within the three compartments. Therefore, harvesting of 2-3 times the area 
would result in 2 to 3 times the loss of these values. 

I In conclusion, adoption of this alternative would not meet the objectives of management 
and would represent a less than optimum use of the public resource. 

I 
I 
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6.4 ALTERNATIVE HARVESTING PRESCRIPTIONS 

All but one of the values identified within the site in Section 4 can be maintained, albeit 
at reduced levels in most circumstances, whilst carrying out some form of harvesting 
operation. The capacity to accommodate more than one value concurrently, together 
with the network of larger scale reservations is the essence of multiple purpose 
management. The one value that cannot be maintained within this context is 
primitiveness/naturalness, although this is not lost permanently if harvesting does not 
take place again. 

Forest management as applid by the FCNSW can be adapted within the existing 
planning framework to place emphasis on any one or more of the management 
objectives set out in Section 21.2. This enables distinctive values to be recognised and 
appropriate management applied. Therefore, the FCNSW objectives of management 
have the scope to cover the full range of possible alternatives for the management of 
this area. This section identifies alternatives where harvesting prescriptions would be 
varied to place more emphasis on particular values (predominantly wildlife values). 

6.4.1 Harvesting according to routine prescriptions 

This would involve applying the prescriptions for routine harvesting operations as set 
out in Section 3. This would achieve a result similar to that on the adjacent previously 
harvested compartments. This is reflected by data in Section 5 that shows very high 
level of canopy retention which occurs throughout much of the harvested area. 

This alternative would be consistent with the existing sustained yield strategy for 
sawlogs from the Chaelundi forests. 

This option would represent the most effective utilisation of the productive site 
capacity as measured by timber production both now and in terms of the amount 
and vigour of regrowth that could be expected to occupy the site following 
harvesting. 

Poles and other forest products will be supplied with few constraints as to those that 
can be removed. The exceptions would be in areas set aside to reflect special 
values. This option would maximise this value. 

a. Soil conservation and water quality and quantity will be affected but only to a 
minor degree as set out in Section 5.1. The ameliorative measures described 
will reduce the effects to a level where they are both short term and minor. 

There is a negligible risk to the margin of rainforest patches :associated with 
possib1e escapes of fire from top disposal bums that might penetrate the edge of 
the rainforest. 

c. This alternative would have an adverse impact on the aesthetic values within 
the compartments but because of its remote location and position relative to 
potential viewing points these impacts are minor in that few people would be 
affected. In the longer term, these values are restored as the forest regenerates. 

d. The habitat value of the harvested forest will be reduced for many fo the 
existing species and improved for others. The magnitude of these changes 
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cannot be accurately identified, however, the major species groups likdy to he 
affected include: 

those primarily dependent on resources provided by older trees, in particular 
trees with hollows. The comparatively high level of hollow bearing tree 
retention will ensure that viable populations of these animals and birds will 
be maintained, however, at lower levels than existed previously. 
medium sized ground dwelling species, such as Potoroos and Bandicoots, 
could face increased predation from foxes and other predators due to a loss 
of cover. 

The very high densities of arboreal mammals recorded from these areas accords 
them very high faunal values. These areas are not unique in terms of the abundance 
of arboreal marsupials but have been considered to be distinctive by those wildlife 
researchers who have undertaken studies in the area. As discussed, application of 
existing prescriptions would reduce the abundance of these animals possibly 
permanently (Braithwaite Appendix 11). To the extent that the abundance levels of 
themselves are distinctive in terms of the management objective and to the extent 
that this overall distinctiveness would be lost by reduction of these levels in the 
harvested areas, the management objective would be met better by some 
modification of the existing prescriptions. 

The remotelocation and lack of distinctive features means that this area is unlikel' 
to represent a significant recreational resource either before or following harvesting. 

Grazing or other uses will be little affected bS'  the proposal. 

This alternative would maximise the net financial returns to the extent consistent 
with meeting the other objects of management. Direct costs and returns are set out 
in Table 37. 

Table 37. 	Direct costs and returns from harvesting Compartments 180, 198 and 200 
based on application of routine harvesting prescriptions 

loading costs  

Incurred to date - 
Survey, construction and administration I .  

fts 	
3.25 km Broadnicadows Road - 

cJ,.. .. 	S 86,000 
Additional works necessary to undertake proposal - y 

Gravel part Broadmeadows Road, construct L - 

I 
roads and tracks within harvesting areas  
and administration costs 7 $ 42,000, 

I 

Returns to Forestry Commission from proposal - 
Gross Royalties from operations / $ 660,000 
Roadinz costs 

I 

Marketing, protection and maintenance and 
administration costs 224,000 

I . 
., 266;000 . $266,000 

$394000 

I
.  Source: FCNSW 

Primitiveness/naturalness. These values would be lost from the harvested areas for 
a prolonged period. 

I 

I 
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6.4.2 	Harvesting at a reduced intensity 

I 	
This alternative is similar to 6.4.1 except that harvesting in the New England Blackbutt 
torest types would be modified to retain additional trees suitable for arboreal wildlife 
habitat. Data presented in Section 5.4 indicates that harvesting in these types typically 

I 	
reaches a mean level of canopy removal of 65%. Data from other research indicates 
that for high quality habitat sites maintenance of a minimum of 50% of the canopy can 
maintain populations at near pre-harvesting levels. 

I In addition, the species favoured by the sawmillers (viz. Tallowwood) is the species 
least utilised by the Greater.Gliders. Therefore, this alternative consists of altering 

I 	
prescriptions to mark additional New England Blackbutt and Sydney Blue Gum trees 
for retention in areas where, under normal harvesting prescriptions retention of less than 
50% canopy could be expected. On aerage, this would necessitate.retention of an 
additional .15% of trees in these types. 

Based on average yield by species presented in Table 2 Section 1.2.2, this would 

I 	
involve.retaining a higher proportion of the 'B' class trees, preferably in the medium 
and large size class. The loss to industry, in terms of resource, and the FCNSW, in 
terms of stumpage, would be less than the estimate of additional retention requirements 

I 	
might indicate as these species are not as valuable as the Tallowwood and trees of this 
size, with hollows, often contain significant levels of defect. This level of additional 
retention could be achieved by retaining additional doubtful trees that typically yield 

I ex-cluota or salvage logs. 

The following analyses this alternative against the criteria: 

1. 	This option would result in a loss of approximately 10-12% of the resource at the 
lower end of the quality spectrum. This would typically involve the so-called 

I 	
salvage or optional logs with a small proportion of quota logs. Within the order of 
accuracy of the sustained yield determination and the regulation of it, no adjustmem 
would be necessary. 

I 	
.2. Highdr levels of retention of old hollow bearing trees will reduce the timber 

produètivity of the site somewhat through a reduction in the area regenerated to 
vigorously growing regeneration. Where regeneration does establish, its 

I 	
performance will be dependent on the degree to which retained trees exert an 
inhibitory effect. 

This value should be unaffected as most of these products are not suited as habitat 

I trees. 

a. No difference from Section 6.4.1. 

I 4. 	b. No difference from Section 6.4.1. 

4. 	c. No difference from Section 6.4.1. 

I 4. d. Populations of arboreal mammals and hollow dependent birds would be 
maintained at pm-existing levels. Other species could be affected as per 
Section 6.4.1. 

.1 	5. Distinctive arboreal faunal abundance would be maintained. 

I
6.. As per Section 6.4.1. 

I 
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As per Section 6.4.1. 

Revenues from the sale of a high proportion of optional or ex-quota logs and fe' 
quota logs would be foregone. As an indicative estimate, the stumpage Iore2one 
would be likely to be less than $25,000. 

Primitiveness/naturalness as per Section 6.4.1 

I 6.4.3 Do nothing alternative 

This alternative would see the industry continue harvesting in the current compartments 

I .  and then, when harvesting in these areas is complete no further access to high quality 
forest would be available until completion of the Regional EIS. 

I A significant level of disruption would occur to industry through a loss of a substantial 
proportion of its annual throughput. In addition, industry would incur substantial costs 
to convert to othertimber species. In view of the short term nature of the proposal such 

I a,level of disruption could not be considered prudent. 

The positive aspects which would accrue from this alternative are that all non-wood 

I 	values within the three compartments would be maintained unchanged from their 
existing condition pending preparation of the Regional EIS. 

I 6.5 CONCLUSION 

I 	There are two basic options available as alternatives and several variations within each 
option. 

I 	Options which would retain the three compartments unharvested pending completion of 
the Regional EIS. These options include: 

I
.  do nothing 

harvesting alternative high quality areas 

I
. 	harvesting alternative low quality areas 

All three variations were assessed as not being feasible with the key problem that of 
maintaining supplies of Tallowwood to industry. None of these options explored could I 	sustain industry's requirements for the duration of the required period of time in a way 
that is consistent with good forestry management and that does not prejudice 

I
sustainability of future sawlog supplies. 

The second basic option would involve harvesting the three compartments. Two 

I variations to this option were identified. The first seeks to maximise the net financial 
return consistent with achieviiig other objectives. This would amount to a routine 
harvesting operation in these forest types. 

I The second alternative would seek to maintain arboreal marsupial numbers at levels 
near to those existing preharvesting by maintaining higher levels of retained canopy 
than the previous alternative. This option would mean that industry would have to 
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Irego a proportion of the logs currently exu-acted. However, the u'ees that would be 
most suited for wildlife habitat are those least suited for sawmilling. Typically, such 
trees would yield logs in the optional or salvage log category. 

Both options would meet the principal objective of the proposal to keep industry 
supplied with suitable resources. Where they differ is in the margins - one seeks to 
maximise the net financial yield consistent with satisfying the other objects of 
management (ref. Section 6.4.1). The other seeks to maintain the very high arboreal 
marsupial abundance levels (ref. Section 6.4.2). 

Adoption of the first alterndve would diminish the distinctive wildlife values by 
reducing the abundance of animals within the area. 

'Ihere is no regional context within which to assess the necessity for maintaining these 
distinctive values. A key aspect of this assessment is the extent to which Crown lands 
in the region have adequate areas of unharvested forest carrying similar abundant 
populauons. An associated aspect is the rate and extent to which the abundance levels 
would increase after harvesting towards those existing preharvesting. 

The second alternative would forego a proportion of the income expected to accrue 
from the operation. The objective of management concerning maximisation of the net 
linancial yield does require that this objective be met to the extent possible under the 
oilier objectives. Therefore, if it is accepted that the abundant arboreal marsupial 
populations present are distinctive in terms of management objective 5, and that it is 
their abundance that is the distinctive value, then it follows that the objectives of 
management would be best met by the second alternative in that it better meets the 
objectives of management for the study area. 

I 

• 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I. 

I 

I 



transport of logs 
volume/year 26000 
number of loads/22t(1m31.12t) 1324 
av haul distance km 85 
fuel usage I/km 2 
total fuel useage I/year 382531 
conversion to energy value 
diesel (MJ) 38,30 14650933.82 p 

roading 
class of road length km diesel fuel I/km 
iii 2.50 2431.00 
iv 6.00 1111.00 
total 3542.00 
conversion to energy value 
diesel 38.30 135658.60 
petrol 	 . 34.70 13255.40 
total energy cost for roading (MJ) 148914.00 

Pt4"i'' 	11 	tI.I 

harvesting energy costs 
snigging (1) 51150 
transport of crews/supervisors (2) 8800 
conversion to energy value 
diesel 38.30 1959045.00 
petrol 34.70 305360.00 
total energy cost for roading (MJ) 2264405.00. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

petrol fuel I/km 
191.00 
191.00 
382.00 
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WA 

7.0 ENERGY 

Energy usage for the proposal has been calculated for the various components of the 
proposal. This includes the following: 

Roading (new roadlng i.e. not including Broadmeadows Road) 

Harvesting 

Tnnsport of logs. 

The energy usage for each component is set outin Table 38. Data to prepare this table 
have been drawn from equipment supplies FCNSW (1981) and consultants' estimates. 

The order of magnitude of energy consumption is 20 million MJ or 760 000 Mi/1113  
(gross) of log produced. Removal of timber represents a further impact in terms of 
energy 'consumption'. The plants currently occupying the site utilise photosynthesis to 
capture and convert energy into usable forms, a proportion of which is used by the plant 
to create biomass. This represtnts a renewable source of energy. 

Removals from the ecosystem in the form of logs, and living biomass that is burnt or 
left to decompose is replaced in time. 

Table 38. Total estimate of energy that would be consumed, by undertaking the proposal 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

.(l) assumes Shrs operation/day/220days/3crews 50%load @20 lIhr- 50%unload @111/hr 
(2) assumes 220 days/yr 1 vehicle/crew x3crews 1 vehicle/supervisor @100km /visit 

total energy consumption for operation (MJ) . 	17,213,167 

I 
I 
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Meeting the Environmental Challenge 
A Forestry Strategy 

I .Jurie 1990 

I Introduction 	 - 

Forestry in New South Wale's is facing an increasingly difficult legal and politica! 
environment. 

Forests, especially native forests, are a valuable resource to be carefully managed to 

I 	
provide a range of benefits, now and for the future, on a sustainable basis. 

We need to demonstrate to the community that our forests are in good hands and 
that they are being managed in a way that will maintain both their ecological 

I
integrity and the survival ot the industries and jobs which depend on them. 

The challenge is to review forest management strategies in the light of ne-v 
Government policy directions and community attitudes, and to adopt policies and 

I strategies that will ensure sustainable and balanced use of resources. 

Forests considered to be substantially undisturbed - often referred to as 'old grotvt; 
I orests" - merit special attention. 

Forestry and Timber in an Environmental Future 

I 	There are sound reasons why foresb-y should proudly take its place as a central 
plank in any responsible environmental policy. Forests are renewable provided that 
their ecosystems and processes are not irreversibly altered. Timber, the maor 

I material product of forests, is a very environmentally friendly product. 

Fimber:- 

I .  is renewable 
'I 

is environmentally benign and non-poUuting 

I •  is recyclable, biodegradable 

requires low energy input for processing 

has high energy conservation attributes when in service in buildings 

storesc2qm the ath-tosphere and therefore works against global warming 

I .  involves processes in its production which have much lower environmental 
impacts than agriculture or mining 

I - 	

• has outstanding aesthetic qualities. 

I 
I 
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I 
The forest products industry also plays a vital role in Australia's economy. It is the 

I . 	second largest manufacturing industry and the most significant in rural areas. Yet 
Australia currently imports $2.3 billion worth of forest products each yeas, leaving a 
net trade deficit of $1.7 billion. 

I Sustainable forest management including timber production must play an important 
role in any environmentally and economically responsible future for this State. The 
Government is committed to achieving and maintaining a proper balance in the use 

I 	of the forest resource for the production of both timber and other values, including 
water quality, wildlife and flora conservation. 

I The New Environmentalism 
In his recent majors statement on the environment, the Premier defined the 

I 	Government's broad policy direction and philosophical approach to the environment 
and provided the basis for developing more detailed policies for natural resource 
management. Philosophically the approach can be restated as follows: 

I .  Nature is neither sacrosanct nor something to be pillaged. Rather, nature 
contains resources which we must use sensibly and rationally, but use 
nevertheless, if we are to maintain the quality of our lifestyles. This is a view 

I
• . 	shared by the great majority of Australians. 

While we may embracemany of the concerns of the hard-core environmental 
movement, we are not bound to embrace the ideological and sometimes silly 

I 	nostrums they offer as solutions to our problems. Wider community concerns 
are not centred around a simplistic "green" agenda, but recognise the need to 
balance legitimate and sometimes competing interests. We must be willing to 

I
respond to the concerns of the majority. 

It is not ideology that matters, but solutions; solutions which work in the real 
world. These solutions lie in an economically rationalist approach and in 

I 	better management. There must be a deliberate choice of achievable reform 
over "deep green" ideology. 

There is a need for stability and predictability in long term government 

I . 	
policy. 

I 	Principles for Public Forest Management 

The NSW Government accepts the following principles as a necessary and practical 
foundation for management of our State Forests: 

I Dedsion-makiiig must be based on a comprehensive information base 
covering relevant ecological, social and economic attributes of particular 
forest areas. 

I . 	. Forests must be managed on an ecologically sustainable basis which 
maintains the ecosystem and provides for the interests of future generations 
:in-respect of both wood supply and environmental benefits. 

Forest management must be economically viable and efficient and must 
provide for a viable and efficient forest products industry. 

I 	• Decision-maicing must be balanced and open, and provide for public 
participation in the planning process. 

Forest management must be publicly accountable in ecological, social and I 	economic terms, and responsive to evolving community concerns. 

I 
I 
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:h! challenge is to develop strategies (or fully appiyin these princ:LlIes wtthtn the 

	

I 	
L.ns:raints of available funds, commercial viability, arc raotc!V evolving 

imperatives. In particular old growth" forest has etherg'u as an issue 
:ing tmmcdiate attention.. 

.- Strategic Direction 

I
i: is entirely appropriate that one of the practical expressions of the 'New 
E:'tvironmentalisrn" should be directed to the conflict surrounding the management 
'c native forests. 

	

I 	
The central dispute in this conflict is a question of land use rather than forest 
::tanagement. There is no right or wrong answer in this land use dispute. The "Deep 
Green' lo'obv is calling for an end to all native forest logging. The timber indusv 

its employees are understandably anxious and want assurances that they can 
look forward to a sustainable and stable future in this importanL indusbw. An 
acceotable balance must be achieved. 

	

I 	
Both the Governmentand and, some of the major conservation groups, acknowledge 
that there must be some logging of old gr'owth forests to mai.ntam the viability of 
industry over the next 20-30 years. After that time current yields can be sustained 

	

I 	
entirely from previo$sly logged areas. However, it is important to examine these 
(crests and their values-in considerable detail, evaluate the options for land use, and 
determine those areas where loggin& can be undertaken using sensitive management'  
practices in order to lessen and ameliorate the environmental impact. 

I it is recognised that there is wide community concern about our environment. 
Government dedsions will reflect that concern by ixiaeasing significantly the 
openness and accountability of the natural resource management of public 

I authorities, such as The Forestry Commission. 

The new forest strategy represents a re3l step forward in a number of respects: 

	

I 	It reco'nises community concern about foresty issues and the need for more 
public involvement in forest management dedsions. 

I
.  It orovides for that involvement through the provisions of The Environment 

Planning and Assessment Act. In fact it will go beyond those legal 
requirements. 

I.
. The Forestry Commission will not conduct these EISs behind closed doors. It 

will hire Independent Consultants to carry out some of the more sensitive 
EISs. In addition, the Commission will go to the community and seek its 

- 	assistanceiin determining the scope of the EISs, and the issues that will be 

I addressed in them. 

There will be a moratorium on harvesting in 14 major oldgrowth areas until 

	

I 	
the EISs have been completed. This will occur progressively over a five-year 
period.' 

	

- 	 An order of priority will be established for the sequential preparation of EISs. 

	

I 	
Priority will be given to management areas having substantial areas of "old 

owth" forming part of the sustained yield resource base, and for which EISs Eve not yet been completed. 

I 
I 



In establishing priorities, an assessment of the whole State has identified the 
following key areas of unlogaed old growth forest within State Forests, for 
which EISs have not already teen completed. 

Management Asea 	State Forests 
	

Key Areas 

I 
I 
I 

Urbenville Richmond Range, Yabbra 
Murwillumbah Nullum 
Ten terfield Boorook, Spirabo, Forestland 
Glen Innes London Bridge, Glen Nevis, Oakwood, 
Casino West Mot.jnt Marsh 
Grafton Dalmorton 
Dorrigo Chaelundl 
Waicha-Nundle Ben Halls Gap, Tuggolo, Giro 
Kempsey 
\Vauchope 

Nulla Five Day, Styx River, 
Doyles River, Mount Boss, 

Wingham 
Yessabab, Kippara. 
Dingo, Bulga, Doyles River, Enfield 

Gloucester Stewarts Brook, Barrington Tops 
Chichester Chichester, Boonabilla 

Mount Royal Mount Royal 

Duck Creek 
Btackbutt Plateau 

London Bridge 
Mount Marsh 
C unglebung 
Chaelundi. 
Ben i-ails Gap, 

Barrington Tops 
Whispering Gully, 
Boonabilla 
Davis Creek 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

These identified areas comprise some 180 000 ha within 14 separate forest 
management areas. 

Old Growth Forest 

Old-growth foreèts have attracted considerable attention. There are practical 
problems in defining just what is meant by "old growth" forest. At one extreme, it 
may include any forest with old trees, and this definition covers practically all State 
Forest where selective logging has been practised for decades. A more meaningful 
definihon would include orüy natural forest with few or no sis of human 
dturbance. 

I -  Using a definition of "old growth" based broadly on "forest with little or no 
' disturbance", there are about 5 million ha of such forest in the State, distributed 

throughout different land tenures as follows (areas in millions of ha): 

National Park 	 2.0 

State Forest 	 1.6 

Various Crown Lands 	1.1 
nr.J1.!rPiivately,owned Lands 	03 

• 	 5.0 

Major areas of old growth are already reserved within the State's. National Park 

I .system. Many of these Parks resulted from the revocation of extensive areas of State 
forest, particularly in recent years. 

Of the 1.6 million ha within State Forests, 1.3 million ha are deliberately excluded I 	!romn logging (eg in Flora Reserves or for cxchment protection) or are unsuitable (eg 

I 



I 
I 	excessively steep terrain and economically inaccessible areas). Together with the 2.0 

million hectares protected with National Parks, this represents 92% of the total 'old 
growth" conserved within either National Parks or State Forests. 

The debate about the harvesting of old growth forest therefore revolves around 
approximately 0.3 million ha of State Forest or about 8% of the total old growth 
permanently conserved within National Parks and State Forests. This 0.3 million ha, 

I 	together with the 1.5 million ha of previously logged (and regenerated) State Forest 
currently provides our' resource base for long term sustained yield of the State's 
hardwood timber needs. 

I The EIS process will determine the most appropriae use of these forests in line with 
sound, economic, sodal and environmental prindples. 

The "Rainforest Decision of 1982" 
U 	 The current dispute in the North coast forests should also be seen in the context of 

decisions made in 1982. 

The "Rainforest" decision of the former State Government in 1982 removed from 
production some 100 000 ha of old growth, formerly part of the north coast's 

I 	
sustained yield resource. Impacts on industry viability and jobs were significant, but 
industry concern was tempered by a firm Government guarantee that the remaining 
resource base would not be eroded. 

I Industry was given a written undertaking by the Government that alternative (i.e. 
remaining) timber resources would be identified, "the availability of which will be 
assured by Government." It alsoguaranteed the "maintenance of employment levels 

I 	
consistent with those existing anilpredicted from the current management proposals 
of the Forestry Commission of NSW," (NSW Government Rainforest Policy 1982). 
Thus both industry and the Forestry Commission were able to make adjustments to 
the reduced resource base, secure in the knowledge that it was guaranteed by 

I
Government. 

Environmental lobby groups now have made further demands for the exclusion of 
harvesting from what remains of the north coast hardwood resource, specifically in 

I 	those State Forests identified in 1982 by the former government as the 'alternative" 

F 	
resource for industry. 

I 	
Industry, having adjusted to the trauma of 1982 and having received firm 
undertakings from the Wran and Unsworth Governments, has good reason to expect 

'i 	the maintenance of its resource base. 

I
The Legal Challenge 

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, enacted in 1979, requires an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for any activity likely to significantly affect 

I 	the environment. It does not require an EIS for logging per se. It was not envisaged 
at the time, nor did the then Minister or the Department of Planning suggest, that an 
EIS would be required for all logging activities. In fact consuftations with the 

I 	Depamrtent'led to the development of a system of internal environmental review 
designed to meet the requirements of the Act and identify those cases where EIS 
preparation might be required. 

I 	Since the Act came into force in 1950, the Forestry Commission has completed five 
EISs for operations within areas seen to have particular sensitivity. However, 
interpretation of a Land and Environment Court ruling in 1989 suggests that EISs 

I 	
could be required for a considerably broader range of logging operations than 
previously thought, and particularly inrespect of "old growth" forest. In fact there is 
considerable doubt as to when an EIS might be held nQt to be required. This ruling, 

I 
I 
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which has been successfully exploited by anti-logging groups, is the cause of the 
current crisis facing the Forestry Commission and the timber industry, particularly 
on the North Coast. 

This situation, coupled with perceived community concerns, gives additional 
impetus to the need to implement a strategy for the management of old growth 
forest. 

Other Related Initiatives 

The above strategy is complemented by a number of additional initiatives. 

The Forestry Commission is reviewing its policy on hardwood plantations and 
identifying options for ptursuing a more positiv? program consistent with broader 
ti,rnber supply objectives and 'economic efficiency. 

The Government is exploring the feasibility of plantation share-fanning schemes 
within NSW through a working party composed of representatives of the Forestry 
Commission, Nature Conservation Council, Land Conservation Council and SoEl 
Conservation Service. 

The Government will continue to pursue Commonwealth financial assistance for 
hardwood plantation schemes. 

The Forestry Commission is currently establishing hardwood plantations at a rate of 
about about 200 hectares per annum. 

The Forestry Commission will develop a more pro-active and adequately resourced 
communications program so as to incease the community's access to mformation 
about its policies and activities, particularly their environmental significance. The 
program will also provide avenues for feedback from the community. 

The Forestry Commission is developing a computer based Geographic Information 
System as a basis for, improving its resource data bases and analytic capabilities. This 
system will greatly enhance community access to forest resource information and the 
ability to formulate management plans and evaluate environmental impacts. 

Summary 

Thestrategy outlined above, provides a responsible and workable basis for a new 
.t 	approach to the legal, ecological and economic requirements for the management of 

oldgrowth" within State Forest. It will allow greater public participation in decision 
making processes and a higher degree of accountability to the community for the 
management of what it rightly regards as a precious natural resource. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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DRAFT $U8M1$SIow BY ALLEN TAYLOR & COMPP.NY LIMITED 
I 	 TQ MESSRS MAROULES & PARTNERS FOR PURPOSES OF PREPARINg AN 

ZNVIROM=TAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR CHAELçJNDI STATE FOREST 

I 
Allen Taylor & Company Limited has, conducted sawmilijng 
operations since around the turn of the century, if not 

longer. 

In 1983, the Wran Qoverrijnent'a "Rain Forest Decision" cut. 
I 

the Company's quota for hardwood timbers by about one-third. 
An a result, the Company entered into extensive discussions 

with the Forestry Commission to determine what timber 

I resources would be available to it in the lông term and then 
embarked on a rationalisatjon prograwjne. That program 

I resulted in the Company reducing the number of its 8awm±lls 
in New aouth Wales to six and entering into lon'-term 

I 	contracta with the Forestry Commission for the eup1y of timber. 

Another result of the "Rain Forest Decision" was that the 

Company decided to invest in plant and equipment desLgned 

for processes to add value to timber which it harvests. 

These processes include: 

air drying;  

kiln drying; 

I (c) 	dressing 

one of the Company's sawmills is at Dostobrick. 

a a result of its planning after the "Rain Forest Decision" 

which included discussions with the Forestry Commission 

I 	concerning volume5 of timber which would be availctblo to the Company over time, the fourth 

I 
I 
I 
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respondent rebuilt the Doatobrick mill in 1984 at a cost of 

$1,966,212.00 and has since made further modifications and 
upgrad,jngs, 

The floatobrick mill is set up to process high quality 

I 	
hardwood logs with big arid sections and long lengths to 

supply the Company's markets for cross-arms, wharf 
- - . 

structures and similar products. 

I -.........-.'-'- ....... 

Tinther for the'Boatobrjck mill comes from the Dorrigo 

Management Area. 

I 	
8. 	It usually requires three years' planning to prepare for 

harvesting once the Forestry Corn.mission makes its harvesting 

I. 	
. plans available, the Forestry Commission allocated a nett 
15,660 cubic metres of logs from the DorrSgo Management Aroa 

to the Company for the calendar year 1990, that is. logs 

I without tops or branches. The Company expected the spectes 

mix tote ac follows: 

25% - 30% good quality Tcllowwood; 

104 - 15% Spotted Gum; 

I - 	(c) 	14% Silver Top Stringy Bark; 

I (C) 	12% New England Blackbutt; 

I (e) 	24% - 39% mixed hardwood (5lue gum, Brush Box etc) 

Inthat expectation, the Company had budgeted for tcllowwood 

to contri 	50% of the profit from the Bostobrick mill 

during-the same period. 

	

9. 	If the Boatobrick mill cannot have access to the timber in 

the area which is the subject of the Court's order of 13 

I 

1 

I 
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I
March 1990, then the Company expects the following species 

mix from the resources available to that mill; 

lower quality TallOwwOOd 

I (b) 	30% spotted Gum; 

10% silver Top Stringy Bark 

8% New England Blackbutt 

I (e) 	47% mixed hardwOodO. 

I
The available tallOWWOOd j o lower qualitY and smaller 

size than that in the area 6ubject to the Court's order. ;t 

I 	
is therefore not suitable for specialty uses which comprise 

30% of the Company's aket for talloOOd. 

I 	spotted gum is not as durable as taiiowwood and in 

susceptible to Lyctus borer. The law require8 spotted gum 

I 	
sapwood to be treated for the borer. If the CompanY is 

forced to use spotted gum as a subetitutt for other opeci.ee
. 

I 	
it will use more spotted gum and, therefore, its cost of 

production at the aostobrick mill would rise by 2%. 

1 	The mixed hardwoods!. ahigh proP9Z p.°.4c9S aI are 

for the market into which tcllowwood therefore not suitable  

I 	
nditions. .f the 

prOdUCt8 are sold. Under current market co  

Company were to harvest all the mixed hardwoods. large 

I 	
proportions of those products would sirnplY have to be held 

in stock, thus increasing the Compafly'G overheads. 

10. 	
Pifty percent of the tallowwood cross-arTtS which the Company 

supplies to the market come from the BostobriCk mill. In 

I 	
. 

order to meet orders for cross-arms for 
the calendar year 

.............................
rrdc?, 

	- 

1990. the Bostobrick mill must have access to.:,,4Q.P cubic 
- 	 *4 

I
metres of tallowwoOd. 

I 
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I Creek, 

11. 	The Company's processing plant is situated at Maxwell's 

Dungog. 	The Company apent $5,000,000 on 

corieaioning the plant in the last 12 months. 	The 

I 
...... 	 - 

operational plan for.the Maxwefl'a Creek plant requires :00 

cubic metres of timber products from the Bo5tobz-tck nfll to 
t.: 	- 	p.., -----'h- 	 ..:•..t 	 - - 

I be processed per month. 	That plan was put together on the -- 	.-.' 
aaeuntption that 25% to 30% of the logs to be processed at 

the Bostobrick Mill would be compri3ed of good qualLty 

I t&11OWWOO6. 
S 

I Tcllowwood is cheaper to process for the market because the 

dressing of tallowwood can be carrSed out while - the tirrber 

I is green whereas other 8pecies must be dried to varytng 

degrees before they can be dressed. Tallowwood therefore 

I -makes a mor•e -iTnntediate contribution to the profit of the 

Maxwell's Creek plant than other specLes. If timber is not 
----------------- -- - - 

I
- 	available from Sostobrick, then the >laxwel1.'s Creek plent's 

profit-and cash flow will be affected adversely. 

I 12. 	if cieris not available from Chae1jndi State Forest, 

then, under current market cond1tion, the Bostobrick rnLll 

I will bece marginally economic and Ihe Conpany will have to 

consider closing down. 

13: 	The Sostobrick mill provides the following: jobs: 

I (a) 	mill: peanent - 	 28 

casual 	 - 	 3 

I 

	

(b) 	extraction: 	. 	 7 

(c). - haulage: 

	

..th 	
sawn timber (full time equivalent) 	 4 

tjdchips (full time equivalent) 	 2fl 

- 	oawdust (full time equivalent) 	 .5 
= = = = 

TOTAL 
	

44.5 

I 

I 

Li 

I 

I 
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These employees will lose their jobs if the Bostobrick mill 

closes down 

The cotpany believes that all the mill and extraction 

employees, one of the sawn timber haulage etployeeo and one 

of the wood chip• haulage employees live in the Dorrigo 

district, making a total of 40 employees of the Boetobrick 

mill who live in the Dorrigo district. If those people 
.....................-............. 

remain unemployed after closure of the Boetobrick mill, then 

that will havea significant effect on the Dorrigo 

d.i.trict' & economy. 

I'GDiy 

operations MSaQer 

N11687 (B) 

.4 

a. Fj. 	1 	..b,. .... 

TOTc.L P. 
1880N 	 . 	 5151 
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SUBMISSION SY C L BRIOGS & SONS PT? LIMITeD 

I
TO MESSRS 7IARGULES & PAflJER5 FOR PURPOSES OP PREPRINO AN 
FeNVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR CMAEL,IJNPI STAT! FOREST 

This document 18 prepared at the request of Mr Douglas Parsinson of 
Nargules and Partners for the purpojes of a proposed environmental I 	Impact statement to be prepared in èespect of proposed logging 

activities in the Chaeluridj State ?órest and is directed at the 

Consequences which, from the point of view of C L Briggs & Sons Pty 
Lsmced, would flow if such logging activities were not perutitted 
to be car-ned out. 

!-IIISTORY OF G L BRIOQS & SONS PTY LIMITgP  

the origins of the business 8f the Company can be traced to 

I 1908 when George Largie Briggs the elder opened a sawmill at 

Dorrigo. In 1924 the Company was incorporated for the 

I
purpose for purchasing the business of George Largie Briggs. 

There followed a period when George Largie Briggs' brothers 

I. 	
ran the company. Then John Briggs, the founder's son, took 

over the management of the company until 1979 when the 

Present'general manager, Robert Largie Briggs, became 

responsible for the day-to-ddy management of the Company's 

business. John Briggs remains as chairman of the company's 

I board of directors. 

Robert Briggs started work with the Company at the age of 

sixteen years. He graduated a Bachelor of Engineering from 

the University of Sydney in 1975 having studied fulltime 

for that degree. He then studied part-time for and 
#1+1. 

graduatd as a Master of Business Administration, from 
Macquarie University in 1982. He is a graduate member of 

the Institute of Engineers, 

The Briggs family has an accumulation of experience 

stre.ching back into the last century in rainforest resource 
utiljsatjon in South East Queensland and New Zealand and, in 

Dorrigo rainforcatc by supplying veneer for the mosquito 
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fighter bomber during World War II, As a reaultot thia 

experience accumulated from those activities, the Company 

decided at some time before the and of World War II that it 

should conserve rainforest timber resourèe by ceasing to use 

rainforest species for general sawmilling purposes. From 

1946, when government directSon of timber .aupply ceased, the 

second tespondent ceased to use rainforest species for 

oamillop&ations and confined the timber used for those 

operations to eucalypt species 

After World War II, the compdny consistently lobbied the 
Forestry Commission and the iindustry to utilise renewabib 

eucalypt resource rather than rainforest and it backed this 

up in practice by developing the technology to peel vedeers 

from eucalypt species available from re-growth and 

plantations to make plywood products. 

In 1950, the Company cormnenced trial peeling of veneer from 

renewable eucalypt species. 

Meanwhile, the Company observed that its decision to move 

away from rainforest species was not being followed in the 

rest of the industry. Indeed, other sawmilling operatIons 

continued to use rainforest for general sawmilling into the 

197O' a. - 

In order to conserve rainforSst resources, the Company in 

the early 1970's offered to the Forestry Cornission to close 

down its rainforest veneer operations altogether if the 
S 

Forestry Commission would close down general rainforeat 

logging in the Dorrigo district. The Forestry Commission 

agreed and carried out this policy. 

F1 
	

THE NATURE OF C L BRIOCS & SCNS PT? LIMITED'S BU$IN33 

3 
	

The Company's busine8s is primarily the supply of timber 

products. Those timber products fall into two classes: 

(a) 	Sawn timber prpdçs. 	 it 
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These products comprise approximately 734 of the 
Company's business. About one-third of the sawn 
timber products are made from tallowwood. Sawn 

tallowwood products include; 

(1) 	cross-arms: - - 

truck body components; 	 I 
wharf, bridge and marina structures; 

light decking; 	

i 

bearings; 

ferry fenders; 

(vii) 	buffers on wI-tarve8. 

The strength, durability and other technical 

properties of tallowwood make it the :Preferred 

species and sometimes the only species which the 

market will accept for the type3 of products set out 
in the list above. The Company has supplied 
tallowwood for such purposes for many years. 

Particular examples are the wharves and promenade at 

Darling Harbour and the roller coaster at Australia's 

Wonderland. The Company has developed a specialist 

market both within Aujtralia and abroad for the 
I 

construction of marinas from tallowwood. 

(b) 	Veneer products, 

These products comprise approximately 25% of the 

Company's business. The Company does not manufacture 

any veneer products from tallowwood. It uses 

primarily bleckbutt and rose gum in the manufacture 

of its veneer products. Such products are used in 
the manufacture of: 	 ft 
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(U 	concrete formwork plywood; 

— 	 (ii) 	speciality palJ.ets; 

high strength structural ply; 

decorative plys.qooda. 

Broadly speaking, the Company's business for the supply of 

sawn timber products made from species other than tallowwood 

I derives from its business in tallowwood. That is, our 
customers come to us seeking supplies of tallowwood products 

I 	because of our reputation for reliability of supply and 

quality and then ask us to supply their other needs for 

timber products made from other species. 

The Company's annual turnover for tallowwood products is 

I about $757,000.00. This turnover is derived primarily trom_J 

eleven customers who have been dealing with the Company for 

I between one and forty years. The products supplied to these 

customers cover the complete range of the Company's sawn 

I
timber products. 

As the best of sawn timber products shows, part of the 

I Company's business is the supply of tallowwood cross-arms. 

The Company supplies cross-arms to authorities which 

I generate and/or distribute electricity. The Company for 

some time recognised that there is a need to develop 

I . 	alternatives to tallowwood ctoes-arms. It has therefore -1 
embarked on a project to develop an alternative made from 

I 	
man-gcrówn (regrowth) blackbutt species which involves the 

treatment of blackbutt to make i superior to tallowwood. 

The market has not yet accepted the blackbutt alternative 

I and research and devClopment must continue to ensure that 
the market does accept it. 

6. 	The funding of research and development for the crQae-arm 

I 	project has come from profiti made from tallowwod because 

tallowwood products fetch up to four times the price of 

I 
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similar products made from other species of timr. Up to 

January 1990, the royalty payable to the Focrestry Commission 

for the harvesting of the group of species to which 

tallowwood belongs was grectr than the royalty for other 

groups of species. The flat rate royalty introduced by the ---  
L5tr_ejstKy 	90 would have incrsaeed the profj t 

from tallowwood, which, in turn, would have permitted an 

accelerated ratae of development of the blackbutt alternative 

to tallowwood cross-anus. 

	

C 
	

Q L BRIGGS 	& SONS ?TY 1,T.MTTEP'S RIQHT OF ACCEØS TO TIMBER ZN 
CHAELUNDI $TATZ FOREST 

1. 	The Forestry Commission issued a forestry licence number 

15319 to the Company pursuant to the Forestry Act, 1916 to 

t&ce 19,180 ç jc_.rjxes of timber from the Dorriqo 

Management Area during the calendaryear 1990. The Dorrigo 

Management Area includes Chaelundi State Forest. 

The terms on which the Company may obtain timber pursuant to 
the licence are governed by: 

the order of working of the forest compartments 

covered by the license published by the Forestry 

Commission, 

the following four letters: 

	

(1) 	Forestry Commission to the Company dated 13 

November 1989; 

	

(ii) 	the Company to the Forestry Commission dated 

15 December 1989; 

Forestry Commission to the Company dated 9 

January 1990; 

	

(iv) 	Forestry commission to the Cnpany dated '7 

February 19907 

U 

'U 

ii 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

U 

'I 

I 
. 1  
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On 5 May 1990 the Forestry Cmmiion amended licence nunber 

I 15319. 

The Company has made long-range plane, 	has entered into 
contracts to supply timber products and has made Couwdtments 

I arrangements 

CO Supply timber products in the expectation that the 

represented by the licence, 	the order of. 
working and the tetterareferred to above would be 

mplementea and romain in forco. 

I D. CONSEQUENCES OF LOS INQ THE RtSQrJRCES OF THE CHALUNDI STAT! 
 

I 10. 	The Company understands from discussions with 

repreaentatjves of the Forestry Convniaajon that tThA 

I Company's immediate requirements for tallowwood can only be 

met from resources within the Chaejundj State Forest. 

11. 	
If the Company cannot have access to resources of tallowwood 

by the end of October 1990, then other COflSaquenco8 will I 	flow: 

I 12. 	First, the Company operates 4 sawmill at Briqgjvaj.e. Tho 
sawmill provides all of the Company's sawmilling 

I 	requjrerne 	It is pn integtated sawmill and veneennll 
t LC..._., c...... '3 	

plant. _Ss.4a.&s.aj from Tfllowwooa products covers 

I aPproximily 63 % of the fixed costs of running the 

sawmill. If the Company is deprived of its revenue from 

tallowwood products, then the sawmill will becoao UflOconontjc I and 	 unless 	are  
in the.condjtions under which the Company Operates which are 

- t t beyond the second 1r4e.4 ntL& control such as royalty 
rates, access to resources of other spocies and the 

I availability of markets to accept an Influx or Procucta mace 
from other species. 

I 13. 	The sawmill isdesi 	dand ..Sfl&P,JOr the fling of 
tallowwood and is incapable of bejnua 	4ienuy for I processing other species without substantial. and costly — 

I 
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• 
1n4cations, 	The sawmill presently uses a twin band saw 
tnstalled specifically for sewing specialty products that 

are mainly, made from tallowwood. Such modification8 would 

U involve inatalling othr sawing equipment and associated 

handling equipment and docking facilities. it would take 

U
about six mnths to mfle the neceesary changeover.The  
total coat of conversion would be between $150,000 and 
$250,000 	IL would be unecopomic for the crnytospe na 
CbS .amount of money to modity the sawmill in Eh -
short-term, that is, for the period of about fifteen months 

during which the Forestry Commission will be preparing an 
environnentai impact statement for the Chaelundj State 

I Forest. For such modifications were to be economic in the 

long term, it would be necessary for the Company to change 

I 	
'midstre" to an entirely new .atrtegy to Qkl the 
additional output of traditional non-tallowwood products 
:ito existing market. Alternativeiy, the Company would' 

have to develop entirely new products or entirely new 

markets for existing traditional non-tallowwood products, 

I 	Current market conditio Ct extremely 
... 	

difficult and, it ........,. ...... 
they continue, the Company would not be able to Compete. 

I Therejjjis other changes are made in the conditions 

under which it operates which. are beyond the second 

reponcent's control the sawmill will have to close down. I 
Secondly, if the sawmill closes, the Company will have to 

I terminate the contracts of service of all personnel employed 

at the sawmill (51 in nwnber), the contracts of service of 

I marketing personnel employed in Sydney (/'ç7'Ss-tThnec,) and 

contracts with 29 loggers and logging companies who cut 

I
tfm},er (or the Company, Sofwhorn provide a total of about 

This means r. lC-1cL. 
jobs will potentially be lost if the sawmill 

I 	closes. 

Thirdly, the Company has built two villages called 

Briggavale and Cascade on land in respect of which the 

I
.  Forestry Commission has granted an occupation permit to the 

Company. The Company has built 31 houses, a water supply 

I 



I system and a reticulated sewerage system. It has invested 

$1,560,747 in improvements at Sriggsvale and Cascade since 

1924 and has insurance cover for reinstating the capital 

I
improvements at Briggavale and Cascade as follows; 

31 houses at $1.2 million, 

The sawmill and other improvements at $6 million. 
I 

The Company meintain8 the improvements at Briggavale and 

Cascade and pays rates on the land comprising the village, - 

If it becomes necessary to close the sawmill, it will be 

uneconomic for the Company to maintain the impràvewenta at 

Briggavale and Cascade and to comply with the conditions of 

the occupation permit which, in turn, will, render the 
occupation permit liable to cancellation or non-ronowal. it 

the occupation permit is cancelled or not renewed. then. ..... 
pursuant to the final clause of the Conditions Of. Occupation 

Permit (For Sawmill Site), the Company may be put to the 

expense of clearing the site of all improvements within 
three months of the date of cancellation or non-raZ2bWal or, 

alternatively, such improvements as are not removed will 

bcome crown property. Thus the Company: would suffer a very 

substantial capital loss. The Company could not afford to 

lose the improvements and then replace them if logging were 

to be permitted to recoitflettCe at some later tints. 

is, 	Fourthly, the communities at Briggevale and Cascade consist 

of workers at the sawmill and their families and other 

employees of the Company and their families who pay a 

nominal occupation fee to the Company. A_total of.Uaastt 

number] people live at Briggsvale and Cascade. Three 

ge ffèi'tioriáof cTic&'fl7rtuck and Dury families live at 

briggavale. There is a low turnover of residents in these 

villages, so they are close-knit communities. The Company 

has a policy of permitting workers who retire from 

employment with it at or after normal retiranent age to 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L 
LI 
I 
I 
LI 
I 
[1 
I 
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occupy one of the houses at Briggevale or Cnecade for the 
rest of his or her natural life. Presentlj, one such font%mr 

employee, Merle Turner, who will not disclose her age but is 

about 80 years old, occupies a house at 8riggsvfle. Thart 
is a great deal of goodwill and mutual help between the 

community and the Company. The residents of the villages 

operdte a voluntary fire watch aervice to prevent Lire from 
damaging the improvements in the villages. Th. Company 

supplies the residents or the villages with firewood free Of 
charge from offcutz from the sawmill, 

	

19. 	If the second respondent were to close the sawmill and c•ass 

maintaining the improvements at Briggavale and Cascade, then 

arrangements would have to be made for the maintenance of 

the improvements in the villages and an issue might arise as 
to the legal entitlement of the residents to continue to 

live there. If no satisfactory arrangements can be made to 

enable the residents to continue to live at.Sriggsvale and 

Cascade, then they will have to seek alternative 

accommodation, probably at normal commercial rates, which 

could well cause them hardship, particularly if they cannot 
find alternative employment. 

	

Q. 	Fifthly, it the sawmill must close bccauae of a lack of 

tallowwood but can recommence operations after completion of 

an environmental impact 5tatement and, assuming that the 

site area does not have to be cleared in the meantime, the 

the Company estimates it will incur the following costs of 

re-establishing operations at the mill:- 

. 	. (a) ......Obtaining new staff because existing staff will have -.------ 	--.. ----------- -•- ------- 
got other jobs and may not return - $150,000.00: 

-. 

(b) 	Training new stafl - $100,000.00; 

I 	 Maintenance costs in the intervening period - 
$40,000.00; 

-I 
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(d) 	Special costs of re-ccninissionjng the plant - 
$10,000.00 to $20,003.00; 

(a) 	Re-establishing lost markets and goodwill - 
$ 300, 000 .00. 

21. 	Sicth1y, if the second respondent has no access to 

tallowwood until mid-1991, it will have to suspend its 

research and dbvelopment into alternatives for taflowwood 

cross-arms because, without profits fromT tallowwood, the 

project cannot be funded.If the Company has to abandon 

the cross-arm project, then its investment will be wasted. 

The contracts of service of the personnel engaged in 

research and development and marketing for the project will 

have to be ternj.nated. This will result in the loss of 2 

jobs. If harvesting of tallowwood were to be permitted to; 

resume at some future time, but research and develognent 

cannot be continued in the meantime, then there will be 
delay in the introduction of the alternative blockbutt 

product into the market with the consequence that the 

Company's dependence on tallowwood will be prolonged. 

Further, the introduction of the alternative to tallowwoocj 

cross-arms must be gradual and depends on the cotitinuing 

availability over time of a proportion of tallowwood 
ft. 	

cross-arma to the market until the users' confidence in th 

alternative product grows to a level where dependence on 

tallowwood cross-arms will decline and, ultimately, abate 

entirely. Further again, the Company will lose market share 

to its competitors in the cross-arms market whose products 
are made from steel rather than tinter. Timber cross-arms:  
arc only a fraction the cost of steel cross-arma. TI' timbEr 
cross-arms are not available because tallowwood is 

unavailable, the Company's competitors will have: the 

Opportunity to supply steel cross-anna to the Company's 
customers, Once those custosters decide to change to steel 

cross-arms, they will have to spend money on redesigning and' 
modifying their power lines and will have to invest in 

capital equipment and training for the finishing and 
re-galvanjeing of steel cross-arms. Having made that 
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commitment of capital to eteel cross-arms, the Company's 

cuatomers are unlikely to change back to tallowwood 

cross-arms if they become available again. 

SUMFIARY 

.2. 	In summary, this Company submits that, if it is unable to 

obtain tallowwood from the Chaelundi State Forest from the 

end of October l90, serious adverse economic consequences 

will flow to the employees of the Company, the communities 

of Briggsvale, Cascade and Dorrigo and the the Company 

itself. 
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Preferred Management Priority Classification 

Introduction 

Circular No. 1100 of 28th August, 1980 initiated a system of area 
classification within State Forests which will provide a ready reference to 
long term planning intent in a spatial plane so as to recognize particular 
values and to form a basis for applying appropriate management prescrip-
tions designed to mairctain and/or enhance such values, the proposal 
reflected a need for more detailed spatial planning than can be achieved 
within a management plan, to facilitate management generally, to protect 
important environmental values more specifically, and to communicate with 
the public. 

A Preferred Management Priority (P.M.P.) Classification will con-
slot of a map, subject to formal approval by the Commission or delegated 
officers, showing by different shadings the boundaries of management 
priority classes. This nap will be a planning docwoent in its own right, 
distinct from, but parallel to the management plan and in no way super-
seding or replacing it. .bThere a management plan gives detailed prescrip-
tions, is spatially broad and subject to periodic revision, the proposed 
classification will be broad in its prescriptions, spatially detailed and 
subject to continuing revision. In the long term, management plans will 
refer to the corresponding management priority classification and will set 
out detailed prescriptions applicable to each priority class. 

outline of Classification 

The classification is a three-stage hierarchical system with each 
category being designated by decimal numbering. This is illustrated on the 
attached chart. 

Each category is defined as follows: 

First Stage Categories 

I 1. 	Indigenous Forestry Use 

I. 
. Areas to be managed indefinitely under generally indigenous 

vegetative cover. 	This may include non-forest formations 
(e.g, water, heaths, 	swamps, 	rock outcrops, 	natural clearings, 
buildings, roads, recreation areas) which are integral to such 

..management. 

I 2. Exotic Forestry Use 

Broad areas generally established to and being managed as 
plantations of exotic tree species or kept for establishment 

I of exotic plantations in the future. 	Areas in the latter 
category may be subject to extensive, non-developmental 
management of existing vegetation 	(e.g. 	harvesting of natural 
timber, grazing, 	apiary, 	extensive recreational use) 	pending 
conversion to exotic plantation. 	The class nay contain as I small inclusions 	(islands or narrow belts, but not broad 

1 
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I 
areas), 	Land not suitable for exotic plantations such as 

I watercourse 	fringes, 	swamps, 	rocky areas, 	log 	Loading sites, 

forest building 	sites or minor 	recreation sites. 

I 
3. Non Forested Use 

Significant areas 	(generally greater 	than 	10 hectares or, 	if 

strip developoents, 	generally wider 	than 100 metree) 	set aide 

for use 	in a non-forested state. 

Second I. 

 
Stage Categories 

1.1 Multiple Use Aatural Forest 

I. Areas carrying native forest vegetation to be maintained 	inde- 
finitely under 	indigenous forest cover and used for timber 

production, 	catchaent protection, 	wildlife habitat, 	forest 

recreation, 	grazing and apiculture to varying degrees. 

I 1.2 Undeveloped Natural Forest 

Native forest areas of 	tow commercial timber value by reason 

.of forest 	types, 	site quality and difficult terrain and 

I location, 	to be retained essentially as protection forest. 

Oeveloçnents restricted to extensive fire proteötion 

activities, 	walking 	trails and minimum fire 	trail Access: 

I necessary for 	fire protection. 

Timber production at most, 	restricted to minor selective 

harvesting involving only temporary surface access tracks. 

I
.  

Harvesting or other forest operations should have negligtble 

effect on forest stand or hydrological conditions. 

Silvicultural development of 	timber stands excluded. 

I
. 

1.3 Natural Forest preserved 

Areas of 	natural 	forest to be maintained 	in an undisturbed 

natural condition and for 	the preservation of 	specific biolo- 

I gical values. 	Includes Flora Reserves, 	Forest Preserves and 

other areas of known unique, 	rare or uncom,n biological 
P values which are worthy of consideration for formal It preservation 	Development 	is generally excluded from this 

claas. 	All 	timber 	harvesting 	is excluded and recreational 	use 

is 	restricted 	to levels which will not prejudice 	the preserved 

forest values. 

I
1.4 Native Species Plantation Forestry 

Broad areas generally established to and being managed as 

plantation of 	indigenous 	tree species or 	kept for 	establish- 

went of 	indigenous plantations 	in the 	future: 	Includea only 

I areas to be managed as full plantations 	does not include 

natural areas where planting of 	indigenous tree species may be 

usedto assist natural 	regeneration 	in rehabilitating 	to a I- 
f.11 natural 	forest cover 	following harvesting. 	The class may 

contain as small 	inclusions, 	(islands or narrow belts but not 

broad areas) 	land unsuitable 	for 	plantation culture such as 
watercourse 	fringes, 	swamps, 	rocky sites, 	forest building 

sites or minor 	recreation sites. 

I 

I 
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2.1 Amenity Plantation 

Areas of or intended for exotic plantations primarily for some 
amenity purpose, such as soil reclamation, landscape improve-
ment etc.*timber production to the extent compatible with the 
retention of the amenity value is permissible for such plan-
tations but is not the primary purpose 

2.2 Timber Production Plantation 

Areas of existing or intended exotic plantation prtmarily for 
timber production. 

3.1 Use as Cleared Land 

significant areas of cleared land (generally greater than 10 
hectares) within a general forest complex to be retained for 
se use e.g. banana plantation, pasture, crop paddock, in 
their cleared state. 

3.2 special Site Development 

I . Significant areas (10 hectares plus) used and retained for 
some special site. development, such as nurseries, forest head-
quarters buildings, forest villages, major transmission lines. 
Does not include small areas occupied by small structures e.g. 

I
picnic facilities, huts, withih generally forested areas. 

Third Stage Categories 

I 	
The third stage categories apply only to multiple use native 
forest and plantations. In short, those lands for whibh 
timber production development is permissible under the first 
and second stage zoning. Third stage classifications may apply 
from broad areas down to near point locations. They provide 

I an additional qualification on the general management intent 
provided in first and second stage classification, in the 
emj*asis of management on specific values inherent in the 
particular areas as follows: 

I 1. General 

I2.  
Management for timber productionand other forest values 
without particular emphasis on any of the non-wood values. 

si 	
Special Eihasis Recreation 

Areas possessing inherent natural features of direct signifi-
cance to forest recreation e.g. proximity to waterways, 
waterfall, scenic vantage points, aesthetic or interesting 
timber stands or vegetation features or areas which, by virtue 
of location or tradition have significant social meanings uni-
que to the particular site. Does not include areas which sight 
be used periodically as minor picnic sites but which possess 
no special long term value for forest recreation. Management 
for other uses in this class is constrained to the levels 
necessary to ensure maintenance of the recreation value. 
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I 
Special Ephasis Education 

Areas of special value through location and vegetation type 

for the demonstration of forest values and forestry practice. 

Management for other uses is constrained to a level designed 

to maintain the features of educational values. 

Special emphasis Research 

Areas containing features required for long term research e.g. 

arboreta, planting trials, tong term experimental plots. 

- 	Management is directed to the maintenance of the characteristics 

being researched. 

I
S. Special Emphasis Catch.ment Protection 

- 	 . Areas forming catchments of particularly sensitive water 
supplies or aquatic ecosystems where above-normal prescrip-

tions or constraint in catchment use for maintenance of water 

quality and soil stability may be necessary. Does not include 

filter strips or streanside reservations from clearing or 
logging etc. which are the result of routine prescriptions. 

I ., 	6. Special Emphasis Visual Resource Protection 

- 	 . Areas of particular visual sensitivity such as escarpments or 

hillsides forming noticeable landscape components relative to 

I 	
population centres or routes and which may require extraor- 
dinary treatments or constraints in management to maintain 
visual quality. Areas should normally exceed about 100 m in 
width before being separately classified. 

I 7. Special Emphasis Flora and Fauna Protection 

Areas containing habitats of rare or endangered or otherwise 
especially valued flora or fauna including areas reserved for 

I 	 general habitat protection, where the protection of such habi- 

- 	 tats does not necessarily require full preservation of the 

whole area but where management needs some adjustment from 

normal to ensure maintenance of the specific habitats, may 

I
include reservations of areas for general habitat protection 
e.g. in chipwood operations or plantation conversion, but only 
where these exceed routine prescriptions for filter strips or 
strea.sside reservation under er6sion mitigation conditions. 

I . 	

. 	6 	Special Emphasis Historical values 

Areas containing structures, ruins or artifacts of sinif i- 

I 	
cance to the history of non-Aboriginal man in Australia and in 
which these historical values should be maintained. 

9. Special Emphasis Aboriginal Sites 

I . Areas of established significance to the history and/or 
culture of Aboriginal man, where management should be oriented 

to the maintenance of these cultural values. 

I
i mpiementatin 

Preferred Management Priority classification should prc.cced inde-

pendently of Management Plan preparation. In due course, classifidatton 

I 	
will be integrated with Management Plans, with differing prescriptions, 
such as for harvesting, Sing made for different categories. This wiit 
occur gradually as Management Plans are revised or new plans initiated. 

1 
Ii 
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Area; The classification should be undertaken for each separate 

I 	
management area but should extend only to State Forests, since the manage- 
ment responsiblity for other Crown-timber lands is limited. 

Intensity; The classification should proceed only to the level 
warranted by existing knowledge of the area and by-definite Long term 

I 	intent. Although the classification should proceed to the third stage for 
all areas, the •general category should be used except where the need for 
a special emphasis classification is clearly known and demonstrable. 
variations in treatment which result from the routine application of; 

U 	
generaf prescriptions (e.g. to protect catchment, faunal or visual values 
within a multiple-use forest) should not be reflected In the 
classification. Such routine variations are implied within the appropriate 
generaP category. oep.*ture from the general category implies the 

I 	
existence of a value which is to sooe extent unique to that area and which 
requires mcdification of routine prescriptions for the long term main-
tenance or enhancement of that value. 

First and second stage classifications should not be made for 

I 	areas less than 10 he or 100 m in width. Third stage classification may be 
for near-point locations (e.g. for historic or aboriginal sites) but not 
usually for narrow strips (e.g. roadside or streamaide reserves). 

I- 	
It is not the intention that classification should be dependent on 

exhaustive resource surveys. Classification should proceed on the basis of 
present knowledge and will be subject to amenthtent as new infor-wation and 

- a.anagement strategies emerge. 

I The National Parks and Wildlife Service ha, requested that P.M.P. 
maps not reveal site locational inform.ation to the public, so as not to 
encourage public visitation and subsequent accidental site disturbance or 

I 	
deliberaCe vandalism. Although all areas meeting the criteria should be 
classified, base P.M.P. maps, which are public documents, should nob 
include any P.M.P. 1.1.9 areas based on a singie Aboriginal site and 
generally less than 10 hectares in extent, or otherwise likely to disclose 
the locations of specific Aboriginal sites. Broader areas, including 

I 	notified Aboriginal Areas should nevertheless be included. Those P.M.P. 
1.1.9 areas excluded from base P.M.P. maps should be separately recorded on 
an appropriate detachable map overlay. This overlay, while forming part of 
the official P.M.P. classification, shall not be available for inspection 

I 	
by the public. 

Within the above definitions and guidelines, a considerable degree 
P 	of aabiguity in the application of categories .'ill be experienced 

I 	
initislly. 	It is virtually impossible to eliminate this ambiguity fully. 
exampLes of the classification process are provided in the Appendix to this 
cirailar which should provide some guidance. If necessary, subsequent 
review by Management Officers will provide the mechaniw to achieve better 

I 	
consistency. 

The classification should produce a comprehensive and mutually 
exclusive partition of the State Forests in the management area. That is, 
each area should be in 	 one, but only one category. The basic 

I 	
class is 1.1.1 and all classification, at each level, should be considered 
as advances from this base. In third level classification, higher number 
categories should normally take precedence over lower numbers on the basis 
that these would involve greater management constraint and hence generally 

I 	
tee the réi'tements for special emphasis of lower order. For example, in 
anarea of visual resource protection including unique recreatio6al resour-
ces category. .6 would normally be applied. In each case, however, the 
required level of management planning constraint should be the final basis 
of judgement. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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Classification plans should be presented on base maps spe-

cially prepared and maintained for that purpose only. it is Considered 
that the 1T25 000 series management or CIV maps should be the most 
appropriate where then are available. Where not available a scale in this 
range should be chosen. The intent is that the maps should explicitly and 
unaabiguously define the areas. They should not be considered schematic. 
(hIS 840 would be suitable but perhaps too awkward for easy reference; 
150 000 would still be suitable; a project map would be quite 
unsuitable). In management areas where state forests are widely scattered 
(e.g. in Western Districts) individual or group-of-stat eforeat maps at the 
appropriate scale should be used. 

Legend: A standard legend has been devised and this is outlined 
in the following tables with suggested colours for both Town and Country 
Inks and Derwent Penêils. The particular shades are illustrative only, 
however the basic colour pattern, with lighter shades for the general cate- 
gory and a single darker shade for the special 	ptiasis categories should 
be maintained. 

The letter symbols which delineate the special emphasis categories 

I 	 should be carefully hand printed over the areas to form a grid approximately 
1 cm square, using a fine black felt tipped pen or black mapping pen. 
Point lo'ations should be designated by a single symbol. 

U. 	The maps will be management planning documents and available to 
the public with the exception of Aboriginal site overlays and deriving 
their force from the Forestry Act, should therefore be of an appropriate 
high standard. While in some cases it may be practicable to have maps 

U 	
tinted in Regional Off ices, pencil coloured maps produced in District 
Offices will be adequate. Each map should be fully labelled and. the legend 
shown, and should carry an up to date approval certificate signed by the 
appropriate officer. 

U
.  Approval for Classification and ?aenent 

The initial plans will be approved by I4aaageaent Officers in the 
course of their regular visits to each District. 

U Th, classification has been designed so that increasing planning 
constraint in management correlates with increasing classification nuaber. 
Plans may be amended stibseguendy on the Regional Porester's authority for 

U
. 	 any aaenent involving an advance in naber of second and third stage level, 

but only on Head Office authority for a change in first stage classification 
or a regression in nuaber in second and third stage classification. 

Approval should be renewed by the Regional Forester at the 
beginning of each financial year. Approved plans should be held in both 

I
- 	 District and Regional Offices and, with the exception of Aboriginal site 

overlays, be available for inspection by the public. 

Circular No. 1100 of 28th August, 1980 is hereby cancelled. 

G.S. tUOt; 
Secretary. 

14th November, 1963. 
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PREFERRED MAKAe1T PRIORITY CLASS I FICATIC* 

FORESTRY 

FIRST 
STA 1. 
CATEODRIES Indigenous Forestry Use 

SEt4D j  I I I 
STAGE 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 

CAIE)RIES Multiple undeveloped Preserved Native 

Use - Natural Natural Species 

Natural Forest Forest Plantation 

Forest Forestry 

Exotic Forestry Use 

U 
Amenity 	Timber 
plantation 	Production 

Plantation 

Non-Forested Use 

3.2 
Cleared 	 Special 
Land 	 Deve1opent 

SPFCIM. 	DWRASIS CATEGORIES 
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STA ..2 ..1 

I 	I 	I 
..3 	 ..4 	 ..5 
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CAT!G)RIES 	General 	Recreation Education 	Research 	Catchment Vtu1 Flora Ristorical 	Aboriginal 

Protection Resource and Values 	 Site. 

Protect ion Fauna 
- Protect ion 



Standard Colour Legend for P.M.P. Classification 

Suggested/Approximate Shades 

Category 	 Basic Colour T I C Colour Pencil No. 

1.1 Multiple Use Natural Forest 

1.11 	General 	 Light Green Green 1.2 44 
1.1.2-9 Special Emplasia 	Dark Green Green 1 46 

S 

1.2 Undeveloped Natural Forest 	Brown Yellow Brown 2 57 

1.3 preserved Natural Forest 	Green Grey Green Grey 1 45 

1.4 Native Species Plantation 
Forestry 

1.4.1 	General 	 Light Blue Blue 	1.1 39 
1.4.2-9 Special Eirpt.asis 	Dark Blue Blue 2 35 

2.1 &aenity Plantation 

2.4.1 	General 	 Light Purple Blue Purple 1.2 26 
2.1.2-9 Special EmphasIs 	Dark Purple Red Purple 	1.1 23 

7.2 Timber Production Plantation 

2.2.1 	General 	 Light Red Red 2.2 17 
2.2.2-9 Special Emphasis 	Dark Red Red 1 14 

3.1 Cleared Land 	 Yellow Yellow 1 2 

3.2 Special Development 	 Orange 	. Orange 	1.1 8 

Special Ehasis Symbol Legend 

Category Symbol 

.2 	 Recreation Rec 

.3 	 Edbcatlon C 

i.tt. 
.4 	 Research R 

.5 	 Catchment Protection C 

.6 	 Visual Resource Protection Y 

.7 	 Flora and Fauna Protection . 

.8 	 Historical Values H 

.9 	 Aboriginal Sites A 
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APPDDlX: Examples of Preferred Management Priority Classification 

A. Typical Native Forest 

FIRST STAGE CATEGORIES 

In this typical native hardwood Manageme!%t Area, the whole of the 
area is classified as I. Indigenous Forestry Use - except for an O.P. for 
agricultural prposes, which being over 10 hectares has been classified as 
3. Non-Forested Use (3.1 cleared tand). The Indigenous Forestry area 
includes one large lake (tver 10 hectares) and a substantial area (20 
hectares + ) of heath type vegetation. It also includes a trial plot of 
P. iadiata established in the 19400. 

SECQW STAGE CATEGORIES 

At the second stage of classification, the greater part of the 
1. Indigenous Forestry Use area has been classified as 1.1 Multiple Use 
Natural Forest. 	Advances on this basic classification have been made as 
follows: 

Two Flora Reserves, three Forest Preserves and an area of rain- 
forest which is currently under investigation for probable 
reservation have been advanced to 1.3 Preserved Natural Forest. 

A large (over 1 000 hectares) area with very steep slopes where 
harvesting would be totheconomically and environmentally unac-
ceptable together with a similarly large separate area of very 
low quality swampy land and the adjoining heath type vegetation 
which have been advanced to 1.2 undeveloped Natural Forest. 

* All that area which has been established to full eucalyptus 
plantation has been advanced to 1.4 Native Species Plantation 
Forestry. This area (at present 800 hectares) is made up of a 
number of non-adjacent areas (down to about 40 - 50 hectares) 
which were tractor-cleared and planted with jiffy pots in con-
sequence of non-regeneration after logging in a moist hardwood 
type. 

All of the renaming area, classified -as 1.1 Multiple Use Natural 
Forest, includes a variety of different forest types including a substan-
tial area of rainforest, intermingled with the hardwood forest, where 
routine logging is not permitted, and areas which have been planted with 
jiffy pots in a general regeneration programme based on natural regenera-
tion together with some snig track extension and dtzup site planting. 

THIRD STAGE CATEGORIES 

At the third stage of classification, the 1.1 Multiple Use Natural 
Forest has to a large extent been classified as 1.1.1 General. Advances 
frow this basic classification have been made as followsi 

A.developed picnic area situated on the shores of the lake together 
with an adjacent area containing a walking trail has been 
classified as 1.1.2 Special ehasis Recreation. (However three 
small fireplace table roadside rest areas along the main forest 
road, having little inherent recreational value havóbeen retained 
as 1.1.1 General). 
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A creek side flat, currently inaccessible and undeveloped, but with 

I 	good recreational potential, and likely to be accessible in future 
has been advanced to 1.1.2 Special Emphasis Recreation. 

A nature trail, which has been developed specially for use by school 

U 	groups with interpretive signs and literature, and which covers a 
unique area for the purpose including examples of a variety of 
vegetation types, past treatments and early logging has been 
advanced to 1.1.3 Special Emphasis Education. 

Three ccxmi iseion research plots, including a P. radiata trial plot 
together with an area in which a University department has been 
allowed to eetablish a long ter, wildlife study have been advanced 
to 1.1.4 Special Emphasis Research to reflect a need for special 
considerations in harvesting, burning regimes etc. A number of 
inventory and persanent growth plots, as well as an area being used 
for short term study of the impact of routine harvesting operations 
have not been advanced beyond 1.1.1 General, reflecting the routine 
nature of their Management. 

An area of about 500 hectares, within the isediate catchaent of 
the local shire water storage, where the shire has expressed some 
interest and concern for the maintenance of water quality has' been 
advanced to 1.1.5 Special Emphasis catchiment Protection. 

Fo.ax areas have been advanced to 1.1.6 Special Emphasis Visual 
Resource Protection.. The first covers an area of forest close to 
the main regional population centre, which forms an important 
visual backdrop to the town and although no specific concern has 
been expressed by residents to date, it could be expected, if the 
quality of the view were somehow to be impaired. The seoond is a 
strip along the major state highway which trsversea one of tie, 
forests of the Mansgement Area. This area is over 100 m wide (each 
side of the highway) and includes se very fine, large stands of 
eucalypta which are periodically treated to remove undergrowth and 
improve depth of view, together with a roadside rest area, the 
third area is a strip (over 100 a wide) along the top of a major 
escarpaent which forsa a significant feature of the landscape, 
visible over a wide region. the fourth is a strip (over 100 m 
wide) along a river identified as having wild and scenic values, 
and used for canoing and rafting. 

A ntaber of wildlife corridors identified on the basis of research 
into habitat preferences and designed to maintain a network of 
suitable habitat over the Area have been advanced to 1.1.7 Special 

'Emphasis Flora and Fauna Protection, 
.4 

Two areas.o( a half a hectare each, containing a tree of 
outstanding size were advanced to 1.1.7 Special Emphasis Flora I 
Fauna Protection, 

A nail area of about 50 hectares which contains a stand of a rela-
tively unusual eucslypt species has been advanced to 1.1.1 Special 
Emphasis Flora and Fauna Protection. Although this specie, is ade-
quately represented in Flora Reserves in other Management Area., it 
is the only occurrence in this Management Area and has significant 
locab.value. This classification will ensure that loggingdoes not 
inadvertently cause its local extinction. 

The route of an old logging railwsy, including a trestle bridge, 
has been advanced to 1.1.8 Special Emphasis Historical Values 
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Two sites,-.one a rock face carvings and the other tdentif ted by 
local aborigines as being sacred to them have been advanced to 
1.1.9 Special Ehasis Aboriginal Sites. 

The remainder of this 1.1 Multiple Use Natural Forest, which 
retains the 1.1.1 General classification includes three small roadside rest 
areas, inventory and permanent growth plots, filter strips left in logging 
and plantation clearing, rainforest and a Forest Drive. Each of these 
areas are subject to special prescriptions in the Management Plan, but are 
considered to be within the scope of routine multiple use management and 
have not been separately classified. 

The area classified as 1.4 Native Species Plantation Forestry has 
beer further claasifipd as 1.4.1 General except for two areas: 

Three hectares have been developed as a demonstration area for dif-
ferent silvicultursi regimes and this area has been advanced to 
1.4.3 Special thasis Education 

* A species trial plot net up by W.T. & P.R. Division has been 
advanced to 1.4.4 Special ehaeis Research. 

'8. Typical Exotic Pine Plantation Forest 

FIRST STAGE CATEGORIES 

In this typical exotic Plantation Management Area, two first level 
categories are defined 1. Indigenous Forestry Use and 2. Exotic Forestry 
use. 

Indigenous Forestry Use includes broad areas which have not been 
and are not planned to be converted to exotic pine Plantation. This inclu-
des areas generally unsuitable for Plantation growth due to soils, climate 
etc. These areas are quite distinct from the rest of the Area. Within the 
area generally suitable for Plantation, a number of aaller, discrete areas 
have been excluded from conversion as a result of steep slopes, or other 
considerations. Where these areas are generally gceater than 100 m in 
width and over 10 hectares in area, they have been classified as 1. 
Indigenous Forestry Use. A Forest Preserve, which is surrounded by pine 
Plantation, has been included as 1. Indigenous Forestry Use and advanced to 
1.3 Preserved Natural Forest. Another block of retained native forest, 
unrarkable in itself'but nevertheless significant for general habitat 
conservation in an area generally converted to pasture and plantation has 
also been included as 1. Indigenous Forestry Use and advanced to 1.1.7 
Special Etasis Flora and Fauna Protection. Further classifications 
within this area have been made along the general lines Outlined in example 
A above. 

Exotic Forestry Use therefore includes all areas currently 
established to pine Plantation, those areas designated as suitable for con-
version and ultimately planned for that use, together with small J.ncluded 
areas such as filter stripe, wildlife corridors, visual buffers and a 
recreation area all of which have been retained under native forest cover 
and will continue to be maintained aà such, but which are generally less 
than 100 a wide and 10 hectares in area. It is anticipated that as plan-
tatión estAblishment continues, some large areas will be identified as 
unsuitable for conversion and these will then revert to 1. Indigenous 
Forestry Use. Similarly sne pre-war plantings were made on areas now con-
sidered to be marginal Plantation propositions and it is planned to re-
establish these areas to native forest after final felling. These areas 
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I 

I 
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-iii also be reclassif Led to 1. Indigenous Forestry Use in that Manaqement 

Plan period during which final Ceiling is scheduled. 

5EcQ4O & THIRD STAGE CATEGORIES 

No areas have been classified as 2.1 Amenity Plantation, therefore 
the whole of the 2. Exotic Forestry Use area also becoces 2.2 Timber 

Production Plantation. Most of this area has been classified at the third 
stage as 2.2.1 General. The following advances on this basic classifica-
tion have been made. 

A Forest Park est.abl:.ed within a pre-war stand of pine and 

another recreation site established in a email area retained under 

native forest, have been advanced to 2.2.4 Special Emphasis 
Recreation. 

various research plots including an arboretum and some provenance 
trials have been advanced to 2.2.4 Special Emphasis Research. 
Inventory plots have been retained as 2.2.1 General. 

An area adjacent to a municipal water storage and within its catch-
menc has been advanced to 2.2.5 Special Emphasis Catchment 
Protection. 

An area of pre-war pine alongside a major state highway, which 

includes a well-known and well-used roadside rest area has been 

advanced to 2.2.6 Special Emphasis Visual Resource Protection. 

Another area, which has been maintained under native vegttation 

mainly to add visual diversity to a major internal forest toad, has 

similarly been advanced to 2.2.6 Special Emphasis visuar Resource 
Protection. A third area which forms part of the skyline visible 
from the main population centre has been similarly classified. 

This latter area would not now be converted to plantation, but 
rather retained as native forest. It was however converted thir,y 

years ago, and present management will aim to sensitively manage 

the exotic stand to reduce visual Impacts in subsequent operata')ns 

A saali area of 3 hectares has been maintained as native forst to 

preserve the habitat of a relatively rare shrub which isknown front 

only four other localized sites in the region. This area has been 
advanced to 2.2.7 Special Emphasis Flora and Fauna Protection. 

A (our hectare plot of pre-war Pinus radiata representing one of 
P 	

the earliest plantings in the Area and considered to be of some 
historical value has been advanced to 2.2.5 Special Emphasis 
Historical Values. 

A number of areas, containing early plantings if a viriety of -i,'- - 
(erent pine species which are no longer generally planted have teen 

advanced to 2.2.7 Special Emphasis Flora and Fauna Protection. 

• 

 

All Aboriginal relic site has been identified in the native rornsr 

which is planned for future conversion. One hectare SutrOundin,j 

this .;ite has been advanced to 2.2.9 Special Emphasis Aboriginal 
Sites. 

W..J 	 - 
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I DRAFT COPY ONLY 

HARVESTING 	PL.½N 	- 	DORRIGU. 

I.

ATATE FOREST. 	Chaelundi 	State 	Forest 	J96 	COSPAT>IE1.c. 

\fEA: 	GRuSS 	231 	Ha. 	ET 	16 	Ha. 

- I E ':c tuced 	from 	harvest! n 
Special 	Emphasis Areas. 

..I . 	

Visual 	Resource 	Protect Lon . 
Flora and 	Fauna 	Protection 

Wildiiie 	CorrLdor :la 
Other 

.Other 	Rainforest 	Areas I ModiUied 	Harvesting 

I
: P 	LEASE 	DETAILS 	(1) 	tenure: 	Crown 	Lease 	1'340/18 

(ii) 	Registered 	Hoider:>Irs 	D.E. 	Tiooett 

1 . 	TREE 	>IARKJSG 	CODE 

-. 	 Yellow 	- 	Trees 	marked 	for 	retention 	not 	to 	be 	damagea 

.I . 

.. 	Pink 	- 	Trees 	maked 	for 	removal 	I axe 	olaze 	can 	oe 	tisea 

.. . 	•. AREA 	MARKING CODE 

I Blue 	- Compartment.boundary 
White 	- 	Dump Site 
Orange 	- 	Road or track location 

.1 DRAINAGE LINE PROTECTION . 	. 

..3.1 FILTER STRIPS 	-Filter 	strips 	shown on 	are 	Ometrcr .°p 

I ahside of water course. 
. .. 	•"' 	•- 	... 

3.2 	PROTECTION STRIPS- 	Protection strips shown on map are 

I.10 metreseach 	side 	of 	watéi 	courst. 

EROSION 	4ITIGATION 	(.tad,rd.ErosionM,itLgation,Cpnditions for 

I . 

. 	Logging 	in 	N.S.W. 	shall 	apply). 

CROSS DRAIN SPACING ON SNIG TRACKS 

I
TRACK SLOPE 	AVERAGE EROSION CLASS 

jessth;j.5 	. 	 born 
15 	- 	20 	 40m 

I

. 
20 	- 	25 	 20m 

QLL 	 15 in 

I U. ORDER OF WORKING 

6 1 1 	Dry 	Weather 	Areas: 	Log 	Dumps 	2, 	3, 	9, 	10, 	11, 	12, 13, 

I

.  14, 	15 

6.2 	Wet 	Weather Areas: 	Log 	Dumps 	1, 	4, 	5, 	6, 	7, 	8 

I 

I 



PRODUCT SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATED ':OLLME5. 

	

PROLUCT 	 SPECIFICATION 	 EST.VOLUME LECENCEE 

	

& 	1 Conforming with AS 2O9 for polesi 	1uOmU 

	

t: rv.ers 	and suitable rot current orders. 	 j U 

,u•ta Logs .'Iinimum length J .Um, •Slitiimum 	j L'J;)UOn 
Small Enddameter of 30cm. 
laximum defect ie -els sLieciiied 	I 	 Tayict 
in Scnedule of. Compulsory 	 iCo. Lcu 
Utilisation Limits for Dorrio 	I 	 I 
District.' 	 I 	 I 

her 
	

Logs not meeting specifications 
j 	1000m 

above. 	 >ittcn_[ is 

FOREST TyPE DESCRIPTIUN. 

rspe 47a t TWD- BG)ç27ha 	This tpe is limited in the 
Ltpartment, and occurs on lower slopes in western part of 
ThnDartment. 	 - 	- 

Type óJa (Brusbox) Sha, Several isolated pockets of BBX 
yoe are found within the compartment, generally associated witn 

iuilies and SE aspect. 
Tvoe 163a (New England Hardwood) 	130ha-. 	Dominant Type in 

'npartment. Contains high SQ NEB but also TWD, STS, some BC as 
suciated species. 

Type 163b (New England Hardwood) 23ha. 	Lower site quai:v 
C.&nds dominated by NEB occurring on ridge tops. 

-Type 168 (New England Stringybark) liha. 	Productive Type 
'-curving in eastern part of Compartment. Contains Silvertop 
.II.'Lngyoark-', some- TWD, NEB. 

Tvpe.2/3, 3/1 1 (Subtropical rainforest) J2ha. Well develcped 
?tands occur in compartment generally associated with gullies The 
vpesaz-e either _explu4çfrom harvesfing by Special Emphasis 
S1asification or harvestnge"EFiiot, 

STAND CONDITION DESCRIPTION. 

The compartment has not been previously logged. Eucalypt 
stands are mature and overmature throughout compartment. Compartment 
has a generally south easterly asRt  and_isca,r.c.trise_bmoist 
understorey. , The are is within Crown Lease, but the nature ofTffi' 
veIètatióKis such that burning activities_have been minimal. 



'jODIFIED PRESCR[PTION• AND SPECIAL E>IPHASIS .REAS. 

Mature and overmature trees suitable tar provsion ct 	i1ctfe 
habitat shall be retained at a frequency orat least 1 trc-
Flerha, pre '- teaos 	in clmpsot up to a trees scstterei 
thioughout the harvesting aré'a. 

.. . 

Trees identifie.d as feeding trees for Veliot EeI::ed iiuie:.3 
:tno nearby refuge trees shall be retained 

In areas designated as Special Emphasis Flora and Yauna 
__8...;. ... 	4 

Protection (Wildlife Ccrridors,) no trees shall be felteu 
ithin O metreI ot the_centre of thistrrpTTlIrFCestin 

shall be moditied In the oiite?2D metre zone 	i:je 	... t Ica.t 
O% canop 	oer 

 
Only those trees marked for remo'atbs 

:oE_s_tr'.mmission personnel shall be rellec in ths OtLCL 

zone. 

ALL practical steps shall be taken to avoid damaging trees in 
raintorest stands. To this end hardwood trees whicn may cause 
damage to rainrorest stanas shohn on tie map shail be rer.4.1:.ec.  

5 No disturbance either through tree felling, tractor or 
vehicular movement shall occur in the visual resource 
protection area 1.1.6 situated between Broadmeaaows Road anti 
ational Park Boundary. 

Ground disturbance in areas within 40m of eastern edge af 
broadmeadows Road shall be minimised. Harvesting.p I saivae 
Logs shall alsobeminimised within -lOm of 

I . 	ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. 

11.1 Operations shall conform with Coffs Harbour Region Ccue cC 

I 	Logging practices and Conditions of - Timber/Contractors! 
Operators Licences. 

I
n particular, the licensees attentiàn is specificaLly drawn :o 
Lne following clauses;- 

1.) 	5.12 Requirements for stockpiling and _spreading of 

I topsoiltlog dumps. 

ii) 5.16 Requir.enats for prore. sive.jjprsal of bark from 

I
log_dumps. 

I 
I 
I 	I 2. 	PREPARED BY:......... 	 -. .......APPROVED BY................. 

D.J. 	rray 	 D.J. Murray 

I . 	 DISTRICT FORESTER. 

DATE 	 21st April,1990 	DATE 
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I DRAFT COPY ONLY 
S 

HARVESTING PLAN - DORRIGO. 

STATE FOREST. 	tjaejundj State Forest 996 COMPARTMENT No. 1 38 

AREA: 	GROSS 145 Ha. NET  130 Ha. 

I Excluded from Harvesting 
Special Emphasis Areas. 

I. 	

Flora and Fauna Protection 
Wildlife Corridors 	 Iha 
Other 	 ma 

Othdr Rainforest Areas 	 ha 

I . 	Steep ropography 	 bitt 
Modified harvesting 	 Sna 

I
LEASE DETAILS (i) Tenure: Crown Lease 1940/18 

(ii) Registered Holder:SIrs D.E. Tibbett 

I . 	TREE MARKING CODE 
Yellow - Trees marked for retention not to be damaged 

. 	Pink 	- Trees marked for removal (axe blaze can be used) 

AREA MARKING CODE 

Blue 	- Compartment boundary 
White - Pump Site 
Orange - Road or track location 

DRAINAGE LINE PROTECTION 

3.1 FILTER STRIPS - Filter strips shown on map are 20 metres 
each side of water course. 

3.2 PROTECTION STRIPS- Protection strips shown on map are 
10 metres each side of water course. 

EROSION MITIGATION (Standard Erosion Mitigation Conditions for 
Logging in N.S.W. shall apply). 

CROSS DRAIN SPACING ON SNIG TRACKS 

TRACK SLOPE 	AVERAGE EROSION CLASS 

nt5 	 60m 
15 - 20 	. 	 40m 
20 - 25 	. 	 ZOm 
25 •- 30 • 	 ISm 

ORDER OF WORKING 

6.1: Dry Weather Areas: Log Dumps 	4, 5, 6, 7, 8 

6.2 	Wet Weather Areas: Log Dumps 	1, 2, 3 



Ln 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION AND ESTINATED VOLUMES 

JjOJCT 	 SPECIFICATION 	 EST VOLUME 	LIc:ENS:E 

I 
I 
I 	ift's & 	I Conforming with AS 2U9 for poles 

and suitable for current •roers. 

)'hiLa Logsj Minimum length 3. urn, Minimum 

Small End diameter of 30cm. 
Maximum defect levels specified 
in Schedule of Compulsory 
Utijisation Limits for Dorrigo 
District, 

I 
I 
I 

lUOni3 C 
U 

i 1 1 L tins 

6';OCm-' 
Dunt. ztns 

holu i:s 
Lt 

I 
I 

her Logs not meeting specifications 
above. 

500m' 
A & F 
Sawmill 
FM .ca\es 

S aw nnLH:.g 

FOREST TYPE DESCRIPTION. 

Type -ha (TWD-BG) (~3h~a This type is limited in the 
nipartment, and occurs on western part of Compartment on south 

-;tsterly aspect. 
Type 163a (New England Hardwood) 28ha.- Contains nigh SQ NEB 

I ct also TWD, STS, some BG as associated species. 
Type 163b (New England Hardwood) 	75ha. 	Lower site quality 

antis oorninated by NEB occurring on upper slopes. 
Type 168 (New EnglandStringybark) 22ha. Productive Type 

ui-ring in eastern part of Compartment on lower slopes. Contains 
:1 i\ertop Stringybark, some TWD, NEB. 

Type 142/163c (New England Stringybark - New England 
/dwood) Yha. 	Low site quality stands generally associated with 
,cy outcrpps. 

Type 2/3, 6/23 (Rainforest) 	6ha. The types are either 
ccluded from harvesting by Special Emphasis classification or 

:..Lt- vescing prescriptions. The types occur in limited gully locations. 

STAND CONDITION DESCRIPTION. 

The compartment has not been previously logged. Eucalypt 
stands are mature and overmature throughout compartment. Compartment 
has a generally easterly aspect and is characterised by moist 
unders;orej inphe southern part of compartment. The area is within 
C:-own Lease, ahd has been used for grazing purposes. 
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S 

	

). 	MODIFIED PRESCRIPTION AND SPECIAL EMPHASIS AREAS. 

0.1 Mature and overmature trees suitable for provision of Wildlife 
habitat shall be retained at a frequency of at least I tree 
per ha, preferably in clumps of up to 5 trees scattered 
throughout the harvesting area. 	 - 

	

:L 	Trees identified as feeding trees for Yellow Bellied Gliders 
and nearby refuge trees shall be retained. 

0.3 In areas designated as Special Emphasis Flora and Fauna
t  Protecion (Wildlife Corridors,) no trees shall be felled 

within 20 metres of the centre of the strip, while harvesting 
shall be modified *in the outer 20 metre zone to retain at least 
50% canopy covet. Only those trees marked for removal by 
Forestry Commission personnel shall be felled in this outer 
zone. 

0.1 All practical steps shall be taken to avoid damaging trees in 
rainfdrest stands. To this end hardwood trees which may cause 
damage to rainforest stands shown on the map shall be retained. 

	

1. 	ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. 

I 

	

11. 	Operations shall conform with Coffs Harbour Region Code of 
Logging practièes and Conditions of Timber/Contractors/ 
Operators Licences. 

In particular, the licensees attention is specifically drawn to 
the following clauses:- 

5.12 Requirements for stockpiling and spreading of 
topsoil on log dumps. 

5.16 Requirements for progressive dispersal of bark from 
log dumps. 

	

12. 	£fiEPAREDÜY. .. c7'  .......APPROVED By .................. 
- 	

D.Jr urray 	 D.J. Murray 

DISTRICT FORESTER. 

DATE 
	

21st April,1990 	DATE 
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hL 	
DRAFT COPY ON LV 

HARVESTING PLAN - DORRIGO 

ST.-.TE FOREST. 	Chaelundi S.F. 996 	COARTMENF 'o 

GiOSS 	15 Ha. 	NET 	153 Ha. 

Excluded from harvesting 
Special Emphasis Areas. 

Visdal Resource Prote:t ion 
Flora and Fauna Protection 

Wildlife Corridors 	 1.shc 
Other 	 lSha 

Other Rainforest Areas 	 .. 	 iha 
Mod i tied harvest inz 	 Sra 

TREE MARKING CODE 

Yellow -. Trees marked for retention not to oe 
Pink 	- Trees marked for removal (axe blaze can be used) 

AREA MARKING CODE 

Blue 	- Compartment boundary 
Whit 	- Dump Site 
Orange - Road or track locat ion 

DRAINAGE LINE PROTECTION 

.3.1 FILTER STRIPS - Filler strips shcwn on .ap ar' U 

eacn side of water course. 

PROTECTION STRIPS- Protection strips sown in m:.tp 
10 u!etres each side of water otzse. 

; EROSION MITIGATION (Standard Ercs.ion Mitigation Conditiort 
Logging in N.S.W. shall apply). 

CROSS DRAIN SPACING ON SNIG TRACKS 

TRACK SLOPE 	AVERAGE EROS ION CLASS 

Less than 15 	 60m 
- 20 	 40m 

20 •- 25 	. 	 20m 
25 - 30 	• 	 lSm 

U. 	ORDER OF WORKING 

6.1 	Dry Weather Areas: Log tumps 1, 2, 3, 8, 9; 10 - 15 

U.2 	Wet Weather Areas: Log Dumps 1, 5, 6, 7 
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::CI.LCi SPEI.lF[CATIQN AND EST VMATYU  

SPEd FIC.;TION 	 ES:  

Conforming with .AS209 fr i.ohs1 	luUiu 

	

.. 	and zuitabje for current 
 

Logil inimurn Length 3.Um, Ninhij:ttirj 
I SmalL Er:ci diameter of 30cm. 	I 	 HE U: 

!aximum defect levels specttect 
in Schdule of Comntjj.sorv 	 I 
I._niisation Limits for Dorrigo 

i District. 

Logs not me e t ng spec i I i c a 1c.n 	I U ('ni U 
above 	 I:! 

DE:SCuIr'Ti:j\ 

Ala 	( rD-ua):41haL Occurs on eaMern parL ui 

!:e!ti;_ LuJb I.iet Eaglant.! FItu'.todj I7L:,, liLa. 
aI titucie areas preconinaritly on "esiorn par t. at 

c , ri::ii_ns iti) and STS associated "lilt 'LB. Ivi:t: Lt:Aij...i 
.±aiLn .SOn:e STS.DHS. 

Lvne 18 (STS-TWD) Tha. 	limited in L:Y.tenl in aids: 4:.. 1 
'Jr. 

- : '163 tLow SQ New Er:giar:cI  

ILRy 213 I Subtiopicat R..t in totes:. - Q% ijs6 Carar 
Thn:!.:t of the tvte is coc:..... C: Speg!.a1cm:.n:.Iyt 

P. I.Taj'i in ....:-:.:Ltdcd 
.: ..... 	104. 

STAND. CONDITION DESCRIPTION. 

tre 	area nas not been previously icg gecl. 	The cornj:att:i:. 
i :s mature and overmatirre s tands throughout: . 	it ins a 
:orey : ornoonent with lit tie evidence of ii :e . 	frees 

'poles and girder's are limited. 



lit 

NUDIFIED PRESCRIPTiON AND SPECIAL EMPHASIS ARAS. 

:'i.ture and overmature trees suitable for pvc%ininn Lf  

PNwitau sha!l be retiine:l nt_alt aver:.r_zt iccplen:v 
Iceas per tin, pireuably in aLumps .L 	I 	 •. 
LillOugilout the harvesting area 

roes identified as feeding trees For \liow Uel. L iew Cc• 
,no nearby refuge trees shall be retained. 

.3 in areas designated as Special Emphasis Flora and Fauna 
Protection (Wi1d1if corridors), no trees shall be felice 
within 20 metres of the centre of the strip, while harve.tH. 
shall be modified in the outer 20 metre zoi:e to retni ..... 
50% canopy cover. Only those trees marked for remoal by 
Forestry Commission personnel shalt be fefled in this 	LWr  
:one 

I .\ti practical steps shall be taken to a':oid dama.it:'z.rct.. [1 
:-ain±orest stands. To this end hardwood tres which nay c:LtI - 
damage to cainE orest stands shown on the may shall Ln :e::a i.:. 

No di stuibance either through -Tree felling, tract or or 
.}iiculac movement shall occur in the vi sun I resour:e 

protection area 1.1.6 situated between Bi- c;cimeadows.::.d 
Naujonal Park Boundary. 

i: C;round disturbance in areas within -tOm or taster:1 edge 	t 
rcaone adow s R.od shall we ni in I nil .ed . 	Ii a iv :stir: g o 

ics shall also be minirnised within 40m Qf :oad. 

AD)iTIONAL INFORMATION. 

ñperations shall conform with Coffs Harooup :iot c,.-ft 
Logging practices and Conditions of Tim0er1contrac tors 
Uperators Licences. 

in particular, licensees attention is spec.i rEcally e 
- 	following: 

I) 	5.12 Stockpiling and spreading of to! soii on icg dup: 

iii) 5.16 Dispersal of Bark progressively from dump. 

PREPARED BY: 
	

D.J. Murray 	.\PPROVELJ !.V: 
	

D. J .!urr 

DISTRICT FC:fESTER. 

DATE 11th April,1990 	I 	 DATE 
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I ant 	5achelor o 

ScIence, Auscraijar'. Nat±cra1 

UnIversity, nd ecc.cglcal 

consu1n;. ?iy cur;Iculu.t 

Vitae Is set cut In Ar.riexur 

2. 	Or the 2 and 3 of 

Junu 1990 1 VIsIted the 

Chaelundj State oresc and 

corned out a brief survey of 

the forest Vecetaccr. of 

compertecs 200, 198 and 130 

arid also scme o: cre loçged 

areas in comparzer.t 179, Due 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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No. 40052 or 1990 o1 , 

Uhp Creek, Darkwccd cad, 

Thra, 	the Szce Of New 

South Wales do sosemnly 

5:.ncarely and truly afilrt and 

as 
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I 

U
. to time ccnatraLns, I..ho area surveYed was zttiniv the 

hi;her luude weacern par: or these cc.rcarn-nen:a. 

U 
3. 	The area surveyed in ccmpertencs 200, 58 and :ao 

U contaIns sgnican: stads of mature 2nlcg;ed euca',tt 

U
•Corest with many trees wIth di.me;er breast heIght of 

tecre or 	stands of 	ogged fixed zub-:ropIz/ 

U .vdr 	 rainorea: and, to 

prevous!y undccurenced occurences of two rare pi:r.: 

U species, Auscrobus swa±rIli and 

-.!e vogeca: 	oil these unlogged areas is what is known 

U 	 as "old 

U 
, 	To mj knowledge, no decafled survey o the vegecat: 

U of Che!und! State cresc has been carried cut. The 

New South WaLes Forestry tcnunjssson carrLej cut cc 

r.vircnrflenca1 Review jr 1989, which covers the 

ccrnparcmer4cs in cuescSon and earlier a oreat type na: 
U 	

r 	 was Preared fcr the area. alsn by rh Nnw .Rniirh 

I 	 Forestry Coirjn33jQfl. • 
U flSCRIpTIoN OF AREA 

The mjcjr topographic teature oe the area is a north- 

south ridge with a 'laximum altitude of about 1080 
re- 

rnecJ,s at the northwest corer of compartment 200. The 

I 	ftC 

U. 

U 



area slcpes cwav co che east c:wards 	e upcer I 	
:acchencs of Ptne Cree; and NeedLe Creek, with ce 

lowest alcj:ue of just over ,OQ ezre 	ri c the es I 	
edge of ccnzt:tone 198. 

---c SLCepeS ce SO;es L 
variable and there are a 	 of sectjc:1s or co:0 

slope 1e&r t -
ie uPpir ri.go Unc, cLving wv to s:ee:r 

scp5 :1edr. Lbs hedwaLcrg of 9!:e Creek and 

I 
6. 	

Several vecetatjcn ccnrnunj4e8 occur 	tc 

Coinpar;mecz In qL'esZicn and these re decrtbcd beow. 
 

I 
. 	There a 	

a nuer of patc:ee of raLlcores. 	na1y 
CcmPart:Pents 200 and too. - The paLch Surveyed 

I a ruer 
Cu  canopy Loo specj 	The most CCQ tr 

creder.dro_LiJ____ (Ulack 
BoQyong) and  SIcanea 

('!j.1w Carabee) , whij 

(?rLckly Ash) DVsoxylitm Fr-0 	
(RoaewoQd) I 

reL 
 I 	4 	(Corkwocd) 

, Schjzcrnp4ao 	
(Crabapple) 

(brown Ucily Gum) , 

I 

I- 	- 

I 

I 



I 
c'it" 

(SazztfraS) ar.cI 

i;.ccLct.S t.s:r.L5 Nd.C.i9 

arc a.sc presCr.7. 

a. 	sman tree ar: 	trub 	ectes 	c:c AeStr2X.!S 

swainii Pink Ctc::Y 	Ac;cflVCi.37UbeSCeS (an7 

Acronycia . ?olvo3rft 	:r.char!t:i (FeaCher/OCd 

Alanctum vilosurt. SSP. C01VZt0!CGC (fliac( :itskisarz 

I
Ltncs,adtx mcnostac:"ti; (Wal:cLnc-S:ick 

Ariscoce-!auacnlas 	(Nounz.in '.err'j an 

oianurn iaecuflacer-.n (GuYs 'dhskrs) JL- 

layer specles ce Lastrects:s 2p. (a 	 and 

I ?z.Ls tur 	sa 

Epiphyces such asASdThn1um us:astc.n 	±: S 

Fe:n), Djcz-rmja hsct.41n.J.! and ?vn-3s:as. (Felt Yr) 

and v:es SUCh asjJjjus .ztcorej CGreen-Lavad 

Brarrtbc) - ?.airei 	ena (Achor V.ra) and 

res±r.ys 	(Cern Vin 	a.:.sc CcCu2. 

The canopy height cf LhLa 
CCVtLCLLY is about 30  

1flere3, ar.d It tPPear i- a 
rnt.t.US, UfldS3tU'ed 

i
Cor.dj.t4on 	ii -LiXed age Cldzsescrmos; 
This  -aj.-.fozes7would ci — 	a mIxed 

. 	 .ernperaze cla5si.tcaLor . and

ementz 

acccr.g o 

-.0r:stsc Clssjf4cQ_J6n woj CCt1Za" 

I 	 tL,• . 13  

I 



I jet 

both the Arcv:cr.d:on c:u:cch I 	(3lc. 3ccycr.g 

I
ar.± C r:cet4'2 

I 	TArL opEN P0REST . csTr,vEwroP STtING?B?_RX/TAt40OCD" 
•- 

4 

11. A call open forest dcmir.at2d by Euc"3tuS lae'ic;iae 

I
. 	( SLiverCOP 5Lr:cyrC) ar.c wcilvvtus r2.crcccrvs 

(Tallowwocd) occurs or the upur sne ;2rec. Ccpes. 

I C) cc 	SLLt iUCC1'(Ot.19 Sc2.iana (ycn.9y 	iic 

nrewsti ssp. 	r.tanulaza (Ncw inçlar.d Bec:cutt ad 

I Lcthostartor. ccuertus (3ru 	Dcx) aTho cccur in this 

I
corrtmufliLy. . . 

I 	2. A small tree layer at scecies suc' as Acaci 
r 

melanox'/Ln (lackwcod) Acac-d L*rcrata (Blue SkL 

I Wattle) Dothr.andra sp. (5cckeLwcc) Rhcdarnr.ia 

- 	 r'ibezcets (Brush Turpentine) r.ci c3ldcluvja O2fl!culGa 

I
. 	 r 

Cdrkwood) Ls ctcen present and a derse thrub layer 
p 	 - 

I 	
-. usually cc;urs, with species such as CrvDtocarYa r::ia 

• 
(Rose t4aoje) 	Leccarous rBtiCU1CZUS (Blueberry Ash 

I svnourn ciar.cjulpsun (Scentless Rcsawccd)  

I
(Dcgwocd) !ed"carya ancust.2cLia (NatIve iuflerry), 

?oLvscias sarnbucOLlUS (flderoerry ?ttax) a.-.d MvccnLm 

montaflum (Mouncain nocbtal2-t) presenU. 

13. Tte vine specLes Cissus  

I 
I 	 LJ1+V< 

I 



I. 	 5 

PipteracetLyx mooret (tzar Vine 	nd 

I
Achanooez' 	sincs'n Gu.T Vine) e:t3 scct es 

while the ground laYer incL.des stecies sLch 

Slechnum car;flaci.i'.eu: (G:ist.s 'orn) 	C;i:  

(Soft 3rackn) 5eneC4c 	.a G:tunse!) a:d Drvnchv: 

	

(fI 	macre!., 

I 
24 	This f crest ccmrnurti:y cor.calns :Iany lar; eta.t: 

I: 	 wih breast height t :re:en c:net:re or nc:d 3 

I

.. 	canopy he!qh: ce bo: 40 Lo O .ccres and dces no: 

show signs at frequent burninc. 

OPEN FOREST (NEW ENGLAND LkcKL1TT/DIfliARD STCNGYDAX) 

I. 

1.5. On the ridges and dna: slopes tn open ores: or 

open forest comnunicy dotated y E'caLvDcus andres:: 

	

4' 	asp. 	anula 	(New Enqlan Dlcuz:) and 

EUCalVr)l:US camercri -(Dteharo szringyba:t) riit sora 

I EucaLyptus___________ 

euclvctus rn±crccorva tallcwwocd 	ccc:s. 

16. Small tree specIes inclde Aflocstr t:rtiosa (?ora3t 

I
Oak) Acacta melanoxvlcn (31ckwocd) , Acac: 	b:ne:va:: 

I 	

(Two veSned Hic(cry) Ziteocartus reticuLacus 

(1ueberrJ Ash) and .Svnoum clandulosl.un (ScentleEs 

I 

I 



I 	ta 

sosewood) and shrub scectes 	hcb.ide 	rsCCr.i- 	az:r. 

I (Geebung) Rtcôflcwer) ?1.me1d cuzrtn4 	(Tail 

1 Trochccarca laurina (Tree 	:e'.; 	Leucoccn 

lneac13:u5 	(2rC :•ieath) 	Gocdi.Lcticlia 	Gc.der. 

The ground layer 2.ncludes ?te;:dium _e5cLnZut 

i 	
(naccen) Pea sp. . LcmandrLc::oifoli 	(S;Lney 

S 	 :-&ushi and orLocarrus _______crcic 	(Sa;4cr:). 

I.  
LB . In drier,  lower altitude areas 	he snLL :rco ant 

I layer becomes less dHrlse and ?c--- alciform!s 

(:llc!Kcry) and Inciigofer áustral:s (Indigo) 	cccur. 

I 19. The canopy height cfi LLs communluy is bcut 25 to 

metres, w1c tree diameters gaerally less han :i 

I. 	 . 	previcus oonnity. and the lower aL;cude, drier ars 

appear to have beori burnc more :cqucrttly :hn che 

I 	 higher altttude moisc orests. 

1 
TALLOnNFOPFST(TALLOWW000/SYDNEY3LUEGtJM/DRUSHBOX) 

20. On sheltered slopes and gullie tj east of tho main 

ridgeitne, a tall open torest doJ.nated by Eucal'/OtUs 

rn±croccrys (Tallcwwood) , £ucalvttussaiiqr.a (Sydney 

I 	.. 

I 



3..ue 	Cjurn) 	and 	Lochcste:er:ccrtfertu 	(U:uh cx; 	ccur. 

Thi,s ccrrivjnicy mev 	n ave a we 	doveictod 

x'des'-c'ev 	przicula:Ly in 'uflies. 

I 

species 	in. this understorey ThCI 	e Ar:'i:odndrcn 

act mc~~hvl tm 	(black Bcoycr.g)CLdclu": :anicflo;a 

I

(Corc:r) Schizomoria_ovaca  

curtrinbha'n±t 	Urcwn 	eezh) 	and Crvttccarva rc:da(Ri 

I 

I ..' 22. 	Shrub 	1yr species thclude Sclanun 

I

inaeci1).3tcrur&' (Gins Wtskers) 	Laszreccc:. ap. 	(Shield 

?.d1n:um 	for:nosu 	(Gi::u 	iier.ha:r) nd 

I. 
Lornandra srjic,ta 	(Orange MaLt Rush 	

. 

23 . This cc:r_nity contains nan'; !argc mature zreea with 

I

csr.00y height poss!bly excecng 50 tecres in 

There is some evidence o intrequcrt ground i:es. 

I 
SWAMP FOREST 

I 

I
24. A. 	area at a swamp forest carwnun:y dtninated by 

Ca11±.serncn saligr.us  (Wiflow Sottiebrush) occurs in a 

drainçe line in compartment 200. A cc bark euclypt 

ta: tay be ucalvccus deanei (RoUnd-Leaved Gum) cccurs 

I as an eer;cnt in Lhis cs'ntenity and flchnurn 

I 

I 
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I 
Fishhcne ?-ern) tcrms a dense çrcund cover in 

SIGNIFICANT ?aATURhS 

I 25. Rare Fints. Two p1r:u species thac are Listed tn 

I
"Ra -e end Threatened AUSL:allan ?n:s' (Eriggs anc 

Laih. 1988) were recorded during this brief survev 

I 	 These are Austrobuxus swuinii and Dcdonaea 7,ecaz%,cak  • 
Bach these species hevo a riR code of 3RC in 3rig In 
and Le.igh. 

26. in this code II3l 
1 ndtcas a species with a range C OW  

100 km in AustralIa, but occuring or.ly in small 

populations which are mLniy resLrtczed to hI;hiy 

. 2 	specf 4 c anC locailsed habitats; 	rare - species 

which r a rare in Ausuralta but which overall crc nci 

currently considered Erldar:gered or Vulnerable. Suc 

I
. 	 may be representec by a reiac:valy large 

pooulatton In a very resLrjcLcd area or by smlle: 

I populati.o:s spread over a wlcier range, or some 

incerecjace conthinaci.on c disunbuclon; C" - 

I indlcatas 	a species is known to be 

I
- 

 

wirhir,  a ndLjQrlaj park or ocher ;rccln±rned reserve; 

- when used in conjuccion wIth the Conservation CodIr 

I this indicates that the sPecies is constdered 

adequately rebervac!. with 6  total population ot 



U 
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U 	or ture known co occur wchin a cwnservation 

U 
	eerve. 

.kuscrchu<us 5'Aajn.ii grows into a large tree in 

ratzfres: conununit!es and occurs from the SellLnger 

tver cc far southe:n Queensland (Taliebudgere Creek) 

SevenJ. indviduais were nbted3  in the marg.r: at the 
A 	 ) 

ra.:noresc patch near the north 'zesc corner of 

:1::—.nr ?flfl 	fln nnncii -  we irnrnrdir.e1y 2cceflc 

to the lower onibar.kmcnc of the newly constructed 

3rcodmeadcw Road. 

U 

U 
U 

11 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
It' 

I 

cdcr.aea mecazyca is a small to medLurn sized shrub wch 

distinctive pnnace foliage, It hs a ccazered 

occurrence 

 

from near Sydney to just north of the 

Queensland bcrer, in sclerouhyll forest or on the 

nargins cf rsnfcrest. In the survey area it was 

recorded near the boundary between compartments 200 and 

ISo and there was also considerable regeneration along 

3:codneadow Road and in logged areas of ccmparcnen: 

79. 

29. The occurrence of Arayrodendron act±nohyllum (Black 

COyCng) at an aiti.tucle at over 1000 metres is 

unusual, Thi.s sub-tropical rainforest influence In 

this hIgh aluttude area would SnCcLed a hIgher soil 

I 



tcrctflty than suggescec :. :he forestry C:.ss:c-. 

nvi:onnerttal RevIew. 

2G. The forest3 or LhCSC three oom;ar:=encs (2CC. 9E 

laO) are unloqged, czraii numerous 	rçe 	ture trees 

w±:h meny hol:.ows sutab1e for arore1 a'na,ant a: 

conzai: zM:'.y ycunqr urees wIth. most age classes 

represenueci. 

There is no evidence of :ccor.t severe wfldfire and, 

the moist forest arcas, little evidence of freci.enc 

ground f±rcs. These forests wculd fIt the racer.: 

concept of 'old grcwh o:es". Such forest on gentLe 

to moderate topography is bcccming unccncn in :stern 

Auctrali a. 

CONSERVATION OF VEGETATION cOMMUNITIES 

In the broad sense, tha ve;e:azon communitIes tresertt 

In the survey area are probably adecuately conserved, 

but "oid growth" oxanples ot some of these communities 

may not be adequataly conserved. 

At a local level the conservation sltua:±cn Is not 

;leariy defined. There are no 'orestry Ccr'r.lss!cr. 

reserves in Cheluxid! StaLe Ioresz, but moIst forest 

ke 



I 	we 

and 	rainfforc3sL 	types 	ZLmiLa.r 	to 	thcse 	Lnthe 	sur; 

area may occur tn Nddle Creek 	Lora Reserve 	:'.ren;: 

flu State Fcrest&ct 	 BS statac 

the 	nvircnmcnta1 	Re',isw'). 

I 
34 ImeQfltely west cC chaeuiutd: Sttue Forest ts Guy 

Fawkes P'/er Wdl_Ional 	Park. 	There 	:s 	r.c deLafled 

survey inZcrmatior 	avaflabe 	for 	''s 	park, 	but iost 

it is 	L 	lower altitude, 	wt'. steeper SlopeS and 	Lowe: 

- rai:Call than the survey ares. 	and thercfcre wou!t nc: 

be expected co supcort the sre vcgetat:on ccnmut::es 

as 	the-survey area. 

I 
33. 	There 	are 	s:nall 	e.res o 	gentle co moderate cooccra:hv 

I at higher a)-uituce on the sastarr. edge at the National 

• 
Park adjacent io the survey area which may support 

sirn±lar communities to the survey rrea, 	although the 

aspect of these areas the park :s 	tanly westerly 

and thus they are more exposed than the generally 

-aaszarly 	aspects ot survey area. 

FORESTRY COr'ThIISSION FOREST TYPE MAP 

-I 
36. There are several aaes in and near the survey area or. 

the Forest Type Map that are LypC as 142/163C - New 

England Peppermint - New England 3].ckbutt, site height 

I 

• 

I 



<3Cm 	Eucal'intus ncv-r:cfl:. (seW Znqland ?epte:nt:. 

is a spoces chat ger:uraflv ccc:s on the tacaanc 

areas, particularly Li'. zites w::h poc: drinage. 

Bensc'n (1969) cor.siders he Sc1ytus ncva-anliz: 

associtior. s endangered me.::iv by dibacs and 

grazinç. It ucalvtcus ncva-nclica is present 

Chaelundi. State ?orn arca a stbsutc.al  S:e shtu 

he conserved. 

LwouLd be unusual tcr 	ucalvocus nova anc:c 

occur !n the area, uar:icularlv i: the three 

compartnencs in qusLicn. After further çrcund 

survey, Foresty Cc1unissLcr, ay need t3 aer.d tne:r :y;r 

map accordinqly. 

IMPACTS OF ROADWAY, LOGGING, FIRE REGIMES AND C\ZING 

39.The rtost signtficanc and ir.Led!a:ely cbvLcus impact of 

the logging operations is the removal of most c the 

large mature trees over much o: the are. This 

severely mcd!fies the strczure of 	ft:est rd the 

pre-logging 3tructure would nor be regained 

-hund;cdz of ycars, 

40. OperatIons also lead to increased weed Lnvasor. nd 



I 	
14 

is alreedy evdenc 4Lth stece3 sec. as 

I 	
S1esbec 	orientalis (ThdLn waecL C::s:e vuizaro 

Spear 'Uhistle) 	Ccrtvz.a s;. (Feabar.e) and ?Vt..cC3 

I oc-.tanra (Ink weed) . ThLs weed :r.vasion 	enhanced b 

2asler ve:Lculcr a 

I 

cczmu an 	hc a:e areas of 

disturbed scil resulc.nç rcai lcggin; 

4. In cornparlson cc the logged and :caded o:eas, the 

un..ogged are 	sur"ey'd are vir:a1ly ,ed-trce. 

I 42. Logging has occured richc up cc ;e margin Of a 

rainecrest patch in compartment 179. This rcsu2-cs :r. 

the raln:cresL being much more expcsec to w:nd ar.d 

I. 	
dri.er air and 	--± cause dIe bac:c of i- ir.cresz areas. 

— 	 t 	 c04&L 

Accordinc uo the rvLrcr_tenLl Ra'itew ;çcing is 

allowable in rainlores:. 

43. The prooceed fire reçme would not tavcur regar.ar:ion 

ct rctnfore3t species nor would Lhe cc:errer.ce c iarg. 

canopy gaps which would allow severe ground rcs:z to 

i occur. 

I 44. Any increase in grazing in thc area. was sgçested in 

the F2nvircnter.tal Review, could lead to intrcductcn 0 

I more weed soecies unless strict quarantining of stock 

occred before they were moved tnLo the area, and the 

I 



reased seLective crazing of certain spec:es. 

I
4. The rare specius, 	ea nRaa=y=a 	ts 	ro;eeraz:ng 

dl scurbed areas alcrq 	reads and :n logged aras, 

the extent of 	 :n 	an 

- 	 of 	the 	soil 	seed bar.k cC 	Lh:S 	species and 	if 	raçrcwt:-. 

was burnt before an adcquaca set of new seed, 	:h:s 

I
species cod decline. 

tb 	F 	pc.,tft— 

• 4- 	'- 46. 	The 	Cufl references to the texts referred to 	bcve crc 
i tc - • 

as 	fol 1cwi 

I 
Beadle, 	h C W 	(1971-1987) 	Sz4e:tus 	Flora of 	North 	s:ern 

I Mew South Wales. 	6 Volumes University of New Engand. 

• 

Benson, 	3 	(1989) 	.stab1±hirc 	Prior±c-les 	for 	the 
______ 

I Conservaccn of Rare and Threatened 	Pa:as ar.c! 	Plant 

Aeacciazjon 	in New South Wales in The Conservation of 

Threatened Soecies and LhcLr HabItats LUcN occaonal ?a;ers 

2. U S 

Sriggs, U U and Leigh, 3 II (lflS) 	Hare and Threatened 
. 	 U 

AustralIan P].r,t3 AVWs Special PublICation 4 

I 	r1 

I
Ployd, A C (1989) Rairiforest Trees o Mainland South-Zasterr. 

Australia Forestry Contmissjoxt of Ncw Soutt Wales. 

I .. 
I 

jL(~'kvl I 
I 
I 
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Fauna and Flora Joint Study FCNSW-Earthwatch 
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1. 

I 

'I .  

I. 
1 
I. 

I 

1 
I 

:1 

I 

I. 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

KEY TO ARBOREAL TRANSECTS 

TRANSECT LOCATION. 	WALKING/DRIVING LOGGED/ FOREST 

NO. UNLOGGED TYPES 

1 LIBERATION TRAIL 2KM-3.5KM UNLOGGED NEH 

DRIVING TRANSECT 

2 UN-NAMED SPUR RD. UNLOGGED NEH 

WALKING TRANSECT 

S LIBERATION TRAIL OKM-2KM UNLOGGED NEH 

WALKING TRANSECT 

4 UN-NAMED SPUR RD. UNLOGGED NEH 

WALKING TRANSECT 

5 BROADMEADOWS RD. (L) 	NPWS NEH & RE 

DRIVING TRANSECT (R) 	LOGGED 
& UNLOGGED 

5 E CK TRAIL tEIS AREA* UNLOGGED NEH & MH 

VING TRANSECT 

L 7 PINE CK TRAIL. UNLOGGED NEH 

L DRIVING TRANSECT 

ra CPTS 	178& 	179 RECENTLY NEH 

DRIVING TRANSECT LOGGED 

9 FELLABINDI 	RD. RECENTLY NEH & MH 

DRIVING TRANSECT LOGGED  

10 STOP-A-BIT RD. OLDER I 	MEN 
DRIVING TRANSECT LOGGING 
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3URVE'r' SUMMARY. - WALK vs DRIVE TRANSECTS. UNLOGGED. 

RANSECT 2. SPUR RD. UNLOGGED. 

:rec 	t 	 .re4 I I 	3Ch I t en ,oecIsi 	 .ice :c: 	.o. nci 	 : 	i:; cc: 
tH3)Ioisance (itrs) 	ha) 	3ecies 

j 
tree oecie 	ce•:s 	 ;:CCSRI triasect 

I 	 I 

	

:3 	 CG:1 	 : 
.11?::  

IRANSECT 3. LIBERATION TRAIL. TYPE 163. UNLOGGED CPT 203. 

transect 
..'.Ieres) 

i 	Peroendicular 	:t!a 
dntance 	iilrsj 	(ai 

C 	of 	each 	i 
noecies 

£ 	ncn species/ 	I 
j 	tue 	noecies 

h 
tree 

t 	r ench 
noecies 

Ra.ice 
cs 

ctn lo. 	-ch Arccreal 	I 	•. 
ceces;k, 	transect 	:- 

ILl 	.1 	44 j 	:23 I 	66/NIl: 	20 : I :70 : 	u.s 	: 	: 
4t4IIEG:I 66/OHS: 	I I 	Q45:0.0 O 4ttEG:O.5 	itjiEG: 	75 

RP 	: 	3 WEt[ 	66/418:1 IU : 	0.' 20 to RIP 	: 	1.5 
RIP/nIB Sf5 : 
RIP/lID: 	1 . I  

66/Ill: 	1 
I 

I 66/343:1 • I 	- 

FRANSECT 4. SPUR ROAD. UNLOGGED. 

ei 

;i:aeC :z arcancic.jia:t area 	•i each 	each secies/ 	:oh for acnar.:a ::n 	o. ncr  
.t.SiI$t3nce 	 3caces I tree 3pecies 	te 	eces 	!c 	: 3C5.Q trIC 	Th  il 

G/E3 :i 	1t3 	 i0 ::. 
63/90 : 3 	: :.E 	: 	: I: 



I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

DRIVE 

T.,SECT 1. 	TYPE 163. 	UNLOGGED CPT 211. 

1 	?r2!31CUIarI Irea 	F of 	ac I 	eaci species 	I dbi for 	eaci 	?.a:r;e 	:5i 	ac 	Ar:oreii 	N. 	5Det:?S 
i:si:js:ance 	nn)I 

I  

ju) 	j Dec 	s tie species 	tree ioecies 	1 	lcj ; ctcisi.0 	trsct 	 I 

I 

TRANSECT 6. 	VARIOUS TYPES MAINLY 163. 	CPTS 180, 198, 200 E.I.S. AREA. 

itrs).ñstance 

erpendic'jIar 

(Itrs) 
Aria 
(ha) 

of each 

I 	species 
I 	eaca species/ 

tree species 

I don 

tree 
for each 
sDecies 

Oanqe 

(ci) 

otn 30. 	each 
species/ki 

Arboreal 
transect 

I Ao. ncn 

/!OCae 
3ecus 

iL 12.5 I 	GG: 	54 /[5 	: 	46 I 	NIS 	:65.s 35 01 : 10.0 : 	'1.? 
4H11E GG 	: : 	3 NO : $0.0 ID IS lOIN GG : 02 iiiE : 

2IP G61SIS 	: 	I $15 	:900 SO RIP 	: 

iKliEGG/8:l OH$:SL) 

11/OHS : 	4 OAR : 12.5 1 20 
1P/0AX 

TRANSECT 7. 	PINE CK. TRAIL. 	TYPE 163, CPTS 195/204. 	UNLOGGED. 

:iCt ix 'aroenaicularl Area I t t iacr 	soecis! 	On t: ee:r 	;.ta 	. 	c. 	ci r::Na: •':.:r::e 
e;:: utres flstance (ltrs)) (ha: 	scecie: 	re soedn 	:ree A.  

.1.: 

Drive, mean arboreals/krn2 	211.3 

Walk, mean arboreals/km2 	525.3 

Driving transeccs unloggec underestimate 	 .;.; :, 1; 
of) average. 

Logged forests are more open z  Arboreals easier t000t. 

Unlogged forests = Arboreals harder to see. 



cw 

-These surveys show that 

I) Relative density of arboreals in the EIS compartments is 
432/km2 	(10/km of transect). 	However, relative densities in 
unogged areas in vicinity of EIS range from 56-117/km2  
(2-6/km of transect). 	 - 

Populations of arboreals dominated by greater gliders. 

Arboreal mammals predominantly occur in New England 
bzckbutt types, with a dbh range 35-100cm. 

Mean relative density unlogged 
r 211.3 + 40% (See Walk vs Drive results) 

295/km2  - 

IN 

p 
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SURVEY SUMMARY. UNLOGGED TRANSECT. 

1ANSECT 1. 	TYPE 163. 	UNLOGGED CPT 211. 

	

??rDenjjcuInI i1n3 	01 ecn I 	eLi 3•Declesi 	ob h each 	asçe ca 	No. aml .r0fl1 	10. 	s:eces 

	

IresIioastice (min)! Iha) 	scecies 	tree ;cecies 	I tr!e soecies j 	(:s 	sceciesRs 	nsec:  

25.4 	7.1 	GG :9 	 :) 	NE! : IOi.i 	1 Si - :1? 1 	0 : 

RANSECT 6. 	VARIOUS TYPES MAINLY 163. CPTS 180, 198, 200 E.I.S. AREA. 

iransec 
teiv:s 	(setres) 

Per2endjcular 

distance 	(3trs) 
Area 

(ha) 
I 	£ 	if 	each 

j 	
species 

I 	e4ch seciesI 

tree species 
1 I cbi for each 

tree species 

Range dbh 

(s) 
No. 	each Arboreal 

species/ks 	transect 

Ic. 	eicn soecies 
/1C0a 

ii.& [u.s 60: 	54 rjG/u 	: 	4 65.4 35 	tOO 
j 	

:10.0 432 
Plif GO 	:1 '30/H0 	: 	3 HO :600 40 	'5 1 	iHIi OG  

2 1 	06/515 	: 	I 575 	:90.0 30 Rip: 	34  
IHITE 	66/NIl:! 3j$ 	:51.7 45 	65 
06/3)45 	: 	4 Qfl : 	12.5 3 	20 

P/O 	2 
1 

IRANSECT 7. 	PINE. CK. TRAIL. TYPE 163, CPTS 195/204. UNLOGGED. 

ci rasct IA 	rDendiularl Area 	at each 	each soecics! 	r  CCP. for en 	2a.ce ::i 	c•. ec: .zr:c 

	

met: j:dist4ce itrsj 	(ha) 	cecies 	tree scecies 	tree soecies 	:i' 	ioecie,.a  

	

I 	.k1: 	I 	iI?J7: 	j(a:?)4.t.::i  
GG/iO :1 

:3i in 

13.0 



URVEY SUMMARY. LOGGED TRANSECTS. 

RI '/ E 

RANSECT S. ADJACENT TO EIS AREA. CPTS. 179 & 178. RECENTLY LOGGED. 

fa1sc: 	L 	?eoenciculari I 41ea E of 	each ! 	each soeciesf 	t dbh for 	eacn kar.ge En AO. each AMOrell .o. 	eec) 	aoet:es 
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These surveys show that 

Arboreal mammal relative density in logged areas in the 
vicinity of the EIS area range from 180-318 mammals/km 2  
(5-18/km of transect). 

In logged areas arboreal mammals predominantly occur in 
clew England blackbutt with a dbh range of 20-150cm, 

Arboreal mammal populations are dominated by greater 
gliders. 

Mean relative density logged = 234/1cm2 . 
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4. SMALL MAMMALS 

4.1 Aim 

The aim of the survey was to compile a list of the small 
snauirnals occurring, and determine distribution and abundance in 
relation to plant communities. 

4 . 2 Methods 

Trap layout is shown in Table 5. A total of 5,075 trap 
nights of survey trpping was completed at six (6) sites in the 
survey area. 	Forest types sampled are also shown in Table 4.1. 
Sites were selected on Pseudomys oralis habitat specification. 
Site location is shown on the map in Appendix 1. Fauna species 
lists are given in Appendix 3. 	Al) sites had a history of 
logging/burning/grazing disturbance. 

Table .4.1. 	Trap layout by site. 

SITE TYPE NO. 	TRAPS NO. 	NJIGHTS NO. 	TRAP NIGHTS 

A 74 150 5 750 
B 142/163 150 5 750 
C 163 200 5 1000 
D 74 25 3 75 

74 175 5 875 
E 74 175 5 875 
F 163 150 5 750 

TOTAL 1025 5075 

r 

Trap spacing was Sm along the trap lines. Traps were ElHot 
cpe 	'A' 	aluminium folding box traps, using a bait of o 'ZiG 
oats and peanut butter. 

Trapped mammals were identified, sexed, weighed 'nc'ic 
general body. condition recorded at each capture. On ni.;€il 
capture they were earmarked for recapture identification. 

4.3 Results 

Five species of small mammal were trapped. 

Antechinus stuartii 	Brown antechinus 	 (AS) 
AntechinUs flavipes 	Yellow footed antechinus 	AF 
Rattus fuscipes 	Bush rat 	 (RF) 
Melomys cervinipes 	Fawn-footed melomys 	MC) 
Pseudomys oralis 	Hastings River mouse 	(PU: 



SITE 

SPECIES A B C D E F TOTAL /lOOtn 

AS 11 10 79 45 104 51 300 5.90 
AF (i) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.02 
MC b 	. 11 14 16 12 11 64 1.30 
RF 0 0 28 10 7 0 45 0.90 
P0 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 0.08 

TOTAL <12 21 121 72 124 64 414 8.15 

PER 	100t.n. 1.6 1 	2.8 12.1 7.6 14.2 8.5 t.n. 	r 	trap 
n 4 nht 

I 
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Li 

P. oralis was trapped at three new locations. The site 0 

I 

	

	occurrence is significant because of the altitude of 410m ASL - 
the lowest yet recorded. This brings the total number of known 
specimens of this species since European settlement to 83. 

I Other mammals trapped are common and, widespread in the 
Region. 	Table 4.2, summarises captures by site and species. 

I 	
Small mammal populations were dominated by A. stuartii 
(5.9/100t.n.). 	Site E supported the highest relative density of 
small mammals (14.2/100t.n.). 	Sites 0 & E were the most species 
diverse. 

1 
Table 4.2. Trap record by Species and Site. 
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For every 1,000 trap nights of sampling effort in the survey 
area you would expect to capture 

59 x A. stuartii 
<1 x A. flavipes 
13 x M. cervinipes 
9 x R. fuscipes 
1 x P. oralis 

PC La% 
nc nan.-, 

MC C1&Th 

AF L% 

Ratio of males:fernales and mean weights for all species :s• 
shown in Table 4.3 

Table 4.3. Small Mammal Life Form Data. 

SPECIES 

AS AF Pa MC RF 

No. 	Males 182 1 1 33 26 

No. 	females 118 0 2 31 19 

Weight Males 37.09 42.09 93.09 59.39 104.89 

Weight Females 21,29 	. 0 57.Og 58.8g I 	97.2g 
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M. cervinipes Distribution. 

SITE TYPE PER 	lOOt.n. 

A 74 . 	- 
8 142/163 1.5 
C 163 1.4 
D 74 1.7 
E 74 1.4 
F 163 1.5 

I 
	Table 4.5 

I 
I 
I 

I oIscusSIoN 

Antechinus stuartii 

I
A. stuartii was the most abundant small mammal trapped at a 

relative density of 5.9/100t.n.. Distribution by forest type is 
shown in Table 4.4. 	It occurred at all sites sampled, but was 

I 	most commonly trapped at sites E, C, and F. These sites had a 
dense ground cover Cm, and frequent fallenlogs, in common. 
;iales were very active and aggressive at the time of survey. 

Fable 4.4. A. stuartii Distribution. 

SITE TYPE PER 	lOOt.n. 

A 74 1.5 
8 142/163 1.3 
C 163 7.9 
D 74 4.7 
E 74 11.8 
F 163 6.8 

Comparative mean captures/lOOt.n. at Chaelundi (5.9/100t.n.) 
with other sites sampled in the Region (0.3-7.3/100t.n.) 
indicate the occurrence of A. stuartii is not significant. 

Melomys cervinipes 

M. cervinipes was trapped at a relative density of 
1.31100t.n. 	in the survey area. Distribution by forest type is 
shown in Table 4.5. It occurred at all sites, except site A - a 
dry northerly facing ridge with open forest structure and recent 
'Fire history. 	Distribution over the sites was relatively even. 
Several of the females trapped were in breeding condition. 

Ccir,rnive mean captures/lOOt.n. at Chaelundi (1.3/lOOc..n.) 
with ocher sites sampled in the Region (0.1-4.4/100t.n.) 
indicate the occurrence of H. cervinipes at Chaelundi is not 
significant. 	The species has a common and widespread 
distribution in N.E. N.S.W. 

I 
I 
I 



.Rattus fuscipes 

R. fuscipes was trapped at a relative density of 0.9/100t.n. 
in the survey area. 	Distribution by forest type is shown in 
Table 4.6. 	It occurred on sites C, 0, and E only. Comparative 
mean captures/lOOt.n. 	(0.9/100t.n.) with other sites sampled in 
ch 	Region 	(0.1 	- 21.7/1 00t.n.) indicate the occurrence of R.  
Fçjp_e at Chaelundi is not significant. 

Table 4.6. 	R. fuscipes Distribution. 

SITE TtPE PER 	lOOt.n. 

A 74 - 
B 142/163 - 
C 163 2.8 
D 74 1.0 
E 74 0.8 
F 163 - 

Ancechincjs flavipes 

One individual of A. flavipes was trapped in site A in a 
moist ferny gully with brushbox overstorey. Although occurring 
at a relative density of only 0.02/1 00t.n, in the survey area, 
it is abundant and has a wide distribution throughout the N.E. 
Region. 

Pseudomys oralis 

P. oralis was trapped at a relative density of 0.08/100t.n. 
This is normal for the species. distribution by forest type is 
shown in Table 4.7. 	Of interest was the fact that all sites 
were ont a:N.E.  aspect. 

Table 4.7. P. oralis Distribution. 

SITE TYPE PER 	lOOt.n. 

A 74 - 
B 142/163 - 
C 163 - 
D 74 0.10 
E 74 0.11 
F 163 0.2t• 

- All sited where P. oralis was trueu nas past disturbance 
by logging/burning/grazing. 	The trapping success indicates the 
species exists in very low numbers, thinly dispersed in suitable 
habitat. 



5. 	BIRDS 

A list of birds observed during the course of the Earthwatch 
expedition is appended, together with data on habitat, 
occurrence and status. 	Several of the Earthwatch volunteers 
were keen amateur bird watchers. The list is reasonably 
definitive for the survey area at the time of survey. 

5.1 Results 

A total of 47 bird species were observed. Five (5) of those 
species are listed in schedule 12 of the NPWS Act, as follows 

STATUS SPECIES FOREST TYPES 

1 	FAUNA OF SPECIAL GREY CROWNED BABBLER 74 
CONCERN WHITE'S THRUSH 74 

GLOSSY BLACK COCKATOO 47,142,163 

2 	VULNERABLE AND POWERFUL OWL 163 
RARE SOOTY OWL 163 

NOTES 

SLATER - POWERFUL OWL - 'uncommon resident in sclerophyll 
forest' 

- SOOTY OWL - 'rare resident of rainforest and wet 
sclerophyll forest'. 

-
GLOSSY BLACK COCKATOO - 'uncommon to rare in open 
casuarina woodland'.- 

. 	 - WHITE'S THRUSH - 'common in damp gullies, forest, 
rainforest' 

I
-  GREY CROWNED BABBLER - 'common in open forest, 

woodland and scrubland. Rare around settlement' 
1 

I 	 . 
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he 

HABITAT - as per Forest Types Research Note 17. 

OCCURRENCE OF SITINGS - 	.1 z Rare 
2 - 5 r  Occasional 
6-12 zCommon 

13+r Very Common 

MIGRATORY STATUS - P4 r  Migratory 
N r  Nomadic 
5 r  Sedentary 
V = Vagrant 

CONSERVATION STATUS (NPWS Act Schedule 12) 
1 r Fauna of special concern 
2 r  Vulnerable and rare 
3 r  Threatened fauna 
4 r Fauna of iminent danger of 

extinction 

tj. 
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6. MAMMALS 

A list of mammals observed during the course of the 
Eartnwatch expedition is appended, together with data on 
nabitat, occurrence and status. 

13.1 Results 

A total of 16 species of mammal were observed. Two (2) of 
hese species are listed in schedule 12 of the NPWS Act, as 

follows: 

4 

STATUS SPECIES FOREST TYPES 

FAUNA IN IMMINENT DANGER 
OF EXTINCTION 

P. 	oralis 74, 	92, 	163 

FAUNA OF SPECIAL CONCERN D. 	maculatus 163, 	142/163 

P. oralis 

Dr David Read - 'the species exists in very low numbers, 
thinly dispersed in suitable habitat.' 

- 'the species appears to have a specialised 
diet and ... may also require specific habitats'. 

-
'in time, with further searching . . . the 

Hastings River Mouse will not be regarded as rare'. 

DrWayne Braithwaite - Logging/burning/grazing 	. . . 'such 
disturbance possible does not adversely affect the 

tspecies' . 	 . 

D.culatus 

R. Edgar Status 	: 	Common-rare. Land clearahce removed 
habitat. 

Three £3.....individuals observed in the 12 day. period of 
survey (2 trapped). 
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CONSERVATION STATUS UNDER SCHEDULE 12 
N.P.W.S. ACT 1974. 

1 = Faur4a of Special Concern 

2 r  Vulnerable and Rare Fauna 

3 r  Threatened Fauna 

4 r  Fauna in iminent danger of extinction. 
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2. VEGETATION 

The aims of the vegetation sUrvey were to: 

(i) 	describe and characterise plant communities and 
determine their distribution in the study area. 

compile a flora inventory for the plant communities 
surveyed. 

(iii) 	identify sites of botanical significance. 

Results 	 - 

Species diversity by plot is shown in Table 2.1. 	The most 
diverse types are the depauperate subtropical rainforest type 
5/23, and tallowood/blue gum type 47. The ecotone between types 
47 and 6/23 forms the most diverse habitat in the study area. 

Table 2.1. 	Species Diversity. 

PLOT TYPE NO. 	SPECIES 

1 74 35 
- 2 163 54 
3 47 64 
4 142/163 47 
5 168 43 
6 6/23 64 

A total of 163 plant species, comprising 1 moss species, 1 
conifer, 	15 	pteridophytes, 	25 	monocotyledons 	and 	121 

,dicotyledons. 	Only one species of introduced plant was 
observed. 	One species observed in type 47, Hibbertia villosa is 
listed on the NPWS Rare Plants database. 

A composite plant species list is appended. 
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- 	 CH.E1U)E .1S. 

COPOSiIE S?ECEES US!. 
XQSS. 

SPEC(ES 	 Coxxom SAME 	 MIT OGCUR TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE li?E 	TYPE 	TYTE 
- 	 14a 141 IS) 	41 6/23 IS 	13 	2/I53 Ifl 

!isonu s'joerh 	-. 	Giant Moss 	 - 	- 



GOXPOSU 	SPECiES WI. 

PIER iOO?lYlES, 

SPECiES COXXO 	WE HAW OCCUR TYPE lPE TYPE 	TYPE ii?E 	1PE 

Ha !4a is3 S 	 Ui/1E3 

Meantin 	aethioo;c'm Cannon Xndenhur Fern F 	C - 
A-3i.,nou, hisoiduine 2OUIi XaIdenPI&ir 	Fern C - 

-: tstrecosis aecoaoosta - 	Tra Shidi Fern r 	- 	 -------- - 
Asoleniun 	!'Js:raIasicJn Sirds-nest 	Fern C 	-------- - 

icus) 

3iecMuc cirtilagineun Gristle 	Fern F 	Vt 
• )oou !era Raso Ira F 	C + 

Cyaen 	4us:raIis 

!;ie•::ca!e 
 Rouh Tree Fern  

esculentul Bracken Fern Vt I + - 
C'lcita 	aubia False Bracken F 	Vt 
Arthropteris teneila Clinbing Fish-bane Fern F 	C - - 
Uictyeia broinli Strap Fern F 	Vt - + 	 - 

- Xicr3soriun standens Fragrant Fern F 	IC - 
Platyceriut bifurcatui Elk Horn Fern F 	R 	- t ------ - 

:fc3uceie Pyrrosia 	rupestris Rock Felt Fern F 	IC 	-------- - 
- :tr:ceae Pellasa 	falcata Sickle 	Fern F 	IC 	+ ------- - 



GOXPOSUE SPECEES US!. 
XOOCOlY1E 005$. 

SPECiES COXXOX WE HA9U OCC!R ii?E 	iY?E 	lifE 	!ifE 	!?E 	lifE 	 ir?E 
Na 	Na 	163 	41 	ã:23 	53I 	;U/:S3 	3 

Cordylune 	structa Erect 	Pain 	Lily S C - 
ce Gyrnostachys anceps Settler's flax S ......... - 

nospacu nonostachyas Xidgnbii S If,  --------- 
urex aporessa lall 	Seige H VC 
Ghania belanocarpa flick-fruit Saw Seoge S - 

sc3re1cEae Gioscerea transversa VU 0 --------- 
- 	•:ce 	- ?atersonha 	sericea Silky Purole flag H R --------- 

iunc'js 	continuous Juncus S vC --------- 
iz:aia Guanella 	:aerulea Rough F i ax 	Lily  

- 	lica.0 OryEoohila EOOCEi Orange-berry Orymophila H 
Caladenin 	ap. H 0 + 	------ 	- 
Cynbidi'in 	suave Snake Orchid H R + 	-------- 
Oendrobiun pugionifore Oagger Orchid 0 0 - 	- 	 - 

leaceae Eustrephus 	latifollus Orange Vine V YC i 	i 	+ 	- 	 + 
- 	:eae Geitonoplesium cynosup Scraubling 	Lily V 0 - 	- 	 - 

EchinopoQon 	caespitosus !ufted Hedgehog Grass H YC --------- 
Entolasia 	stricta Wiry 	Panic Grass H ---------- - 

• Enperata cylindrica var najor Blady Grass H VC + 	 - 
Poa 	labillardieri 	(caespitosa) Tussock Grass H YC e 	t 	+ 	 3 	$ 

mc lheaeda australia Xangarco Grass H YC + 	-----r 	+ 	- 
huilucaceae Sailu 	australia 	- Prickly Supple-jack V C 

Snilu 	glyciphylla Sarsaparilla V 0 - 	I 	------ 
'wrrh:eaceae tcuaMra filifornis asp. Wattle Xat Rush H 0 --------- 

I ilifornis 
.ncrrnoaiceae ocandra 	longifoiia 	sac. Soiny-headei Hat Rush H C --------- 

longifo lie 
rrrr,:uceae :racora 	icata Jungle Ma: Rusa C 

- -- 

c 



AEi3i 	E,I,S. 

COXPOSITE SPECIES WI. 
OICOTYIEOONS. 

3?ECIES 

 

COMM04 WE dABIi OCCUR IY?E 	TYPE tYPE 	TYPE TYPE 	TYPE 	iE 	TIlE 
ha 	?4a 163 	ii 6/23 	15a 	2I:U 	6d 

Mania 	ucens lurninoci I 0 - 
Ianp'n vllosum Black Muskheart I - 

hyGr3c3tyle 	Teraniifoiia irest Peñnyiort S IC - 
Parsonssa 	indp)icata Thin-leivea 	Siikpod i C - 
?!rsocsia 	strainea ivy Silkpod V C t -  
Cepna1araliacephalobotrys Ciibing 	?InaA V C + r 	 - 
Polyscias 	(Iieghen000naA: Ornanentai 	Asn S 'IC  
sancihiia 

Ii11C?.e . 	oljscas 	elegans Celery Wood I 0 - 
.;:U;ua.aae Maroenia 	rostrata Stalked Doubali V 0 
-s:aaceae ;-elichrysum diosnifoliun tick 	Bush S U 

Seneclo 	anygdalifolius Altond 	leavei Groundsel S IC + t 	+ 
.::arice Taruacus officinale 	t Oandelion a IC ------ t 	t 	- 
:naros:euataceae Uphnandra micrantha Socketvood T 0 - - 

nauceae 9oryphon sassafras Sassafras I 0 - + 	- 	 - 
Pandorea pandorana Wonqa longa Vne V C 
Ailocas'jarina 	littorais Sack She-Oak i IC -------- - 

suberosa) 
Ailocasairina torülosa Forest She-Oak I 0 e 

Eas:rceae Cassine a'istrde Red Olive Berry :1 1 
Xayten'is biTocilaris Orangebark S 0 + 	+ + 
ayten's 	siTvestris Narroy-leaved Orangebark S R ------ + 

Caldcluvia paniculosa Corkiood I C - 	- - - 
tO:U!Caa€ Ceratooetai'jm 	aaet,Iun Coachiond I C + 	 - 

Scoiccoeria ovata Crab Apple I IC - - - 
:ibbertiadentata Twining Guinea-fiower V IC 4 $ - 
:15)ertia 	scardens 	(voiubile Snakevine 1 IC 4 - 
h:ooert;a 	viTlosa 	talon 	5115 Base 	1930 S C -------- - 
Rare 	Plants - 

aoscyros 	australis leflow Persienon I C 
)ios.-..yros ou:!neri nen:aaera Grey Persianon 1 0 -------- - 

c araa ArisDtelia 	australasica line Berry 0 -------- - 
Eiaeocaro'js 	retiülatus lily-of-the-Vailey 	tree I 0 - 
icyaneusi 

.aecr!r:!.43e Sloanea 	ioohlsii 141101 Carabeen i C 
sucm9on luceolatus lanceolatus Lance Beard SeaU S C + 	----- - 

irocnocaroa 	laurna tree death I 0 + • - 
?iyosoa çuninhanii Featherwooø I C -------- - 
reynia ooion;iioha Uwarfs Auples S 0 
iaoxiior.austraTe Irittlew3od - 	1 0 -------- - 

Cijlanthua oopulifoiius Satin Poplar 1 0 -------- - 
?hy.iathus 	gastrcerii forest Phylanths S C -. - 
Euc:nat;a 	aurina loliarra S YC - 

1C14 candestina Twining GTycine V IC 4 -  
000da 	i3tifoiia Geloen 	Tip S IC  
ar:enaerva viiacea YaTse Sarsaoaril!a \ IC + 	+ 

iigofera 	austrails 	var. Australian 	tndgo S IC ------- - 
inor 



9 - 

..kcuSOt 	:1.3. 

COMPOSIIE SPECLES 	1151. 
olcolilEioxs: 

SPECIES COXXON WE HABIT OCCR TYPE TYPE 	UPE TYPE 	TYPE 	NE 	ii? 	liE 
i4a ?4a 	153 	41 	5/23 	531 	;3 	4;i63 	5 

,nne4;s 	r-sbicun-a Soldier Vine VI 	t t 

?ernntia cunninghanii Brain Seech I 0 
Piectranthus aarvrorus Cockspur floer C 
tinndtOaun oliveri 	- Oliver's Sassafras I S 	........ - 
Cr -jptocarya 	icraneura thirrog'in 1 3 
Cryptccarya rgida Rose Maple T C 
(atentirerus) 
Endinora 	311ellerl Mueller's 	A alnut 1 0 
Endiandra 	sieberi Hard Coriiood T 0 
liuea 	reticulata Bolly Gui T 0 	........ - 
0ysoyiur, 	fraseranum Rosnood T 0 
5noun 	3landujosuI Scentless Roseiood I 0 	- + 	+ 	t 	 - 	- 
S!rcooetilua harveyanum Big-leaf 	Vine V S 	- + 	......- 

.ls;ni:ae Stephana 	japonica var. Tape Vine 	- V 0 	........ - 
discolor 

C5!CEE Acacia binervata ho-veined Hickory I 'IC ------- 	I 
Acacia 	ialcata Falcata utIle T Vt 	--------- + 

-UoS!Ceae Acacia 	finbriata Frjnged lattla. T VI 	-------- - 
nasaceaa Acacia 	irrorata ssp. 	irrorata Blue Skin Iattle I VI 	-------- - 

- 	:osa:ae Acacia 	nearnsii 	(iollissiaa) Black Wattle T Ye 	- - 	- 	- 	- I 	- 	- 
- ':saceae Acacia •elanoxylon 	- 8lacvood 1 0 	- - 	- 	+ 	- 	I 	- 	I 

-:1iriace!e Paleeria scandens Anchor Vine V YC  
iilkiaa huegeliana Wilklea T 0 	-------- - 
ftreblus br'inonianus Whalebone Ecu T 0 	-------- - 
Raanea hoiittiana Holitt's Xuttoniood S 0 	- - 	* 	• 	p 	• 	- 
Raanea 	variabilis Variable Muttonicod S • -- 
Actena 	sainii Lilly 	Pilly i 0 	- .- 
Angophora floribunda oug'n-barked Aopie 7 0 	........ - 

p (interiiedia) - - 
-Angoonora 	sub'ielutina 3rcad-leaved Anale I C 	------- - 	. 	- 
Archirhodnyrtus beckieri 	- Rose Myrtle S C 
Eucalyptus 	andreissi 	ssp. We5tem New 	ngland Blactlui C 

Eucalyo'is 	ciliginosa Broad-leaved 3trinnark I IC 	........ - 
:'cnyotus 	cajieronhl 	- Giehard Stringybth ---------- - 
Eucalyptus deanei Round-leaved Gus I 0 	-------- - 

4,ru:eae 	- Eucalyptus 	lae-eopinea Sii-ier-too Str1ngybark 1 0 
ucaiyptus 	naculati Spotted Gun i IC 	........ - 

E'icaIyots 	oici-ccorys iailovooc C 	-------- - 
,racaie E'icayot'is 	ob-liqua Messnate I 3 	-------- - 

Eu:alytus DIOPII:CU5 Snail-f ruitad Grey Gun 7 0 	-------- - 
Eucilyotus auadran3ulata Coastal 	aite Box f 
Eucaijotus 	saligna Syøney 	Blue Gui I 0 	-------- . 	- 
Eucal3c-tus unbra sso. 	uSa Bastard Minoany  
cnosteton confertus Brush Box - 
inocanm ruscens 	-- Brush 	iunentir,e I 'C 
Syeyg;ur 	austrile 	- Srusn Cherry I 0 	-- - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 



COPOS1TE SPCLES IJSL 
OICOTYLE-]OlS. 

S?ECUS 	 COXXOR NAM E 	 HABIT CCt'J. ;y?E T(?E I1?E TIPE F?E i(?E ii? 	iu?E 
14a 14a 13 	41 5/23 163a A3 I42/.53 N 

1 	0 t t £ 

V 	0  

S 0 ------- - - 
 vr L ------- - 
I 	R -------- - 
S 	R 
S 	Vt -------- - 
IVt ------ • - 
S 	0  
T 	R I - 
V 	0  
I 	R + ------- - 
II 	Vt ------- + 	- 
V 	Vt - — - - - 	- 
V. 	C - - + t 4 - 

V 	VC  
V 	C + + - 

1•  
1- 	0. + + - 	- 
S 	0 - + ----- - 
S 	R + ----- + - 
1 	0 -------- - 
IC -------- - 
IC -------- - 
H 	Vt -------- - 
S 	Vt  
I 	Vt -------- - 
I • -------- - 
S 	C - - - i t  - - 	- - 	- 

I 	--------- - 

V 	R - - + ,• - - - 	- 
V 	-9 --'cc--- - 
S 	Vt 

• Xotel!e.1 	ionguio)ia tar9e Xock Olive 
1illardiera 	scandens Concn Apple-berry 

t:c33r!cee 'jrsaria 	soluosa 31ackthorn 
t:scorcue titriobatus oavcuflorus Jrnge thorn 

't:scrz:eae Hynenosoorum NIYUK flative 	Fran9ipani 
::cscoraceae Pittosoorlin 	revoiutuu - Yeiiou PittosporJE 

toratia 	silaifolia üld Parsley 
Orites 	eicelsa ?rickly 	Ash 

:ce ?ersoonia 	attenuata 	(P. 	nedia) Scrub Geebung 
Stenocarpus 	salignus Scrub hefvood 
Glematis 	aristata Travellers Joy 
Aiphitonia excelsa Reø Ash 

nIC29 Acaena noyae-zeiandiae Sidgee lidgee 
• Rubus Mliii 	(eoluccaaus) Queensland Bratbie 

2ubus noorai Greenleaf Bratbie 
:sacea Rubus panitolius 	• *ative Raspberry 

Rubus 	rosifolius Roseleaf Braibie 
Xori.ida 	jasainoides Jasnine Xorinda 
Psychotda 	loniceroides 	• Hairy Psychotria 
Acronychia oblongifolia Ihite 	Lilly-Pilly 

Cfl€ Eucdia nicrococca thite 	Euodia 
lieria 	smithli 	 • Sandfly Zieria 
aocaroos stricta Pale-fruited Cherry 

Oiologlottis 	australis Tanarind 
Sarcooteryx 	stiata Steelicod 
Pianchoneila 	australis Black 	Aeple 

::n3r:aa Gratiola 	latifolia Pthk Hovered Yater cress 
Solaom donsevestitua Hairy 	.ightshade 
Argyradendron 	actino3hytlue Black Bcoycng 

-racnychiton 	aceriioli'js Hane iree 
?ireiea 	ligustrina 	var. hIT 	icefloer 
Igustrna 

)anircn!de 	exceisa 	(Laoorte! Gaa: 	S:inging 	free 
oas 

issus 	antarctica SuoIe 	later 	Vine 
Cissus 	hyoglauca mite-leaved later Vine 
hsnannia !Qrunys) 	insijida Tasteless Peeper Bush 

ioetaia 
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APPENDIX 8. 

FCNSW Arboreal mammal surveys summary - 
Chaelundi Group of Forests 
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FORESTRY COMMISSION, N.S.W. 

- 

DISTA CT OFFICE 

Research, CCmT's-

No. 03/12.51. 
c4 

ARSOREAL MAMMAL SURVEYS -ThUMMARY 
CHAELUNDI GROUP OF FORES 

R.O. 	7 

I ULT.IIQPUCTEON 

Arboreal mammal surveys were undertaken in the Chae]unuj 
?;- 0 1113 of 	forests, 	Dorrigo M.A. 	in the period October 1978 LJ 
Vehruary 1981 as part of an extensive sampling program in the 
corN Harbour Region. 

Appended are separate reports on surveys completed in each 
-)r the three - forests in the Group vis: Hyland S.F. , Márengo 

I
., and Chaclundi S.F. 

The following is a summary of the findings in these reports. 

.CUL)V AREA 

'hysiographv 

The Chaelundi Group of forests comprises the following State 
r)rest Areas 

AREA 
Hyland S.F. 659 	 5,049 
Marengo S.F. 318 	-10,894 
Chaelundj. S.F. 996 	36,779 

TOTAL 52,722ha 

which is approximately 64% of the total dedicated State Forest 
the Dorrigo H.A. 	(Anon 1985). A location map is given in 

:2pendix 1. 

Altitude is 1,000 metres A.S.L. rging from 600 metres to 
434 metres A.S.L. (at Mt Hyland). 

The plateau landform has an undulating topography, with 
teep falls into major watercourses. 

-IC 
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The climate is classified as warm temperate, with wr 

summers and dry winters. 	Rainfall is 1,000 - 1500 mm 
annum. Frosts are frequent. 

Geology and Soils 

Geology in Chaelundi and Hyland S.F.'s is palaeoic 
sediments, giving rise to stable red and yellow podsolic clay 
soils of moderate fertility. Geology of Harengo S.F. is upper 
Permian granitic intrusions of gabbro, granodiorite and diorite, 
giving rise to deep granitic soils of moderate fertility, but 
prone to erosion. 

A map in Appendix 2 depicts the geology of the area. 

Vegetation 
Representative distribution of forest type groups in t 

Chaelundi group of forests is: 

PERCENT COVER 

S.F. RF HH DEl NEH 

HYLAND 	S.F. 
HARENGO S.F. 
CHAELUNDI 	S.F. 

7 
. 	2 

3 

- 
1 
7 

- 
44 
25 

93 
53 
65 

MEAN 4% 3% 23% 70% 

Forest type group descriptions for 

RF - Rainforest 
NH: - Hoist Hardwood 
DH. - Dry Hardwood 
NEH - New England Hardwood 

A forest type map is depicted in Appendix 3. 

Study Methods 

I Permanent driving transects were set out along roads a;: 
fire trails within the Chaelundi group of forests. The locati-
of the transects is depicted in Appendix 4. 

I 
I 
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Trariàects were traversed on the following occasions: 

S.F. DATES 

HYLAND S.F. 9/ 	5/79, 	9/ 	2/81 
.MARENGO S.F. 4/10/78, 	25/ 	8/80 
CIIAELUNDI 	S.F. 25/ 8/80, 	26/ 	8/80 

Total traverse length was: 

S.F. LENGTH 

HYLAND S.F. 14.7km 
HARENGO S.F. 16.7km 
CHAELUNDI 	S.F. 19.5km 

TOTAL 50.9km 

During each traverse the species, odometer distanc':, 
perpendicular distance, habitat and stand condition wer 
recorded for each mammal sighted. 

-Traverse sampling by forest type group was 

FOREST TYPE GROUP 

S.F. 
1 	

RF MH OH NEH TOTAL 

HYLAND 
NIARENGO 
CHAELUNDI 

1.3 
3.2 1.8 3.4 

5.7 

13.4 
8.3 
13.8 

11.7 	- 
16.7 
19.5 

TOTAL 4.5 1.8 9.1 35.5 50.9 

TRAVERSE % 
FOREST % 

8.8 
4.0 

3.6 
3.0 

17.9 
23.0 

69.7 
70.0 

From the information gathered density and distribution cdt 

arboreal mammals in the Chaelundt  group of forests werc' 
determined. 

In addition, site factors were measured at representative 
mammal observation sites, and for comparison, at random sit' 
along the transect. 

Im 



Saniple Area 

The formula of Overton (1971) was used to determine the 
sample area: 

A = 2LY where A = censts area 
L = trar.sect length 
= mean right angle distance. 

Mean right angle distance from the traverse line to mammals 
sighted was: 

S.F. '1(m) L(km) A(ha) S.F.% 

HYLAND S.F. 13.2m 14.7km 38.8 0.8% 
MARENGO S.F. 14.5m 1.7km 48.4 0.4% 
CIIAFLUNDI 	S.F. 10.2m 1.5km 39.7 0.1% 

TOTAL - 50.9km 126.9 
MEAN 12.6m - - 

Fig 	1 shows the variation in nunber of mammals sighted with 

angle distance from the transect. 

j:igure  1 

60 

50 - 
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Overton (1971) states that the use of this formula. implie,  
nn underestimate of mammal population. Population figt.:es are, 
however, of value in indicating trends or in estimating tinimum 
ensitjes for comparative purposes. 

F:ESULT. 

\RfiOREAL MAMMALS 

Overall arboreal mammal density in the study ares of the 
Chaelundi group of forests was: 

S.F. DENSITY PER KM2  

HYLAND S.F. 1 per 0.27ha 370/km2  
.MARENGO S.F. 1 per .73ha 137/km2  
CHAELUNDI 	S.F. 1 per 0.41ha 244/km2  

MEAN 1 per 0.47ha 250/km 

Localities are depicted on the map in Appendix 5. 
Distribution of arboreal mammals observed by forest tyce grou; 
is shown in Table 1. 

i'nble 1 

TYPE GROUP 

S.F. RF MH OH NEH TOTAL %OF TOTAL 

HYLAND 	S.F. 
.MARENGO S.F. 
CHAELUNDI 	S.F. 

4 
3 

10 

- 
10 
- 

- 
7 
- 

137 
46 
86 

141 
66  
96  

TOTAL 17 10 7 269 303 

% OF TOTAL 5.6% 3.3% 2.3% 88.8% 

Relative densities of arboreal mammals by forest tyTe grout 
are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 

FOREST TYPE GROUP 

RF MR OH NEH 

ha kM2 ha km 2  ha km 2  ha 

}IYLAND 	S.F. 
MARENGO S.F. 
CHAELUNDI 	S.F 

1/0.85 
1/3.10 
1/3.97 

118 
32 
25 

- 
1/0.52 

- 

- 
192 
- 

- 
1/1.4 

- 
- 

71 
- 

1/0.25 
1/0.52 
1/0.46 

40C 
19 
21 

MEAN 1/2.64 58.3 1/0.52 192 1/1.4 71 1/0.41 26.5 

3. 
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Table 3. Mean Site Details for Greater Glider sites (by State 
Forest). 

LARGE 4O1t9 .MO1tO CAXOPY COVER LARGE LARGE KOLLOY EOLIOY JXGE.3  
TREE TREE REE TREE ASPECT SLOPE 211 TREE TREE REE - 
SJCCL S. STC1 A3AL 00-70 70-40 401 OSH HG 038 HG! GR;S3 

AREA AREA 
IROCI ILI8819 

TI.rJ 9.1 3.9 00.1 7.1 170 80.8 60 67 - 98..1 17.8 J 	lU 26.1 23 28 j 	63 	II 

HAREEGO 1.2 IC.! 6.4 6.2 isr 05.) 50 61 4 11.0 j 	30.8 105.1 31.5 20 36 24 

11 
88.6 13.3 10.) 17Y 9.4 4! 64 11 007.3 

33.01 
88.9 71.5 5 15 3 

'a 

TabLe 4. Mean Random Site Details (by State Forest). 

LARGE LARGE HOLLOY 806104 CA!OPY COVER LARGE LARGE IOLLOO 801601 'ThOERSOORIT COIER 
8211 TREE 211 TREE TREE TREE TREE 

80-20 20-40 (01 R 

TREE  

LITTER 	GRASS 343A1 SICCI EASAL 088 HG! 088 HG! 
AREA AREA 

3.5 j  ti 30.3 80.9 10 54 - 821 29 TO? 26 - 36 I' 8 

3.8 4.3 3.6  63 6 95 33 los 34 13 25 15 

3.0 5..? 5.3 50 65 9 883 34 lOT 34 3 45 35 3 
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D.nter Gliders 

The occurrence of greater gliders was very common in all the 
o::sts sampled. 	Average density of greater gliders by Stnte 
Forest was: 

S.F. HA KH 2  

HYLAND 	S.F. 1 	per 	0,29ha 345/km2  
MARENGO 	S.F. 1 	per 	0.76ha 132/km2  
CHAELJUNDI 	S.F. 1 	per 	0.44ha 227/km2  

Greater gliders were most common in the New England Hardwood 
forest 	types (mean 290/km2  ) on all State Forests in the 
Chaelundi group. On Hyland State Forest they were restricted to 

s forest type group. 

Greater gliders 	also 	occurred 	in dry hardwood 	types on 

U Mtrc!ngo 	and Chaelundi 	S.F. 's 	(mean 68/km2 ) in moist hardJood 
Marengo S.F. 	(mean 	192/km2  ), 	and also in 	rainforest on 

Marengo 	S.F. (mean 	22/km2  

Mean 	diameter trees of 	 observed with greater gliders was 
5cm dhh, ranging 	from 	15cm 	to 	160cm. 

Fg 3 shows the diameter distribution of trees observed with 
..:ter gliders. 

Mean nest tree diameter was 81.5cm. 	All nests were observed 
England Blackbutt trees. 

Fig 4 shows distribution of greater gliders by forest type 
in Chaelundi group forests. 	New england blackbutt was the 
jr'ferred type (37.6% of total). 

Mean site details by State Forest for greater glider sites 
are shown in Table 3. Mean random site details by State Forest 
t.tcu shown in Table 4. 

Site details indicate a positive correlation between hollow 
tree stocking/basal area, and mean largest tree diameter, and 
the relative density of greater glide's. Also indicated was a 
negative correlation between percent rock cover and greater 
glider relative density. 

1-5 
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Yellow-bellied gliders were only observed on Chaelundi S.F. 
Average density was 10 per km 2  (1 per 9.9ha). They were only 
observed in the new ehgland hardwood forest type group. 

The koaLa was only observed on Karengo S.F. Average density 
was 	2 per km2  . 	The koala was only observed in the dry 
hardwood forest typegroup. 

cQ131on Brushtail Possums 

Common brushtail possums were observed on Marengo S.F. 
only. 	Average density was 2 per km2 .' They were observed in 
Inc dry hardwood forest type group only. 

Qi.Intajn Brushtajl Possum 

Mountain brushtail possums were observed on Hyland and 
Marc'ng& S.F. ' s . Average density was 

I
S.F. HA yJ12  

HYLAD 	S.F. 
LMARENGO S.F. 

1 	per 	12.9 
1 	per 	48.4 

8/km2  
2/km2  

Mountain brushtail possums were most common in moister New 
Th;Land Hardwood and Rainforest types on Hyland S.F. and 
occurred specifically in Rainforest, types on Marengo S.F. 

Ringtai]. Possurq 

The Ringtail Possum was only observed on Hyland S.F. 	It: 
occurred mainly in Rainforest types, but was also observed in 
moister New England Hardwood types. Average density was 10 pe:: 
km 2  

Sugar Glider 

The Sugar Glider was only observed on Chaelundi S.F. in New 
England Hardwood forest types. Average density was 2.5/km2. 
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Fundamntal to effeative wildlife conservation and 
management is knowledge of the distribution and abundance of 
et:imaLs and the underlying relationship of animals to their 

i tat. 

From the foregoing it can be seen that arboreal mammaL 
populations in the Chaelundi group of - forests are dominated by 
occurrences of greater gliders. Also of- note is the occurrence 
of Yellow-bellied Gliders on Marengo S.F. 

Kavanagh (1987) suggests that-wildlife management objectives 
might best be directed primarily towards'mapping and measuring 
Lhe distribution of the preferred habitat of the yellow-bellied 
diderand 	.......greater glider. 	Sugar gliders, feathertail 
iders, and possums use and probably require components of 
turc forest, but appear to be less demanding of mature fores' 

:ecuircments. 	Delineation of areas of high wildlife value 
-;hould -therefore be based largely on the criteria of abundance 
(particularly of GG and YBG) and species richness. 

Forests d i f f e r in their suitability for animals. ,Areas 
which are important to wildlife must be identified, and then 
have management prescriptions applied to maintain the fauna. 

Kavanagh (1987) states that techniques for the effective 
conservation and management of arboreal mammals fall into two 
categories based on the intensity of harvesting. 	Present 
harvesting intensity in the Chaelundi group of forests indicates 
the technique of 	'management for the maintenance of mature 
forest components" is. the most appropriate i.e. maintenance of 
sufficient trees with hollows. He identified a need to find the 
minjmum number of trees with hollows to maintain arboreal mammal 
populations. 	Of importance is maintaining mature forest that 
has the capacity to support significant populations of animals. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Reports for each State Forest in the 
recommendations for the "maintenance 
components" based on site descriptions 
sites. 	These recommendations are for 
existing habitat components, trees with 
being identified as the limiting factor, 
required to identify the minimum number t of 
maintain arboreal pppulations. 

Chaelundi Group make 
of mature forest 
for greater glider 
the maintenance of 
hollows per hectar- c 
Further research is 

trees with hollows to 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 



The 	recommended 
hollows is: 

retention specification for trees "' 

S.F. HOLLOW TREES 

C}!AELUNDI 10 	per ha 
HARENGO 6 per ha 
HYLJAND 10 	per ha 

in sites favoured by greater gliders. 

New England Hardwood types on an east to southeast aspect 
with moderate (10-15 ) slope. 

Trees to be retained should be well structured habitat trees 
witha number of suitable hollows and reasonable Crown. 
2.etention of trees in groups and a range of diameter c1assesis 
suggested. 

Comparison with the present management prescription 
indicates the present prescription is inadequate to maintLti;. 

- 	existing population levels. 

Where not already retained in harvesting, includin.; 
incorporated unlogged areas, additional mature and overmature 
trees of value for wildlife habitat, shall be retained to 
provide an average frequency of one per hectare. These should 
he 	pre ferably in clumps of up to five trees scattered throughout 
the harvesting area. 	Additional trees of potential habitat 
value should be retained as necessary for future recruitment and 
Co fl t I n u i t y 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY AREA 

As previously 
value should be 
richnes~. 

t.blD d a n c e 

stated,idelineation of areas of high wildlife 
based on"the criteria of abundance and species 

The Chaelundi Group of forests carried the highest relative 
density of arboreal mammals for all of the State Forests in 
Coffs Harbour Region sampled. 

Kavanagh (1987) reports 'significant' occurrences of greater 
gliders in Cbolangubra S.F. (Eden Region) at densities of 
84/km2 , equal to or higher than those occurring elsewhere. 
Thydale-Biscoe et.al  (1969) reports 'significant' occurrences of 
greater gliders in Bucceleuch S.F. (Albury Region) of 
4 0-86/km2 

I 
I 
I 

i1 



By comparison the densities of greater gliders on Hyland 
S.F. (345/km2 ), Chaelundi S.F. (227/km2 ) and Harengo S.F. 
(132.km2 ) are extremely significant in terms of abundance. 

Sl2scies Richness 

Arboreal popuiations on the Chaelundi Croup of forests are 
nor. as significant in terms of species diversity. 	Populations 
are dominated by greater gliders. 

Navanagh (1987) records eight (8) arboreal species occurring 
in a lOOha study site in Coolangubra S.F. 

In the study areas of the Chaelundi Group of forests thu 
highest species diversity was on Marengo S.F. where four (1) 
arboreal mammal species occurred in the sample area. 

In application of retention specifications a balance must e 
trawr between: retention of arboreal habitat in areas with a 
;:-et'erred management priority of timber harvesting QB the extent 
oC harvesting in areas with a preferred management priority for 
retention of arboreal habitat. 

Forestry Commission Wildlife Policy states: 

'Suitable habitat conditions will be maintained throughout 
Lhe native forest estate. 	Areas of special value will be 
identified to form the core of a conservation strategy and 
managed with priority for wildlife values. Critical areas will 
be reserved free from adverse disturbance'. 

The arboreal mammal populations on the Chaelundi Group or 
:or:sts are of 'special value' in terms of abundAnce and should 
be managed accordingly. 	 - 

C 
G. WATTS, 
District Forester, 
Research. 
9th May, 1989. 

The Regional Forester, 
COFFS HARBOUR. 
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APPENDIX 6 

SPECIES LISTS 

Composite list by State Forest. i.e. 

SPECIES NAME 	 COMMON NAME 	 DENSITt ABUND 

FIYLAND S.F. 

FAMILY PHALANGERIDAE 
Trichosaurus •caninus 	Mountain Brushtail possum 8/km2 	VC 

FAMILY PETAUROIDAE 
Petaurojdes volans . 	Greater Glider 

FAMILY LEPORIDAE 
Lepus capertsis 	 European Hare 

E1±JJLY MACROPODTDAE 
Mnc ropus ru fog ri Seus 	Red-necked Wallaby 

ARENGO S.F. 

Ii:\ELUNDI S.F 

FAMILY PETAUROIDAE 
Petauroides volans 	Greater Glider 
Petaurus australis 	Yellow-bellied glider 
Petaurus breviceps 	Sugar glider 

FAM[LY MACROPODIDAE 
Hacropus giganteus 	Eastern grey kangaroo 
Wallabia bicolor 	 Swamp wallaby 
Macropus rufogriseus 	Red-necked Wallaby 

FAMILY CANIDAE 
Canis familiaris dingo Dingo - Wild Dog 

AVIFAUNA 

HYLAND S.F: 

MARENGO S.F. 

CHAELUNDI S.F. 
Podargus strigoidés 	Tawny Frogrnouth 
Alectura lathami. 	 Brush Turkey 
Menura novae hollandiae Lyrebird 
Acjuila audax 	 Wedgetail eagle 

345/km2 	VC 

227/km 2  

10/km2  
2.5/km 2 	C 
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APPENDIX 9. 

FCNSW Arboreal mammal surveys summary - 
Coffs Harbour Region 
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FORCOM CI43 

	

KEY 	QG 	r Greatar Glider 

	

YBG 	Yellow Bellied Glider 

	

SqG 	Squirrel Glider 

	

SG 	Sugar Glider 
FTG,,= Feat,hertajl Glider 

koala = koala 
BTP r Brushtail Possum 

	

$IP 	Mountain Brusht.ajl Possum 
RTP z Ringtail Possum 



DISTRICT • STATE FOREST 	. .. TRANSECT LENGTH CC YBG SgC.. SC FTC SW HP --RTP- .. TOTAL -I -44A144A 

DRIVE WALK . JKOALAJ  
SPECIES / 101 

I4URWILLLMBA Big Scrub 0.0 3.5 1 1 2 2 0.51 

Mt Jc,upplcrn 3.5 i.0 1 1 OTT 

-o--..  

TAi#TH Ben Halls Cap 12.7 0.0 19 

. 
1 2 80 6.30 

Nundle 9.6 0.0 24 2 3 2 4 31 3.23 - Terrible Billy 3.6 - 0.0 37 1 31 10.28 
loinalla 5.0 0.0 22 . 1 2 23 4.60 

Tu9golo 5.6 0.0 46 1 46 8.21 

TOTAL 36.5 0.0 208 3 3 3 

tJRBENVILIE Capeen & Duck Ck - 	16.3 15.55 8 3 3 8 2 5 24 0.15 
Mt Clunie 0.0 2.0 1 1 0.50 • Richmond Range 5.0 28 1 2 3 2 4 6 1.03 
Toolocxn Scrub F.R. 9.5 1.6 28 . 4 2 5 4 39 2.28 • TOTAL 30.8 21.95 31 5. 1 13 10 

URUNGA Bellinger River 4.9 	- 9.6 45 4 1 3 1 5 54 3.57 Newry 80.0 1.0 7 3 1 3 3 3 6 20 0.25 
PineCk 20.9 0.0 2 1 2 - 	3 0.14 

TOTAL 105.8 10.8 54 7 - 2 3 4 3 . 	3 1 

ri 

U. 



DISTRICT STATE :OREST TRANSECT LENGTH CC '/06 .SqG G FIG KOALA STP HP RIP 1 TOTAL MMtALS 

DRIVE WALK . . 	. . SPECIES / KM 

;LENINNES Londc 	Eidge F.P. 1.4 0.0 12 . 1 12 8.57 

London aidge S.F. 14.3 0.0 143 . 1 143 10.00 

TOTAL 15.1 0.0 155  

aAFTON Boundan.Ck & t4arara 47.3 7.2 81 5 
- . 

5 4 	.. g3 	.......fl• 

Cangal 24.2 0.0 52 2 4 3 58 2.40 

C'ouds Cc 56.1 0.0 75 . . 7 4 3 86 1.52 

Dalmorto 111.6 21.4 175 3 5 31 34 5 248 1.86 

Fortis Creek 18.1 4.2 4 . 

. 

1 . 0.16 

GlenuglE 106.1 0.0 14 2 . 	1 1 21 5 39 0.31 

Genugi€Peak 0.0 2.1 3 1 3 3 1 3.33 

Grange 27.6 3.6 79 5 2 3 4 89 2.85 

Nymboide 10.6 1.2 13 1 6 3 20 1.69 

Pinebru--i & Candole 98.8 0.0 6 5 1 1 5 5 18 0.18 

Ramorni€ 12.1 3.4 4 2 1 1 4 8 0.50 

Sheas No 13.1 5.1 20 3 2 3 25 1.37 

Washpoo 8.5 5.5 59 6 4 4 34 5 101 1.64 

TOTAL 535.3 53.7 582 29 1 13 2 4 48 45 18 

ENVERELL Mt Topper 20.2 0.0 2 . 	7 2 3 11 0.54 

TOTAL 20.2 0.0 2 7 2 

a. 



'ISTflCT SFATE FOREST TRANSECT LtNGTH GG YBO S(jG SQ FTC KOALA Bit HP RIP -. TOTAL I MAMMALS. 
DRIVE WALK . . . . SPECIES 1. KM 

J4IDALE Cedar Pit 1,9 1.3 12  - . 	1 3 1 --38------- 
Eninore 2.65 1.6 1 . I 1 .0.24 

...-.--- .TOTAL 4.55 2.9 12  

i.STNO Selection Flat 0.0 3.5 2 6 2 8 2.29 
Steel Box 0.0 0.9 1 

TOTAL 0.00 4.4 1 2 6 

)FFS HARBOUR 1260 FR 38.0 :15.2 61 14 1 1 8 5 85 1.60 
Boambee 4.7 0.0 3 2 1 3 6 	. 1.28 
Conglomerate 190.2 0.0 1' . . . 1 2; 2 0.01 	-' 
Kangaroo Creek 131.1 4.0 74 3 2 1 	. 13 8 2 . 	1 	. 103 0.76 
Lower Bucca 32.8 0.0 3 . 1 2 3 6 0.18 
NanaCk& Orara sst 194.1 '0.0 29 1 I 5 .  1 6; 44 0.23 
Newfoundland 213.2 12.0, 81 19 1 5 4 5 110 0.49 
Orara East 33.0 0.0 12 1 5 .3 18 055 
Orara West °105.0 2.3 13 . 2 4 1 4 26 0.24 
Walhou F.R. 14.6 0.0 . . 0 - O 0.00 
WfldCattleck 90.6 0.0 37 1 2 1 1 6 5 1 54 0.60 

- TOTAL 1053.1 33.9 314 38 4 2 4 10 21 45 16 

'RRIGO Cascade 61.0- 2.5 72 8 1 1 2 5 6 89 3.28 
Chaelundi 1.9.5 2:3 91 4 2 - - . - 	3 103 4.12 

• Hyland 22.0 0.0 212 . - 	. II - 	3 3 . 	4 229 10.41 
Harengo 16.7 1.0 68 -1 - 	3 1 4 71 4.01 
Noonpar 75.1 5.  59 3 3 - 2 1 1 3 3 8 75 0.93 
14110 Cattle Ck 0.0 2.5 . - - I 2 2 0.80 

TOTAL 200.0 13.4 507 15 4 4 3 6r  15 9 12 
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Hines, H.— Affidavit describing fauna 
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pecL& v under tu Natlor.al 	irk, 4nj Vjitilil: Act, :'fl4 ;ZCd-J.t :2:- 

I 
Fauna of Stpca) C:nç_n 
Spottsd-tailed Qtoii 
Glossy-black Cockatoo - 

a -ttroted ?eedlctai! 
Cicgd3bj: 

Jhite' s Th:tai'. 

Creted 3hriJce--ti 

uf;u Fantail 
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r_oechri ircq 

urrav's kic is c?ns±dered threst2:ed y 	 4nd 3u::2r :fl6 
Th:ntend Soeeies Cun,rvat±or. Sratec' cr .u9tz±, C - flt Au:t:: 
Sydney. 	- 	 - 

In &ddjtjon to these Species 	:Q&c2 	:t ar2:itiv 4r;e 
of the recet1y dasco rare 3etch s:ii .,  
:ontane specialist, and prior to sur.vey r.er 	was  
hrdcd •fort it was only cnowr 	rorn :in±:rast iraa  
3eech; It is :cncwn frout lesi :h.sn zen other lcaL.;L 	::n 3tv7,t -:. 
icre: in the scuth to Cunninghan' s 3a, in the :or:h. Tvc 	::p't 
were sL•;hted in in area withia Chacluriji State Tve: :o he .tcr.n-t 
a:ea surveyed. This threatened sptces 	chdu2 	2 Nfl  -- 

-. fl!'nV nr'-q 4-, r" 	 __________________________ 
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U..  

- -- .. 	----------- 	 _., 

I. -  - 
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:I F I.AND AND 

\YJ.RC.NlENT COURT OF NEW 

\VALES 

fthrS of 1990 

,ii', 	)}3LiC1CORKi-IlLL 

Applicant 

IRITSIRY COMMISSION OF NEW 

)LTFI \V.ALLES 

Respondent 

A F F IDA V IT 

'eour!Cnt: L..VV Braitluvaite 
day of 57a#ct 

/ 	 1990 

1K. ROBERIS 
LiOWfl Solicitor 
S 12 Chiflev Square 

ydncy. tcs.w. 2000 

X. 19, Sydney 

id: 2287357 
Mr Peter Bowe) 

I, Lionel Wayne Braitliwaite of the 

USI 1W Division of Wildlife and 

Ecology, Canberra, Australian Capital 

Territory do solemnly, sincerely and 

truly affirm and declare as follows. 

1. 	I am a Principal Research 

Scientist and Acting Program 

Leader of the Ecological Svstetns 

- Program, a group of 26 sciendsts 

and technicians, within the 

CSIRO Division of Wildlife and 

Ecology (DWE). A summarised 

curriculum vitae is appended. 

Since 1977, and as a result of a 

request to the CSIRO Chairman 

from the Australian Forestry 

Council, I have been directed to 

conduct research into the effects 

of forestry operations on wildlife 

in forests. The research is,, 

primarily field orien ted, 

ja 
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c;rlccIItriliiIlg iroiji 1977 to 1987 on fauna iii the south-east Of Ne-.v Souih Wales 

([den and Batenians Bay Forestry Regions - Forestry Commission of New South 

\Vales (FCNSW)) and since 1987, the. forests of north-east New ShOth Wales, 

pi iticipallv those of the Cofis Harbour Forestry Region which includes the 

.Thaeltridfl State Forest. I urn the principal CSIRO representative on Research 

Working Group No. 10 (Wildlife) of the AustralianForestry Council (AfC). a 

technical committee that advises, through the A.FC, State and Common'.vealrh 

Authorities responsible for wildlife conservation management in forests utiliscd 	
/ 

for timber production. I ani currently the committee member responsible for 

wildlife matters in a multi-disciplinary group of specialists, the Expert Advisory 

Committee, brought together to advise on forest management to the 

Department of Consemation and Environment, Victoria. I also act as external 

supervisor or examiner of a number of postgraduate research projects, mostly to 

(ic' with research on forest wildlife, within Sydney University, Australian 

National University, University of New England and Charles Sturt -University. 

A mainthrust of the research on forest wildlife in the Division of WiLdILfe and 

Ecology and of the post graduate research projects I supervise is to do with the 

determination of the environmental correlates of broadscale (forest regions of 

10,000 km2  +) density distribution patterns of faunaarboreal and ground 

mammals and birds). The general finding is that forest fertility is the principal 

factor determining the abundance and species richness of forest fauna, which 

may help explain the occurrence of many conflicts between forestry and 

environmentalist interests. The more fertile forests tend to be similarly 

important for both wildlife conservation and timber production. Relative to 

areas of less fertile native forests, smaller areas of the more fertile types remain 

LO 
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today because of our histoty, since European settlement, of selectively clearing 

the more fertile to farmland. 

1 lie general and priority problem of conservation management of forest wildlife 

is thus seen to be one of land use. What remains largely unresolved is the 

question of the response of wildlife populations in native forests to the 

disturbance of logging and other forest management practices. The topic has 
	

fa 

only received some degree of attention in Australia in about the past 20 years. 	
11 

Necatise fauna populations may be quite different in a forest in an early, as 

compared to a late phase of rcgrowth in a logging management cycle, a critical 

inñ,rrnation requirement has been for the likely long term (100-150 years +) 

response of the different animal species populations to logging. No definitive 

statement is available on this issue because of its complexity and the relative lack 

of research, The complexity of what is involved is indicated by the number of 

factors to consider. There is the long term time frame. The number of animal 

species i5 large; about 160 species of native mammals and birds recorded so far 

in the surveys by CSIRO-DWE staff. The large number of different types of 

forests. Animal populations difler in the different forests. The FCNSW 

recognizes some 150 types of forests for example, which is possibly about one 

halt the number of tree association,., an ecologist canerecognize for research 

purposes. Each association can be typified by Elie range of climate, soil fealures. 

CIC. of the localities in which the association is characteristically found. The 

forest management regime will have an effect: the various regimes differing 

according to the forest type and invariably changing over time. 

1.1 
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I-laying regard for the above comp'exity, I have examined the issue of the likely 

I effect of logging operations on wildlife in the. Chaelundi State Forest. .1 have 

i taken into account the CSIRO-DWE information on the occurrence'of wildlife 

in these forests as well as data provided by the Commission, particularly that on 

the arboreal mammal fauna in the Washpool National Park and the Moonpar 

State Forest (Commission File Numbers 03/12.9 and 03/12.10). 

I 	
.Iwo principal issues have been put as to why logging should not proceed in 

compartments 180, 193, 198, 200 and 207 of the C:haelundi State Forest. These 

I arc, first, the occurrence in compartments 193 and 207 of a rare species of small 

mammal, the Hastings River mouse, P.ceiulotnys crabs. Secondly, in 

I compartments 180, 198 and 200, the general faunaf richness, in particularly of 

arboreal mammal species. I will comment on these separately. 

u. 	With regard to the occurrence in compartments 193 and 207 of the Hastings 

River mouse. I have inspected four field sites at which the species has been 

I recorded, the two in compartmeffls 193 and 207 and two others in forests of the 

I 

	

	
Dorrigo District, one recorded in the CS1RO-DWE survey but elsewhere in the 

Chaclundi State Forest, the second by FCNSW staff in the Wild Cattle Creek 

I State Forest. In all four instances the habitat at these localities showed evidence 

from ground cover vegetation, fire scars or the occurrence of sawn tree stumps. 

I of a histoty of frequent disturbance from fire and/or logging. The use of fire in 

I 	
all localities had evidently seived mainly to provide graze for cattle or as a 

means of fire hazard control adjacent to a major road. In the CSIRO-DWE 

I
surveys in the Chuetundi State Forest, cattle were commonly observed in the 

vicinity of the localities in which the animal was trapped. The Hastings River 

I 
I 

L'I 

I 



mouse was not recorded at any of a number of trapping sites that appeared 

relaiively undisturbed by burning, logging or cattle grazing activities. On that 

c\idence my view is that such disturbance possibly does not adversely affect the 

species. To the contrary, the vegetation conditions created by the disturbance 

iituy be to its favour. 

With regard to the general fauna] richness of the forest of compartments 190, 
¼ 

198 and 200 of the Chuelundi State Forest, particularly the richness of arboreal 

tia in i ial species. On the available data the evide nce is that: 
	 .1 

a) 	The richness and high density of arboreal mammals of a certain 

species, namely the greater glider, in the Chaelundi State Forest is'•excej)ti)naI, 

but not unique. \Vaslipool National Fark, to the north, supports similar faunal 

species and populations and, 

h) 	The forests of north-eastern New South Wales, in generaL and in 

both logged and unlogged forest, support good populations of most species, 

though in varying population densities depending on the animal species, forest 

type and phase of forest regrowth from past. logging. 

in compartments 190, 198 and 2001 think that logging according to the current 

management plans and prescriptions will cause a reduction, possibly a 

permanent. reduction, in the number of at least several species of arboreal 	- 

mammals and in particular of the greater glider, the most abundant species. The 

effect would apply in particular to ihe areas actually logged, compared to those 

areas reserved as part of routine forest management. Populations of gliders in 

areas reserved from logging may however, also not remain unaffected if the 

general effect is to change predation pressures from the large owls that occur 

there. Possibly, arboreal animal species favoured by the regrowUi forest 5 or 



more years after the initial logging may be the koala, corrunon ringtail possum 

and the sugar glider. My inlerence is that the survival of any animal species is 

unlikely to be affected by logging operations in compartments 190, 198 and 200 

in the Chaelundi State Forest. FOE the reasons outlined above I regardasopen; 

questions of the effect(s) of logging on the numbers (density) of populations of 

individual animal species. The possibility exists that, as noted above in the 

circuti%stance of the New Holland mouse, the disturbance effects of logging and 

oilier forest numagenent practices on many species of native forest wildlife may 

not necessarily all be adverse. To the contrary, the effects may be hencficial 	
0 

depending on the species. 

From the foregoing 1 see three points of emphasis. The first is that I believe it 

highly unlikely that logging operations in the Chaelundi State Forest according 

to current plans and practices poses a serious threat to the sun'ival there of the 

animal species that presently occur. The second is that I would expect that the 

numbers of at least some of the individual species of animals that 6ccur there 

will be reduced as a consequence of logging. Put another way, I consider it 

highly probable that the logging will reduce the 'caring capaci' of the 

Chaelundi State Forest to support populations of at least some species of gliders. 

But that any reduction in carrying capacity, in this instance, would be most 

unlikely to result in the disappearance of any spcciefroni the logged portion of 

forest. The area is exceptional in terms of the density of greater gliders present. 

The strong possibility is that this exceptional characteristic will be lost from the 

logged areas, though not necessarily from those areas reserved from logging. 

The third point of emphasis is-that a great deal remains to be learnt about 

environmental effects in general, and effects on the fauna in particular, of 
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1 	
logging in native forests. In view of that lack of knowledge I consider it prudent 

to ensure the fatUity is always available to evaluate, through research, any issues 

I
. 	or problems that may arise as a consequence of logging activitieS. "TKtTheWth:Et -- 

issues exist that warrant investigation and that mx demonstrate the desirability 

ol maiLitailling certain timber production activities to the general benefit of 

fauna conservation management. The ObVIOUS pre-requisite in any evaluation 

procedure is to have permanently ayailable, undisturbed by such activities, an 

adequate range of the forest tree i'ssociations that occur. As the Chuelundi 

State Forest adjoins the Guy Fawkes National Park, extensive areas of the tree 

associations that comprise the areas presently in dispute in the Chaelundi State 

Forest may already he held in reserve in the Park. I stress the importance of 

conducting the appropriate surveys to ascertain thi•s. 

AFFIR MEl) AND DECLARED at Canberra 

on the day and year first mentioned. 

Before me: 

. •- ... 
A justice of the Peace/SeliCaL 

ei., 
el Wayne L 
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